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1. SUMMARY
The JT8D turbofan engine is widely used in the air transport industry to power short and
medium range commercial transport aircraft. These aircraft serve a large number of airports
in the United States and, because of their wide usage, are responsible for a substantial amount
of the airport community noise. Compressor design features and acoustic linings for inlets,
fan ducts and exhaust systems have been developed to reduce fore and aft radiated machinery
noise. However, application of these features to the current JT8D engine cycle would reduce
engine noise a relatively small amount because jet noise would become predominant. To re-
duce JT8D noise during high thrust operation, reduced jet velocity is required. In order to
reduce jet velocity without loss of thrust, airflow must be increased. The object of the work
done in the performance of this contract was to design modifications to the JT8D engine
which would reduce jet velocity, be suitable for retrofit installation on existing engines and
would maintain or improve engine performance and durability.
A configuration study was conducted to evaluate the effect of variations in fan airflow, fan
pressure ratio and bypass ratio (duct airflow/core airflow) on noise characteristics, thrust,
thrust specific fuel consumption and compatibility with the core engine parts to be retained
during retrofit. Fans both with and without inlet guide vanes were studied. The study in-
dicated that the state-of-the-art in fan design and the work capability of the low pressure
turbine limited the jet velocity reduction at approximately the same point. The cycle selected
at the completion of the study was based on a 22.1 cm (8.7 in) increased diameter single stage
fan, with inlet guide vanes, having the following characteristics at takeoff thrust: total airflow
211.8 kg/s (467 lbs/sec), pressure ratio 1.67, bypass ratio 2.00, tip speed 488 m/sec (1600
ft/sec) and rotor speed 7450 rpm. Comparable characteristics for the JT8D-9 base model are:
total airflow 144.7 kg/s (319 lbs/see), pressure ratio 1.97, bypass ratio 1.05, tip speed 435
m/sec (1425 ft/sec) and rotor speed 8045 rpm. The selected cycle increased thrust at all
conditions and decreased thrust specific fuel consumption at normal flight conditions.
A modified JT8D engine, designated the JT8D-100, was designed for the selected cycle. The
existing two stage fan was replaced with the single stage fan described above and two new
core engine stages. Increased diameter fan cases replaced the existing cases. The turbine ex-
haust section was modified to be compatible with the change in turbine exit conditions caused
by the increased power extraction from the low pressure turbine. The resultant engine is
31.2 cm (12.3 in) longer, 24.13 to 29.46 cm (9.50 to 11.6 in.) larger in diameter and 258 kg
(570 lbs) heavier than the JT8D-9 base model. This increased engine length, diameter and
weight is compensated by the increased thrust and decreased fuel consumption of the chosen
cycle, thus providing the capability for maintaining the current JT8D powered aircraft per-
formance.
The data presented in this document are for a JT8D-9 retrofit version of the JT8D-100
(JT8D-109); however, other model conversions would have similar incremental performance
and noise changes.
The units used for the principal measurements and calculations during the Phase I design effort
are the English units. These units are shown throughout this report parenthically following the
International System of Units (SI units).
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II. INTRODUCTION
The principal objective of this program is to design, fabricate and test certifiable modifications
of the JT8D engine which will reduce the noise generated by JT8D powered aircraft. These
JT8D powered aircraft comprise a large part of the airlines fleet in use today, so a significant
reduction in their noise levels would have a major favorable effect on the noise environment
in the vicinity of airports. This noise reduction objective is to be accomplished without af-
fecting the demonstrated reliability and maintainability of the JT8D engine; at an acceptable
retrofit cost; with no degradation of current JT8D powered aircraft performance.
Phase I of this program, conducted by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft under Contract NAS3-16808,
covered preliminary definition and design of the engine modifications. Phase II of the program
covers the development of the engine modifications necessary to demonstrate achievement of
the objective of significantly reducing engine generated noise.
This final report document, covering the work accomplished during the Phase I portion of
the JT8D refan program, includes a discussion of the configuration selected to meet the
objectives of the program, a definition of the modified engine design configuration, a des-
cription of the pertinent installation interface dimensions and the estimated resultant per-
formance and noise levels.
Reference documents submitted to date on this program are:
Report Title Report No. Date Submitted
Preliminary Engine Definition and Characteristics PWATM-4568 14 October 1972
PWA-4568 22 December 1972
Supplement 1
PWA-4671 26 February 1973
Engine Definition and Characteristics PWA-4713 13 April 1973
Design Report PWA-4789 31 July 1973
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MI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. CYCLE SELECTION
The JT8D engine is a relatively low bypass fan engine with a relatively high primary jet velocity.
Means for attenuating fan generated engine noise using nacelle treatment have been developed,
but no practical method for reducing the noise generated by the interaction of the primary jet
stream with the ambient air, by means external to the engine, has been developed. For the
JT8D engine, jet noise is predominant at takeoff power, and also at lower power conditions
when fan duct acoustic treatment is incorporated. Thus, a significant reduction in the overall
flyover noise level can only be achieved by reducing this jet noise by lowering the primary jet
velocity. A cycle selection study was undertaken to evaluate the feasibility of reducing jet
noise by varying the basic engine cycle to avoid producing the acoustic energy in the exhaust
jet.
Several paths are theoretically available to reduce the jet velocity of a less than perfectly mixed
common flow exhaust JT8D turbofan engine. These may be illustrated by considering the total
thrust as the sum of theoretical bypass stream thrust and core stream thrust. This simplification
ignores the partial mixing that does occur, which produces a gradient layer of air between the
higher velocity core stream and the lower velocity bypass stream, for which the total thrust
equation is modified when performing actual mixed stream thrust calculations. At constant
thrust, the three general paths that result in decreased primary stream jet velocities, indicated
by this simplified illustration, are: increasing core stream airflow, increasing bypass stream
jet Velocity, or increasing bypass stream airflow.
The retrofit concept involved selecting a path which would require the least total number of
parts to be changed. Due to the complexity of the core engine, it was apparent that the con-
figuration changes required to reduce core jet velocity should be restricted to the fan section
and bypass ducts as much as possible. Thus, the path of increasing core stream airflow was
ruled out because core compressor section modifications would be required. This path would
also have required reduced turbine temperature levels to achieve the core jet velocity reduction.
This would have been inconsistent with the fact that the maximum capability of the core en-
gine with respect to pressure, flow, and temperature levels must be used to maintain an effi-
cient, competitive engine.
The selection of increased bypass stream airflow over increased bypass stream jet velocity in-
volved evaluating the characteristics of the various types of noise produced by the engine com-
ponents and -the available means of reducing these noise levels. Increasing bypass stream jet
velocity can only be accomplished by increasing the fan pressure ratio which would then in-
crease fan generated turbomachinery noise. While fan noise could be minimized by the pro-
per blade and vane spacing and by the proper choice of the number of blades and vanes in
each row, increasing bypass stream jet velocity was not feasible because the single stage fan
dictated by the spacing requirements would not have the necessary pressure rise capability.
The addition of a two stage fan for the modified engine would result in an unacceptable
number of design compromises for the required large axial spacing.
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A single stage fan with the diameter increased to increase bypass stream air flow was selected.
To minimize the diameter increase and tip speed, the fan was designed for the highest levels
of flow per unit area consistent with maintaining high efficiency levels in the range of cruise
operation. The design pressure ratio was selected to maintain current stability levels. The
final level of bypass airflow was limited by several factors:
1. The need to be compatible with the airframe inlet size available within the con-
straint of practicality.
2. The requirement to be within engine low shaft torque-carrying capabilities, de-
fined by material properties and the constraint imposed by the concentric high
rotor shaft.
3. The consideration of the work extraction capabilities of the current three stage
low pressure turbine, defined by avoiding operation with excessive performance
penalties.
The fan rotor diameter consistent with the airflow limits would have produced unacceptable
stress levels in the rotor if operated at the current JT8D low rotor speed levels. Thus, it was
necessary to slow the low rotor down to the highest level consistent with satisfactory fan stress
levels. Although the lower rotor speeds could be accommodated within the new fan rotor
design, compensation for the reduced core engine airflow pumping capability was required.
Two new core low pressure compressor stages were required to maintain the current JT8D
core airflow levels. At the 727 center engine inlet airflow limits, the torque levels were
within the capability of an improved low shaft and the low turbine efficiency levels were
acceptable if the available JT8D-1, -7 fourth turbine blade, 40 open relative to the JT8D-9
blade, was used.
An extensive evaluation was undertaken to determine the feasibility of eliminating the inlet
guide vanes, since this concept could be advantageous in reducing fan generated noise and the
overall weight of the modified engine. It was concluded that, even though the inlet guide vanes
may generate additional aft radiated fan noise, the full length fan duct of the JT8D engine
provides sufficient area for peripheral acoustic treatment to attenuate the noise generated in
the fan. The subsequent weight advantage of a non inlet guide vane configuration had an in-
significant effect on overall aircraft performance. Because of these aforementioned conclusions,
the inlet guide vane was retained to reduce the fan rotor tip relative Mach number and pro-
vide increased core engine airflow pumping capability by adding preswirl at the root of the
fan rotor.
The selected cycle, obtained by a combination of nn increased dinmeter single stage fan w... ith
inlet guide vanes, a full length bypass duct, a single common flow exhaust nozzle, and two
new core low compressor stages, doubled the amount of bypass air while maintaining current
JT8D levels of core engine airflow, pressure rise, and turbine inlet temperature. This cycle
provides increased takeoff thrust and reduced cruise fuel consumption when cruise power
requirements are high. The effectiveness of the higher bypass ratio in reducing cruise fuel
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consumption was partially counteracted by a reduction in low turbine efficiency caused by
the increased work extraction at lower rotor speed; an increased level of turbine exit strut
loss caused by incidence angles and increased local Mach number; and an increased fan exit
guide vane pressure loss caused by the lower cruise fan operating line that results from a high
bypass ratio, low exhaust pressure ratio cycle.
With both lower bypass and core stream jet velocities, the relative velocity between the two
streams is similar to the current JT8D cycle. The predicted jet noise reductions assume that
the amount of bypass/primary stream mixing is also similar to the current JT8D. If an effec-




The JT8D-100 engine is a two-spool turbofan engine with a mechanically coupled fan and
low-pressure compressor. It has a single-stage fan, six low-compressor stages and seven high-
compressor stages. The compressor system generates a takeoff compressor pressure ratio of
approximately 15.8 and a 2.00 bypass ratio. The burner section consists of nine separate
combustion chambers in an annular array. The JT8D-100 derivative of a particular engine
model uses the air-cooled or uncooled single-stage high-pressure turbine applicable for the
rating of the particular current engine model, and a three-stage low-pressure turbine. A cross
section of the JT8D-109 engine, including the instrumentation stations, is depicted in Figure 1.
The JT8D-100 series engines were designed as low-noise retrofit configurations, obtainable
from any of the current JT8D engine models. The fundamental design concept was to provide
a higher bypass ratio engine which would lead to a lower jet exhaust velocity and, therefore,
lower jet noise. Fan and compressor noise levels were reduced through the elimination of a
fan stage, increased fan rotor/exit guide vane spacing and the proper selection of blade and
vane numbers. The fan noise was frther reduced through the use of acoustical treatment
forward of the fan rotor and downstream in the fan ducts. The JT8D-100 acoustical treat-
ment is shown in Figure 2.
The types of loading considered for the structural analysis of the JT8D-100 engine components
are indicated on Figures 3 and 4.
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FAN DUCT TREATMENT PASSAGE LENGTH/HEIGHT FACE SHEET TOPSHEET TOP SHEET
LOCATION LENGTH M (IN) HEIGHT M (IN) L/H MATERIAL HOLE DIA. CM (IN) THICKNESS CM (IN)
1 0.177 ( 7.0) N.A. N.A. AMS 4027 (AL) 0.114 - 0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
2 0.152 ( 6.0) 0.221 (8.7)* 1.5 AMS 4027 (AL) 0.114 - 0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
3 0.286 (11.25) 0.155 (6.1) - AMS4027 (AL) 0.114 - 0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
4 0.213 ( 8.4) 0.155 (6.1) 1.6 AMS 4027 (AL) 0.114 -0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
5 1.42 (56.0) 0.226 (8.9) 2.5 AMS 4027 (AL) 0.114 - 0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
6 0.279 (11.0) 0.213 (8.4) 1.3 AMS 5520 (SST) 0.114 - 0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
7 0.395 (15.6) 0.201 (7.9) 1.0 AMS 4027 (AL) 0.114 - 0.152 (0.045 - 0.060) 0.0405 (0.016)
CORE APPROX. BACK BONDED REMOVABLEFAN DUCT % OPENING HONEYCOMB H F B EET CASE (INTEGRAL PANEL
LOCATION FACE SHEET HONEYCOMB DEPTH OF FOIL MAT'L SHEET MAT'L TO STRUCT) SEGMENTS)
CELL SIZE M (IN) HONEYCOMB M(IN) MAT'L TO STRUCT) SEGMENTS)
1 20 0.0095 (0.375) HEX 0.0254 (1.0) PWA 122* * AMS 4027 (AL) N.A. NO YES
2 12 0.0095 (0.375) HEX 0.0127 (0.5) PWA 122 AMS 4027 (AL) N.A. NO YES
3 12 0.0095 (0.375) HEX 0.0064 (0.25) PWA 122 N.A. AMS 4153 (AL) YES NO
4 12 0.0095 (0.375) HEX 0.0064 (0.25) PWA 122 AMS 4027 (AL) N.A. NO YES
5 12 0.0095 (0.375) HEX 0.0127 (0.5) PWA 122 N.A. SEE A BELOW YES NO
6 12 0.0095 (0.375) SO. 0.0127 (0.5) AMS 5520(SST) AMS 5520 (SST) N.A. NO YES
7 12 0.0095 (0.375) HEX 0.0127 (0.5) PWA 122 WIBE GLASS N.A. NO YES
N.A.
= NOT APPLICABLE * PWA 122 IS CORROSION RESISTANT AMS4004 A THREE FAN DUCTS; 2 AMS 4135 (AL), 1 AMS 4027 (AL)
•HEF F = 0.1016 (4.0)
Figure 2 JT8D-100 Fan Duct Acoustic Treatment
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Figure 3 JT8D-100 Basic Engine Structural Design Considerations
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Figure 4 JT8D-100 Basic Engine Structural Design Considerations
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1. Fan, Low Pressure Compressor
The JT8D-100 series engine fan is a single-stage unit which has an increased diameter compared
to current JT8D parts to increase the fan bypass ratio. The blade design configuration is
based upon current production engine design technology to minimize development risk. A
wide-chord fan blade with a single, part-span shroud was selected rather than a narrow-chord,
two part-span shroud blade to reduce cost and achieve the aerodynamic requirements. This
single-stage unit of increased diameter produces an increased fan duct air flow at lower pres-
sure and velocity compared to the two-stage JT8D fan configuration.
The low-pressure compressor has six stages compared to the four-stage unit for the current
JT8D engine. The compressor operates at a lower speed (approximately 7%) compared to
the current JT8D to reduce noise and limit the blade tip speed of the larger diameter fan
stage. Thus, to maintain the core engine pressure ratio and air flow rate at this lower speed,
with the single-rather than two-stage fan assembly, two new stages were added to the current
four-stage low compressor. These core engine characteristics are required in order to achieve
the thrust level requirements at the reduced low-rotor operating speed. The JT8D-109 and
JT8D-9 engines are compared in Table I.
TABLE I
JT8D-109, JT8D-9 FAN, LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE AT
SEA LEVEL TAKE OFF
JT8D-109 JT8D-9
Corrected Total Flow 211.83 kg/s 144.7 kg/s
(467 lb/sec) (319 lb/sec)
Corrected Total Flow/Area 205.06 kg/s/m 2  199.2 kg/s/m 2
(42.0 lb/sec/ft 2 ) (40.8 lb/sec/ft 2 )
Duct Flow/Engine Flow 2.0 1.045
Corrected N 1 - RPM 7450 8045
Fan Tip
Diameter 1.25m 1.03 m
(49.2 in.) (40.5 in.)
UTIPW/MJ" 488 m/s 435 m/s
(1600 ft/sec) (1425 ft/sec)
Relative Mach No. 1.5 1.23
No. Fan Stages 1 2
Nflv. LA)W I IU 3UI-. tJCLf Stzgcs 6
Duct Pressure Ratio 1.672 1.966
Fan Efficiency (Aft. of Fan Exit 0.793 0.788
Guide Vane)
Pressure Ratio (Station 3/ 4.199 4.135
Station 2)
Efficiency (Station 3/Station 2) 0.866 0.867
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Noise reduction was a major parameter which governed various aspects of the fan, low-com-
pressor design. The numbers of blades and vanes in the fan and new low-compressor stages
were selected to minimize noise generation. The axial spacing of these new stages was also
selected to reduce noise generation. Acoustic treatment was incorporated in the fan duct
walls before and after the fan blade to reduce the radiated noise.
a. Fan Inlet Case
The titanium fan inlet case depicted in Figure 5 is similar to current JT8D inlet cases except
for the integral attachment of one of the fan cases to the inlet guide vane structure and the
addition of external attachment flanges. The welding of one of the titanium fan ducts to
the inlet case structure resulted in a weight saving because of the elimination of two flanges
and a set of bolts at this location. The integral external front flange was designed to support
the airframe-supplied nacelle inlet duct. The other external flanges were designed to support
engine airframe accessories. The inner ring was designed to support the airframe-supplied
nose cone. The allowable limit shear load, axial load, and overhung moment for the fan in-
let case connections are defined in Figure 6.




NO. 1 BEARING COMPARTMENT
INLET GUIDE VANE - / BREATHER TUBE
NO. 1 BEARING OIL
NO. I BEARING OIL -- / SCAVENGE TUBE










Figure 5 JT8D-100 Inlet Cross Section
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HFLANGE NO. 2 REFERS TO NOSE COWL MOUNT
FLANGE NO. 1 REFERS TO NOSE CONE MOUNT
H2  < 43592.6 N (9,800 LBS)
H1  444.8 N (100 LBS) THESE ALLOWABLE LOADS MAY ACT
P1  10230.9 N (2.300 LBS) IN ANY SENSE AND MAY BE COMBINED
M2 < 2632.5 M-N (233,000 IN-LBS) IN ANY MANNER.
M1  113.0 M-N (1,000 IN-LBS)
THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE AXIAL BOLT HOLE LOAD IS 3775 N (850 LBS)
M - MOMENT.IN A PLANE CONTAINING ENGINE AXIS
H - LOAD PERPENDICULAR TO ENGINE AXIS
P - AXIAL LOAD
Figure 6 JT8D-100 Allowable Limit Loads for Inlet Case Attachment
The addition of an inlet guide vane (IGV) aids in the attainment of fan stress and surge margin
goals by permitting a lower fan rotor tip speed for a given root loading and pressure ratio. The
IGV turns the air opposite to the direction of rotor rotation at the root and in the direction of
rotation at the tip, thereby raising the root Mach number and lowering the tip Mach number,
relative to designs without the IGV, as indicated in Figure 7. In addition, the IGV -allows an
increase in fan root work without raising the root loading and acts as a case stiffener to help
reduce tip clearance. The IGV set consists of twenty-two vanes with a 7% thickness ratio and
one vane with a 15% thickness ratio to carry service and instrumentation lines. The thick vane
is cambered to maintain the design exit air angles, and the two vanes on each side of this vane
are spaced to equalize passage area distribution.
1.6 - 1. - JT8D-100
NASA HTS BLD 1 PT 1021
1.5 FAA HTS BLO 345 PT 1001







0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
% SPAN
Figure 7 JT8D-100 Fan Inlet Relative Mach Number
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The inlet guide vanes are NACA 63 (CloA 4 K6 ) series airfoils made of welded sheet metal
construction, similar to current JT8D vanes. An aerodynamic and geometry summary of
the inlet guide vane is provided in Table II. As mentioned, the vane on the bottom vertical
centerline is thicker than the others to accommodate the N 1 tachometer wire conduit, No. 1
bearing compartment service tubes, and the compressor inlet total pressure (Pt2) sense tube.
The number of vanes (23) and the axial spacing between the vanes and fan blades are optim-
ized to provide a low noise level configuration. Gussets are machined integral with the out-
side of the outer shroud to provide a distributed load transition from the vanes to the OD of
the outer ring and ultimately into the inlet case extension.
To prevent inlet guide vane icing, eighth-stage compressor air is piped to the outer-ring mani-
fold. This hot air is distributed to the vanes where it flows radially inward through the for-
ward section of the 22 thinner vanes and through the forward and aft sections of the thick
vane to the inner ring. It then exits through the scallops of the inner ring front flange
where it is used to anti-ice the engine nose cone.
The O-ring seal on the front cover was changed from outboard of the jumper tubes on current
JT8D engines to inboard on this design. This eliminated the-need for jumper tubes from
the connectors on the inner ring to the front cover for the N 1 tachometer conduit and the Pt2
pressure sense tube. Elimination of the two jumper tubes and the improved visibility of the
remaining jumper tubes will ease assembly of the front cover to the inlet case.
The inner flowpath fairing is a riveted aluminum assembly attached to and extending rear-
ward from the aft flange of the inner ring. A small cut-out is provided at the aft end of the
fairing near the bottom centerline to permit insertion of a rivet tool for installation of trim
balance weights on the first-stage blade lock flange. Both self-locking inserts and lockwire
are used at the attachment of the fairing to the inner ring to prevent loss of bolt heads and/or
shanks into the engine flowpath.
The aluminum acoustic treatment in the outer flowpath is mechanically retained, replaceable
panels, as defined on Figure 2.
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TABLE II-A
JT8D-100 INLET GUIDE VANE
AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
23 NASA 63 (CloA4 K6 ) AIRFOILS
Splitting
Hub Streamline Tip
Percent Total Flow 0.0 3.0 9.0 15.0 21.0 27.0 33.0 43.3 53.6 63.9 74.2 84.6 94.9 100.0
Inlet
Diameter - m 0.4064 0.4572 0.5450 0.6203 0.6872 0.7479 0.8039 0.8920 0.9720 1.046 1.115 1.1805 1.2425 1.2725
V - m/s 171.79 171.03 171.37 172.36 173.35 174.20 174.89 175.41 175.52 175.29 174.73 173.91 173.05 172.78
Vm - m/s 171.79 171.03 171.37 172.36 173.35 174.20 174.89 175.41 175.52 175.29 174.73 173.91 173.05 
172.78
V0 - m/s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 - deg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M 0.518 0.516 0.517 0.520 0.523 0.526 0.528 0.530 0.530 0.529 0.527 0.525 0.522 0.521
Exit
Diameter - m 0.4064 0.4616 0.5525 0.6278 0.6939 0.7537 0.8089 0.8956 0.9744 1.0471 1.1154 1.1802 1.2422 1.2725
V - m/s 165.53 168.50 172.99 175.85 177.75 178.91 179.64 181.09 181.93 182.22 182.03 81.20 179.53 178.46
V m  -m/s 155.55 161.46 169.81 174.77 177.4e, 178.81 179.63 181.05 181.66 181.58 180.90 179.49 
177.17 175.75
V0 - m/s -56.61 -48.19 -32.98 -19.45 -10.42 -6.18 -2.21 4.10 9.88 15.23 20.19 24.79 29.01 
30.99
0 - deg -20.00 -16.62 -10.99 -6.35 -3.36 -1.98 0.71 1.3 3.11 4.79 6.37 7.86 9.3 10.0
M 0.498 0.508 0.522 0.531 0.537 0.541 0.543 0.548 0.550 0.549 0.551 0.548 0.543 0.539
P03/P02 0.98402 0.98791 0.99258 0.99439 0.99500 0.99519 0.99526 0.99540 0.99545 0.99494 0.99333 0.98991 0.98464 
0.98167
z 0.09543 0.07286 0.04452 0.03330 0.02937 0.02800 0.02739 0.02645 0.02612 0.02909 0.03862 0.05890 0.09054 0.10657
D 1.7639 1.7589 1.6404 1.4412 1.0254 1.0271 1.0882 1.1572 1.3640 1.5826 1.8122 2.0471 2.2810 2.3957
Geometry
22 Thin Vanes c = 0.11 43m t/c = 0.070 RLE = 0.0013m
Diameter - m 0.4064 0.4595 0.5486 0.6241 0.6904 0.7508 0.8065 0.8938 0.9733 1.046 1.115 1.180 1.242 1.273
RTE - m 0.0020 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0020
P - deg 7.8 7.0 5.0 3.0 1.5 1.1 0.3 -1.0 -2.7 -4.5 -6.2 -8.2 -11.2 -12.1
- deg 27.7 23.5 19.2 9.5 5.5 3.4 1.3 -2.2 -6.3 -10.0 -13.4 -18.0 -23.5 -25.1
1 Thick Vane c = 0.1143m t/c 
= 0.15 RLE = 0.0018m RTE = 0.0017m
Diameter - m 0.4064 0.4595 0.5486 0.6241 0.6904 0.7508 0.8065 0.8938 0.9733 1.046 1.115 1.180 1.242 1.273
P2 - deg 8.5 7.5 5.5 3.2 2.0 1.0 0.3 -1.0 -2.7 -4.9 -6.2 -8.3 -11.2 -12.1
4 - deg 29.7 26.3 18.0 10.7 6.0 3.7 1.4 -2.2 -6.3 -10.0 -13.4 -18.0 -23.5 -25.1
S0.2059 0.1821 0.1525 0.1341 0.1212 0.1114 0.1038 0.0936 0.0860 0.0800 0.0750 0.0709 0.0674 0.0658
TABLE II-B
JT8D-100 INLET GUIDE VANE
AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
23 NACA 63 (CIoA 4 K6 ) AIRFOILS
Splitting
Hub Streamline Tip
Percent Total Flow 0.0 3.0 9.0 15.0 21.0 27.0 33.0 43.3 53.6 63.9 74.2 84.6 94.9 100.00
Inlet
Diameter - in 16.000 18.001 21.456 24.421 27.054 29.445 31.649 35.117 38.269 41.182 43.906 46.477 48.920 50.100
V - ft/sec 563.61 561.11 562.24 565.47 568.74 571.51 573.77 575.50 575.84 575.11 573.27 570.58 567.76 566.87
Vm - ft/sec 563.61 561.11 562.24 565.47 568.74 571.51 573.77 575.50 575.84 575.11 573.27 570.58 567.76 566.87
V0 - ft/sec 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
- deg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M 0.518 0.516 0.517 0.520 0.523 0.526 0.528 0.530 0.530 0.529 0.527 0.525 0.522 0.521
Exit
Diameter - in 16.000 18.175 21.750 24.717 27.319 29.675 31.846 35.261 38.361 41.226 43.913 46.463 48.908 50.100
V - ft/sec 543.08 552.82 567.54 576.94 583.16 586.99 589.38 594.14 596.88 597.84 597.20 594.48 589.00 585.50
Vm - ft/sec 510.33 529.73 557.13 573.40 582.16 586.64 589.33 593.98 595.99 595.75 593.52- 588.89 581.26 576.60
V0 - ft/sec -185.74 -158.10 -108.21 -63.81 -34.19 -20.27 -7.26 13.45 32.43 49.97 66.25 81.34 95.18 101.67
P - deg -20.00 -16.62 -10.99 -6.35 -3.36 -1.98 .71 1.3 3.11 4.79 6.37 7.86 9.3 10.0
M . 0.498 0.508 0.522 0.531 0.537 0.541 0.543 0.548 0.550 0.549 0.551 0.548 0.543 0.539
P03/P02 0.98403 0.98791 0.99258 0.99439 0.99500 0.99519 0.99526 0.99540 0.99545 0.99494 0.99333 0.98991 0.98464 0.98167
U 0.09543 0.07286 0.04452 0.03330 0.02937 0.02800 0.02739 0.02645 0.02612 0.02909 0.03862 0.05890 0.09054 0.10657
D 1.7639 1.7589 1.6404 1.4412 1.0254 1.0271 1.0882 1.1572 1.3640 1.5826 1.8122 2.0471 2.2810 2.3957
Geometry
22 Thin Vanes c = 4.5 in. t/c = 0.07 RLE = 0.05 in.
Diameter - in 16.000 18.09 21.60 24.57 27.18 29.56 31.75 35.19 38.32 41.20 43.91 46.46 48.91 50.10
RTE - in. 0.080 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.080
02 - deg 7.8 7.0 5.0 3.0 1.5 1.1 0.3 -1.0 -2.7 -4.5 -6.2 -8.3 -11.2 -12.1
- deg 27.7 23.5 19.2 9.5 5.5 3.4 1.3 . -2.2 * -6.3 -10.0 -13.4 -18.0 -23.5 -25.1
1 Thick Vane c = 4.5 in. t/c = 0.15 RLE = 0.0717 in RTE = 0.0675. in.
Diameter - in 16.000 18.09 21.60 24.57 27.18 29.56 31.75 35.19 38.32 41.20 43.91 46.46 48.91 50.10
P2 - deg 8.5 7.5 5.5 3.2 2.0 1.0 0.3 -1.0 -2.7 -4.5 -6.2 -8.3 -11.2 -12.1
- deg 29.7 26.3 18.0 10.7 6.0 3.7 1.4 -2.2 -6.3 -10.0 -13.4 -18.0 -23.5 -25.1
o 0.2059 0.1821 0.1525 0.1341 0.1212 0.1114 0.1038 0.0936 0.0860 0.0800 0.0750 0.0709 0.0674 0.0658
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b. Fan Containment Case, Fan Blade Tip Treatment, Fan Exit Guide Vanes, and Forward
Fan Case
The fan containment case, fan blade tip treatment, fan exit guide vanes and forward fan case
are shown in Figure 8.
The fan containment case is an AMS 4928 titanium forging, machined all over, with conven-
tional flanges at both ends. The containment case is made of titanium to take advantage
of its relatively light weight, while retaining containment capability similar to steel. Pro-
visions have been made for attaching the removable aluminum tip treatment retention ring and
acoustic panels.
Fan blade tip treatment has been added to the retrofit configuration in order to obtain ade-
quate fan surge margin. Angled or skewed passages fabricated in the case wall surrounding
the fan blade tip are formed from expandable aluminum honeycomb. The expanded honey-
comb is formed into curved panels, bonded to aluminum backing sheets, and the edges of the
skewed cells are filled with epoxy foam. The tip treatment is in the form of ten removable
cartridges and is held in place by radial screws and an aluminum retention ring tightly fitted
to the containment case.
The fan exit guide vanes (FEGV) are eighty-four solid aluminum vanes positioned in the fan
case aft of the fan blades and the engine flow splitter. The number of vanes (84) was selected
to be acoustically compatible with 34 fan blades (2N + 16 vanes required where N is the
number of fan blades). The vanes are contoured to aerodynamically straighten the flow from
the fan blades and improve overall fan performance. The type of airfoil is series 65/circular
arc. Pertinent information on the FEGV airfoil is summarized in Table III.
The fan exit guide vane assembly has been configured in four clusters of twenty-one vanes.
The vane detail is an aluminum (AMS 4153) extrusion, coined to final shape. The vanes
are fixtured together with inner and outer aluminum shrouds and potted with PWA 597
polyurethane elastomer. Each cluster of vanes is attached to the fan duct outer wall by six
bolts. At the root, the platforms have slots between vanes that engage lugs on the aluminum
splitter fairing to provide tangential restraint but still allow radial freedom of the vanes for
thermal expansion.
The fan exit guide vane design was a compromise between the large incidence swing implied
by the surge margin requirement, choking at the minimum cruise condition and structural
requirements of the aluminum strip stock vane. The vane was designed as thin as could be
justified structurally and with incidence as large as could be justified at the surge condition.
Surg iliduence and loading are shown in Figure 9 compared to the NASA low tip speed,
redesigned stator. Figure 10 is a predicted fan map and shows the points used in the choke
analysis. The resulting choke margin will not impose a significant penalty in the cruise range.
Figure 11 shows FEGV minimum A/A* spanwise distribution at the aerodynamic design
point and Figure 12 is an estimate of the FEGV performance in the cruise operating range
compared to the NASA low tip speed, redesigned stator performance.
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TABLE III-A
JT8D-100 FAN DUCT EXIT GUIDE VANE
AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
84 STRIP STOCK AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent Duct Flow 0.0 15.38 30.77 , 46.15 61.54 76.92 92.31 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-m 0.8573 0.9169 0.9726 1.0254 1.077 1.1279 1.1822 1.2129
V-m/s 253.25 253.83 254.16 253.10 248.58 240.12 226.91 213.94
Vm-m/s 202.89 203.44 202.23 198.79 191.12 176.13 150.78 126.90
VO-m/s 151.56 151.79 153.96 156.66 158.94 163.21 169.57 172.24
0-deg 36.76 36.13 37.28 38.24 39.75 42.82 48.49 53.88
M 0.721 0.721 0.720 0.714 0.699 0.670 0.627 0.587
Exit
Diameter-m 0.8788 0.9310 0.9797 1.0263 1.0713 1.1158 1.1617 1.1862
V-m/s 221.09 218.58 215.35 211.70 206.79 198.58 181.31 169.08
Vm-m/s 219.79 218.55 215.31 211.65 206.72 198.47 181.31 166.43
V0-m/s 12.981 -3.191 -4.331 -4.523 -5.236 -6.721 .0640 29.852
P-deg 3.37 -0.84 -1.15 -1.23 -1.45 -1.94 0.02 10.17
M 0.622 0.613 0.601 0.589 0.573 0.547 0.494 0.458
P03/P02 0.9570 0.9820 0.9907 0.9907 0.9891 0.9840 0.9657 0.9619
S0.14716 0.06169 0.03184 0.03227 0.03908 0.06148 0.14739 0.18360
D 0.24538 0.28017 0.30567 0.32884 0.34881 0.37747 0.43151 0.42382
Geometry
RLE = 0.00036m RTE = 0.00036m
Diameter-m 0.8680 0.9176 0.9671 1.0166 1.0662 1.1157 1.1652 1.1982
c-m 0.07416 0.07417 0.07409 0.07392 0.07363 0.07301 0.07155 0.06965
t/c 0.0477 0.0477 0.0477 0.0478 0.0480 0.0484 0.0494 0.0508
P2-deg 35.84 35.61 36.30 37.51 39.58 43.75 51.71 62.37
Qdeg 44.49 44.27 45.19 47.12 50.29 56.49 68.92 82.48
a 2.284 2.161 2.048 1.944 1.846 1.750 1.642 1.554
TABLE Ill-B
JT9D-100 FAN DUCT EXIT GUIDE VANE
AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
84 STRIP STOCK AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent Duct Flow 0.000 15.38 30.77 46.15 61.54 76.92 92.31 100.
Inlet
Diameter-in 33.750 36.099 38.291 40.372 42.387 44.404 46.542 47.750
V-ft/sec 830.87 832.77 833.87 830.38 815.54 787.80 744.46 701.91
Vm-ft/sec 665.66 667.46 663.47 652.19 627.05 577.85 494.70 416.35
V0-ft/sec 497.24 498.00 505.12 513.97 521.46 535.46 556.32 565.10
-deg 36.76 36.13 37.28 38.24 39.75 42.82 48.49 53.88
M 0.721 0.721 0.720 0.714 0.699 0.670 0.627 0.587
Exit
Diameter-in 34.6 36.652 38.571 40.405 42.179 43.931 45.737 46.7
V-ft/sec 725.36 717.12 706.53 694.54 678.44 651.52 594.86 554.74
Vm-ft/sec 721.11 717.04 706.39 694.38 678.22 651.15 594.86 546.03
V0-ft/sec 42.59 -10.47 -14.21 -14.84 -17.18 -22.05 .21 97.94
3-deg 3.37 -. 84 -1.15 -1.23 -1.45 -1.94 .02 10.17
M 0.622 0.613 0.601 0.589 0.573 0.547 0.494 0.458
P03/P02 0.9570 0.9820 0.9907 0.9907 0.9891 0.9840 0.9657 0.9619
S0.14716 0.06169 0.03184 0.03227 0.03908 0.06148 0.14739 0.18360
D 0.24538 0.28017 0.30567 0.32884 0.34881 0.37747 0.43151 0.42382
Geometry
RLE = 0.014 in. RTE = 0.014 in.
Diameter-in 34.175 36.125 38.075 40.025 41.975 43.925 45.875 47.'75
c-in 2.9195 2.9202 2.9171 2.9104 2.8989 2.8743 2.8168 2.7422
t/c 0.0477 0.0477 0.0477 0.0478 0.0480 0.0484 0.0494 0.0508
2-deg 35.84 35.61 36.30 37.51 39.58 43.75 51.71 62.37
- deg 44.49 44.27 45.19 47.12 50.29 56.4902 68.92 82.48
a 2.284 2.161 2.048 1.944 1.846 1.750 1.642 1.554
The forward fan case is an AMS 4153 aluminum extrusion. This case forms the outer fan
flowpath between the fan exit guide vanes and the intermediate case (front mount structure)
with a flange at each end to attach to the containment case and the intermediate case. An
intermediate dummy flange is provided to mount accessories and support the forward end of
the accessory gearbox. The rear portion of the case has integral aluminum acoustical treatment.
The duct area was opened downstream of the FEGV so that the local corrected specific
flow would be the same as that in the JT8D-9 to keep the duct losses at least as low as in
the present engine. The flow path was contoured at the intermediate case to minimize the
blockage effects caused by the fairings and struts.
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Figure 9 JT8D-100 Fan Exit Guide Vane - Estimated Surge Incidence and Loading Com-
pared to the NASA Low Tip Speed Redesigned Stator
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Figure 11 JT8D-100 Fan Exit Guide Vane - Spanwise Distribution of Choke Margin at the
Aerodynamic Design Point (ADP in Figure 10)
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Figure 12 JT8D-100 Fan Exit Guide Varte - Estimated Total Pressure Recovery vs. Choke
Margin at Cruise Compared to NASA Low Tip Speed Redesigned Stator Per-
formance
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c. Low Pressure Compressor Fairing, Stators, and Splitter
The low-pressure compressor fairing, stators and splitter are shown in Figure 13. The aluminum
splitter which divides the incoming air between the primary and fan streams consists of an
inner and outer section. The outer section supports the fan exit guide vane and the inner
section supports the No. 1 stator.
The AMS 5613 steel No. 1 stator vanes are damped by potting the vane in polyurethane at
the root and riveting the vanes to the splitter at the tip. The stage 1.5 and stage 2 stators
are fabricated from AMS 4135 aluminum forgings and are of single-rail design at the tip and
conventional JT8D double-rail construction at the root. The single-rail design offers light
weight and low cost. A escription of the stators is given in Table IV. The airseals are simi-
lar to current JT8D design except for the first stator airseal. Abradable material was used at
that location to make the seal more tolerant of deflections under maneuver conditions.
The inner fan duct fairing provides acoustic treatment in the duct and establishes the inner
passage of the diffuser section of the fan duct. The aluminum acoustic treatment is in the form









AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
56 STRIP STOCK DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC AIRFOILS
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-m 0.5702 0.5951 0.6420 0.6867 0.7302 0.7723 0.8128
V-m/s 326.47 307.86 283.07 267.40 255.88 247.08 240.25
Vm-m/s 244.44 237.54 214.05 206.36 194.26 186.54 179.36
Vo-m/s 216.40 195.84 176.08 170.06 166.56 162.02 159.85
0-deg 41.52 39.50 38.46 39.49 40.61 40.97 41.71
M 0.953 0.894 0.816 0.767 0.730 0.702 0.680
Exit
Diameter-m 0.5639 0.5882 0.6342 0.6775 0.7190 0.7595 0.8001
V-m/s 218.49 208.85 206.34 201.80 196.15 188.58 176.28
Vm-m/s 213.55 205.41 201.93 286.44 188.06 179.87 163.25
Vo-m/s 42.217 37.655 42.449 51.956 55.781 56.641 66.495
0-deg 12.21 10.39 11.87 14.92 16.52 17.48 22.16
M 0.608 0.582 0.577 0.565 0.548 0.525 0.489
P03/P02 0.9516 0.9583 0.9843 0.9914 0.9898 0.9807 0.9616
z 0.1094 0.1030 0.0443 0.0266 0.0342 0.0687 0.1444
D 0.4753 0.4679 0.4130 0.3851 0.3771 0.3846 0.4066
Geometry
RLE = 0.00020m RTE = 0.00020m
Diameter-m 0.5696 0.5909 0.6406 0.6879 0.7234 0.7707 0.8062
c-m 0.06024 0.06065 0.06104 0.06109 0.06099 0.06076 0.06040
t/c 0.0506 0.0503 0.0500 0.0499 0.0500 0.0502 0.0505
32-deg 47.10 38.85 36.99 39.27 41.77 45.23 48.75
0-deg 44.26 37.71 30.81 29.46 31.32 35.83 41.71




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
56 STRIP STOCK DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC AIRFOILS
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter - in. 22.450 23.429 25.275 27.036 28.747 30.407 32.00
V -ft/sec 1071.09 1010.03 928.72 877.29 839.51 810.63 788.23
Vm -ft/sec 801.98 779.33 702.26 677.02 637.32 612.02 588.46
V 0 -ft/sec 709.96 642.51 577.68 557.93 546.45 531.55 524.43
03- deg 41.52 39.50 38.46 39.49 40.61 40.97 41.71
M 0.953 0.894 0.816 0.767 0.730 0.702 0.680
Exit
Diameter -in 22.200 23.156 24.969 26.672 28.309 29.902 31.500
V -ft/sec 716.83 685.19 676.98 662.07 643.55 618.71 578.34
Vm -ft/sec 700.62 673.93 662.50 639.75 616.98 590.14 535.61
V 0 -ft/sec 151.63 123.54 139.27 170.46 183.01 185.83 218.16
30- deg. 12.21 10.39 11.87 14.92 16.52 17.48 22.16
M 0.608 0.582 0.577 0.565 0.548 0.525 0.489
P03/P02 0.9516 0.9583 0.9843 0.9914 0.9898 0.9807 0.9616
S0.1094 0.1030 0.0443 0.0266 0.0342 0.0687 0.1444
D 0.4753 0.4679 0.4130 0.3851 0.3771 0.3846 0.4066
Geometry
RLE = 0.008 in. RTE = 0.008 in.
Diameter- in. 22.425 23.263 25.220 27.082 28.480 30.343 31.74
c -in. 2.37i15 2.3878 2.403 2.405 2.401 2.392 ,7 2.378
t/c 0.0506 0.0503 0.0500 0.0499 0.0500 0.0502 0.0505
2 - deg. 47.10 38.85 36.99 39.27 41.77 45.23 48.75
-deg. 44.26 37.71 30.81 29.46 31.32 35.83 41.71




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
53 AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-m 0.5248 0.5522 0.5989 0.6421 0.6830 0.7219 0.762
V-m/s 216.95 227.68 230.18 227.23 224.79 219.90 199.67
Vm-m/s 162.93 186.72 191.79 186.67 183.21 178.14 151.58
V0 -m/s 143.25 130.22 127.27 129.57 130.24 128.93 129.96
0-deg 41.32 34.91 33.57 34.77 35.41 35.90 40.61
M 0.567 0.620 0.634 0.626 0.619 0.600 0.543
Exit
Diameter-m 0.5024 0.5319 0.5804 0.6238 0.6640 0.7026 0.7417
V-m/s 147.43 173.60 188.67 191.91 193.82 191.82 172.82
Vm-m/s 144.59 171.50 185.22 186.52 186.34 182.24 159.10
V0 -m/s 28.80 26.93 35.87 45.20 53.328 59.85 67.47
0-deg 11.27 8.92 10.96 13.62 15.92 18.18 22.98
M 0.391 0.466 0.510 0.521 0.526 0.519 0.466
P03/P02 0.9879 0.9913 0.9952 0.9967 0.9962 0.9949 0.9946
zj 0.05831 0.03812 0.02059 0.01452 0.01671 0.02356 0.02965
D 0.4784 '0.3762 0.3094 0.2830 0.2615 0.2468 0.2589
Geometry
t/c - 0.070 RLE = 0.00020m RTE = 0.00030m
Diameter-m 0.5136 0.5375 0.5850 0.6327 0.6685 0.7160 0.7518
c-m 0.05255 0.05306 0.05413 0.05522 0.05601 0.05704 0.05786
92-deg 45.59 40.16 36.72 38.53 39.94 41.642 43.77
0-deg 47.80 39.47 31.34 30.12 29.31 29.766 32.90




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
53 AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-in 20.66 21.74 23.58 25.28 26.89 28.42 30.00
V-ft/sec 711.77 746.99 755.17 745.51 737.49 721.46 655.07
Vm-ft/sec 534.54 612.60 629.24 612.43 601.09 584.44 497.31
V0-ft/sec 469.98 427.24 417.54 425.11 427.30 423.00 426.37
P - deg. 41.32 34.91 33.57 34.77 35.41 35.90 40.61
M 0.567 0.620 0.634 0.626 0.619 0.600 0.543
Exit
Diameter-in 19.78 20.94 22.85 24.56 26.14 27.66 29.20
V- ft/sec 483.69 569.56 618.98 629.64 635.88 629.33 566.99
Vm - ft/sec 474.37 562.67 607.69 611.93 611.34 597.91 521.99
V 0 - ft/sec 94.49 88.34 117.68 148.31 174.96 196.37 221.35
P3-deg. 11.27 8.92 10.96 13.62 15.92 18.18 22.98
M 0.391 0.466 0.510 0.521 0.526 0.519 0.466
P03/P02 0.9879 0.9913 0.9952 0.9967 0.9962 0.9949 0.9946
T 0.05831 0.03812 0.02059 0.01452 0.01671 0.02356 0.02965
D 0.4784 0.3762 0.3094 0.2830 0.2615 0.2468 0.2589
Geometry
t/c = 0.070 RLE = 0.008 in RTE = 0.012 in.
Diameter-in 20.2? 21.16 23.03 24.91 26.32 28.19 29.60
c - in 2.069 2.089 2.131 2.174 2.205 2.246 2.278
02 - deg. 45.59 40.16 36.72 38.53 39.94 41.642 43.77
- deg 47.80 39.47 31.34 30.12 29.31 29.766 32.90




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
59 AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-m 0.4928 0.5210 0.5669 0.6091 0.6490 0.6873 0.7264
V-m/s 196.11 215.10 218.69 216.92 216.63 215.98 203.41
Vm-m/s 144.17 174.90 183.94 181.44 178.45 173.03 149.27
V0-m/s 132.95 125.21 118.29 118.88 122.82 129.25 138.18
0-deg 42.69 35.62 32.75 33.23 34.54 36.76 42.79
M 0.513 0.567 0.582 0.578 0.577 0.574 0.538
Exit
Diameter-m 0.4928 0.5197 0.5644 0.6055 0.6441 0.6812 0.7188
V-m/s 153.95 181.81 189.50 188.02 186.63 184.31 169.26
Vm-m/s 150.55 179.79 187.03 184.40 181.79 177.73 157.05
V0 -m/s 32.18 27.08 30.52 36.75 42.21 48.80 63.13
0-deg 12.07 8.57 9.27 11.27 13.09 15.35 21.9
M 0.398 0.475 0.500 0.497 0.493 0.485 0.444
P03/P02 0.9887 0.9911 0.9946 0.9957 0.9949 0.9935 0.9934
W 0.06895 0.04529 0.02659 0.0218 0.02516 0.03240 0.03678
D 0.3563 0.2853 0.2557 0.2549 0.2640 0.2781 0.3043
Geometry
t/c = 0.070 RLE = 0.00020m RTE = 0.00030m
Diameter-m 0.4928 0.5156 0.5618 0.6078 0.6421 0.6881 0.7226
c-m 0.04689 0.04739 0.04835 0.04932 0.05004 0.05098 0.05169
32-deg 43.65 40.179 39.155 40.391 42.764 45.413 48.42
q-deg 45.57 40.143 36.632 35.737 36.347 37.889 39.64




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
59 AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-in 19.40 20.51 22.32 23.98 25.55 27.06 28.60
V-ft/sec 643.40 705.71 717.50 711.67 710.73 708.60 667.34
Vm-ft/sec 472.99 573.82 603.47 595.28 585.46 567.70 489.73
V0 -ft/sec 436.18 410.80 388.10 390.03 402.96 424.06 453.34
P3- deg. 42.69 35.62 32.75 33.23 34.54 36.76 42.79
M 0.513 0.567 0.582 0.578 0.577 0.574 0.538
Exit
Diameter-in 19.40 20.46 22.22 23.84 25.36 26.82 28.30
V- ft/sec 505.08 596.50 621.72 616.87 612.29 604.69 555.33
Vm-ft/sec 493.92 589.85 613.60 604.98 596.42 583.10 515.26
V0 -ft/sec 105.59 88.85 100.14 120.58 138.49 160.12 207.12
0 - deg. 12.07 8.57 9.27 11.27 13.09 15.35 21.9
M 0.398 0.475 0.500 0.497 0.493 0.485 0.444
P03/P02 0.9887 0.9911 0.9946 0.9957 0.9949 0.9935 0.9934
53 0.06895 0.04529 0.02659 0.0218 0.02516 0.03240 0.03678
D 0.3563 0.2853 0.2557 0.2549 0.2640 0.2781 0.3043
Geometry
t/c = 0.070 RLE = 0.008 in. RTE = 0.012 in.
Diameter-in 19.40 20 30 ?? 1 23.93 25.28 27.09 28.45
c- in 1.846 1.8658 1.9035 1.9419 1.9702 2.007 2.035
P -deg. 43.65 40.179 39.155 40.391 42.764 45.413 48.42
-deg. 45.57 40.143 36.632 35.737 36.347 37.889 39.64
o 1.787 1.726 1.6166 1.524 1.463 1.391 1.343
28
d. Fan, Low Pressure Compressor Rotor
The JT8D-100 fan and low-pressure compressor rotor (LPC) as shown in Figure 14 consists
of a single stage fan and six core stages. The rotor is simply supported between the No. 1 (inlet
case) roller bearing and the No. 2 (intermediate case) dual ball thrust bearing. The last four
disk and blade assemblies are common with the corresponding parts in the current JT8D
front compressor, except as noted herein.
The basic rotor structure between the No. 1 and No. 2 bearings consists of:
1. A long front hub-shaft extending from the No. 1 bearing to the second-stage disk,
2. Cylindrical spacers from the second to third and third to fourth stage disks,
3. The second and third stage disks, and
4. A conical rear hub which is integral with the fourth-stage compressor disk. The
rear of the cone extends aft to the No. 2 bearing. At this location the low turbine
shaft is splined to the LPC rotor. Driving torque from the turbine is applied here,
and low rotor thrust is transmitted to the static structure.
The stiff bearing critical speed mode shape of the low rotor between the No. 1 and No. 2
bearings is illustrated in Figure 15. The low rotor excited engine criticals are shown in
Figures 16, 17, and 18.
The first-stage (fan) rotor is double-piloted on and splined to the AMS 4928 titanium front
hub and is retained by a spanner nut. The single-stage fan has 34 blades and provides pressuriza-
tion for the fan duct and primary pressurization for the low compressor. The number of blades
was chosen as optimum for acoustic reasons, and the even number also facilitates use of
moment-weight classified pairs. The blade material is AMS 4928, the same as used on current
JT8D engines.
The fan blade airtoil is multiple circular arc (MCA) and has a single part-span shroud at 65.7%
span to damp vibrations. The multiple circular arc airfoil design was selected for the fan rotor
since this design has aemonstrated better performance than the double circular arc airfoils
used in the present JT8D fan at the higher Mach numbers required for this design. The prin-
ciple design considerations were to keep the design loading low enough to obtain 25% surge
margin and to efficiently pass the flow required at the maximum cruise condition. Overall
fan design parameters are compared to previous designs in Table V. Spanwise distribution of
,relative Mach number and loss are shown in Figures 7 and 19 ; both are within the design ex-
perience of previous successful MCA fans. Surge limits for the fan rotor were based on D
factor. The JT8D-100 fan was tip limited, and the tip D factor/aspect ratio correlation was
used to set the surge point. Figure 20 compares D factor vs. % span for the JT8D-100 rotor
and the FAA high tip speed design at the design-point. The JT8D-100 fan surge margin is
estimated to be equal to that of the FAA high tip speed fan, because peak loadings are com-
parable and the higher required tip loading of the JT8D-100 fan is compensated by its re-
duced tip aspect ratio. An aerodynamic and geometric summary of the fan blade is provided
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Figure 14 JT8D-100 Fan, Low Pressure Compressor Rotor Cross Section
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Figure 16 JT8D-100 Low Rotor Excited Critical Engine Speed, 5771 N1
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JT8D-100 NASA HTS FAA HTS 105% N1
Corrected Flow/ 205.06 kg/s/m 2 202.6 kg/s/m 2  204.6 kg/sec/m 2  209.5 kg/s/m 2
Area, Rotor Inlet (42.0 lb/sec/ft2 ) (41.5 lb/sec/ft 2 ) (41.9 lb/sec/ft2 ) (42.9 lb/sec/ft 2 )
PT2.4/PT2 Full Span 1.693 1.762 1.623 1.620
12.4/2 Full Span 0.843 0.840 0.848 0.843
UTIPY/r 2  488 m/s 488 m/s 483 m/s 455 m/s
(1600 ft/sec) (1600 ft/sec) (1586 ft/sec) (1492 ft/sec)
Fan Tip Relative
Mach No. 1.50 1.59 1.54 1.46
No. Part Span
Shrouds 1 0 2 2
Hub/Tip Ratio 0.389 0.5 0.384 0.384
Span/Root Chord 3.57 1.66 4.75 4.59
Span/Tip Chord 2.50 1.66 3.29 3.55
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Figure 19 JT8D-100 Fan Rotor Loss
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Figure 20 JT8D-100 Fan Rotor "D" Factor and Tip Loading
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TABLE VI-A
JT8D-100 ROTOR I (FAN)




Flow 0.0 3.0 9.0 15.0 21.0 27.0 33.0 43.3 53.6 63.9 74.2 84.6 94.9 100.0
Fan Rotor Inlet
Diameter-m 0.4856 0.5290 0.6023 0.6648 0.7209 0.7726 0.8209 0.8980 0.9691 1.0357 1.0991 1.1604 1.2202 1.2497
V-m/s 200.7" 207.62 216.25 219.73 220.36 219.59 218,50 218.27 216.83 213.70 208.79 202.26 195.56 193.31
Vm-m/s 195.10 203.32' 214.13 218.96 220.13 219.51 218.49 218.23 216.60 213.14 207.78 200.68 193.32 190.71
VO-m/s -54.90 -46.86 -32.330 -19.20 -10.34 -6.16 -2.22. 4.12 9.96 15.37 20.39 25.02 29.22 31.17
/1deg -13.65 -11.69 -8.04 -4.84 -2.62 -1.58 -0.57 1.07 2.63 4.13 5.63 7.16 8.69 9.39
p'-deg 50.52 50.7 51.62 51.75 52.92 54.47 55.88 57.78 59.52 61.26 63.03 64.85 66.59 67.3
V'-m/s 306.82, 321.01 340.85 353.64 365.07 377.73 389.46 409.25 427.07 443.21 458.07 472.38 486.51 494.20
V'O-m/s -236.82 -248.41 -265.19 -277.70 -291.24 -307.40 -322.41 -346.22 -368.07 -368.07 -408.24 -427.42 -446.46 -455.92
U-m/s 189.44. 206.36 234.94 259.26 281.21 301.37 320.22 350.30 378.01 403.99 428.73 452.64 475.99 487.48
M 0.611 0.634 0.663 0.674 0.676 0.674 0.670 0.669 0.665 0.654 0.638 0.616 0.594 0.587
M' 0.934 0.980 1.044 1.085 1.121 1.159 1.194 1.255 1.309 1.357 1.399 1.439 1.479 1.501
Fan Rotor Exit
Diameter-m 0.5512 0.5798 0.6325 0.6820 0.7299 0.7761 0.8205 0.8919 0.9576 1.0190 1.0776 1.1355 1.1958 1.2294
V-m/s 308.94 290.93 267.92 253.47 242.55 233.63 228.17 227.48 227.99 228.72 227.29 223.22 215.93 206.07
Vm-m/s 212.95 210.19 199.30 186.62 176.19 169.24 164.57 165.82 166.22 165.93 162.96 153.87 136.63 117.21
V0-m/s 223.81 201.15 179.06 171.53 166.70 161.06 158.04 155.73 156.05 157.32 158.44 161.71 167.21 169.48
P-deg 46.42 43.74 41.94 42.59 43.41 43.58 43.84 43.2 43.19 43.46 44.19 46.42 50.75 55.33
P'-deg -2.37 6.79 18.75 26.86 34.83 40.93 45.56 50.21 52.61 55.34 58.11 61.31 66.46 70.29
V'-m/s 213.13 211.68 210.47 209.19 212.08 220.71 230.96 253.83 273.72 291.96 308.46 320.56 328.98 331.54
V'o-m/s 8.809 -25.03 -67.67 -94.52 -118.04 -141.67 -162.04 -192.18 -217.47 -240.17 -261.91 -281.21 -299.27 -310.06
U-m/s 215.01 226.18 246.73 266.04 284.74 302.73 320.08 347.91 373.52 397.49 420.34 442.92 466.48 479.55
M 0.894 0.838 0.767 0.722 0.688 0.661 0.643 0.640 0.639 0.640 0.634 0.619 0.594 0.564
M' 0.616 0.610 0.603 0.596 0.602 0.624 0.651 0.714 0.767 0.817 0.860 0.889 0.905 0.907
Po2/P 1 1.74911 1.71432 1.68333 1.67634 1.67727 1.68120 1.68747 1.69781 1.71138 1.72498 1.72879 1.72128 1.70350 1.67441
0.16902 0.13641 0.10156 0.09234 0.07947 0.07705 0.07998 0.08883 0.09912 0.10885 0.12169 0.15303 0.20458 0.24373
D 0.51425 0.52908 0.53810 0.55871 0.56932 0.55971 0.54677 0.51237 0.48529 0.46122 0.44106 0.43228 0.43412 0.43886
EFF-AD 0.85062 0.86781 0.89135 0.90269 0.90689 0.91282 0.90101 0.88738 0.87253 0.85756 0.83628 0.79052 0.72077 0.67053
Fan Geometry
c-m 0.1059 0.1059 0.1063 0.1072 0.1084 0.1099 0.1115 0.1152 0.1201 0.1255 0.1309 0.1362 0.1412 0.1441
cf-m 0.0302 0.0317 0.0360 0.0403 0.0446 0.0493 0.0536 0.0607 0.0675 0.0734 0.0794 0.0853 0.0655 0.0937
t/c 0.08700 0.08498 0.07897 0.07278 0.06668 0.06032 0.05150 0.04925 0.04617 0.04076 0.03390 0.02858 0.02345 0.02020
%c at Max. t 50.01096 50.288:27 50.75844 51.16664 51.53568 51.87581 52.19383 52.69847 53.16339 53.59895 54.01305 54.41302 54.80473 54.99797
a/c 0.51112 0.50685 0.50331 0.51570 0.53378 0.56034 0.58715 0.57416 0.45510 0.46905 0.68506 0.73318 0.76017 0.76001
RLE-m 0.0006 0.00057 0.00048 0.00041 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038
RTE-m 0.00055 0.00050 0.00044 0.00039 0.00036 0.00034 0.00032 0.00029 0.00028 0.00027 0.00027 0.00027 0.00027 0.00027
'l ss-deg 52.51071 52.65497 53.1972 53.7534 54.2302 54.89381 55.5600 56.8517 58.0935 59.3683 60.6166 62.0151 63.5939 66.2214
'I '-deg 44.82831 45.11729 45.98997 46.9468 47.9394 49.2013 50.380 52.21875 53.81355 55.66385 56.9807 58.5686 61.67044 64.6330
O-deg 59.205) 51.9108 38.4790 30.2723 23.0441 17.4477 13.1527 8.8723 6.2939 4.8513 3.1961 2.9898 2.7416 4.7110
,e-leg 57.15515 50.09895 37.11734 29.38626 22.53027 17.23366 13.15274 9.28687 7.10419 6.10397 4.94468 5.17477 5.03368 6.72578
Of-deg 13.5795 13.9032 12.4790 9.6913 6.8530 4.3062 2.4316 2.9470 4.5581 3.4584 -1.10864 -3.7696 -5.8036 -6.3143
ef-deg 12.282'14 12.8903 11.89912 9.27393 6.60997 4.20156 2.43164 3.17212 5.02148 4.19873 -0.0443 -2.3997 -4.32788 -5.000
e 17.46538 13.97819 8.73466 5.16499 2.81042 1.12215 0.0 -2.14693 -4.23977 -6.4494 -8.71519 -10.60235 -10.97494 -9.46254
o 2.2160 2.0713 1.8657 1.7233 1.6177 1.5361 1.4703 1.3924 1.3482 1.3209 1.3009 1.2839 1.2641 1.2576
TABLE VIB
JT8D-100 ROTOR I (FAN)
AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY ON CONICAL SURFACES
34 MULTIPLE-CIRCULAR-ARC AIRFOILS
SplittingHub Streamline Tip
Percent Total Flow 0.0 3.00 9.00 15.00 21.0 27.0 33.0 43.3 53.6 63.9 74.2 84.6 94.9 100.00
Fan Rotor Inlet
Diameter- in. 19.120 20.827 23.712 26.174 28.382 30.417 32.319 35.355 38.152 40.774 43.271 45.684 48.041 49.200
V - ft/sec 658.68 681.17 709.49 720.89 722.96 720.45 716.87 716.10 711.37 701.11 685.00 663.58 641.60 634.21
Vm - ft/sec 640.08 667.05 702.51 718.36 722.21 720.18 716.83 715.97 710.63 699.29 681.70 658.41 634.24 625.70
V0 -ft/sec -180.11 -153.73 -106.07 -62.98 -33.93 -20.21 -7.27 13.52 32.69 50.44 66.90 82.08 95.88 102.28
- deg -13.65 -11.69 -8.04 -4.84 -2.62 -1.58 -0.57 1.07 2.63 4.13 5.63 7.16 8.69 9.39
3'- deg 50.52 50.7 51.62 51.75 52.92 54.47 55.88 57.78 59.52 61.26 63.03 64.85 66.59 67.3
V' -ft/sec 1006.66 1053.17 1118.26 1160.24 1197.75 1239.27 1277.77 1342.70 1401.16 1454.10 1502.87 1549.18 1596.17 1621.40
V' -ft/sec -776.96 -814.99 -870.04 -911.10 -955.52 -1008.53 -1057.76 -1135.88 -1207.59 -1274.91 -1339.36 -1402.30 -1464.75 -1495.81
U-ft/sec 621.53 677.03 770.79 850.58 922.61 988.75 1050.60 1149.29 1240.20 1325.43 1406.60 1485.03 1561.65 1599.33
M 0.611 0.634 0.663 0.674 0.676 0.674 0.670 0.669 0.665 0.654 0.638 0.616 0.594 0.587
M' 0.934 0.980 1.044 1.085 1.121 1.159 1.194 1.255 1.309 1.357 1.399 1.439 1.479 1.501
Fan Rotor Exit
Diameter - in 21.700 22.828 24.902 26.851 28.738 30.554 32.305 35.114 37.699 40.117 42.424 44.703 47.080 48.400
V- ft/sec 1013.57 954.50 879.01 831.61 795.77 766.49 748.59 746.33 748.00 750.39 745.69 732.34 708.43 676.07
Vm - ft/sec 698.66 689.61 653.87 612.28 578.06 555.24 539.94 544.03 545.35 544.39 534.65 504.83 448.25 384.56
V8 - ft/sec 734.29 659.93 587.47 562.75 546.90 528.41 518.50 510.92 511.96 516.14 519.80 530.53 548.58 556.05
- deg 46.42 43.74 41.94 42.59 43.41 43.58 43.84 43.2 43.19 43.45 44.19 46.42 50.75 55.33
1' - deg -2.37 6.79 18.75 26.86 34.83 40.93 45.56 50.21 52.61 55.34 58.11 61.31 66.46 70.29
V' - ft/sec 699.26 694.48 690.53 686.33 695.79 724.11 757.73 832.78 898.04 957.89 1012.02 1051.70 1079.33 1087.73
V- ft/sec 28.90 -82.12 -222.00 -310.09 -387.27 -464.80 -531.62 -630.52 -713:50 -787.95 -859:27 -922.61 -981.85 -1017.27
U- ft/sec 705.40 742.05 809.48 872.84 934.17 993.22 1050.13 1141.44 1225.46 1304.09 1379.07 1453.14 1530.43 1573.32
M 0.894 0.838 0.767 0.722 0.688 0.661 0.643 0.640 0.639 0.640 0.634 0.619 0.594 0.564
M' 0.616 0.610 0.603 0.596 0.602 0.624 0.651 0.714 0.767 0.817 0.860 0.889 0.905 0.907
P02/P01 1.74911 1.71432 1.68333 1.67634 1.67727 1.68120 1,68747 1.69781 1.71138 1.72498 1.72879 1.72128 1.70350 1.67441
W 0.16902 0.13641 0.10156 0.09234 0.07947 0.07705 0.07998 0.08883 0.09912 0.10885 0.12169 0.15303 0.20458 0.24373
D 0.51425 0.52908 0.53810 0.55871 0.56932 0.55971 0.54677 0.51237 0.48529 0.46122 0.44106 0.43228 0.43412 0.43886
EFF-AD 0.85062 0.86781 0.89135 0.90269 0.90689 0.91282 0.90101 0.88738 0.87253" 0.85756 0.83628 0.79052 0.72077 0.67053
Fan Geometry
c-in 4.17 4.17094 4.18706 4.21968 4.26799 4.32653 4.39080 4.53428 4.72643 4.93905 5.15312 5.36387 5.55835 5.67500
cf-in 1.19 1.24861 1.41928 1.58654 1.75539 1.93956 2.11112 2.39026 2.65737 2.89160 3.12601 3.35877 3.57698 3.69000
t/c 0.08700 0.08498 0.07897 0.07278 0.06668 0.06032 0.05150 0.04925 0.04617 0.04076 0.03390 0.02858 0.02345 0.02020
%cat Max. t 50.0109650.28827 50.75844 51.16664 51.53568 51.87581 52.19383 52.69847 53.16339 53.59895 54.01305 54.41302 54.80473 54.99797
a/c 0.51112 0.50685 0.50331 0.51570 0.53378 0.56034 0.58715 0.57416 0.45510 0.46905 0.68506 0.73318 0.76017 0.76001
RLE- in 0.02450 0.02235 0.01872 0.01600 0.01507 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500 0.01500
RTE-in 0.02150 0.01953 0.01723 0.01524 0.01412 0.01326 0.01250 0.01158 0.01106 0.01058 0.01050 0.01050 0.01050 0.01050
,s -deg 52.51071 52.65497 53.1972 53.7534 54.2302 54.8938 55.5600 56.8517 58.0935 59.3683 60.6166 62.0151 63.5939 66.2214
* -deg 44.82831 45.11729 45.98997 46.9468 47.9394 49.2013 50.380 52.21875 53.81355 55.66385 56.9807 58.5686 61.67044 64.6330
- deg 59.2059 51.9108 38.4790 30.2723 23.0441 17.4977 13.1527 8.8723 6.2939 4.8513 3.1961 2.9898 2.7416 4.7110
Oe -deg 57.15515 50.09895 37.11734 29.38626 22.53027 17.23366 13.15274 9.28687 7.10419 6.10397 4.94468 5.17477 5.03368 6.72578
f- deg 13.5796 13.9032 12.4790 9.6913 6.8530 4.3062 2.4316 2.9470 4.5581 3.4584 -1.10864 -3.7696 -5.8036 -6.3143
Oef-deg 12.28294 12.8903 11.89912 9.27393 6.60997 4.20156 2.43164 3.17212 5.02148 4.19873 -0.0443 -2.3997 -4.32788 -5.000
E 17.46538 13.97819 8.73466 5.16499 2.81042 1.12215 ).0 -2.14693 -4.23977 -6.4494 --8.71519 -10.60235 -10.97494 -9.46254





















Figure 21 JT8D-1 00 Fan Cambell Diagram
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Hardcoat is provided on the shroud contacting surfaces to minimize wear, and anti-gallant is
applied over the hardcoat to facilitate assembly. An angle of 600 between the contacting
surfaces and a tangential line was chosen to provide damping while still avoiding lock-up of
the shrouds. When blades are assembled, the shrouds, which are formed by flat planes, will
approximate a cone parallel to the air streamlines. The airfoil is mounted on a platform that
forms the entire root flowpath at the fan disk location. The platform is made up of flat planes
that intersect at the ridge line forming an approximation of the desired conical form. The
blade is attached to the disk with a conventional dovetail, broached 160 off an axial plane to
lie as nearly as possible beneath the airfoil root. The front of the attachment has a protruding
tang that acts as a stop when the blade is assembled in the disk and prevents blade rearward
movement. The blade lock is made of AMS 4928; it holds the blades in place during engine
operation and provides flanges for attaching balance weights. Trim balance weights can be
attached through a cut-out at the bottom of the inlet case fairing. The fan disk, PWA 1215
titanium alloy, has elliptical dovetail slots.
The stage 1.5 rotor (AMS 4928 titanium) is fastened to a flange on the front hub located just
aft of the first disk rear pilot. An integral cone, extending forward from the bore of the stage
1.5 disk, is attached to the hub with short tiebolts. The stage 1.5 blade is a circular arc air-
foil. The second-stage rotor (AMS 4928 titanium) is a conventional pancake type disk sand-
wiched directly into the basic rotor structure similar to the third-stage of the current JT8D.
The stage 2 blade is a modified series 65 airfoil. The series 65 thickness distribution has been
modified by incorporating a larger leading edge and trailing edge radius on a circular arc mean
line. The two supercharging stages were used with the existing four-stage LPC to achieve the
required performance. Pertinent information on the stage 1.5 and stage 2 airfoils is sum-
marized in Table VII. Figures 22 and 23 are Cambell diagrams for the JT8D-100 stage 1.5
and stage 2 rotors, respectively. The primary aerodynamic considerations were to ensure suf-
ficient choke margin to efficiently pass the required flow at the maximum cruise condition
and to keep loading and incidence low enough so that the supercharging stages would not ini-
tiate surge before the existing four-stage LPC, thereby maintaining current LPC surge margin.
Table VIII is a summary of critical supercharging-stage geometry and aerodynamics. Figure
.24 shows minimum A/A* vs. % span at design and maximum cruise (the critical LPC choke
point). Figure 25 shows D factor vs. incidence and % span at low speed surge (the most
critical incidence and loading point)-and includes a comparison with an advanced four-stage
compressor.
These latter two figures demonstrate that the supercharging stages are designed up to both
surge and choking limits. Figure 26 is a predicted supercharging map and shows the points used
in the surge-choke analysis.
Both stage 1.5 and stage 2 blades have dovetail roots which fit into mating disk slots. Rear-
ward blade movement is prevented by a tang on the front of the blade root. Forward blade
movement from gas loading is restricted by a ring which is held in place by the rotor tiebolts
(for stage 2) and by a separate bolt-circle (stage 1.5). The stage 1.5 blade platform configura-
tion is similar to the fan blade in that adjacent platform edges form the complete inner flow-
path whereas the stage 2 blade platform is sunk into the disk rim, similar to current JT8D
low-pressure compressor stages. Stage 1.5 has been designed so that blades are accessible from
the front of the engine. The bolted-on ring, which retains the blades, is independent of the
disk mounting bolts and the blades, which are moment-weight classified, can be replaced
without subsequent rotor rebalancing. The first interstage rotating knife edge seal is an inte-
gral extension of the stage 1.5 blade locking ring. The stage 1.5 seal is integral with the second-




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
42 DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC AIRFOILS
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-m 0.5578 0.5819 0.6276 0.6703 0.7109 0.7503 0.7899
V-m/s 220.19 212.03 211.33 207.97 203.23 196.32 185.11
Vm-m/s 215.18 208.58 206.93 201.23 195.24 187.77 172.43
V0 -m/s 46.72 38.057 42.898 52.517 56.409 57.318 67.352
0-deg 12.25 10.34 11.71 14.63 16.12 16.98 21.34
'-deg 38.45 42.17 44.30 46.07 48.53 51.43 54.39
V'-m/s 274.76 281.45 289.112 290.078 294.85 301.15 296.16
V'-m/s -170.86 -188.96 -201.91 -208.93 -220.95 -235.45 -240.79
U-m/s 217.58 227.02 244.81 261.45 277.36 292.77 308.14
M 0.613 0.592 0.592 0.583 0.569 0.548 0.514
M' 0.765 0.805 0.810 0.813 0.825 0.841 0.823
Exit
Diameter-m 0.5344 0.5616 0.5855 0.6513 0.6924 0.7318 0.7722
V-m/s 216.58 226.80 227.94 224.21 221.40 216.32 196.20
Vm-m/s 140.66 128.13 125.36 127.74 128.46 127.21 128.25
V0 -m/s 164.68 187.14 190.37 184.26 180.43 174.96 148.49
0-deg 40.50 34.40 33.37 34.73 35.47 36.02 40.84
0'-deg 22.92 25.92 30.43 34.42 38.57 39.96 49.35
V'-m/s 178.09 208.06 220.78 223.38 229.27 235.90 227.95
V'-m/s -67.803 -90.937 -111.82 -126.28 -141.61 -158.22 -172.96
U-m/s 208.46 219.07 237.19 254.02 270.17 285.44 301.21
M 0.586 0.618 0.624 0.614 0.606 0.590 0.533
M' 0.481 0.597 0.604 0.612 0.493 0.643 0.619
P02/P01 1.1409 1.1929 1.200 1.1967 1.1997 1.2016 1.1778
< 0.1686 0.0479 0.0281 0.0226 0.0247 0.0316 0.0419
D 0.4500 0.3555 0.3264 0.3164 0.3081 0.3021 0.3092
EFF-AD 0.7423 0.8166 0.8795 0.9008 0.9006 0.8836 0.8439
Geometry
Diameter-m 0.5461 0.5697 0.6048 0.6637 0.6988 0.7457 0.7811
c-m 0.06477 0.06561 0.06682 0.06894 0.07018 0.07186 0.07310
t/c 0.070 0.0680 0.0650 0.0601 0.0581 0.0531 0.050
RLE-m 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023
RTE-m 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023 0.00023
P -deg 49.02 42.99 40.68 42.737 44.38 49.14 53.70
0-deg 33.23 20.82 13.12 8.91 7.76 7.88 11.54




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
42 DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC AIRFOILS
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter- in 21.96 22.91 24.71 26.39 27.99 29.54 31.10
V - ft/sec 722.41 695.63 693.33 682.32 666.75 644.10 607.33
Vm - ft/sec 705.96 684.33 678.89 660.21 640.55 616.04 565.71
V 0 - ft/sec 153.28 124.86 140.74 172.30 185.07 188.05 220.97
P- deg. 12.25 10.34 11.71 14.63 16.12 16.98 21.34
i' -deg. 38.45 42.17 44.30 46.07 48.53 51.43 54.39
V' -ft/sec 901.45 923.38 948.53 951.70 967.35 988.04 971.66
Vj -ft/sec -560.57 -619.94 -662.43 -685.45 -724.89 -772.48 -790.00
U- ft/sec 713.85 744.80 803.18 857.76 909.96 960.53 1010.96
M 0.613 0.592 0.592 0.583 0.569 0.548 0.5 14
M' 0.765 0.805 0.810 0.813 0.825 0.841 0.823
Exit
Diameter- in 21.04 22.11 23.05 25.64 27.26 28.81 30.40
V - ft/sec 710.55 744.09 747.83 735.59 726.37 709.72 643.71
Vm - ft/sec 461.49 420.38 411.29 419.10 421.47 417.36 420.76
V 0 - ft/sec 540.28 613.97 624.58 604.52 591.59 574.03 487.16
P-deg 40.50 34.40 33.37 34.73 35.47 36.02 40.84
P' -deg 22.92 25.92 30.43 34.42 38.57 39.96 49.35
V' - ft/sec 584.28 682.62 724.36 732.86 752.21 773.94 747.88
Vs - ft/sec -222.45 -298.35 -366.87 -414.30 -464.59 -519.11 -567.45
U- ft/sec 683.94 718.72 778.17 833.40 886.40 936.47 988.21
M 0.586 0.618 0.624 0.614 0.606 0.590 0.533
M' 0.481 0.597 0.604 0.612 0.493 0.643 0.619
P02/P01 1.1409 1.1929 1.200 1.1969 1.1997 1.2016 1.1778
S0.1686 0.0479 0.0281 0.0226 0.0247 0.0316 0.0419
D 0.4500 0.3555 0.3264 0.3164 0.3081 0.3021 0.3092
EFF-AD 0.7423 0.8166 0.8795 0.9008 0.9006 0.8836 0.8439
Geometry
Diameter- in 21.500 22.43 23.81 26.13 27.51 29.36 30.750
c-in 2.550 2.583 2.631 2.714 2.763 2.829 2.878
t/c 0.070 0.0680 0.0650 0.0601 0.0581 0.0531 0.050
RLE - in 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009
RTE - in 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009
0'*- deg. 49.02 42.99 40.68 42.737 44.38 49.14 53.70
0-deg. 33.23 20.82 13.12 8.91 7.76 7.88 11.54




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
52 AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-m 0.5024 0.5319 0.5804 0.6238 0.6640 0.7026 0.7417
V-m/s 147.43 173.60 188.67 171.91 193.82 191.82 172.82
Vm-m/s 144.59 171.47 185.22 186.52 186.34 182.24 159.10
V0 -m/s 28.801 26.926 35.869 45.205 53.325 59.854 67.467
0-deg 11.27 8.92 10.96 13.62 15.92 18.18 22.98
'-deg 49.14 46.48 45.80 46.72 47.83 49.61 54.35
V'-m/s 221.03 249.03 265.70 272.08 277.56 281.23 273.00
V' -m/s -167.18 -180.57 -190.50 -198.08 -205.72 -214.19 -221.85
U-m/s 195.98 207.50 226.37 243.29 259.04 274.04 289.32
M 0.391 0.466 0.510 0.521 0.526 0.519 0.466
M' 0.587 0.668 0.719 0.738 0.753 0.762 0.736
Exit
Diameter-m 0.4928 0.5210 0.5669 0.6091 0.6490 0.6873 0.7264
V-m/s 196.11 215.10 218.69 216.92 216.63 215.98 203.41
Vm-m/s 132.95 125.21 118.29 118.88 122.82 129.25 138.178
V0-m/s 144.17 174.90 183.94 181.44 178.45 173.03 149.27
0-deg 42.69 35.62 32.75 33.23 34.54 36.76 72.79
3'-deg 22.35 24.03 29.21 33.20 36.14 38.75 44.21
V'-m/s 155.87 191.50 210.74 216.83 220.96 221.86 208.24
V'-m/s -59.27 -77.99 -102.85 -118.72 -130.31 -138.85 -145.19
U-m/s 192.22 203.20 221.14 237.60 253.14 268.11 283.37
M 0.513 0.567 0.582 0.578 0.577 0.574 0.538
M' 0.407 0.505 0.560 0.578 0.589 0.590 0.551
P02/P01 1.186 1.192 1.180 1.174 1.172 1.178 1.194
Z 0.0710 0.042 0.0194 0.0148 0.0200 0.0303 0.0302
D 0.4340 0.3515 0.3071 0.2950 0.2928 0.3026 0.3374
EFF-AD 0.7553 0.8255 0.8868 0.9071 0.9043 0.8851 0.8545
Geometry
Diameter-m 0.4976 0.5212 0.5682 0.6160 0.6513 0.6985 0.7341
c-m 0.05006 0.05060 0.05116 0.05237 0.05339 0.05443 0.05519
t/c 0.080 0.0760 0.0680 0.0620 0.0540 0.0441 0.040
RLE-m 0.00022 0.00022 0.00022 0.00022 0.00022 0.00022 0.00022
RTE-m 0.00025 0.00025 0.00025 0.00025 0.00025 0.00025 0.00025
0 1-deg 47.91 45.07 44.27 44.66 46.24 51.34 54.02
0-deg 37.51 27.29 17.91 14.50 12.31 14.20 18.98




AERODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC SUMMARY
52 AIRFOILS WITH NASA 65 SERIES THICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION ON A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE
Hub Tip
Percent En-
gine Flow 0.0 9.09 27.3 45.5 63.6 81.8 100.0
Inlet
Diameter-in 19.78 20.94 22.85 24.56 26.14 27.66 29.20
V- ft/sec 483.69 569.56 618.98 629.64 635.88 629.33 566.99
Vm -ft/sec 474.37 562.56 607.69 611.93 611.34 597.91 521.99
V0 -ft/sec 94.49 88.34 117.68 148.31 174.95 196.37 221.35
3- deg. 11.27 8.92 10.96 13.62 15.92 18.18 22.98
'-deg. 49.14 46.48 45.80 46.72 47.83 49.61 59.35
V' -ft/sec 725.17 817.04 871.73 892.64 910.64 922.66 895.68
V' -ft/sec -548.49 -592.42 -625.00 -649.88 -674.92 -702.71 -727.84
U -ft/sec 642.98 680.76 742.68 798.19 849.87 899.08 949.20
M 0.391 0.466 0.510 0.521 0.526 0.519 0.466
M' 0.58-7 0.668 0.719 0.738 0.753 0.762 0.736
Exit
Diameter-in 19.40 20.51 22.32 23.98 25.55 27.06 28.60
V -ft/sec 643.40 705.71 717.50 711.67 710.73 708.60 667.34
Vm -ft/sec 436.18 410.80 388.10 390.03 402.96 424.06 453.34
V0 -ft/sec 472.99 573.82 603.47 595.28 585.46 567.70 489.73
P -deg. 42.69 35.62 32.75 33.23 34.54 36.76 72.79
e -deg. 22.35 24.03 29.21 33.20 36.14 38.75 44.21
V' -ft/sec 511.40 628.28 691.41 711.38 724.95 727.88 683.19
V' -ft/sec -194.45 -255.87 -337.44 -389.49 -427.54 -455.55 -476.36
U 630.63 666.67 725.54 779.52 830.50 879.61 929.69
M 0.513 0.567 0.582 0.578 0.577 0.574 0.538
M' 0.407 0.505 0.560 0.578 0.589 0.590 0.551
P02/P01 1.186 1.192 1.180 1.174 1.172 1.178 1.194
U7 0.0710 0.0420 0.0194 0.0148 0.0200 0.0303 0.0302
D 0.4340 0.3515 0.3071 0.2950 0.2928 0.3026 0.3374
EFF-AD 0.7553 0.8255 0.8868 0.9071 0.9043 0.8851 0.8545
Geometry
Diameter-in 19.590 20.52 22.38 24.25 25.64 27.50 28.900
c-in 1.971 1.992 2.014 2.062 2.102 2.143 2.173
t/c 0.080 0.0760 0.0680 0.0620 0.0540 0.0441 0.040
RLE - in 0.0086 0.0086 0.0086 0.0086 0.0086 0.0086 0.0086
RTE- in 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100
B' *- deg. 47.91 45.07 44.27 44.66 46.24 51.34 54.02
- deg. 37.51 27.29 17.91 14.50 12.31 14.20 18.98
a- 1.666 1.606 1.502 1.435 1.357 1.289 1.244
41
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Figure 2 2 JT8D-100 Rotor 1.5 Cambell Diagram
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TABLE VIII
JT8D-100 LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR SUPERCHARGING STAGES
GEOMETRY AND AERODYNAMICS
GEOMETRY AT MIDSPAN
Airfoil S1 R 1.5 S 1.5 R 2 S2
Series CA CA 65/CA 65/CA 65/CA
Gap/Chord 0.632 0.72 0.679 0.707 0.647
Span/Chord 1.94 1.71 2.16 2.25 2.33
Max T/Chord 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.07
SPAN-AVERAGE AERODYNAMICS AT DESIGN POINT
Inlet Mach No. 0.778 0.814 0.607 0.721 0.567
"D" Factor 0.408 0.328 0.301 0.320 0.278
AP/q 0.429 0.361 0.298 0.344 0.251
1.3 - 1.3 - DESIGN
STATOR 1 ROTOR 1.5
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Figure 24 JT8D-100 Low Pressure Compressor Supercharging Stages - Choke Margin at
Design Point and Max. Cruise
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Figure 25 JT8D-100 Low Pressure Compressor Supercharging Stages "D" Factor at Low
Speed
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Figure 26 Predicted Map for JT8D-100 Low Pressure Compressor Supercharging Stages
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As mentioned above, the third-stage rotor is sandwiched into the basic rotor structure. The
fifth and sixth rotors are overhung aft of the fourth-stage hub. They are supported by cylin-
drical spacers. Twelve long tiebolts serve to simultaneously hold together the parts fotming
the basic rotor structure and the rear overhung stages. The third stage disK may be made
by reoperating either of the present steel or titanium parts, but only the current steel fourth-
stage hub-disk can be used. When a steel third-stage disk is utilized, a thicker flanged version
of the blade lock-seal ring must be mated with it, rather than the currently used part. The
fourth-to fifth disk spacer, the AMS 5617 tiebolts, and all parts forward of the third-stage
blade locking ring are peculiar to the JT8D-100 engines. Due to the wider spacing of stages
required for acoustic treatment and the increased tiebolt loading requirements, a new second-
to-third-stage spacer and a new fourth-to-fifth-stage spacer have been provided. A conventional
AMS 4928 titanium spacer with sleeves at each tierod location was designed for these locations.
The spacer is positioned radially at each end by snap diameters on the adjacent disks. Because
of the assembly of sleeves into the spacer, an unbalance of the assembly is corrected by ad-
ding clip weights to the sleeves of the spacer assembly.
Low compressor discharge pressure is bled into the center of the rotor drum through holes
in the rear hub and thence through holes at the forward end of the front hub for pressuriza-
tion of the No. 1 bearing compartment labyrinth seals. The front hub is dynamically balanced
in detail by removing material at two locations near the ends. The stage 1.5 disk and blade
assembly is statically balanced by selective blade positioning. Subsequent correction for un-
balance due to the addition of blade lock-seal attaching hardware may be made by attaching
classified counterweights to the lock ring. The fourth-stage blade-hub sub-assembly is balanced
by the addition of trapped plugs and/or blade position selection. The remaining four core
blade disk sub-assemblies are statically balanced by blade position selection alone. The entire
primary compressor assembly (fan rotor omitted) is dynamically balanced by adding classified
weights in planes at the 1.5 and sixth stages. The independently balanced fan rotor assembly
is then added without additional correction prior to engine final assembly. A final trim cor-
rection may be made, if needed, in a plane at the fan stage after the entire rotor system is
checked foi vibration at operating speeds.
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2. High Pressure Compressor, Burner and Turbine
The seven-stage high-pressure compressor, the can-annular burner, and the air-cooled or
uncooled single-stage high turbine of the various current JT8D models were retained. The
three-stage low-pressure turbine has also been retained except the second stage flow area
was reduced to achieve the desired engine match, the fourth-stage blade of the D-9, -11,
-15 models was replaced to reduce the turbine rotor exit Mach number, and the fourth-
stage vane area was increased to reduce the fourth-rotor airflow incidence angle. The
present four exhaust case struts were recambered and four additional exhaust struts have
been added to further reduce exit swirl to the level being experienced on the current JT8D
engine models. An improved low-turbine shaft was required to maintain adequate
strength at the increased torque. The maximum turbine temperature levels of the JT8D- 00
derivative of a particular JT8D engine model are comparable to the levels for that particular
current JT8D engine model.
Modification to the low-pressure turbine (LPT) and exhaust duct vane assembly were required
to accommodate the re-fan engine cycle characteristics. The primary features that affect
performance are: (1) the requirement to increase by-pass ratio without increasing
the gas generator flow rate, turbine inlet temperature or pressure; and (2) the reduction in
low-rotor speed imposed by noise considerations. Table IX shows a comparison of significant
turbine cycle parameters for the JT8D-9 and JT8D-109 engines.
TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF JT8D-9, JT8D-109 TURBINE CYCLE PARAMETERS
AT DESIGN POINT
Parameter JT8D-9 JT8D-109
By-Pass Ratio 1.04 2.00
Engine Airflow 70.7 kg/s 69.8 kg/s
(156 lb/sec) (154 lb/sec)
Turbine Inlet Temp., Tt5 12360 K 12360K
(17660 F) (766 0 F)
Burner Pressure Pt5 147.56 N/cm 2  144.8 N/cm 2
(214 psia) (210 psia)
N2 -RPM 11,365 11,380
A HHPT 251204 J/kg 248878 J/kg
(108 BTU/lb) (107 BTU/lb)
TT6 1010.930 K 1010.930 K
(1360-F) (13600F)
PT6 60.75 N/cm 2  60.07 N/cm
2
(88.1 psia) (87.12 psia)
N1 - RPM 8045 7450
A HLPT 244226 J/kg 279116 J/kg
(105 BTU/Ib) (120 BTU/lb)
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The turbine work requirement is up by over 14% and the rotor speed is down 7.4% in the
D-109 relative to the D-9. The increased work requirement, at constant turbine inlet tem-
perature, results in an increase in low pressure turbine expansion ration of 22%. Table X
shows a comparison of high- and low-pressure turbine design parameters for the D-9 and
D-109 engines. The increase in turbine expansion ratio results in an increase in turbine exit
flow parameter. The combined effects of increased exit flow parameter and reduced shaft
speed result in increased Mach number and swirl levels entering the turbine exhaust case.
TABLE X
COMPARISON OF JT8D-9, JT8D-109 TURBINE DESIGN PARAMETERS
HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE
Parameter JT8D-9 JT8D-109 % Change
Pressure Ratio 2.43 2.42 -0.4
Speed Parameter - N//T5 (RPM/VRi)* 240 241 + 0.04
Flow Parameter - W P / /Pt5 b/sein2 33.34 33.46 +0.36
Mean Velocity Ratio 0.480 0.485 + 1.04
Rim Velocity Ratio 0.413 0.417 + 0.97
LOW PRESSURE TURBINE
Pressure Ratio 2.96 3.62 +22
Speed Parameter - N/IT-6 (RPM/-R )* 189 175 - 7.4
bm , sec xO/\
Flow Parameter - WV 6 /Pt 6  lbm/se 2  75.82 75.69 -0.17
Mean Velocity Ratio 0.604 0.525 -13
Rim Velocity Ratio 0.456 0.380 -13
S lbm/sec - ' *,FExit Flow Parameter - W,~-! /Pt7 201.2 239.9 +19.3
lb/in 2
In order to minimize turbine and exhaust case performance penalties, resulting from the in-
creased loading and Mach number levels, several modifications were made to the LPT and ex-
haust case. These changes were determined to be the maximum possible within the con-
straints of minimizing hardware changes from the JT8D-9 engine while maintaining an
acceptable level of performance.
*This parameter is used as a non-dimensional factor and, thus, comparative S. I. levels are
not provided.
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a. Low Pressure Turbine Blade and Vanes
The fourth-stage vane and blade flow areas were increased to achieve a more favorable work
distribution by unloading the last stage of the turbine and shifting work forward to the front
stages. The reduced second-stage vane flow area was required to achieve the desired engine
match with the new cycle. Finally the turbine exhaust case was redesigned to remove the
swirl at the increased Mach number level leaving the LPT in the D- 109. Table XI summarizes
the flow area changes made to the D-9 LPT and the resulting incidence, Mach number and
swirl levels of the D-109 fourth stage and exit guide vane with the incorporated changes.
TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF JT8D-9, JT8D-109 LOW-PRESSURE
TURBINE STAGE PARAMETERS*
Parameter JT8D-9 JT8D-109**
2nd Vane Flow Area 1106.45 cm 2  (171.5 in 2) 1048.38 cm 2  (162.5 in2)
4th Vane Flow Area 2187.09 cm 2  (339 in2 ) 2277.42 cm 2  (353 in2 )
4th Blade Flow Area 2154.83 cm 2  (334 in2 ) 2406.45 cm2  (373 in2 )
2nd Stage Work 90712 J/Kg (39 BTU/1b) 102343.J/kg (44 BTU/lb)
3rd Stage Work 74431 J/kg (32 BTU/lb) 88387 J/kg (38 BTU/lb)
4th Stage Work 79283 J/kg (34 BTU/Ib) 88387 J/Kg (38 BTU/lb)
% Span 0 50 100 0 50 100
4th Blade Incidence +5.40 -5.40 +3.60 +4.20 -4.1' +8.90
4th Blade Inlet Rel. Mach No. 0.47 0.374 0.438 0.618 0.459 0.456
4th Blade Exit Rel. Mach No. 0.717 0.759 0.801 0.907 0.889 0.852
Exhaust Guide Vane
Inlet Mach No. 0.500 0.450 0.470 0.732 0.619 0.567
Exhaust Guide Vane
Gas Swirl Angle 39.40 21.80 3.80 37.90 250 6.90
*Comparison based on controlled vortex turbine analysis
**Increased Flow Area 4th Vanes and Blades
The impact on low-pressure turbine performance of the increased work and expansion ratio
requirements of the D-100 cycle was minimized with the fourth-stage modifications. The
fourth-stage blade flow area was increased 8% to re-distribute the work and reduce the rotor
exit absolute Mach number and swirl to a level that would provide for acceptable exhaust case
performance. (The increase in area will be accomplished by replacing the current D-9 blade with
the D-1, D-7 blade which is of identical design restaggered 40 open). The flow area of the fourth-
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stage vane was increased 5% to improve the flow conditions, i.e., Mach number and incidence,
entering the fourth-stage blade, particularly at the root section. The increase in vane area will
be accomplished by trimming back the trailing edges of the current D-9 vanes approximately
0.229 cm. (0.090 in.). Figure 27 shows the JT8D-109 fourth-stage blade root pressure dis-
tribution compared to the JT8D-9 fourth blade root pressure distribution. While the root
loading and Mach number levels have increased over that of the D-9, the pressure distribu-
tion is acceptable. An integral boundary layer calculation using this pressure distribution
indicates that suction surface separation will not occur. Blade pressure distributions be-
come more favorable at the outer spanwise locations. Figure 28 presents the results of a
pressure distribution calculation on the cut-back fourth-stage vane. Again, the vane pressure









0.2 I I I I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/b
JT8D-9 JT8D-109
iNLtT RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.48 0.618
EXIT RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.717 0.907
INCIDENCE +5.40 +4.20
Figure 27 JT8D-109 Low Pressure Turbine Fourth Blade Root Pressure Distribution
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AREA INCREASE ACCOMPLISHED BY CUTTING BACK THE TRAILING EDGE
AT ALL SPANWISE STATIONS.
s CUT-BACK DISTANCE -
TRAILING EDGE THICKNESS HELD CONSTANT
CUT-BACK 4TH VANE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
ROOT MEAN TIP
1.0 1.0 - 1.0 -
0.5 - 0.5 - 0.5
0 0.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0
X/b X/b X/b
Figure 28 JT8D-109 Low Pressure Turbine Fourth Vane Modification to Increase Flow Area
Table XII summarizes the LPT cycle parameter changes from the JT8D-9 to the JT8D-109,
along with the predicted performance of the D-109 cycle. The net low-pressure turbine ef-
ficiency in the D-109 will be 1.4% lower than the D-9 low-pressure turbine efficiency, re-
sulting in a TSFC penalty of 1.3%.
TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF JT8D-9, JT8D-109 LOW-PRESSURE TURBINE
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Parameter JT8D-9 JT8D-109 % Change
Tt6  1010.930 K 1010.930 K 0(1360 0 F) (13600 F)
Pt6/Pt7 2.96 3.62 +22
Work 244226 J/kg 279116 J/kg +13
(105 BTU/lb) (120 BTU/lb)
N 1 - RPM 8045 7450 -7.4
Efficiency 89.3% 87.9% -1.4
A TSFC - - +1.3
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b. Turbine Exhaust Duct and Fairing
Revisions within the JT8D-100 turbine necessary to meet the requirement for increased power
extraction from the low-pressure turbine resulted in an increase in turbine exit swirl and Mach
number. To minimize residual swirl, an eight-strut cascade of recambered airfoils has been
included in the conversion kit to replace the JT8D four-strut design, which featured a low-
camber airfoil contour.
The turbine exit guide vane (EGV) assembly of the JT8D engine consists of four struts which
house the No. 6 bearing support rods. These struts are in reality aerodynamic fairings which
remove the swirl exiting from the low-pressure turbine. Table XIII summarizes the EGV aero-
dynamic parameters for the JT8D-9 and JT8D-109. The D-109 inlet gas angles are of the
same order of magnitude as the D-9 but the Mach number levels are considerably higher.
Analysis has shown that the D-9 EGV's would leave an unacceptable amount of residual swirl
in the primary stream when operating at the refan engine conditions. The turbine exhaust
case was redesigned, therefore, with the primary objective of limiting the primary stream
residual swirl in the D-109 to the same level as in the D-9 engine.
TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF JT8D-9, JT8D-109 TURBINE EXHAUST GUIDE
VANE AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS*
JT8D-9 JT8D-109
Parameters Root Mean Tip Root Mean Tip
Inlet Mach No. 0.500 0.450 0.470 0.732 0.619 0.567
Inlet Gas Angle 50.60 68.20 86.20 52.10 650 83.10
Incidence +31.40 +13.80 -4.20 +15.820 -3.50 -0.350
Gas Turning Angle 25.70 15.80 3.80 19.90 16.00 6.90
Residual Swirl 13.70 60 00 18.00 9.00 0.00
* Comparison based on controlled vortex turbine analysis.
Certain mechanical restraints had to be met in the design of the D-100 EGV's. Figure 29
summarizes these restraints. The airfoil minimum thickness was established by the require-
ment to house the bearing support rods. The airfoil chord was established by turbine
blade vibratory considerations and the location of the turbine case flange. The airfoil chord
angle was restricted in range by the requirement for a strut to house both a bearing support
rod and an oil line. Optimization studies were conducted to define the number of struts re-
quired and the thickness distribution.
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AIRFOIL MIN.
THICKNESS FIXED BY BEARING SUPPORT ROD
DIAMETERG AND ASSEMBLY
TOLERANCE RESUIREMENTS
AIRFOIL CHORD- FIXED BY TURBINE BLADE
VIBRATORY CONSIDERATIONS.
LIMITING AXIAL DISTANCE
AXIAL DISTANCE@ LIMITED BY
TURBINE CASE FLANGE LOCATION
CHORD ANGLE- RESTRICTED IN RANGE BY AXIAL
(a DISTANCE BETWEEN BRG. ROD
AND OIL LINE _'S AND THE
TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT(




Figure 29 JT8D-100 Turbine Exhaust Guide Vane Mechanical Constraints
Figure 30 shows a comparison of the effects of various strut configurations and their effects
on EGV choke margin. It was concluded that an eight-strut configuration with alternating
thick and thin struts was desirable. The configuration selected consists of eight series 65/
circular arc struts, four thick (0.18 thickness/chord) and four thin (0.07 thickness/chord).
Tables XIV, XV and XVI summarize the geometry of the selected EGV designs.
CURRENT D-9 OPTION # 1 OPTION #2
4 THICK 4 THICK, 4 THIN 4 THICK. 8 THIN
CHOKE MARGIN
0018 THICKNESS 0 CHORD 01, 07 MIXED THICKNESS / CHORD
D7 THICKNESS /CHORD
NUMBER OF STRUTS
Figure 30 JT8D-109 Turbine Exhaust Guide Vane Choke Margin
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TABLE XIV
JT8D-100 TURBINE EXHAUST GUIDE VANE CONFIGURATION DEFINITION
Type Airfoil Series 65/Circular Arc
Total Number of Airfoils 8
Configuration Alternating Thick and Thin EGV
4 EGV Thickness/Chord = 0.18 to House Bearing Support Rods and Oil Line
4 EGV Thickness/Chord = 0.07 to Impose Cascade Flow Conditions
TABLE XV
JT8D-109 TURBINE EXHAUST GUIDE VANE CASCADE SELECTION
DESIGN POINT AERODYNAMIC INPUT
% Span 0 15 25 50 71.5 100
M 1  0.732 0.694 0.671 0.619 0.583 0.567
M2  0.513 0.518 0.516 0.523 0.552 0.630
al 52.10 55.80 58.40 650 71.20 83.10
c2  720 74.70 76.50 810 84.90 900
Gas Turning Angle 19.90 18.90 18.10 160 13.70 6.90
Residual Swirl 180 15.30 13.50 90 5.10 00
DEFINITION OF C1 AND O2








JT8D-109 TURBINE EXHAUST GUIDE VANE CASCADE GEOMETRY
Airfoil Type Series 65 Circular Arc
No. of Airfoils 8 Total (4 Thick and 4 Thin)
Defining Radius-cm 16.12 19.43 21.77 27.47 32.32 38.81
(in) (6.348) (7.675) (8.570) (10.814) (12.72) (15.28)
% Span 0 15 25 50 71.5 100
0* 7.650 9.910 15.040 30.60 25.450 11.40
P'* 67.920 67.840 66.430 61.50 69.180 82.750
02* 75.570 77.750 81.470 92.090 94.630 94.150
ach 71.750 72.800 73.950 76.80 81.9" 88.450
Thickness/Chord-
Thick 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19
Thickness/Chord-Thin 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
Pitch/Chord 0.654 0.8 0.899 1.153 1.381 1.686
Chord-cm 19.35 19.16 19.03 18.69 18.39 17.98
(in) (7.62) (7.545) (7.493) (7.36) (7.24) (7.08)
Incidence
Angle +15.820 +12.040 +8.030 -3.50 -2.020 -0.350
DEFINITION OF C-CH (CHORD ANGLE)
i (INCIDENCE ANGLE) = (f -a)
@ (METAL ANGLE)
il 04 IGAS ANGLE)
ENGINECL
FLOW DIRECTION




The selected strut configuration results in an average residual primary stream swirl of 90 which
approximates the D-9 residual swirl value. Diffusion factors, defined and summarized in
Table XVII, are within P&WA experience. The selection of alternating thick/thin EGV's
results in non-uniform flow channel geometry. That is, the channels on either side of a
strut are different as depicted in Figure 24. Resultant mean section pressure distributions
for each channel are also shown in Figure 24. The channels are essentially similar in per-
formance.
TABLE XVII
JT8D-109 TURBINE EXHAUST GUIDE VANE DIFFUSION FACTORS
Root Mean Tip
Diffusion Factor 0.413 0.312 0
Diffusion Factor = I - C2/C 1 + AC /b
2C1
C 1 Inlet Velocity Absolute
C2  Exit Velocity AbsoluteACu Tangential Velocity ohange
7/b Gap/Chord
CHANNEL A





CHANNEL A 0.8 OEXIT (84.90)
0.4 1 1 1 I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/b
Figure 31 JT8D-109 Turbine Exhaust Guide Vane Channel Performance and Pressure Dis-
tributions
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Table XVIII shows a comparison of exit Mach number and exit absolute gas angle at several
spanwise locations for the two channels. Exit Mach numbers for the two channels show
close agreement, while the computed exit angles vary by approximately 50 from channel A
to channel B. This is considered to be satisfactory. An estimate of EGV total pressure loss
was made, based on the P&WA cascade selection code and experience gained from other
P&WA engines. The expected pressure loss (APo/Po) for the JT8D-109 EGV is 2.9% com-
pared to 1.2% for the JT8D-9.
TABLE XVIII
JT8D-109 TURBINE EXHAUST GUIDE VANE
SUMMARY OF CASCADE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
% Span 0 25 50 75 100
Channel M - Exit
A 0.489 0.505 0.529 0.599 0.669
B 0.496 0.561 0.526 0.593 0.661
a - Exit
A 85.60 86.20 89.70 91.10 93.10
B 79.70 88.90 84.90 86.70 88.60
The addition of the thin struts required a method of tip restraint which is provided by a pin
and bushing configuration similar to existing thick-strut hardware. An integral pin is added
to the fan exhaust strut clevis to provide this support. Also, a pin clearance hole, necessary
in the turbine exhaust case, can be added by reoperation.
Due to a combination of strut aerodynamic requirements and the necessity of maintaining
the present location of the No. 6 bearing support rods and oil tube boss in the turbine exhaust
case, relocation and recontouring of the oil tube was required. Parts affected by the tube
relocation include the No. 6 bearing scavenge pump housing, No. 6 bearing housing, No. 6
bearing heatshield, and the turbine exhaust case boss (resizing and reorientation of hole).
In addition, a special adapter washer was required to mate the new oil tube assembly sleeve
with the existing case boss.
A flange is provided for mounting the airframe supplied tailcone assembly. The allowable






MV = 169.48 M-N (1500 IN-LBS)
MH = 94.91 M-N (840 IN-LBS)
HV = 1601.36 N (360 LBS)
HH = 889.64 N (200 LBS)
PA = 9964.01 N (2240 LBS)
MV - MOMENT IN A VERTICAL PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE .
MH - MOMENT IN A HORIZONTAL PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE CL
HV - VERTICAL SHEAR LOAD
HH - HORIZONTAL SHEAR LOAD
PA - AXIAL LOAD
Figure 32 JT8D-100 Allowable Limit Loads for Tailcone Mounting Flange
c. Low Pressure Turbine Shaft
The JT8D-100 LPT shaft is made of the same material (AMS 6304) and requires the same dual
heat treatment as the present JT8D-15 shaft. Due to increased torque requirements (approxi-
mately 1 27o) tor the JT8D-100, it is necessary to guarantee mechanical properties by specify-
ing that an integral test specimen be taken from each shaft forging to ensure a minimum ten-
sile yield strength in the cold section. The shaft geometry is identical with the JT8D-15
except for a radial thickness increase on the rear flange front snap diameter (second turbine
disk snap).
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3. Fan and Primary Engine Cases
Increased diameter fan cases were incorporated into the JT8D-100 for compatibility with
the increased diameter fan rotor. The current JT8D core engine cases were retained except
in those instances where the core and fan cases are an integral assembly or where the fan flow
path requirement necessitated the redesign of the core engine case. The tubing and mani-
fold assemblies that cross the fan duct have been redesigned in conjunction with the increased
diameter fan. The fairings used to aerodynamically enclose this plumbing have also been re-
designed. Acoustic treatment has been provided on the inner walls of the fan cases and the
outer walls.of the engine core cases to reduce fan radiated noise.
a. Intermediate Case
The intermediate case assembly depicted in Figure 33 includes the No. 2 and No. 3 bearing
compartments, towershaft drive provisions, the sixth-stage compressor vanes, high-pressure
compressor case, forward engine mounts, and the support points for ground handling.
It Was a design requirement that the intermediate case for the JT8D-100 conversion kit be
made by reoperating the inner portion of current JT8D intermediate case to retain the exist-
ing No. 2 and No. 3 bearing compartments, the sixth-stage vanes, the integral portion of the
No. 2 and No. 3 bearing oil pressure lines, and the existing upper towershaft drive system.
The reoperated inner case incorporates attached radial flanges for bolting on a new outer
case. The joints and bolts contain sealing provisions to ensure that the breather annulus is
not subjected to high- or low-pressure compressor air leaking in, or breather air leaking out
into the rear compressor case and then into the cabin bleed system.
The integral boss, which accepts the ferrule and O-ring of the No. 2 and No. 3 bearing
oil pressure line, has been retained as part of the reoperated inner case. The bore which ac-
cepts the ferrule was enlarged, a bushing installed, and the bushing inner diameter finished,
relative to features on the reoperated case, to ensure adequate alignment of the No. 2 and
No. 3 bearing oil pressure tube. The fittings at the outer end of the oil pressure line are the
same as used on the current engine. The housing forming the seal between the gearbox and
intermediate case is the same configuration as is used on the current engine.
An axial flange was provided on the aft end of the outer case inner ring to accept the existing
rear compressor case. This case is riveted on as in the current engine. A short case with a
radial flange on the forward end and an axial flange on the aft end is riveted to a mating axial
flange on the outer assembly after the outer and inner case assemblies have been bolted together.
This short case provides attachment between the front compressor case stack-up and the inter-
mediate case. When the aforementioned parts are welded together, a matched set is formed.
The forward flange of the riveted-on case must be machined after assembly, relative to features
on the assembled inner and outer intermediate case, in order to properly locate the front
compressor. This is the only finishing required at assembly.
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REOPERATED INTERMEDIATE CASE
EXISTING BOSS FOR NO. 2 AND NO. 3
BEARING OIL PRESSURE LINE
BUSHING
WELDED IN RADIAL FLANGES
"E"- SECTION SEALS






Figure 33 JT8D-100 Intermediate Case - Towershaft Cross Section
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The strut positioning as depicted on Figure 34 was configured in such a manner that each
strut is radially in-line with the thrust mount points, the ground handling points, and the
towershaft and gearbox mounting points. The six thrust carrying struts are faired out axially
at the ID as depicted on Figure 34, while the remaining six struts are of current engine thick-
ness.
G.H.










T - THRUST MOUNTS SUPPORT FOR ENGINE
G.H.- GROUND HANDLING LOCATIONS THRUST 
LOADS
G.B.- GEAR BOX MOUNT PADS
TS - TOWERSHAFT LOCATION
Figure 34 JT8D-100 Intermediate Case - Loading Schematic
The intermediate case mount flange contains a series of holes for attaching the engine to the
airplane structure through suitable bolts and linkages. The location of these mount points
is shown in Figure 48 JT8D-100 Installation, provided in Section III C-1 of this document.
The flight allowable limit loads for the front mount are shown in Figure 35.
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SCHEMATIC REAR VIEW OF FRONT MOUNT
DIRECTION OF LOADS POSITIVE AS SHOWN, NEGATIVE IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION
R1 R T T
T1 ENG.EN T1
' N G C
R, 
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DEFINITIONS FOR EACH MOUNT TYPE:
A = AXIAL LOAD ACTING ON EITHER FRONT MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT (PAIR OF LUGS)
T = TANGENTIAL LOAD ACTING ON EITHER FRONT MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT (PAIR OF LUGS)
RI RADIAL LOAD ACTING ON EITHER FRONT MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT (PAIR OF LUGS)
A = MAX ALLOWABLE CRASH LOAD IS 320271.95 N (72,000 LB) ACTING ON THE TWO FRONT MOUNT
ATTACHMENT POINTS
LOADS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS
1. LOADS Al & A 0 ACTING ON FRONT MOUNT MUST BE APPLIED AT A RADIAL DISTANCE FROM ENGINE
'CL <0 71M 27.91N).
2. THE THRUST OF A 1 OR A. TO BE TAKEN BY PAIR OF LUGS AT EACH ATTACHMENT POINT AND THE
OVERTURNING MOMENT DUE TOAl OR AoTO BE TAKEN BY PAIR OF LUGS AT EACH MOUNT
ATTACHMENT POINT
THE ALLOWABLE LIMIT LOADS FOR EACH FRONT MOUNT ATT4A(MENT POINT (PAIR OF LUGS) MUST
SATISFY ALL THE EQUATIONS GIVEN BELOW.
1, I Al < 146791.31 N (33,000 LBSI 3. IR1[ < 164584.19 N (37,000 LB)
2. IT 1 1  < 57826.48 N (13,000 LBS) 
I ABSOLUTE VALUES
NOTE:
FITTING SHOULD BE SO DESIGNED THAT Al OR Ao LOAD WILL BE EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN A PAIR
OF LUGS AT EACH ATTACHMENT POINT
Figure 35 JT8D-100 Flight Allowable Limit Loads - Front Mount
b. Compressor and Diffuser Fan Ducts
The compressor and diffuser fan ducts were redesigned in conjunction with the increased dia-
mete. fa. section. The material for both ducts is AMS 4135, the same as the current JT8DfanU Lec Lto . Lalenas L JurrenL
compressor duct. The current JT8D diffuser duct is an AMS 4125 casting. Aluminum acous-
tic treatment is bonded directly to the duct. The compressor and diffuser fan duct configura-
Lion is shown in Figure 36.
The airbleed ports for the low-pressure compressor (6th stage), intermediate pressure (8th
stage) and high pressure compressor (13th stage) are located on these ducts. These bleed pads
were spaced radially outward at the same axial locations relative to the front and rear mounts.






Figure 36 JT8D-100 Compressor and Diffuser Fan Ducts
T M-N (INLB) TORSION IN PLANE OF PAD
M M-N (IN-LB) MOMENT ANY PLANE PERP TO PLANE OF PAD
V N(LB) SHEAR ANY DIRECTION IN PLANE OF PAD
P N(LB) RADIAL LOAD
0.94P +6.2M + 0.16V <31,000
HIGH PRESS. PORT TMAX = 56 M-N 1500 IN-LB)
(4.2P + 0.7M + 0.7V 31,000) MAX
8TH STAGE PORT 3.10P + 42.5M + 1.08V < 31,000 TMAX = 34 M-N (300 IN-LB)
(13.8P + 4.8M + 4.8V < 31,000)
LOW PRESS. PORT 4.86P + 45.1M + 0.56V 31000 T = 34 M-N (300 IN-LB)(21.6P +5.M + 2.5V 31,000) MAX




PORT M-N N/M M-N(IN.LB/RAD) (LBIN) (IN.LB/RAD)
HIGH +46,550 -±55,690,000 ±64,970
+(412,000) ±(318,000) ± (575,000)
±21,810 ±48,160,000 ±25,870
8TH ±(193,000) 1 (275,000) 1(229,000)




Figure 37 JT8D-100 Allowable Loads for Airbleed Pads
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c. Combustion Chamber and Turbine Fan Duct
The combustion chamber and turbine fan duct, shown in Figure 38, was designed as a
cylinder with a split along the horizontal centerline. Axial flanges were provided, with 33
bolts on each side. The split concept was carried over from the current JT8D for maintain-
ability requirements. A dummy flange was provided on the lower duct half, approximately
35.5 cm. (14 in.) aft of the front flange, for plumbing and accessory mounting. Aluminum
acoustic treatment is bonded directly to the duct assembly.
The fan bleed ports are located on this duct assembly. These ports have been spaced radially
outward at the same axial location relative to the front and rear mounts. The allowable limit
loads for these pads are shown in Figure 30.
POTTING COMPOUND AT CLOSE OUTS
000
VIEW IN DIRECTION C
LONGITUDINAL FLANGE
- POTTING COMPOUND DIRECTION C
AT PENETRATIONS
Figure 38 JT8D-100 Combustion Chamber and Turbine Fan Duct
d. Turbine Case Acoustic Fairing
The turbine case acoustic fairing, shown in Figure 3.9, forms a smooth flow path around the
turbine case. Due to its proximity to the turbine case, the resultant temperature level re-
quired welded stainless steel, AMS 5520, construction rather than the bonded aluminum
construction used elsewhere in the JT8D-100. The 0.95 cm (0.375 in.) square honeycomb
(-pll which diffprv frnm th 0. 5 em. (0.375 in Nhexagonal cellused elsewhere, was dictated
by the structural requirements (size) and manufacturing process (shape). The different
honeycomb cell shapes are acoustically equivalent. The fairing is made in two halves for
assembly reasons, and is bolted to engine brackets at its front circumference. The longitu-
dinal splits are bolted together. The aft cylindrical end of the fairing has a sliding fit on the






VIEW IN DIRECTION A
Figure 39 JT8D-100 Turbine Case Acoustic Fairing
e. Turbine Exhaust Case
The JT8D-100 turbine exhaust case is similar to the current JT8D case except that a rear
flange has been provided for airframe attachment of a splitter or mixer between the primary
and fan exhaust streams. The turbine exhaust case is reoperable from the current configura-
tion. A new fan exhaust inner diameter flow path fairing has also been provided to obtain a
smooth transition with the airframe splitter design. This configuration is shown in Figure 40.
SREAR MOUNT & BRG SUPPORT RODS
TU R B I N E 
U




SNO. 6 BRG OIL TUBE
NEW TAILCONE FLANGE
ENGINE
Figure 40 JT8D-100 Turbine Exhaust Case and Duct and Fairing Assembly
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The allowable limit shear load, axial load, and overhung moment for the primary exhaust
case flange is shown in Figure 41.
HH
A A
(MV + M H  1920 N-M (17,000 IN-LB)
H + H) 8000 N (1800 LB)
PA < 3340 N (750 LB)
MV - MOMENT IN A VERTICAL PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE (L
MH - MOMENT IN A HORIZONTAL PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE
HV - VERTICAL SHEAR LOAD
HH - HORIZONTAL SHEAR LOAD
PA - AXIAL LOAD
Figure 41 JT8D-100 Allowable Limit Loads for Primary Exhaust Case Flange
f. Fan Exhaust Duct
The JT8D-100 fan exhaust duct is connected to the primary exhaust case by the means of
quasi-tangential torque rods, as shown in Figure 42, in the same manner as the current JT8D
engines.










Figure 42 JT8D-100 Turbine Exhaust Duct and Mount Ring
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In the design of the D-100 fan exhaust duct, the axial position of the principal features was
unchanged. The effects of changes in the design of the tailpipe attaching flange did, however,
shorten the overall exhaust duct relative to the current engine. The conical section of the
duct, on which the tailpipe flange is mounted, was eliminated to allow greater flexibility in
exhaust system design. As a result, the flange is positioned on the rear edge of a cylindrical
duct. The allowable limit shear load, axial load and overhung moment for this airframe at-
tachment location are defined in Figure 43.
The acoustic treatment is mounted on the inside of the fan exhaust duct, forming the outer
boundary of the flowpath. It is made in four 90' segments, attached by radial bolts through
the duct. Construction is similar to the other non-structural acoustic panels except for the
outer (non-perforated) skin, which is made up of two layers of glass fabric rather than alumi-
num sheet.
Basically, all features were moved radially outward on the JT8D-100 fan exhaust case to
accommodate the larger diameter fan flowpath. The Pt7 probe and oil line remain in the
same axial and angular location on the outside of the case. The rear mounts and ground
handling points are shown inFigure 48. JT8D-100 Installation, provided in Section III C-1
of this document. The flight allowable limit loads for the rear mount are shown in Figure 44.
HV H H
PA PA
MV = 36607.08 M-N (324,000 IN-LBS)
MH = 16721.75 M-N (148,000 IN-LBS)
HV = 21351.46 N (4,800 LBS) THESE ALLOWABLE LOADS MAY
HH = 5782.69 N (1,300 LBS) BE COMBINED IN ANY MANNER
PA = 204618.12 N (46,000 LBS)
THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE AXIAL BOLT HOLE LOAD IS 6220 N (1400 LBS)
M V  -- MOMENT IN A VERTICAL PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE _
MH - MOMENT IN A HORIZONTAL PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE _
HV - VERTICAL SHEAR LOAD
HH - HORIZONTAL SHEAR LOAD
PA - AXIAL LOAD
THRUST REVERSER AXIAL LOADS ARE ASSUMED TO BE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE FAN
EXHAUST CASE FLANGE CIRCUMFERENCE.
Figure 43 JT8D-100 Allowable Limit Loads for Fan Exhaust Case Attachment
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SCHEMATIC REAR VIEW OF REAR MOUNT
DIRECTION OF LOADS POSITIVE AS SHOWN, NEGATIVE IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION
R 2
T 2
ENG ENG 2 ENG 2
R 2  R 2




DEFINITIONS FOR EACH MOUNT TYPE:
A2= AXIAL LOAD ACTING ON REAR MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT APPLIED
AT Y OF MOUNT HOLE
M = OVERTURNING MOMENT ACTING ON REAR MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT
T2 = TANGENTIAL LOAD ACTING ON REAR MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT (BOTH
FLANGES)
R2= RADIAL LOAD ACTING ON REAR MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT (BOTH FLANGES)
THE ALLOWABLE LIMIT LOADS FOR THE REAR MOUNT ATTACHMENT POINT MUST
SATISFY ALL THE EQUATIONS GIVEN BELOW.
A2 < 4448.22 N (1,000 LBS)
M ~ 451.94 M-N 4,000 iN-LBS) = ABSOLUTE VALUES
ST21 < 80067.96 N (18,000 LBS)
-75,620 N (-17,000 LB) < R2 < 97860.84 N (22,000 LB)
Figure 44 JT8D-100 Flight Allowable Limit Loads for Rear Mount
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4. Bearing and Support Structure, Towershaft, Accessories, External Tubing
The JT8D-100 No. 1 bearing and bearing support structure have been redesigned for compa-
tibility with the increased rotor length and larger diameter fan. All other bearings and their
support structure remain unchanged. The towershaft was increased in length in conjunction
with the increased diameter fan. The high rotor accessory gearbox, oil tank, oil pumps and
oil system filters are the same as current JT8D engine models. The JT8D fuel control, fuel
pump, fuel-oil cooler, fuel filters, bleed control and pressurizing valve were retained. The ig-
nition system and the anti-icing and fuel de-icing valves from the current JT8D engine have
also been retained. The external tubing is to be designed during Phase II.
a. No. 1 Bearing Compartment
The JT8D-100 No. 1 bearing is a larger cross section bearing with an increased bore diameter
as compared to the current JT8D No. 1 bearing. The increased size was necessary to accom-
modate the larger diameter hub required to maintain critical speed margin and by the require-
ment to have blade loss capability equal to the current JT8D No. 1 bearing. The increased
b'ore diameter resulted in a bearing DN (Diameter Speed) level at which bearing preload is
not required to preclude skid. The calculated skid potential of the JT8D-100 No. I bearing
is less than the current JT8D bearing at equivalent "G" loads. The JT8D-100 No. 1 bearing
fatigue life is comparable to the current JT8D No. 1 bearing (30,000 hours). The fit between
the JT8D-100 No. 1 bearing and hub has been selected to prevent race spinning.
The No. I bearing journal on the rotor front hub was increased in diameter from 95 mm to
120 mm. Except for the size difference, the new bearing design, including the oil damper
feature, is the same as the current JT8D engine. To obtain the required lubrication, a new
oil jet was added to direct the flow between the bearing case OD and the outer race ID. The
current JT8D engine scavenge pump has sufficient capacity and has been retained. An in-
creased length scavenge pump housing is required to extract oil from the bottom of the com-
partment cavities.
The labyrinth seal occupies the same axial space as on current JT8D engines, but has one ex-
tra knife-edge to compensate for the extra leakage expected from the larger seal diameter.
The seal steps were increased in height from 0.0254 to 0.127 cm (0.010 to 0.050 inches) to
improve efficiency. The nose-up attitude angle possible before oil enters the labyrinth seal
has been increased to 280 from 22".





ENGINE (L  -___
- NO. 1 BEARING
//-SEAL
OIL SCAVENGE PUMP
7' NO. 1 BEARING
FRONT COVER SUPPORT
Figure 45 JT8D-100 No. 1 Bearing Compartment - Cross Section
b. Towershaft
The externally mounted accessory gearbox is driven by a towershaft which is connected via
splined ends to the gearbox and the upper towershaft drive system, housed in the intermediate
case. The design configuration is depicted in Figure 33.
The increased fan duct diameter for the JT8D-100 series engine necessitated a lengthening
(approximately 40% increased length) of the JT8D towershaft. The towershaft serves the
dual function of transmitting torque from the starter to the high compressor shaft while the
engine is being started and extracting engine power during operation to drive fuel and oil sys-
tem components and the airframe electrical generation equipment.
The towershaft is designed to preclude shear and torsional buckling failure during engine
starting and vibration failure during engine operation. The towershaft connects two engine
regions capable of relative deflections; the high rotor shaft and the externally mounted acces-
sory gearbox. Therefore, the configuration has loose splines at both-ends to allow for mis-
alignment without introducing high bending loads. The towershaft stiff bearing critical speed
mode shape is illustrated in Figure 46.
The material chosen was AMS 6487, selected for its high yield strength and stiffness, good










....... i  . ..... .......
O.D. AXIAL DISTANCE ALONG TOWERSHAFT I.D.
(SPLINE TO SPLINE)
Figure 46 JT8D-100 Towershaft Relative Deflection at Critical Speed
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C. ENGINE INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
1. Installation Dimensions
Figures 47 and 48 show the pertinent installation differences between the JT8D and JT8D-100
engines and the engine installation envelope for the JT8D-100 engine, respectively.
0.14732M
(5.8 IN.) 0.1524 M
(6.0 IN.)
S0.13462 M
(5.3 IN.) FORWARD CG SHIFT
0.12065 M
j .(4.75 IN.)
AW = 258 KG
(570 LB)
Figure 47 Comparison of JT8D-JT8D-100 Installation Characteristics
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2. Engine Weight
a. Basic Engine Weight
It is estimated that the dry weight of the JT8D-109 engine, including the following items of
standard and additional equipment, will not exceed 1738 kg (3832 lb). The estimated maxi-
mum differential weight is +258 kg (570 lb).
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Fuel Control System Inlcuding Fuel Pump and Thrust and Speed Control Unit
Starting and Continuous Engine Ignition Systems Requiring External Power Source
Engine Anti-Icing System
Exhaust Thermocouple Probes and Exhaust Pressure Probes
AND Type Accessory Drives for Each of the Following:
Low Pressure Rotor - Tachometer





Special Air Valves (Inlet Guide Vane Thermal Anti-Icing and Fuel Heater) in lieu of
Standard Air Valves










175 Micron Main Oil Filter (in lieu of
Standard 40 Micron Main Oil Filter) + .454 kg (1 lb)
15 Micron Main Oil Filter (in lieu of
Standard 40 Micron Main Oil Filter) ..454 kg (l lb)
Preceding page blank 79
Alternate A.C. Ignition System* + .908 kg (2 lb)
Provisions for the Incorporation of Chip Detectors in the
Lubrication System + .454 kg (1 lb)
*Replaces ignition systems shown under standard equipment.
The weight of fluids remaining in the engine after operation and drainage, while the engine
is in the normal altitude is estimated to be 4.54 kg (10 lb).
b. Engine Center of Gravity
Horizontal - 45 cm (17.8 in) aft of front mount (intermediate case) centerline
Vertical - 5.3 cm (2.1 in) below engine centerline
c. Polar Moments
The estimated effective mass polar moments of inertia of the low and high pressure rotor
assemblies about their axes are as follows:
Low rotor 17.08 kg m 2  (12.6 slug ft2
High rotor 7.46 kg m 2  ( 5.5 slug ft 2)
The estimated effective mass polar moment of inertia at the starter pad is 20.9 kg m 2 (15.45
slug ft2 )
d. Moments of Inertia
The following values represent the estimated moments of inertia of the engine in pitch, yaw
and roll. These values are about axes through the engine center of gravity.
Pitch 1538.85 kg m2  (1135 slug ft2 )
Yaw 1593.09 kg m2  (1175 slug ft2 )
Roll 276.59 kg m2  ( 204 slug ft2 )
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D. PERFORMANCE RATINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS, OPERATING LIMITS, AND
STATIC NOISE LEVELS
1. Engine Performance Ratings
a. Estimated Sea-Level Static Standard-Day Performance
The JT8D-109 ratings are attainable on the test stand at ICAO Standard atmosphere condi-
tions with fuel specified by PWA 522, using a P&WA hardwall bellmouth inlet, a referencejet nozzle and with no compressor airbleed or load on accessory drives. Thrust levels quoted
are minimum values.
Jet Thrust Est. Nominal TSFC
JT8D-109 Ratings N (lb) kg/hr/N (lb/hr/lb)
Takeoff 73850 (16600) 0.0507 (0.497)
Maximum Continuous 65388.8 (14700) 0.0495 (0.485)
Maximum Climb 65388.8 (14700) 0.0495 (0.485)
Maximum Cruise 58716.5 (13200) 0.0486 (0.477)
Takeoff Rating is the maximum thrust to be certified for takeoff operation and is available
at and below 3020K (840F) ambient temperature.
Maximum Continous Rating is the maximum thrust to be certified for continous operation.
It is primarily intended for emergency use at the discretion of the pilot.
Maximum Climb Rating is the maximum thrust approved for normal climb operation.
Maximum Cruise Rating is the maximum thrust approved for normal cruise operation.
These ratings are based on engines with standard equipment included in the engine weight.
The data presented herein and in Appendix A are for a JT8D-9 retrofit version of the JT8D-
100 (JT8D-109); however, other model conversions would have similar incremental perform-
ance changes.
The dynamic simulator analytical studies required to evaluate the effect of the cycle change
on transient stability margin and the idle thrust, acceleration time and rotor speed relation-
ships have not been completed. Preliminary results of these studies have been supplied to
the airframe manufacturers. These results show that the idle thrust required for aborted
landing go-around acceleration is too high for satisfactory ground handling characteristics.
Introduction of a flight idle-ground idle concept may be necessary.
b. Estimated Performance Characteristics (JT8D-109)
0 Engine Parameters at Takeoff (Sea level static, standard day)
(a) Fan tip speed 488 m/s (1600 ft/sec)
(b) Fan discharge jet velocity 300 m/s ( 985 ft/sec)
(c) Fan pressure ratio with exit guide vane loss 1.67
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(d) Bypass ratio 2.00
(e) Low pressure rotor core spool speed, rpm 7450
(f) Overall pressure ratio 15.8
(g) Turbine inlet temperature 288 0 K (59 0 F) day 1236.5 0 K (1766 0F)
302 0K (84 0 F) day 1290.9 0 K (1864 0F)
(h) Core discharge jet velocity 440 m/s (1445 ft/sec)
(i) Mixed jet velocity 347 m/s (1140 ft/sec)
* Engine Cycle at Maximum Cruise 9144 m (30,000 ft.) altitude, 0.8 Mach No.
(a) Corrected fan tip speed 507 m/si (1660 ft/sec)
(b) Bypass ratio 2.02
(c) Fan pressure ratio 1.67
(d) Turbine inlet temperature .1144.260K (16000F)
* Takeoff and cruise resultant thrust in newtons (lbs), and resultant thrust specific
consumption (TSFC) in kg/hr/N (lb/hr/lb thrust).
Takeoff Max Cruise
Std. Day Std. Day at 9144m
Sea Level Static (30,000 ft), 0.8 Mn
Thrust TSFC Thrust TSFC
Engine as delivered 73850N 0.0507 kg/hr/N 20995.6N 0.0787 kg/hr/N
(treated fan duct) (16600 lb) (0.497 lb/hr/lb) (4720 lb) (0.772 lb/hr/lb)
* Figures 49 through 52 provide plots of bare engine TSFC versus thrust at sea level
static, 9144m (30,000 ft), 0.8 Mn; 9144m (30,000 ft), 0.84 Mn; and 10668m,
(35,000 ft), 0.8 Mn conditions. Figure 53 shows estimated sea level thrust lapse
rate.
* Estimates of Relative Exhaust Velocities
At sea-level static, standard day
Mn Vprimary Vfan
0 440 m/s (1445 ft/sec) 300 m/s (985 ft/sec)
At sea-level 3020 K (84'F) Tam
primary VfanMn m/s (ft/sec) m/s (ft/sec)
0 452.63 (1485) 306.32 (1010)
0.1 419.14 (1375) 274.32 ( 900)
0.2 390.14 (1280) 243.84 ( 800)
0.3 365.76 (1200) 216.41 ( 715)
0.4 342.90 (1125) 192.02 ( 635)
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Estimated Performance Characteristics with In-Service Engines
The performance increments for in-service conversions would have incremental per-
formance changes similar to new engines.
P&WA REFERENCE NOZZLE
FUEL LOWER HEATING VALUE = 42797976 J/KG
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Figure 49 JT8D-109 Estimated Performance - Sea Level Static
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P&WA REFERENCE NOZZLE
FUEL LOWER HEATING VALUE = 42797976 J/KG
NO AIR BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
100% RAM RECOVERY
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Figure 50 JT8D-109 Estimated Performance 9144 m (30,000 ft) Mach No. 0.80
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P&WA REFERENCE NOZZLE
FUEL LOWER HEATING VALUE = 42797976 J/KG
NO AIR BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
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Figure 53 JT8D-109 Estimated Thrust Lapse Rate - Sea Level Take Off
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2. Operating Limits
a. Engine Rotor Speed
For all JT8D- 00 engine models, the maximum low rotor (N 1) and high rotor (N2 ) speed
limits are 8000 rpm and 12,250 rpm, respectively.
b. Exhaust Gas Temperature
The JT8D-100 derivative of a particular JT8D engine model uses turbine inlet temperatures
comparable to current operating levels for that particular model.
JT8D-109 Exhaust Gas
Rating Temperature Limit (Estimated)*
0K oF
Takeoff 833.2 (1040)
Maximum Continuous 793.2 ( 968)
Maximum Climb 793.2 ( 968)
Maximum Cruise 763.2 ( 914)
Idle (bleed) 753.2 ( 896)
(no bleed) 693.2 ( 788)
Starting below288 0K(59 0F)Tam 693.2 ( 788)
above 2880K(590F)Tam 833.2 (1040)
*Actual limits can only be established after engine test. However, since the basic cycle chosen
requires the extraction of additional low turbine work at the current engine turbine inlet tem-
perature levels, the exhaust temperature limit will be below current levels of the particular
model being converted.
c. Oil Pressure and Temperature
The oil pressure limit is 27.6 - 37.9 N/cm2 (40-55 lb/in2 ) at all conditions. The steady state
maximum allowable oil in temperature is 394.30K (250F) for the JT8D-109 engine model.
d. Operating Envelope
The engine and engine systems provided therewith will function satisfactorily within the cur-
rent opcratiing envt up fur JT8D powered Boeing 721 and 737 and McDonnell-Douglas











3. Estimated Static Noise Levels
Predicted sea level static noise levels for a JT8D-109 engine fitted with hardwall flight inlet,
fan case and fan ducts are presented in Table XX, Appendix B. The estimates were made of
304.8 m (1000 ft) sideline for the takeoff condition and 112.8 m (370 ft) sideline for three
approach settings (one for each aircraft).
Estimated sea level static noise levels for the as shipped acoustically treated fan duct engine
fitted with a hardwall flight inlet are presented in Table XXI, Appendix B. The as shipped
configuration includes acoustic treatment between the inlet guide vane and the fan rotor and
in the fan duct. These estimates were made at the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 112.8 m (370 ft)
sideline points, as well as at 60.8 m (200 ft) sideline, for a sea level static part power operat-
ing line. The SLS part power line consisted of a take-off point, four intermediate points, and
an approach power point. Table XIX shows the part power engine performances.
TABLE XIX
JT8D-109 ESTIMATED PART-POWER PERFORMANCE
Standard-Day Temperature+l 00K (1 80 F)
Intermediate Points 727-200
Take-Off No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 Approach
Corrected
N1  - RPM 7444 7142 6629 6353 6066 5564
Fnt - N 73778 67150 56421 50918 45585 36942
- (lb) (16586) (15096) (12684) (11447) (10248) (8305)
Fne - N 31151 27597 21996 19300 16716 12833
- (Ib) (7003) (6204) (4945) (4339) (3758) (2885)
Wae - kg/s 68.58 64.73 57.33 53.43 49.62 43.54
(ib/sec) (151.2) (142.7) (126.4) (117.8) (109.4) (96.0)
Fnd - N 42627 39553 34425 31618 28869 24109
- (lb) (9583) (8892) (7739) (7108) (6490) (5420)
Wad - kg/s 139.5 135.0 127.0 122.0 117.5 108.9
- (lb/sec) (307.5) (297.6) (280) (269) (259) (240)
Pt- cP. 1.672 1.615 1.523 1.474 1.426 1.345
Aje - m2  0.321 0.321 0.321 0.321 0.321 0.321
- (ft2) (3.45) (3.45) (3.45) (3.45) (3.45) (3.45)
Aid - m2  0.426 0.426 0.426 0.426 0.426 0.426
(ft2) (4.59) (4.59) (4.59) (4.59) (4.59) (4.59)
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The static noise predictions do not account for installation differences among the 727, 737
and DC-9 aircraft. The data base for static JT8D-109 noise predictions was obtained from
static noise tests of a JT9D uninstalled engine fitted with a hardwall flight contoured inlet
and hardwall ducts. The JT9D data were corrected for differences between JT9D and JT8D-
109 engine geometry and cycle performance. The following assumptions were used in gen-
erating the sea level static estimated noise levels:
1. Jet noise level estimates were made using a procedure based on the SAE method
in accordance with the procedures of ARP 876.
2. Jet noise directivity was approximated using factors that are constant for each
frequency.
3. Primary flowstream jet noise was predicted using a (jet velocity) 5 relationship be-
low 304.8 m/s (1000 ft/sec), and includes both externally generated jet noise and
low frequency core noise. The fan stream jet noise was assumed to follow a (jet
velocity) 8 relationship below 304.8 m/s (1000 ft/sec), which is typical of externally,
generated jet noise.
4. Fan noise levels were based on JT9D engine data scaled for size, spacing, and fan
pressure ratio. Adjustments were made for the presence of inlet guide vanes using
0.57 scale rig data obtained with stub inlet vanes forward of a single stage test fan.
5. Low frequency fan broadband noise was estimated to, "roll off" at a slope of I dB
per 1/3 octave band.
6. High frequency core engine noise estimates were based upon static tests of a JT8D-9,
tested both with and without tailpipe treatment. These estimates did not account
for effects on this type of noise due to changes in turbine loading between the
JT8D-9 and JT8D-109 cycles.
The high frequency core engine noise matrices show the peak level as a function of low tur-
bine rotor speed, spectral distribution, and directivity. This noise component is not included
in the total noise matrices.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Phase I of this program has determined that it is feasible to obtain a cycle and design a retro-
fit configuration that will significantly reduce the noise level of the current JT8D engines while
maintaining overall engine performance and durability. The design configuration has been
released and the performance and noise goals have been established.
The development and demonstration tests to be conducted during Phase II of this program
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600 0.20 8772 B07~0T 352 62082 7456 7427 11248 11203 211 2.01
["219 0.'20 53626 0.6411 3277 62082 7456 7427 11248 11203 211 2.01
128 (-e.2 40763 0. 011 3041 62082 7456 7427 1124R 11203 211 2.01
24 0.20 46123- 0.0611 281O 6082 7496 7427 11244 11203 211 P.01
3047 U.20 42713 -;.0611 2610 62082 7456 7427 11248 11203 211 2.1O
3657 ' -.20 39704 .0611 2414 62n82 7456 7427 11248 11203 21_ 2.01
4267 0.20' 36302 _.0J12 2221 61759 7443 7413 1__1247 12o2 .1 AL.0
o 0.30 57932 0.-066_8 57<,32 7459 7393 11260 1lh0 2.LL22
600 0.30 93870 0.06646 7387 57032 7450 7303 11260 11160 211 2.02
1210 0.30 50042 0.0666 3332 57032 74599 7303 11260 11160 211 2.02
1I28 U.30 46437 0.0666 3092 57032 7499 7393 11260 11160 211 2.02
2438 0.30 -4304 05 - 28C66- 57932 7459 7393 11260 11160 211 2.02
3047 D. 30 857 0.07,46 2654 54703 7459 7303 11260 11160 211 2.02
3667 0.36 34844 U.06,66 a 47
- 
32 74Q 7303 11220 1160 211 2.02
4267 0.-30 ".34037 0.044,6 6 57003 7459 7393 6 11240 11160 211 2.02
1 U.40 44670 .U?721 2947 '4670 7455 7336 11275 11008 210 2.05
69 0.4j 3836 0.0721 .666 5466 7455 7338 11275 11008 210 2.05
1219 0.40 47223 U.372 1 34C6 54669 74515 7338 fi787-- 11098 210- 2.6a"
1828 0.40 43821 v.721 3160 04669 7455 7338 11274 .1908 2 10 2.05
2438 0.40 40621 0.0721 2930 54669 7455 7338 11279 11008 210 2.05
3047 0.40 37613 0.0721 2713 54669 7455 7338 112 7 11098 210 2.05
3657 0.40 34787 0.0721 2509 54669 7455 7338 11270 11098 210 2.05
4267 0.40 32136 0.0721 P318 "4669 7455 7338 1i 275 1108 210 2.05
St UNITS-
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pOATT AND wHITNEY AIoCRAFT
JTBD-fOh TUUFAN EN-GIIF ESTIWATE8T OEDFOsMANCE
O "rD'EiTSHES E 0-PEDCE.EET A::" iE-ToVEEt-
NO BrEED 00 DOWER EXTRACT ION
TAkE CdFF RATfNG
TAMB = 288 DEG K
ACT MN-P B T 32--T3.2T2 P4P2 -T4T2-- PP2 Ti2f'--TP2 - T7T2 PSMP2
.; j 4.2u 1.58 ,20 l1.3 1. 76.7 2.40 1.63 1.20 1.65 2.b6 1.61
600 0.n00 4.2C;- 18 7 " I.RI 15. V 2.40 1.6:3 1.20 1.65 2.6- 1.60
121i 0.00 4.20 1.98 7.90 1.91 19.79
k 
2.40 1.63 1.20 1.65 2.65 1.60
a1828 .00 4.20 1. 7.- I. i i 1 . 2 .o0 1.63 1.o 1.6' 2.- 1.60
243 f.00 -?a0- . 7. 1. 1 15. 4 ;010 1.6;5 1.20 1.65 _.6 1.-60
- 7 -u; - 4.20 1 e 1-- - -T J.....o I-1.-0 1.6- 2.6- 1 0
6 ,-7 6;.o- .To I. 7 1 19.7 .40 1.6 i1  65 O .5 1.6
- 267 .u 4A.16- f58 7.43 i.ai 1.- o.f 1.oc 1.3o 1.64 2.66 1.6o
S .-1(- 4.-20- 1.58 7.4 ' 1.81 73 2.3 1.6 .20 .b0 .65 1.6
.... - f2 -- T . .. 7. i*'gf "i6. LV -k.-:i i.uL2 i.r0 - 1;65 .d " 1; 0 -
12 8 0.10 43T v 158 7.49 1.91 15.73 2.39 1.-2 1. 0 1-6 2.o6 1.60
2438 0.10 4;20 1 7..49 1.81 15.73 2.39 1.o2 1.O l.oo- .6 1.66
3047 0.16 4.20 1.56 7.4 1.81 15.73 2.39 1.62 1.20 1.65 2.63 1.60
3657 0.10 h. 2C") .- -. 49 1.1 15.73 2.30 16 . 1.20 oI5 L.65 1.60
4267 0.10 -7- 6  1. , 7w 1.81 1o.61 2.3 1.62 1.20 1.0. 2.65 1.6
0 0.20 4.20 l1.5 /4" 1.81 o o4 2.3 i.61 1.20 1.o3 2.63 1.-9
604 0. L0 4.20 1.-28 7.47 1. L 1.64 .3' 1.o1 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.19
1219 0.20 4.1O 1.58 7.4, 1.81 1b.64 2.J 1.ol 1.20 1.o3 2.63 1.69
1820 0.20 4.20 1.50 7.4/ 1.81 10.64 2.JV 1.01 01.2LO 1bJ .6 1.59
043 " 6.;O '.O 4 1.- bo I. 4i d 1.1 1b.64 2.39 1.o1 1.20 .3_I 2.63 1.59
3047 0.20 4.OU 71 .4i 1.61 13.64 2.39 1.61 1.20 1.63 2*63 1,59
3657 0.20 4.fO 1*-D 7.4/ 1.61 15.64 2.39 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.59
4267 0.20 4.17 1.50_ .7.4 .1.81 I.:56 2.39 1.bl 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.58
0 0.30 4.18 1.58 7.41 1.81 10.46 2.3o 1.59 1.10 1.61 2.60 1. 7
o.) 0.3. 4.10 1.58 7.41 1.81 10a.4 2.3b 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.60 1. 7[2-J OiS0 4.15 1 .:. 7.41 1.81 151.46 2.3b 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.60 1.97
1828 0.50 4.15 1.oo 7.41 1.51 15.46 2.38 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.60 1.57
2438 0.30 4.18 1.30 7.41 1.ol 1i.46 2.38 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.60 1.57
3047 0.30 4.18 1.58 7.41 1.91 1-.46 2.3d 1.55 1.19 1.61 2.60 1.57
3657 0.30 4.18 1.58 7.41 1.il 1.4 2.23. 1 1.19 1.61 2.60 1.57
4267 O.JO 4.18 10o0 le4 1.81 10 .40 .eo. 1.b 1,19 1.61 2.60 1.57
0 0.40 4.15 1;57 - 7.31 1.80 Io.20 2. io 1.07 1.19 1.fso 2.'7 1.54
609 "0;340 4.15 1.97 7.31 1.80 13.20 2.36 'i.57 1.1 1.L5 25. i-62
1219 0.40 4.10 1I5 . i,.l 1.-0 1-o.20 2.36 1.57 1.19 1.58 2.57 1.'54
1828 0.40 4.15 1.57 /.31 1.80 15.20 2.36 1.b7 1.10 1.58 2.57 1.54
2438 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.31 1.0 i 1.0o .,.o 1.0/ 1.19 1.o 2. 7 1.-.4
3047 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.31 1.9qO 1.ou .30 1.- 1.19 1.5 2.7 1.:54
3657 0.2-40 4.15 1.7 7.31 1.80 5L.c. 2.30 1.07 1.19 1.58 .57 1.54
4267 0.40 4.15 -1.7 7.31 1.0 1 5.20 2.36 1.57 1.19 1 38 2.-7 1.54
SI UNITS
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My. AMU PIL MI I NtZ I IWUY4xr I
,ifJ rqFf M. 1 -M-- r-XI-CII)
70) .M I 'C 4 2 -' '06 f I bCC') 14
mo .e '.M ?,,,a'~ a.*0' On .' 661 "CC -m7TW477 It' I I -I 4) J
It."',% M. Jm 11 1 ) SIP'C 1I C ~ '44 I 144 f 12- -1 46 _,.00U
POCI ".03 L '*1019' rf"O T4 T 1. ."ItO 1rA 1  -31 4C,7 i01C)
-e P]' 7 oi-', RPMi Irt ','u 144,1 1 1?40 I ??Q 467 F.07T
.me M*.,J3 1 'Cr '4r 1 141, 1" ?1 74HJ 744') 1 P/0 I1I2PP 4r7 ---
1,].' *1J 122 1*4 rfn7'4 JI"I2 7&9r) 744'A 114 1 1220 IPP 47 I .00
I'-' 6 1 t' 1 e *' .4 1 ,' 1 TI' -~1 1 14111 r4 1 40 1 1 P2O 47 A 2 .00
!Me - M 1 n'o PI'- M.'~" R.O Ac.'C I"'' ' ] .a-' i I '&' I I2 p 4 aw .017Tm
1 - 0 0P e. R."~ 'PCC' I'' 1-'4 14"U"'i, I42 ?14kJ I 120 4h4 f P.01o
L n 9 t. a PM . ef"I "*'" N'-, I -01 r'I'71' .4?r I.4 11"- 20I3, 401 1.01
G ".Po jI 9M0' M.*~f - C'.II I -"' 74CC 74P7 I I"4M I10 I 4 2.01 -
9.pe -1 1 ',-PI0" 1,-"C -4"' 742wf 1244 1 1203 44f r .0 1
e70] Ml ? . C 7.]). ." - 10- 74-C 14P, I~p "A I 20 I 4 ,, 01
1<'- .'. "'J <C .- m -1' C.t I"C - , 7PC 4- ~ 1 4PI 11?0' 4AC P.01
I0]7'' .7' 41, -*ff' C-' In.,I 11,'41 '41' 11 a
"7 ' 7 217 7." "'n- 12 '4-~ 7 1124 1PA 4 F6 I.An
07L) I* 1 11 ) ].C '" I ' J 0 33 11 -171 1 1 '10 II C 444 P.0n>
7 ]7 v *1] I7~- I* CCIO - 1. 74C0- '303 112-( 1 114A) 4 ]' P. )
tl1ff ] P
7
1,7 .! . t7 "" I -,-, -' I47 .,7 -P 1 2-4- 0~
I" 6R*" I,0 ['61 VM- 1 1'2 ! I3~ 140 111
7"6' .40 1 14 P% f 7n404PF T2, 74944 7'A I I '7= 1 0614 4AI 20 : --
~*~f~'7 ~ 0-a)0B 70-~7 ~ -7460 -~4 -4 7217S P?M I27 I-1100 4.3 n.0; --
I!W P~'0 en51 m m f,1 -. 1 1" U rn 773M--77- " 1~*~ 1T A7,S'1.7 --O~
L ENGLISH UNITS ----
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POAI AND Wfll!NtT AIWCPAj-r
~~TFAP TO.. To00flA F5TIAT-0) P-E-O.,oo
TAM9 - F
pea e.00 ftp ."R T.4 -e 1-. - 1 . 1 *"
aeec) .
.1 EIE 1' . 204 1~. f1 *1'l .t P.~ 4u
1 ,-0J1,'.ee *.?a .. e- 1,.t 7.0 P-0r)1*~l I A
I-'e A.Mm Uzen- 1. ' . 1 "1.0 
. 2 1.0 tj 1 .00
I PO O 10 4 . 10' 1~ .1 10 1'.J 40 1.0 1.0 cWp ~ 1l
'o' Q. 's U .1m (.4s- 1.P 
.0 r, ?. I 0 .0 16 ~ 1
POO() .9 I s,' u. a.4 .. 0 "r,' .- p.-' I *?0 .- 2.'
8060y, m 10t 4 . 7; .*'" '.0' 1..1 11.0 9*!1 10 2110 2F .s
ee(Ck '9. 100 1.0 f)' * 0 1. 1 1 2 . 3 ., .s
(58 ".PO4. 70r 1*-'l --- 7.4 .. 1 1~Os 9 - .1 1.0 10 . ' 1'
.00 , * . 00*!1 i 1"', (.I.1 1.I I ". F1 1.' T T i? f jo i.Oo
'0m I- .* ~ ' PO It4 l".4 Pt -90 - 10 I .''- 10 I " I 1, 671 .-Iis
pfe . a P .- 1 1..11 1 .F, 1 -*' 1.*'- I*Ipu 1.01 ".61 1 's
Ie O - .'0 0, 4.7 l" I *01 I . ?(J 1 .6
t'eae , -! poan - -- M .4-1 ~ 6 ' ~ f~o 10 .4 .4
10 4T 8.3 -, I na1.7.iM
peee ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ .f i0.2 .8 iA .A -7.a,14 101 1.~ -f ~ftfom- 9 .t I I 1-.21m P ' 1 I0 .1 1. =-7 S I F' I f0
7 000' 1. 0 I 7 I~T~ 7 . ho 4 1 . 1.2 1 .1 *4 I. I :el -.fuPee P . 0~ . 987~ a 1 Fk".. *TV IiR I.0' I . T -5- 's
1 11 c50 I. T 7 - 7,1 J.A ;50P '4.1's'1 1 .- 4
ymcy- ;,4r 4 .,W -- T.S!-, .ct p 1. P. . . 1. . . .
96 -4)) . o . - 7 7.-, - o I, -, ' 7 .15 1.lP P
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIQCRAFT
JT8D-109 TURLOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFOOMANCE
ICA6 MODEL ATmOS HEDo -io PlECENT RAM RECOVEPY
NO BLEED O POWER EXTRACTION
TAKE OFF RATING
-JTAMB 302DEGK
ALT MN FNTOT. TSPC WF FNSAM N1 N1C2 N2 N2C2 WAT2 BPR
---. -0.O0 737T97 0.0-23 3856 73 97 7618- 7441 11488 11221 211 2.00
609-U;00 68522 00523 35e6 73197 7618 7441 11488 11221 211 2.00
1219 0.0- 63746 0.0523 3331 73797 7618 7441 11488 11221 211 2.00
1828 0.00 5qT54 0;0o23 3091 73797 7618 7441 f1488 11221 211 2.00
2438 0.00- 54834 .0.0,23-28685 73797 7618- 7441 11488 11221 211 2.00
S30-7 0.00 - 50773 0O;0923 2653 1 -7618" 7441 11486i I 21i 211 2.00
3657 0.00 46751 0.0123 2448 73470 7605 7428 I1487 11220 211- 2.01
4267 .0OO 042600 O.O24 2233 7246P 7067 7391 11484 11217 209 2.03
6 0.10 67313 0.075 3871 67113 7619 7434 11490 11212 211 2.00
609 0.10 62593 0.0 75 3599 67313 7619 7434 11490 11212 211 2.00
-29 0.10 5145 0.0975 33431 7313 7619 7434 11490 11212 211 2.00
1828 5.10 53957 0.0575 31U3 67313 7619 7434 11490 11212 211 2.00
2438 0.10 50016 .. 0575 2876 67313 7619 7434 11490 11212 211 2.00
.3047 -0.10- 46312 0.0i75 2663 67313 7619 7434 11490 11212 211 2.00
3657 0.10 42675 0.075 2455 67069 7610 7426 114 0 11211 211 2.01
4267 010 38863 00577 2243 66112 7573 7390 11487 11209 209 2.03
O 0.20 62122 .0630 3912 62122 7627 7420 11498 11186 211 2.01
609 0.20 57766 5.0630 3638 62122 7627 7420 11498 11186 211 2.01
1219 0.20 53661 0.0630 3379 62122 7627 7420 11408 11186 211 2.01
1828 0.20 49796 0.0630 3136 62122 7627 7420 11498 11186 211 2.01
2438 0.20 46159 0.0630 2907 62122 7627 7420 11498 11186 211 2.01
3047 0.20 42740 0.0630 2692 62122 7627 7420 11498 11186 211 2.01
3657 0.20 39477. 0.0630 2487 62040 7624 7417 11498 11186 211 2.01
4267 0.20 35924 0.0632 2271 61113 7586 7380 11495 11183 209 2.03
0 0.30 57970 0.0686 3978 57070 7633 7389 11510 11143 211 2.02
609 0.30 53905 0.0686 3699 9060 7633 7389 11510. 11143 211 . Q2
1219 0.30 50074 0.0686 3436 57069 7633 7389 11510 11143 211 2.02
1828 0.30 46467 0.0686 3189 57969 7633 7389 11510 11143 211 2.02
2438 0.30 43073 u.0686 2956 57969 7633 7389 11510 11143 211 2.02
3047 0.30 39883 u.0686 2737 57069 7633 7389 11510 11143 211 2.02
3657 0.30 36887 0.0686 2531 57069 7633 7389 11510 11143 211 2.02
4267 0.30 33655 .u.689 2317 57253 7601 7358 11508 11140 209 2.04
- O -0.4 5 687--0~0743 
-4064- 6487 7622 7329- -1155-. 1 2081 f0 2.b
- 607 0eO7 50852 0 07-3 77T 5686 7622 7329 11525 1 10 1R'2-' 0 5
1219 0.40 4..7236 .;-743 3 510 54686- 7622 7329 11525 11081 210 2.05
e 828---- 0.4 -- 4h3635 0.'743 3227 54686 7622 7329 11525 i il01 210 2.095
2438 0.40-40634 0.0743 019 54666 7622 7329 i1525 11081 210 2.05
304T 0-7 37 4 D 47 7/96 5.4696 7622 7329 ii25 I 19i-o10 2.05
36570 34879 0.0743 2856 -546b6 7622 752 1152. 11508 21-0 2.05
£267 5 Tb .r527 54330 7609 7316 11524 11080IP~ 259 2.06
.SI UNITS..................
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JTSD-IOcTU-bOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 100 PERC-ENT RAM PECOVERY
NO _6LEED O OWER EXTRACTION
TAKE OFF RATING
TAMB=302DEGK i
MNTP3F P3 ._ 3.2TY 2 P4P2 T4T2 PDP2 TDT2 P742 T7T2P8MP2
. .5 *. 7--.5 4T.49 1.-1 15 3 2.39 1.63 1.20 1.65 2.66 1.61
.. G--4:-.81 1.73 2.39 -1.63 1.20 1- .65 26 i
-1i .-Co 3 72U T.59 145- 1.61 - 3To73 2.39 -. 63 1.2 1.6 2.66 1.61
.... 12T---U- 4.2 . 7.49 1.8 1- 5.73 2.3- 1.863T0 1.0-1 2.65 6-1.61
- T -243 TO- 0-4-2 -T; -9 1. 1 T 713 2.39 1.i63 1.20 16 2.66 1.61
3047 U0UU 4.DU I .47 1 81 12*73 239 1.63 1.20 1*6o 2.66 1.61
. -----O- --- 1T.-----------3------T - 9 1-62 1.20 1.63 2.66 1 .6-
4T- u2 1 0 1.74~ .2.3- 1.6i 1.20 1.64 2.66 1.59
--- - -- 0- 0 O 5 748-- 1 ----- .70 239 1.62 1.20 1 .-6--5 2.6: 1.60
- - r- I 1O 2.39 i.62 1.20 1.65 2.69 1.60
Fi37s-2 16- 6- F 1 .60"
8--r8 - -T -4 ;Z 1 ;58- " -Tr. 46 --- " 1"6- T-2- -- ?- 2 g-- I . 60
--- 2 -- o-- i- Er--  4-- T T;- .70 39 -16 T1.20 1.65 2.65 -1.60-
S-30 7- U14 . .58 7. N-- . l T 70- 2;39 1.62 1.20 16 2 .6 1.6- ;
..... -.- T --- 7.. . ..T T -- -6 " - - 1.6 .20 1-64 2.65 1,6J
. 67 oT -4-i- - ,T 7 1.0 15+44 2.3 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.b5 1.59
0. Th.1 7.3 t-1.20 1 .6 6T 2.a . s- 1.59
..... 42 .  7.46 1.1 15.61 2.35 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.59
7 2O-G 12. 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.50
t.B 5 2 .b 1.56 7.46 -1.681 15.61 2.3d 1.6.1 1.20 1.63 ?.63 1.r9
EA Th G.20 4.20 1.56 7.46 1.61 15.61 2.35 1.01 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.59
3047 0.20 4.20 1.58 7.46 1.81 15.61 2.38 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.9
3657 U.20 4.19 1.58 7.45 1.81 l1.59 2.38 1.61 1.20 -1.63 _2.63 1,59
4267 u.e0 4.12 71.F 7.34 1.60 15_36 2.37 1.0 L_19 Iq1. __2L 5 _
1 u.30 4.19 1.58 7.4 1.80 1.44 2.37 1. 9 1.19 1.61 2.61 1 7
1828 0.30 4.19 1.58 7.40 1.60 15.44 2.3r 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.61 1.572194 0.30 4 .19 1 - 1.-0- 16.44 3 7 1. . 1.1 1.61 2E61 1 57
3047 0;.3 4.19 1.58 7.4u 1.80 15.44 2.37 1.t9 1.19 1.61 2.61 1.57
3041 0.30 4.19 1 .58 .- 1.0 12.4 2.37 1.5, 1.19 1.61 2.61 1.97
3657 0.30 4.19 1.55 7.4 1.90 15.44 2.37 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.61 1.57
4267 0. 0 4.12 1*.° .1- 1e.0 ,T.  2.C. ° 1 .1 l.oO ~-65 1.6
0 0.45 4.15 1.57 7., 1.70 10.1o 2.*3 1., 11 1.o 2.57 1.54
609 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.29 1.79 "1-5.16 2.35 1.57 1.19 1.56 2.57 1.54
1828 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.2y 1.79 156.1 2.35 1.5/ 1.19 1.5b 2.57 1.54
3047 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.29 1.79 1I.16 2.35 1.b7 1.19 1.60 2.57 1.54
3657 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.29 1.79 15.16 2.3517 1 17 .19 18 2.57 1.54






































-r--m UB A---- r-KGTQ -FoTIOTr 1 P'l AW -
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~W~p x1-~~rTo
___r7 -F-T-ha - -
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------ 4 ~r1 ~ 4.~ ~ -7*?~ .~1 f7T6 Ti ;Y T6 !
___ ______ -. ENGLISH UNITS ___-- __
100
P A TT AND WH I T .N.Y 1hk. .FT
ST3-8 TUs PN ENG:INE ESTIMATEDL) PERFORMANCE
NBCEEIDo ~PU 0 W EXT3 ACTT N . - -
~- ---~ ~ -~ -TARKE-TWF 1ATTNT-G -- -- -* -
AMB = 322'DEG K
ATLI - R TS " - NIC2 N2 N2C2 VAT2 BPR
.-- -- 70- -2- -1-69:1 7-.2-f - -i-1 6906 11519 10896 -- 196 2 -.14
-a - o-079-s-- 7 P71-TST-6- 730 6006 - 11519 10P 6 196 2.14
T2 -T9C00f- 5 9 2T - - 6221 7-30 9----.06 1519 10896 196 2 .14
TIGEC T.T 4Wls & GREY 265 E2271 7301 6906 11519 10896 196 2.14
438 46270 0s0527 2438 62271 -- 73-1 6906 11519 10896 196 2.14
3047 0.00 42031 0.0528 2248 61964 7288 6893 11518 10895 196 2.14
6T57 0.00 38063 0.0520 2056 61075 7248 6856 11515 20i52 19-4 2.16--
4267 0.0-0 33542 0.531 1880 60267 7212 6822 11506 i053 193 2.18
O01.0 56257 0.0585 3292 56257 7303 6902 11522 10888 196 2.14
609 0.10 52313 0.0585 3061 56258 7303 6902 11522 10888 196 2.14
2- T19 TU 48095 0.0585 2843 56258 7303 6902 11522 10888 196 2.14
- T--a -10 - -s95 0.b-a 2638 56258 7303 6902 11522- 10888 196 2 14
i4 -Ti70 0.0585 2446 56258 7303 6902 11522 10888 196 2.14i 0 82 00 5504Ah--;-6 98O 7290 6559 11i521 105R7 196 _2.15
65 7 .1P 3503 0 UZow4s064 51so) 7250 6591 1151P 1059 15 2.17
4267 0- * 31967 0.05-0 18- 6 54381 7214 6817 11509 10876 193 2.1Q
S.-20 51350- 0.0647 3320 51350 -700 6678 11529 10862 197 2.17
- 6O9 4; 7 G7 647 3087 91150 7300 6878 11-9 10R2 197 2.17
1219 0.20 44-56 0.0647 2868 51350 7300 6878 11529 10862 197 2.17
1828 P 20 41161 0.0647 2661 51350 7300 6878 11529 10862 197 2.17
2438 0.20 38155 0.0647 2467 51350 7300 6878 11529 10862 197 2.17
3047 0.20 35265 0.0647 2281 51258 7296 6874 11528 10861 196 2.17
3657 0.20 32094 0.0650 2086 50437_7256 .836_ _1125_ _ _195 5 _ .19_
4267 0.20 29206 0.0653 1907 49685 7221 6804. _1151 19.0852. _ 194 _2. 2
T,)7o 39920 0.071- 2865 39020 6895 6464 _-12090 1055 186 2.33
6'090.- 37120 0.0718 2664 30020 6895 6464 11290 10955 1A6 2.33
-" "" -"0'- p- 4 ,'1 2475 39920 6895 6464 11290 10585 186 2.33
-- TB 73 51~-- 0-i-B229-7 9 20 -895 6464 11290 10985 186 2.33
--3B 0-3U 29662 -O07f 2i29 39920 6890 6464- 11 . 0 1058o 1860 z.3
,3747 030 7-7465 0.0718 1971 39620 6895 6464 11290 10585 186 2.33
-. 367 0.30o 5092 0.0721 10C9 3 -433 6867 6438 11285 10580 185 2.34
4267 0.30 22857 0.0725 1656 38A83 6836 6408 11282 10577 183 2.36
-. . 0-.0 -- 4r28 0.7f6 O 44-0 -128- 7312 6806 -557 107 j61 197 2.23
9UT -- o "T3 T -0;-78T"  -- 3799  -"2d i -58 TiS6 7-i 61 197 2.2 - 3....
1219 0.40 38118 0.0780 2972 44128 7312 6808 11557 10761 197 2.23
r828-;40-35372f . 67-0i275 -44128- 7312 6808 11557 10761 197 2.L3
.2 8 -040-- 3279 -0.078 2566 44128 7312 6808 11557 10761 197 2.23
. 0.. 7 -U-.0--- 60 -0 .U---80 267 428 7312 6808 11557 10761 197 2.23
05T;4 27BGU U0u 2T8U 4340 7299 -96 11556 o0760 196 2.24
4267 0.b40 2 350 "-0 8- 1993 4312.4 7264 6764 -11554 107 8 1 5,2.26
SI UNITS
101
PDATT AND WHITNEY AIRCQAFT
JTBD-Io TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAo MODELC ATMOSPHERE 10o0 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
TAKE OFF RATING
TAMB = 322 DEG K
ALT MN P3P2 T3T2 P3.2P2 T3.2T2 P4P2 T4T2 PDP2 TDT2 P7P2 T7T2 PSMP2
So 0;o -- 3.67- T~; - 6.4- 1.72 13.56 2.26 1.53 1.17 1i52 2.53 1.50
.. 609- 0,00 3.67 1.50 6.49 1.72 13.56 2.26 i..53 1.17 1.52 2.53 1.50
.1219 0.00 3.67 1.50 6.49 1.72 13.56 2.26 1.53 1.17 1.52 2.53 1.50
.3828 0.00 3.67 1.50 6.49 1.72 13.56 2.26 1.53 1.17 1.52 2.53 1.50
2438 o.00 3.67 1-.50 6.49 1.72 13.56 2.26 1.53 1.17 1.52 2.53 1.90
304 * 0.00 6 1 5 6 6 .72 13.49 2.26 1.53 i.17i 1952 2.53 1.50
365- 0.00 3.58 1.50 6.36 1.71 13.30 2.25 1.52 1.17 i151 2.53 1.49
4267- 0.00" 3.53 1.49 6.27 1.71 13.13 2.23 1.n1 1.11 I.0O 2.54 1.40
0 -0.10 3.66 1.50 6.48 1.72 13.52 2.26 1.63 1.17 1.52 2.52 1.50
609 0.10 3.66 1.50 6.48 1.72 13.52 2.26 1.53 1.17 1-l2 2.5e 1.50
1T9 0T 10 3.66- T.50 6.48 - .72 13.52- 2.26 1.53 'i.i7 1.52 2.5 1.50
1828 0.10 3.66 --. 50 6.48 1.72 13.52 2.26 1.53 1.17 1.52 2.52 1.50
P438 - 0.IO" 3.66 1I50 6.48 1.72 13.52 2.26 1.53 1.17 1.52 2.52 1.50
3047 0o10 -3 64 1.50 6.45 1.72 13.46 2.26 1.53 1.17 1.51 2.52 .FO0
. 3657 0.10 3.58 1.50 6.35 1.71 13.28 2.25 1.52 1.17 1.50 2.53 1.49
.267 0.10 3.53 1.49 6.26 1.71 13.11 2.25 1.51 1.17 1.49 2.53 1.48
O 0.20 3.65 1.50 6.43 1.71 13.41 2.25 1.52 1.17 1.50 2.51 1.48
609 0.20 3.65 1.50 6.43 1.71 13.41 2.25 1.52 1.17 1.50 2.51 1.48
1219 0.20 3.65 1.50 6.43 1.71 13.41 2.25 1.52 1.17 1.50 2.51 1.48
1828 0.20 3.05 1.150 6.43 1.71 13.41 2.25 1.52 1.17 1.50 2.51 1.48
2438 0.20 3.65 1.50 6.43 1.71 13.41 2.25 1.52 1.17 1-50 2.51 1.48
3047 0.20 3.64 1.50 6.42 1.71 13.35 2*25 1.52 1.17 1.50 2.51 1.48
3657 0.20 3.37 1.49 6.32 1.71 13.20 2.2D 1.51 1.17 1.49 2.51 1.4S
4267 0.20 3.52 1.49 6.24 1.71 13.03 2.24 1.50 1.17 1.48 2.52 1.47
0 0o30 3.25 1.45 5.67 1.65 11.72 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.40 1.39
609 0.30 3.25 1.45 5.67 1.65 11.72 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.40 1.39
1219 0.30 3.25 1.45 5.67 1.65 11.12 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.40 1.39
1828 0.30 3.25 1.45 5.67 1.65 11.72 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.40 1.19
2438 0.30 3.25 1.45 5.67 1.65 11.72 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.40 1.39
3047 0.30 3.25 1.45 5.67 1.65 11.72 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.40 1.39
3657 0.30 3.22 1.44 5.61 1.65 11.61 2.16 1.43 1.15 1.38 2.40 1.39
4267 0.30 3.17 1.44 5.55 1.64 11.48 2.15 1.42 1.14 1.37 2.41 1.38
- 0--0.40 3.60 1.49 6.29 1.70 13.00 2.23 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.45 1.44
SO0 --3.5Cr '!4 6.29 1.70 13;09 -'2".23 1 4T'-.16 1.44 2.45 7.44
1219 0.40 3.60 1.49 6.29 1.70 13.00 2.23 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.45 1.44
1 828 0.40 60 1.49 6.29 1.70 13.00 2.23 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.49 1.44
2438 0.40 3.60 1.49 6.29 1.70 13.00 2.23 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.45 1.44
3047 -0.-40 ,.60 .149 6.29 1.70 13.00 2.23 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.45 1.44
. 3657 0.4- 3.58 1.49 -6.26 1.-70 12.94 -222 1.47-4 116 1 .44 2.45 1.43
.. 4...2 -oO--53- 1.0- .17 1.70 .7- 2.22 1.46 1.1- 6 1.4f 2.45 1.43
SSI UNITS
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TA~r ---------- - -- - -_ __ _
4900 1.09 PRP0 0.1! i P6 1 % -.f 7-73. -rrfy 9p 0A0 Tr
esego '.eq 1 lp, 1 '1, )"I- I el 1,1561 1S, It 9'2 (5'-1' 7U O 42 C).-1I
MU'JU -. 99. ie-916 Peg 7~~ "n' I.,' 1264 L2' 260f2 1 191- fu n 44 ,14
see-- - -2 '911 - * ' -7 -9j6 95, -<2 b I I y I I ) I U-16 4776 n12
Lc Is'.'. e.0" - .nl 'ICa -u I-4 IIU 0771 IJ,' OR1926 4?4 <1 F
oe MO' l-t" -.'M. a-.' I 1.4 P771, - -I- I 14 100.2 24 or,
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
jT8D-10o TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PEPFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 106 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLED Oq POWERT_EXTR TJ ON___
STANDARD DAY TAME
MAXIMUM CRUISE RATING
A-LT - N FNO TSFC NSAP M Ni N 1C2 N 2 NC2 wAT2 BR
6 .65 27516 0772 2124 59817 7287 7535 10834 11202 215 2.01
. -09- -70 273-6 - 0.0792 2163 59403 7253 7453 10844 11144 213 2.03
6-0-P5--0 - -G-. -goei- , i-9-i5 1,9 -0i 9 ;;O-,5 ib-tY-2- B--- --- a b--^ ---- 05 7 27195 OoR 2 ~- i 1  72 0773i 57 1 54 11080 211 .0I 6
60 T5T.T 42O 5527 TC 23 'P754 7163 7262 10863 11014 209 2.09
--- - n;T. -- '-B- - b- o 7-  7- -5F19-& 7i- YT61 - 1-0-73 10043 207 2.3
T -4--O - -2 67036- 7358--- 7764 10794 1130 218 2.00
7T- .- --- '4 069--7)3577 734 7703 1006 11033 17 2.00
79i0-i 4 7T57Oi 15T 4 6554- 7325 7534 10818 11271 216 2.00
76190.80 24554 5.0601 1 76 66346 7301 7554 10832 11208 215 2.01
7619 ' 5-- 24-5-1 0.0,18 2017 66340 7251 7448 108 2 11137 213 2.03
0143 0.65 20474 6.0746 1 26 68-25 7372 7946 10759 11596 220 2.03
10- 0.70 067 0.0760 1 6-5 6 6 7366 78 1 10767 11534 220 2.02
0143 0.75 20260 0.0774 1619 7344 7357 7829 10779 11471 219 2.02
9143 O.O 21199 0.0788 1669 71263 7344 7761 10793 11406 218 2.02
-4 0.85 214790U.002 1721 722_03 7325 7685 10807 11338 217 2.01
10667 3.65 17088 00737 1259 7P461 7344 8092 10735 ._118,0 222 3 7__
1"667 0.70 17302 n.075 129 73-69 7351 9550 _073
0 
_ 17__ 2 .
I"667 n.75 17'5F5 0.O 6 40 74460 73597 004 10746 11602 221 2.5
10667 0.80 17575 0.0776 1366 75iH01 735 7940 __10755_ ti 220_
10667 0,b5 18186 0.0789 1434 77117 7345 7883 10765 114. 219 204 --
1211 0.65 13276 0.0-42 0 __ 71729 _7277 __05 5 10_-73 4 1 55_ 7 ;2_L2 2 ..10 .1211I 0.70 13440 0.07155 1014 72620 7255 8015 10757 118I7 220 2.o
12191 0.75 13647 0.0767 1046 73738 7291 7472 10739 11742 214 2.09
12191 0.80 13886 0.0775 1052 75)28 7290 7416 107n1 11674 216 e.08
12191 0.85 14132 0.0792 I11 76359 7282 7850 10759 11548 21 2.08
SI UNITS .
105
PPATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JTRD-0o TUPdOFAN FNGINE ESTIMATE PFO PMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATNOSPHERE 100 8ERCENT RAM SECOVERY
NO EED 09 POWE4 EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY TAMB
- --- - -- ~ ~- ~ -~~ N~~-BLE~ B~r j -b w---- ------~IO
MAXIMUM COUI E RATING
ALI MN PJ3- T1T12 P3.2E2 -T.2T2 4P2 T4T2 PD-2 T2 P7P2 T7T2 P8- 2
-60~5--5~.65--.31--6- -7 1; R3---r5 8-  -4 1~7-- , ~ T60 2,*59 1 55
0T 7 59 4 -- - -. R2 "  .42 9 ~;- T 56 0- T557--- 7 -6 . .
80o9?, 3.e 1T 3 ,. .9, .3 - -- 17 2. 3T ;-54 1 .- t~e T 7-- -.53 1.1-
55 TUT TT777T59 1T.7 7 2 12 1i.18 2 2.50 1 .49
609tu 0.J5 4.01 l b 6.96 1.7 14.34 2.32 1.50 1.17 1.48 2.47 1.46
O61 0.05 z4.9 .T.2 7,5" I ,87- 1 6.4 2.47 1.62 1.20 1.66 2.69 1.60
- T-T u 7754.J3 2 7.80 1.P6 16.32 2.45 1.61 1.20 1.64 2.66 1.89
7619 0.75 4.38 1.61 7r.4 1.8516.13 2.43 1.60 1.20 1.62 2.63 1.57
7619 0.80 4.- 1 .60 7.65 1.83 15.90 2.41 1.58 1.19 1.60 2.59 1.56
7619 0.85 4. - 1.59 7.49 1 .82 1.52 2.3 1.56 1.19 1.57 2.56 1.53
9143 0.65 4.33 1.64 7.89 1.89 16.79 2.53 1.66 1.21 1.69 2.81 1.64
9143 0.70 4.34 1.64 7.86 1.A9 16.67 P.51 1.65 1.21 68 278 16  .78 1.62
9143 0.75 435 1.63 7.83 1.88 16.53 2.49 1.63 1.21 1.66 2.74 1.61
9143 0.81 4.35 1.62 7.78 1.87 16.37 2.47 1.62 1.20 1.65 2.70 1.60
0143 0.85 4.34 1.62 7.73 1.86 16.18 2.45 1.60 1.20 1.63 2,66 1,58
10667 0.65 4.24 1.66 7.89 1.92 17.03 2.58 1.69 1.23 1.72 2.94 1.67
I1667 0.70 4.25 1.6b 7.87 1.91 16.93 2.57 1.68 1.22 1.71 2.90 1.66
10667 0.75 4.27 1.65 7.85 1.90 16.82 2.55 1.67 1.22 1,70 2.86 1 ,4 -
10667 0.80 4.29 1.64 7.83 1.00 16.70 2.53
\ 
1.66 1.21 1.60 2, 3 1.63
10667 0.85 4.30 1.64 7.80 1.89 16.56 2.51 1.64 1.21 1.67 2.76 1.62
12191 0.65 4.15 1.66 7.77 -_L3 16_ 2_ 2(p 0 .C l l _
12 12191 0.70 4. 16 _5 7. 75 j_L * t __ _ _ .i_ _ iJ-7 Q- --
12191 0.75 4.17 1 .6 7.7 1 91 . 9 2 .__66_ 1.91 ljY .2 o . 3
o~ 12191 0.80 4.18 1.64 7.7u 1.90 16.47 2.54 1.65 1.21 1.67 2.,6 162
12101 0.85 4.19 1.63 7.66 1.89 16.33 2.52 1.64 1.21 1.66 2.82 1,61
S _ SI UNITS
106
,OOTT ANJO WHI-TNEY ATOCOAFTJT-~-TUMFP(' AN KtEST!?ESTI1T~rA7FHOMANCF 
-
NF) LF F3 00 00WEP EXTt7ACTTrON-
- S~"AnAmr) rIY-TAmr)---- 
-
- ~~-a 7-uM -- L - -SF VMXM~U5 ATNG -. --
- j- --- N--T-- TSPC -- F- -FFSA&M -VI NPC Ktc- N? AT7 Pt7 -
- ?~)0 ~ ~ t~0. 44 1 447 -7?Rr- 7'57' I Oa~R7- I iPOP- -4:74 ~f~--
-----~'-ooo j7~ -- M j 0 7f;2 -,P~r 1';00 4- -- 07~ -- 74M7 ~ ~ . -
- 1 00 fljp*7- fio00, T-'300 *719Q 14Vi~2il47~
-- mo 1 rOO - 0. fO R41 0.7no- - A4r 40hnl 7101 -lct4 16P P2i 116 -,O -- " - - -
-- 0O 41 - R~ d447 4l~o l 7P-; -74zA 10A42 1~ -11n A50 ;5 0-1
-1-0O0r' .; 4601'0.711 ~- !T61 IM7*; 7172 71)46 10~ ?)! O44F I2I01)
7"C r-,-M 4F4R- r s 74=- 4-67 14~~ - 744--'I 0-7X I cm -i4 -44z -
IM)Or 7 47104-- V.T-- m -- T7m-4 516 -7740- 0-7770 - 414220
-4-- ~ - 44' 1 PJ 45l20 --7144A - 7 15 -10 ft 2.?I
10fao- - 0 - 42 0 .0 704 V~1 A2P 57A 14:04 t Qe I (1-(S f-4r4 -470 *F. M -r-
74000O '7 9 -- 041 0.140 21000 I42 7107 4?= 004 1 074 & A II A- 4n27 00 -?
1"000 n.00O 40 4 R 0.74t '004 170070 704A 10~0 I47f 4%tz 0 *0, --O
400 " 0 Fr. 0 .714 116 1 - 1r, 140 7P42 I 07o0 1 1-4P 4%a4- .04
-40000 n0.6- 7984 0 .7,T7 2170 lrl?
2 0 
7 '77 8(004 10724 -14 4 AP10 4R
40000) 0.70 3'10.740 P ?''5 0 4220 724' ROI 10717 1 7 4P9 P.00
4e000 IN7 "f.6P f) . 72-07 1 01,77 70 101;: 10-7-0 1 4 1 44 4 2.00 -
40000 4).Pf -- 7 1 0'4 24 1 7 'Poo00 7064 107 -- 1 14#74 442- O.0
-400 *0 - 17- ~7 -144M 1-714 66 4 7400MO-ICl 170 1-nP 440P 0F
107
JUlb- 
_W HOF rtl NT F'TNLiA DFiVR--TV FT MOTTEI FUD-iOF rN__CF Nil 97 F "FIFAA a- I -E_5P~fAl
-1- 
-- L--FppI- Wrr XT "T__ON_
-- STANA0D Y P T ,ARI
AL ____ - - O I- - UT3E; r - p_ _ T__ __
.* 6i ~ ~ f 6 ~ 9 i 1 *~
-pe4--e.--- ~--------- 7 
. -~- 1. - .'& 40--i0-- .o- .
E3 tq Lr I .".q a .5M ".7p I .T 
2 I I . 4 F
Ae 1.60 1.20 1. .4
p li 0- 2.- - *4 -T s 1-- Ti6re 4
L ee- Uf- e . f a i6v) 1.00 -1 *l.7 2.3 t. L 1. 1. 0 2.6 1.
2998 ^039 laop .,3mo e
'0F-)0 
-. 1 161 1.6 .1.62a
6 1.6 7 6 I7 .6 I P.605 1 .r 1.?0- 1.61 P.6, 1.66
-5 f.- 7 4.16 3 P*. 3 1.6 b *IP 1-70 P.04 1.07
-4. 29 1oa . .M 1 ~ u 1.0 _.q* . I -*5 *6-M- .2 1*1p io l4
o 00 ".7 4.e7 1.66 -. 7 1.08 16.60 '.8 2* .66 1.2? 1.70 P.06 1.0'4
Iva hseu owcw l 4 f.m I.a O r. 70 P.Rl 1.66 1s?1 6P1 P. P!
cvu~ us w 0_ rlb 7 .Hu IrU 1r6M 2*51 le64 1*21 le6i~ 7 .79 le62~
n 40(1) '0.9() 4.16 7 .64 7.70 l0 66.7 2.64 1.64 1.21 1.67 p.4 1065
4 1000 5.96 4 1 " f.ao 6.1o 2.86 1.64 1".70 1.6 1 Pz uu u B 18 1 A4 7.U 1,0 *.71 P.*Mq le.AR 1.70 P n oI 6
4coon 4-6 1 Y_ -1. fE; 7. 2 -16, cfi----r,21 . 00 1 A!
4  uU U .- t 
.Pn I.7 6 so 4 .4> p c- *A l *A e lAl
------- ENGLISH UNITS
108
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-jOo TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
1C06D OTCEL6TM ERE 1Q00 PERCENTi RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY + 1 ODEG K TAMB
MAXIMUM CRUISE RATING
A7 -M- - FNTO TS WF FNSAM N NJC2 N2 N2C2 WAT2 BPR
6095 0.65 24394 0.0797 1944 5030 7142 7241 10860 11010 209 2.10
609 -i .70 24077 0.05F19 1971 5241 7105 7159 10870 10952 207 2.13
605 0.7 2-80 0.041. 2001 51791 7066 707 10880O 10800 205 2.16
600 9  080. 23555 0.0R62 2029 -120- 7025 6983 10887 10823 203 2.20
60. - 60; 21 0 0. 084 20 " 8060 6974 6883 10896 10753 201 2.25
7619 0.65 21612 0.0780 1684 58159 7227 7471 10831 11197 213 2.05
7619 0.70 21584 0.0797 1720 58086 7204 7401 10842 11139 212 2.06
7619 0.75 21600 0.0814 1757 58127 7176 7324 10852 11077 210 2.08
769 0.80 21606 0.0830 1794 58143 7144 7242 10863 11011 209 2.10
7619 0.89 16D 0.0147 1831 58174 7109 7154 10873 10941 207 2.13
9143 0.65 18621 0.0766 1425 62595 7280 7680 10794 11388 216 2.04
9143 0.70 18712 0.0781 1461 62003 7260 7612 10804 11328 215 2.05
9143 0.75 18822 0.0797 1500 63272 7242 7544 10817 11268 213 2.05
9143 0.80 18941 C.0812 1538 63673 7215 7464 10830 11203 212 2.06
9143 0.895 1 9058 0.0827 1876 6406 ' 7182 7376 10842 11134 211 2.08
1 667 0.65 15729 0.0753 1164 66698 7297 7863 10759 11594 218 2.07
10667 0.70 15880 0.0767 1218 67341 7291 7809 10768 11532 217 2.06
10667 0.75 16049 0.07082 1254 68058 7283 7749 10778 11467 216 2.06
10667 0.80 16242 0.0796 1292 68874 7266 7678 10791 11402 215 2.06
10667 085 16433 0.08R10 1331 69686 7245 7599 10804 11333 214 2.06
12191 0.65 12214 0.0759 927 65995 7228 782o 10755 11645 216 2.10
12191 0.70 12318 0.0773 952 66558 7220 7769 10759 11578 216 2.10
1f[2191 6.71 124i46 0.0787 9&0 67250 7214 7712 10772 1151 2152 2.09
12192 0.80 12596 0.0901 1005 6A05 7201 7645 10783 11448 214 2.09
Sf2T5 .o;0s 12746 0.001 1038 68060 7181 7969 10798 11378 212 2.10
SI UNITS
109
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-IOo TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PFRFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHFRE 100 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY + 1 CDEG K TAMB
MAXIMUM COUISE RATING
A--LT MN P3P2 T3T2 3.2P2 T322 P4P2 T4T2 PDP2 TDT2 P7P2 T7T2 P8MP2
6095 -0.65 4.08 .56 -7.1 1.7 14.70 2.34 1.52 1.18 1.52 2.50 1.49
1O0 5 6.96 .77 14.35 2.32 1.50 1.17 1-49 2.47 1.47
S 95- 154 679 1.76 13.98 .30 1. 1.137 1.46 2.45 1.45
--- 615 T7 T T 1 .. 6 .1 1.74-- 13.57 2.27 1.46 1.16 1.43 2.42 1.42
T -9E72- 1; -6 -".';7- 1-3-1-2.25 1 4 1 16 1 40 2.39 1.40
7619 U. 65 4T2 1.5 745 1.82 15.51 2.40 1.56 1.19 1.58 2.59 1.54
90- B . .3 5-6 2.39 1.55 1.18 1.56 2.56 1.52
T6 - 75- -4.1 1.57 7.21.80 14.98 2.37 1.53 1.18 1.53 2.53 1.50
T6T9- -6-1. 6 7.10 1.79 14-66 2.34 1.52 1.18 1.51 2.50 1.48
1619 0.85 4.05 94 1.77- 14.30 2.32 oO 1.17 1.48 2.47 1.46
913 0-e5 4.25 1.62 7.61 1.86 16.03 2.46 1.60 1.20 1.62 2.70 1.58
94-.7 4~2 - 1.---1 7.55 1.85 15.84 2.44 1.59 1.20 1.61 2.67 1.56
943- - .7 4Z-- 1.60 7.4 1.84 15.64 2.;43 1.7 1.19 1 -9 2.63 1.55
9-4-T- - 54.TT. - 9--- --8 1540 2.41 1.56 1.19 1.57 2.60 1.539143 0-5 41- l:o 7.26 1.81 1,-50 2.36 1.54 1.18 1.54 2.56 1.51
66 E6 -4 7 1.63 7.69 -~19 1.3j 2.02 1.64 121 1.66 2.81 1.61
16O7o~ 6 o . 63 7.66 1T88 16.27 2 650 1. 3 1.21 1.65 2.78 1.60
1 a66 0.715 4.12 1.62 7.62 1.87 16.1 2.4 1.611.20 1.63 2.74 1.59
10667 0bo60 4.21 1.62 7.56 1.86 15.94 2.47 1.60 1.20 1.62 2.71 1,57
10667 0.85 420 1.61 7.49 1.85 15.73 2.44 1.58 1.20 1.60 2.67 1.56
lL191 0.63 4.12 1.64 7.56 1.68 16.1u 2.53 1.63 1.21 1.65 L4ij
S12191 0.70 4.12 _ 1.6 7.52 1. _ .o _ 2.1 .6 16_ 25 1, 6 - 1 L.64_. Z 159....
S12191 0.0 4.12 1 74 17 y5.6_'_ 2.49 1.61 1_.20 1.62 7 _. L~ B__.
12191 0.0d 4.11 1.62 7r.. 1.86 15. 71_ 247 1.53 1.20 1.60 2.74 1.56
12191 0.,85 4.09 1.61 7.35 1.85 15.50 2.45 1.58 1.19 1.58 2.70 1.55
SI UNITS
110
*W AM WM I Nt' T A~ I WR I
CA MD -A) I MS -f5LF -*-- l N t~ty-17 ___7~OVP
A6 W; r -xp . 6 Fe F t KWv #--O N IF1 ( I Polk' m12 e. p o %p. 81
PPAP -.q -- f 'altR
10 Q .Q m~c ,A Wp )-
popgo _ q,.P ____ ANLS UNITS tg_______39___
P90e .6 48, 7- 7 ri - --Ir-r4---MS -T T TQ- 4 VT - . 111,
NnEXMT__( - --? -- -
- ~ ~ ~ ~ T~3lT ---- -- r-r -V?0S R v -1)-AF C N~ T Amr:
PAV IUR -(OfLITS ET TT ~ ........... ~ - -
A- ST'TY0 -r-FT r 4M 
-.rP1
-- - -. . -- -. -6 -- 7-ATT-T1MG -W9 '
--- Prot "~ 70 -- .. '- 1---3? -P -4 1 TT-2 M P 7TnT2 1 77 T
6o- q- T-i776 1T - 3 Tq33 T- s,10 -T-4 f**7j 17 1 -4
--- 1-7yZ~~T ~ 1iI ~ - . ~ ~ f.9 .~
-~~O~~Yfl-~~ tV17 -- W -T fr f Io - ;-----C:-.4k1.? 2.0- . 14
- 0 0 4-.1'17 -1 ';r -7- T41 o IW T --, - -A T- 1
~ f~ 7.6T T.4 -- !.03 .4 -. 6 .20 7
T C F P77 .~T 64 46 T .- r) . p T 06 -- 6-17
4 -- -- :M - - A' T 4 G -,'.- f--- IF. "F Ts I~ Ur f- 77 -o or;- T
*feA,1n 7-o66-- T.aR'J 16-.?' 2 -, . f--6 n i c.j?'9 14
- 000o -7' - - r 2 -. P- - 16. 12 -P.481 1.61 l. -1.61 p -4
~~3~~00tT ~~6'1 'rW~.~64 9-~r.of6~~.'
----4 00t00 ?) . 0 4 .l f- 1.6 7-. 2 . .I9R 16.04 2.9 1 1.62 1.21 1.o64 2.91 1 .61
IO~t .T 1. t-.R i 9 160 2.40l 1.61 1.?0 1.64 2.B7 I.
4000(1 09 . 7.i .6 49.7 4 1.69f 1.2 1.0 2741I
~1000 9.70 P.497 1.99 1.10 1.9 2 a019
- - - . ENGLISHUNITS . - -
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-100 TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
I~AUO MULL AIMUpHPE- 1UU- PtRLENI RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
ALI-- -- xraU CLMB R~ F ..
ALT MN FNTU I lS r W FNSAM --- N -- TZ N -- NE.. -P- --P B r
u O. 2261 0.0603 32K 54261 . 7067 7039 11024 10080 201 2.12
- u U.4n a--41 67O 13- 4641 7o061--69-1 11045 10872 201 2.18
u 0.60 41034 0.0851 543 41634 -699- 6759 11079 10700 197 2.29
u (.80U 37840 U0.005 3727 .37840 6686 6464 11120 ,10470 191 2.45
1523 0.20 50028 0.0;96 2980 60114 7246 7344 11008 11184 209 2.03
1523 0.40 43797 0.0705 3088 52627 7231 7243 1i1030 11040 208 2.08
1523 0.60 39643 0.0818 3241 47635 7165 7043 11063 10874 204 2.17
1523 .80d 36664 0.0928 3403 44055 6992 6699 11098 10633 197 2.34
3047 0.20 45063 0.0589 2654 68498 7368 7605 10977 11330 215 1.99
3047 0.40 40012 0.0602 2769 58157 7367 7515 11004 11225 214 2.00
3047 0.60 36954 0.0702 2025 51712 7204 7300 11040 11090 210 2.07
3047 0.00 35157 0.08R82 3090 1100 7146 6072 11077 lO807 203 ?.P1
4571 0120 39015 058055 2318 70148 7488 7876 10947 11513 220 1.97
4571 0.40 35696 0.0681 2432 63207 7493 7788 10972 1140 219 1.8R
&571 0.60 33832 0.0770 2606 50008 7433 7880 1101? 11231 215 P.00
4571 0.80 32921 .08R48 2790 58294 7279 71237 11053 10989 209 2.10
6095 0.20 33684 0.0584 1968 73224 7497 8040 10923 11715 223 2.00
6095 0.40 30960 0.0674 20685 67303 7546 7998 10938 11593 222 1.99
6095 0.60 30135 0.0753 2260 65511 7033 7834 10974 11413 220 1.98
6095 0.80 30223 U.0821 2482 65702 7418 7520 11025 11178 214 2.01
i 7619 0.20 28208- 0.0583 1644 75011 7459 8164 10905 11036 224 2.04
io 7619 0.40 25994 0.0671 1743 69053 7510 8124 10914 11806 224 2.03
9 7619 0.60 25746 0.0744 1914 69286 7546 8009 10937 11608 222 2.00
7619 0.80 26935 0.0801 215o 72484 7526 7787 10986 11366 219 1.98
9143 0.20 23363 0.0582 1359 75537 7426 8302 10903 12189 225 2.08
9143 0.40 21668 U.O066 1444 72838 7472 8256 10903 12046 225 2.07
-T~453.6- 2194 0.0)~736 1589 2591 751i i 8143 0913 11831 223 2.05
9143 0.80 22794 0.0790 lo( l 76623 7.33 /761 10945 11567 221 2.01
--f667 0.20 19112 0.083 1114 8044- 7380 8435 10924 12486 226 2.12
Sf7862 0.o663 14 78744 741 -8379 1099 12323 '226i 24 li
1 0667- -0.60 17935 0.0728- 1'40- 76058 7465 8274 10903 12084 225 2.08
1056679-- 7.6r -  1o020- 00781 1489 90655 74Q0 8103 10916 11795 222 2.05
121i1 0.20 14-97 0.0489 876 80434 7310 8397 10944 12571 225 2.14
-Til- -0. l -1-3896- o0.0668 928 75082 7345 8338 10918 12304 224 2.13
S210l 0).60 13933 00-733 1020 75282 73Q4 8236 10907 12149 223 2.11
121 1 0.80 14775 0.0784 1158 79831 7435 6073 10915 112 221 2.09
SI UNITS . .
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCPAFT
_JT8-10P TUPBOFAN EiGINE ESTIMATFD PUDFOOMANCE
1 M0OjDEL ATMS,.o. 10 PPRCENT RPAM RECOVSDY





MN P3P2 T3T2 93.22 T.2T2 04P2 T4T2 PDT2 TOT2 7P2 T7T2 BMo2
S0.0 31 1.5 6.4 1/ 14.0 .30 1.,4 1.1d I 1 2.53 1.51
U 0~40 3.75 1.52 6.56 1.73 13.60 227 1.510 1 1- l*d 2.47 1.46
0 0.60 3 5 - 149 6.1. 1.70 12.70 2.22 1.43 1.15 1.39 2.39 1.39
0U "8- 3.30 1*4 5.63 1.65 11*5 2.14 1.36 1.14 1.28 2. 6 .0
1523 0.20 4.13 1.57 7.32 1.80 1j.31 2.3 1.59 1.19 1.61 2.60 1.57
1523 0.40 4.06 1.b6 I.1 1.76 14.01 L.34 1. 1.16 1 .5 2.54 1.52
T --- O - 1.-53 o.13 1.73 1 .-, 2.L 1. 4 1.17 1.46 -. 4 1.45
152ID.80 3.53 1.45 6. 6 1.69 1 -2 _ .20 1.41 1.15, 1.35 2.3 1.36
3047 0.20 4.31 1.6 -- 7-- 1. 4 16.25 P?.4 1.64 1.20 1.67 2.69 162
U4 7U.4 4*d9 1469 7U60 -A3 1- 241 1.60 1.20 1.62 2.62 .bd
---- ---- 1-4 ,-3 -1 9 -1 - -9 7 b E;
047 0.60 4.14 1.57 7.23 1.79 14.97 2.35 1.54 1.18 1.54 2.b3 1.51
S o50E0 1 1.52-- - 6.5 1.74 13.53 2.27 1.46 1.16 143 2-.4 1.4-
- -57 0.24-7 - ---T T 1.88 17. 2.50 1.69 1 .22 1.73 2 ./ 1. 67
4571 U.4U T-4. I - 7 1--3- -6- 10.70 247 1.65 1.21 1.69 2.71 1.63
4571 U.6U 4.36 1.60 7 1.09 1.84 16.02 2.2 15 1.I19 1.6 2.61 1.57
47F 00 4.08 1.56 7.11 1.7 14.66 2.33 1.52 1.18 1.51 2.50 1.48
u 0 U 4.4 7 -64 3. 1.9 17.20 L.--- 2 1.69 1.22 1.-73 2.6Z 1.67
60--- 0.60 4.46 1.63 7.90 1.87 16.73 2.43 1.64 1.21 1.68 2.71 1.62
6095 0.00 4.-3 1.60 7.o0 1.83 1:5.7, 2.40 1. 1.19 1:3- 2.55 1.5i
-T6-1 - -- ~ ~~~ --- -3 -~~~-- - T-i
719 -0 4 7 1 66 .06 1.r3 17.5 2.60 1.75 1. 4 1/ 9 3.01 1.73
7619 .0 4.4 7 1.60o 2 72 1 1.7 1-.3 1.6 -2.4 1.70
619 0.60 4*.41 1.6- u04 .1.0 17.11 2J 1.6d 1.;2 1.72 2.62 1.66
7619 0.0 4.o6 I6 -. 3 I,.6 1 .' 2.46 1.67 1.20 1.65 2.69 1.61
9143 0.i0 4.19 1.00 0.07 1.9 1 7 _ ol7 7 '.2 1 82 3.14 1.75
9143 0.0 4. 1..1o 0.00 1.0 l 1,(I 104 le .;--4 1,7? 3.07 1.72
9143 0.60 4-.I 1100 O.u 11 .l I I' 71 1.23 1.75 2.95 1.69
9143 0.80 4.9 1. (4 7o6 13 16. , 2.2 1.66 1.21 1.7L 2.80 1.64
10667 0.60 4.22 1.6 -. 3 1'.0 it. 4 2*. le? 1.24 1.78 3.0- 1.72
T E6 --- .- ---To 1*• 6o 7.' 1.04 17.1 Ze E - 1.0' 6-o --, ; .. 1.67
12191 02 0 4.06 1.71 .00 2.01 17.34 2.76 1. ? ,d4 3.32 1.77
12T91 -- 70~---7-.9 1.99 1/.04 2.7 -1.7 1.25 -1.01 3.24 1.74
12 i U 13 1* 7.71 1.96 17.33 2*60 1.7 1.44 1.7, o.1 1.71




























PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JILJ-iu IUROM-mAN ENbIT EST-l ATED PEiFOh MANCE
ffAO-fEtlI--OE- o00 PERCEN -RAIVT RECOVERY. .
-1-r~ v PttERTXTCT O-tXTP - -- -......
ALT MM p e TaTo R5 2E T-.2TR POPE T4 TE PDP2: TDT2 2--E TYT"P 6
0 0.20 3.81 !-53 6374 .15 i4.( "T
0- * 5 0 .5 75r5' -i7---13 t --it0 -l 3 -.4- '34 w' 2i 6 F
C- *. -5 -- 1.55 1 2 i . t' -- t -- % 1--- c i -
- 0. .e1.I45 .6- -1.0 -t+.64 -2.t -. 6-
S-- e -.---- .. 7 ---- 1----7i-- l - -1 -. 6 1.3
S..e.O--- -; - - !tr~ •- 7 -- ~3 -- ~' --t3 "9 TiT49 1 7 --T7 ti - T--45 ...
-OG -,. 6a- ,8 -- - , - -. 3 ' e 4 -- - -6.-3 "-- - - 17- -
5 01-- C 00 1 -93 4 86- -1 --t ---- 2 -1.*- - -o --- wOeO-- 0.0 4 a t6----0 .72 .M-- 16!---IV----4 72 -- ,77- 2M- -- I- -i- -1 S 1 s0G .a .60 4 .29l .59 ..r t.DG .0> r.72ID-1 .!58
I50000-- 60 - ---4- -36 ---- , 7i-- - -,2 259 9 f.1 T.62 7°5T -,5
1-t!'ee %------ 8 o-- -- 5 7-- 1 --r-- - I - -66 --33 52 --- -TW I.--- 0
20 0.40- r5 T798 ; 7 -76.7. 7; 46 T 4 T; iT--7 76--8 27 T6-
SF 57 TJ7V I~F5m 7 -0 -
- S ufeer-e . 4.45 1 . 673--.6 7.9. 1. -i, a-87u 1,T. 1,8- 2454 -,9 Use, T67
O.n 0 222 .27 1.66- 9.O6 1.03 17.52 -2.60 1.75 1.24 1.79 3.01 1. 73
2EGU 401 6 8 1.92 17 38 2.58 1.72 1.23 1.76 2.94 1.70
T 5TiOOEo 0 4 1 *6 8*4 1 O 1711 2.53 1.68 1 .22 1.72 2.52 1.66
0 7 6 1.86 16.6 24 1.63 1.20 1.66 2.68 1.61
o000 O .9 16 8.07 1. 6 17.74 2.67 1.7 1.25 1.82 31,4 1.75
3 OOO0 .D-T-i42 i B -8706 6 .5 17.3- --64 1.75 1.24 1.79 1.07 1.72
-0-0-i-a-s- i T 8023 T-93 37.31- 59 TUNITT 3 75 .95 1.69
3 00 O.' 1 17 17 - 0 76 T.s9 16.90 Z.5 1.66 i.2i 1o70 2 . .,
- 3 0 0.60 4.22 1. -&e3 .t.6 -t v5- -51i 3.s 1.7-,- -
- 3S000 0.03 4.29 1.66 7.96 1..1----F.-. -- 2058 !.69 1.23 1.73 ?.93 1.6O--
5000 0.20 4. 1.71 2 2.t2 1 7.04 2.75 1.79 1.-215--9 1.84 e.2 1.77
061 6 FF e.6 ! 1.4 t ? 3 E i.72
000 0. 4 19 t 66 -7.82 1. 17- 2.59 .6 1.25 - - 6 .6
ENGLISH UNITS
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8-fj TUROOF AN LNGINE ETIlMATED PERFORMANCE
ICA(. MVrUEC-Ai4T UHEpRE TOJ 0EoCNT Aa ECOVEQY
NO 5BLtE OD POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY 4_1 ODEG K TAMB
MAXIMUM CLIMB RATING
.. -T M-N F-NjTOT i FC -wi: - NSAM Ni NIC2 NP NC2 WAT2 bP
.20 4838; 0.0616 2978 4898 6888 6744 11027 10796 193 2.20
O 0.4--0 4i312 0.-0747 -3084 41112 689O6 6673 110 7 10700 193 2.28
0 0.60 3624-i7 .0891 322t3 36247 6852 6506 11096 10535 191 2.41
0 0.80 32195 0.1056 3399 32195 7?37 6236 11131 10303 185 2.56
1923 uO20 4504o -. 0-03 2717 54120 70~5 7020 11018 10072 201 2.1-
1923 0.40 38951 0,0723 21 4 ,a04n 7u61 600O 1104r 10971 201 2.14
1523 0.60 349-9 0.0851 2940 4]7' 6996 67n6 11078 10698 197 2.e9
1523 0.80 31448 0.0085 3099 37:88 6064 6461 11121 10469 191 e.45
3047 0.20 41317 0.009 2461 6Or n94 7241 7i33: 1100 11193 200 2.03
3047 o.a 36167 0. 00 250 '2 9 722 R 7240 11020 1104 208 2.OR
3047 0.60 3272 0--U.018 276 47571 7162 7038 11063 10972 .204 2.17
.-0 7 0.80 3262 0.02p 2~8u 4109a6 697 6604 .1100P 1063-2 17 2.*4
4571 0.20 366- uU589 I2I -654o0 73 2 7608 1078 " 11329 21b 1.99
4571 0.0a 32b24 0.0692 2272 58123 7367 7514 11006 1122- 214 2.00
4571 0.60 30301 0.0792 .24u_ J6'i9 725 0 7209 11040 11048 210 2.07
4571 0.80 28820 .0982 2541 51033 7144 6969 11077 10806 203 2.21
6095 0.20 31599 0.0488 1857 64692 7422 7804 1094; 1110 218 2.00
6095 0.40 28645 U00684 1958 62271 7446 77 38 10971 11402 218 2.00
6095 O.60 27n31 0.0771 2121 9990A 7433 75RF 11013 11230 215 2e.0
6095 0.80 26781 .0848 2271 -58218 7277 7233 11054 10988 2U9 2.10
7619 0.20 26641 0.0587 1557 71426 7432 7969 10921 11711 220 2.04
7619 0.40 24250 0.0679 1647 65250 7469 7915 10938 11501 220 2.03
7619 0.6'0 23654 0.0760 1797 63656 7466 776:3 10973 11410 218 2.01
71619 0.80 24162 0.0824 1991 -5323 7396 7497 11025 11175 214 2.03
Q143 0.20 22021 3.0586 1289 74027 7394 8001 10007 11936 222 2.07
9143 0.40 20258 0.O675 1366 6908 7448 O bb 1091c 11805 221 2.06
9143 0.60 19988 u.0750 1499 67191 7478 7936 1035' 11607 220 2.04
9143 0.80 20774 0.09!0 16t2 6934 7441 7698 10983 11362 216 2.03
1u667 0.20 18097 u.086 1060 76741 7340 8204 10904 12193 223 2.11
]0667" 0.40-" 1 6730 0.032 1123 70042 7307 171 10 0
T 
12QAR 222 ~ 19
1o667 0.60 16637 ,.u742 1234 7uJ49 7444 8060 10916 11831 221 2.08
10667 0.0 1728 0.0707 1396 74320 7458 7880 10944 11 64 219 2.0
1211 U.70 14102 uo.592 835 76197 7278 8174 10917 12260 222 2.13
121o1 0.40 13028 0.-o67 882 70394 7335 8141 10910 12100 221 2.12
12191 0.60 12932 -.-0747 966 697 4 7381 8038 1091- 11897 220 2.11
12191 0.80 13606 0.0901 1089 /7i13 7388 7843 10940 11614 217 2.00
SI UNITS
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
- -)10 5T TT-io0 TUROFAN ENGIcF NE ESTIMfATED PEPFOOMANCE
IcA MODEL ATMOSPH E --.-e- PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED 09 POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY +D DEG K TAMB
MAXIMUM CLIMB RATING
L -M P TE - 2 -72 ":P -- " ET2 4P T2 4 ---2 p-TFT2 - , fpf--
. O;-T.5 T-T 6B .T ;T -2.87- 2;23 14i 9 1.16 i 46 2.47 1.46
.tr0.4~ -34S---r; - - -2 .6-T 12.47 2.21 I.45 1.15 1.41 -2-41-- 1.41
U - .6U --3 - - 6 5. ,72-- .66 11.69 2.16 -1.39 i.14 ! 32 -2.3 --1.34 --
. 4- T2-5.23 -I .-6- " f0157209 1.31 i.-2 -f.2 -22 ---I25
15 o.u 5.ou i.c --- r -- 1R-T---IO3j-2 -54 TT'BT,-. 2.53 1.1--
4 . ....2II73-- T3 59 2.ZT.0 1.17 1.47 2.47 1.46
..... -' - - 3 7 - - F 6;- c- 1.70 -- 6- -- 12 1,4.3 1.i '-39 .7; " 39 -
. 2.... --3 ., . .. . .. .60 -1 .4, .1 .-36 1.1 1 21 1 .2 . O--
- 3. - --- . ,.F.... T- - 2.37 i.0 1.19 1.61 .60 1.57
3047 .40 4 T. - 1.7 14.60 2.34 lb -1.13 1.b 2.54 l.E2
04 . 6.7o 1.7) 1J.o' ,. 5. 1.. 1.1 1.46 2.4 1.3
4571 j.Lu 4.1 1.6 7.u 2. 1.,, 16.24 44 1.64 1.0O 1.67 2.68 1.62
4571 0..O 49 1.,5 /.ou 1.33 15.87 2.41 1.60 .LO 1. 62 1.62 1.5.
4571 0.60 4.1 1.17 7. j 1.7. 1-i.~.o .J, i.l4 1.10 1.54 2.5.3 1.-l
4571 0.40 3.41 1.i 0.0 _.7- 1 .., _ 2.. 1.4b 1.16 1.43 2.42 1 .4
6095 0.20 4.1 1.0. 7.o 1./ 1L3.i . 1.,) i.Li 1.71 2.7 1. 65
6095 0.4 4.36 1.6L 7 4. i.6 Io. 1.44 1O' i.-i 1.6' L4,T 1.,562
609b U.60 4.3J6 1.60 7.6, 1.84 16.01 2.42 1.,, 1.19 1.6- 2.61 1.57
609b .) .60 4.06 1.56 7.1u 1.78 14.6 2P.33 1.52 117 1.51 2.5. 1.4b
7619 O.0 . 4.0'- 1.04 7.07 1.00 16.93 2. 4 1.70 1.22 1.74 2.B9 1S68
7619 04 41 1.4 / 1.3 16.77 2.52 1.67 1.2 1.70 ' 1.6
7619 P7 0 405 1 ' . 1.6 1.40 .47 1.3 1.20 i.66 2.72 1.60
76 T3 .59 1 7. 1. *' 147 1-, .19 1.58 2.5a 1.E4
914 --020 4.17 1.65 7.to 1.92 1/1b 1 00 1.J 1 .. 3 1.71 3.02 1.71
9 4 0.40 4.22- 6 7.0/ 1.91 1F-- 4. - O .l3 1. /3 5.9 1.68 ..
T- 1-- -.3- 4.,9 -1- .... 1.89 16.0" ?. 1.o6 1.21 1.69 2.83 1.64
914 O.60 4".i 1. . 7.. 1.60 10.1L 5.46 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.69 1.50
10667 U.~u 4.1 1.67 1.o 46 17.39 2.66 1.76 1.24 1.80 3.15 1.74
10667 0."O 4 .13. 1 7* 1i- 1i .6 2.63 1. 'J 1.24 1.76 3.07 1.70
17667 0.60) 4.20 1.6o 7.u. 1.9c. 10..3 . .13 17- I I 2.95 1.66
1667 0.80 4.26 1.64 e..- 1.59 10.4 .si 1*64 1.21 1.67 2.80 1.62
12191 O.23 4.02 1.60 i7.0C 1.90 17.L4 2.67 1. / 1.i4 1.79 3.16 1.73
12191 0.0. 4.07 1.67 .7L 1. 0 17.0 Z.6- 1. i2 1.24 1.75 3.10 1.70
121' 0.60 4.12 1.65 7.73 1.92 16.7 .69 1.6o 1.22 1i71 2.96 1.66
- T--R '-.80- 4.T6 ; 2 . ... . .. . . - 1.1 1.66 2.84 1.61
Si UNITS
Ip Rerdue froma
OP, 1 .1. 2, I 44'41 7' 1 T-T tyt- 0 0I 7F;
Pe) I 
-4 CCL1 I 1' 0 'eIEl 1 RT 1e 007?T 4 I ?AM P-fV-4
M2 !)~fI M " i'Wt" ~ T4 TU
P - . 4 rSQT-Fl-6 1 1_ U7P_
"0 Q r 1 F7 I~ I%,A, U,. .4, N- L)~, w4 .-- 0 44-'
* 4 '-C4U 
-. ~ ~ T 7 T ~ up
I "PA * 4 11 0,- 4 4 1r ".9 P P.E3 411
0 E) 'I P . R2 f) ''1 . - A, 1 '1 44 e h 1 13 U17TT ITu 17 ~ 7~
?e) p A 0 ' - '14 , ' t4-41 
-,.-'r47 I I P)
Aftl *"''! , I 1' 7 (I,,4 J 1 1 14 
-1 (M
0P - , *' -''. t no4- ''4 I'' u1372 , I A?1 4! 1 .I4
1 4-i, A--- 4 714
f. p IM R. 
--- 7 -. Trot-
'12444 ' -4 p1'-~ .0 4 072- '4-7 47?' 4 7, 4 AI
4-U,4 "."'4 4'-'47 7 4f 0 n?5 T 1 604}'4 I1 1 ~41, P.
Z~ l'244 I 4- IVa 'I I 6''4 "4 
-4-""
774f) r l 7'1'7 R 71 7'P I t ,Amo 7444 RnA 1(II01 11P13 4AA In 2
400C -'.70 11-70- '4.9p 1 41 -I1-712 7 74 F 9174 1 rY 7l71 P50 4R0 -p-11~
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCOiAFT
JT80-100 TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PEPFOPDMANCE
TiAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE -j=--ER-CENT RAM RECOVERY
NO B EEE Or POWER EXT - AC T ION
STANDAQD DAY TAMB
_ AXIMUM CONTINUOUS RATING
ALI MN NIU1 I SFC- W-F FNSAM Ni NIC2 N2 N2C2 WA2
0. 7064- -- - -- -V2 034 -5- i019 10975 20 i2.12
U 47 7-~4 r-JS TR 692 70 5  652 104F 10872 201 2.18
-- .T~b 4 1 -a- R0-- 6-.A 5 18 7002- 6765 i 01 i 10702 197 2.P -
7.0os0 0.0089 .3727 318-cF 6864 6s4 6112 10471 191 2.45
15z,2 0.2 5566 0.0605 3381 671~9 7583 7687 11220 11373 217 I.O8
1523 0.40 4988-0- 7 970 36 5 7573 7586 1  24 11265 215 1.99
-- T-u3-- .E--- -37 - -OTORU~rS=T 76-7TB--- 7 -3 iT2u---ioo- 2i 2- .b4
1523 U.8U 3444 980 53422 71 -3 7046 11325 10851_205 _2.18_
5047 0 749126 0602 2956 71-04 685 7932 11190 11549 221 1.97
3041 U.4U 44431 .O:U699 1 64588 7689 7844 11215 11440 220 1.98
0.7 U;-6o 42332 0.0788 337T 6128 7635 7642 11251 11261 217 1.9330/ 7U-8U 41 b55 6U 3920i399 7484 7302 11301 11027 210 2.08
4t/1 U.()0 42j0 0.0599 db46 7531 7706 8105 11164 11742 224 1.98
4571 U.40 38811 U00691 2683 68724 7738 8043 11181 11622 223 1.98
4561 0.b0 3fb50 0.0771 2912 66845 7725 7879 11218 11440 221 1.98
40bil U0.80b 30b0 00840 3198 6744A 7574 11272 11207 215 2.00
6095 0.20 35999 0.0598 2151 78258 7697 8255 11148 11956 226 2.01
6095 0.40 33341 0.0685 2264 72479 7743 8208 11157 11826 226 2.00
6095 0.60 32929 0.0759 2499 71583 7765 8075 11182 11629 224 1.98
6095 0.80 33940 0.0821 2765 73781 7714 7821 11230 11385 220 1.98
iz 7619 0.20 29910 0.0598 1789 80493 7670 8395 11145 121_98 227 __06_
7619 0.40 27885 0.0682 1901 75042 7700 8330 11145 12056 227 2.04
io 7619 0.60 27903 0.0751 2095 75091 7741 8216 11157 11842 226 2.02
7619 0.80 29533 0.0806 2381 79477 7767 8037 11100 11578 223 1.08
9143 0.20 24686 0.0597 1474 82085 7624 8523 11 62 12470 228 2.09
9143 0.40 23144 00678 1570 77801 7660 8463 11149 12318 228 .08
T9143 7.60 23287.07441733 7I8280 769 8342 11148 120 ? 227 2.06
, a 7-- 7 0 9 97 4 8 3156 7727 866 1116 11796 224 2.02
10667 0.20 20172 0.0598 1206 85539 7557 8638 11208 12811 229 2.13
10667 0.40 18999 0.0676 1283 80564 7597 8582 11181 12630 228 2.12
i0667' 0.6- 19231 0.073831418 8151 7643 8472 11151 12360 227 2. 10
10667 0.80 20510 0.0790 1620 86074 7682 8301 11138 12034 226 2.07
2 - )l 0.0O 15701 0.0603 946 84832 7476 8588 11223 12892 227 2.15
-219 i 0.40 -14779- 0.0680 1004 79854 7516 8532 11199 12713 227 2.14
-T2T ~0.-60--14946- 0.01o41 107 753 7562 8423 11162 12433 226 2.13
1 171 o.-so-7 I159 .791 2 861 78 7--9-- 826i 1110 1210 t 224 2.10
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PRnATT AND WHiTTNEY AIRCRAFT
JiBD-1 TURBOFAN ENGI-iE- ES i"E-- PERFORMANCE
[ AU MOUtL aTOSPH ent1Utr -NI' T "R'eL' EN- OVERY
T0--BEEE -0 POWER EXTACTr6r
...- X I-UM CON INud0US RAT-iNG
.-O- 2 ---. -e--I5Z --- -- 673 -  T;75- 14. 0 - 23-f 1. 4 --1.1 8 T1 "~ .5 I 5 -
...--- T- 56 T-. 73- 3.60 -2 27 .50 --7T- T; 824 T4 -
.. .6-3-ib8--S T.49 6.T9 .. 70 2.72.--222 1.43 - 1.15- 1.39 2. 9 -i. -
. . O--0C B -C 3r-Or T5 - . 65 .6 -T.852.- ! -T73 T -4-- 28' -2 1i-30"
15 -3 Uu 4. ' 1 .b1 t.4a 1. .H 10b0 -o7-1 6 12-- 1,69 2,72 -S 64
15213 .- 4 -.3 -60 T0- 16.T .42 - 1-.-2 .20 1.65 2.65 1 .0
T TTT 7 4 . 32 180 16 O 2.37 i.56 s.16 1.57 2.56 1.53
FTT2--T'-57; - 6.7 - 1.75 13.85 2-eT.28 1.48 1.17 1.46 2.44 1.4
3047 0.20 4743 1.63 -- 6 1.88 17.15 2.50 1.70 1.22 1.74 2.81 1.68
3047 040 4.44 ]163 7.99 1.A7 16.85 2.48 1.66 1.21 1.70 2.74 1.64
3047 0.60 4.40 1.61 7.77 1.84 16.21 2.42 1.61 1.20 164 2.64 1.9
-3r17.C 4.15 1.57 7.23 1.79 14.94 2.34 1.53 1 .18 1.53 2.5 1.50
. -7-0.2 -. 4 1.65 8.21 1.1 17.64 2.6- 1174 1.23 1.79 2.92 1.72
4571 0.40 4.47 1.65 8.16 1*.0 17.39 2.53 1.70 1.22 175 2.84 1.69
-4571 0.60 -448 1.63 8.03 1.87 16.90 2.48 1.65 1.21 1.70 2.74 1.64
- 457-- - 0.80 4.3T 1.60 07T- 1.83 15.97 2.- 41 159 119 1.61 2.61 1.6
6095 0.20 4.38 1.67 8.25 1.04 17.93 2.61 1.77 1.24 1.82 3.03 1.75
6095 0.40 4.45 1.67 8.26 1.-3 17.79 2.59 1.74 1l23 1.79 2.96 1.72
6095 0.60 4.49 1.65 8.19 1.90 17.43 2.54 1.70 1.22 1.75 2.84 1.68
6095 0.80 4.47 1.63 7.97 1.87 16.73 2.46 1.64 1.21 1.68 2.71 1.62
7619 0.20 4.29 1.69 8.24 1.97 18.10 2.67 1.79 1.25 1.84 3.,16 1.77
7619 0.40 4.34 1.68 8.22 1.96 17.94 2.64 1.77 1.24 1.82 3.08 1.75
7619 0.60 4.41 1-.67 8.20 193 17.68 2.-59 1.73 1.23 1.78 2.96 1.71
7.619 - 4.50 165 8.1-- 6 1.90 17.31 252 1.69 1.22 1.73 2.82 1.67
4Ta-- -. - - 1 1.71 6T.23 2.61 -18.30 2.74 - 1.82 1.26 1.87 3.30 1.80
ST4-T -12 5T;7 82 T49 1 -8. 2.7-1. 0- -. 25 -- f.84 3.22 1.77
S;6D----4-3T BT----8.8. 1- 6- 17.86- 2.65 1.16 Tf .24 1.81 3.0. 1.74
33-- 3--4 3 66 B - i7.4- 2.58 1.72 1.23 1.76 2.94 1.69
10667 0.20 4.14 1.74 8.25 2.05 18.54 2.82 1.85 1.27 1.90 3.45 1.82
..T 6- 060 - 4.t7T--i-.73 -1s3 .rT3 18.36 2.78 1.89 1.26 1.87- .36 1.80
S.L70 "0 i uTZ -r u 1--:T--4 ---- * O-- O--T-. - T- -5 7 T 4-T.77-
-T7- ~-~6B--T T.; 6 -i7;7-P7 ~ 24 -1.75 .24 1.9 -3.0 1.72
--T2T --4-07- -- 4- T --7 .5 2. 5 -18.36- -2.83 - -,84 1.27 189 3;.48 1.81
--- 0 ---- -. --. T2--.0-T1. 17- 2.79- 1.82- 1.2 1.86 - 3.40 1.79
12191 0.60 .-- F. i .0 17.-86- 2.73 1.78 1.25- 82 -3.27 1.76
12191 0.- 4.18 -. B- 1.06 17;44 2.65 1.74 1.24 1.78 3.11 1.71
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8o-10q TURHOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFOOMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHEDE 100 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY 4j DEG K TAMB
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS RATING
AT MN NiTOT TSPC WF FNSAM N1 N1C2 -- N2 N2C2 WAT2 BPR
.-; 2 482. 0.061. . . ..2. 4827 6889 6746 11027 10.......797 193 2.20
T .aTS2 *77747 3084 41325 6897 6674 110 8 10701 193 2.28
~10 ~20.4849.13227 ~36242 _6849 6 3Oj 11095 9 io5i4 9i 2.i
-e - . 1 os6 3399 3218586736 6235 11131 10304 185 2.56
T 0 888 0.0~611 3160 62109 7459 7428 11250 11204 211 2.01
.... 
-  
-454-96'  ^2Y _t4 74 7339 1 12T77 1109- 7 39 210 - 2.04
S3 003B 7-O).0-37 363 46947 72116789 -1-34-6.1-681 P99- 2.29
47 . ----- -- 7-7--~-- -- 75;- 85 11247 1126- 28-i5 .99
.5117 391 11299 1o3 212 2.05 -.
... 7 - U20 1D-J1T35-T-3P --- 7 369 '7683 728 119 1154 21i _._9-7
-
-274364 7- 0.069972-S 4 - 7689 7842 11T21 11438 220 1.98
-- " -"5 ---- 5 7---- - " 7 - I. ....
- 457-1 - .0- 06B .698 6i25 782- -7299 1101 f110285 210 2.08.
..609- 0.4b -3i23 0.0694 2164 67133 7706 8008 11181 11619 222 2.00
6095 0.60 30726 0.07722370 66795 7725 7877 11219 11440 221 1.98
6095 0.80 30994 0._0_40 2603 6777 7617 772. L 127_ U O.5 . 15 2.00 .
7619 0.20 28352 0.0600 1702 74298 7619 8170 11149 11955 224 2.05
.2419 0.40 26168 .q.690o eo 70420 7669 8126 11158 11824 _223 2.047619 0.60 25Y941 0.0765 _1983 69810 7708 8014 1118L. 1626 22 .01
7619 0.80 27168 0.0823 2235 73112 7693 7798 11231 11384 219 1.99
0143 0.20 23420 0.0600 1404 78730 7582 8297 11150 12202 225 2.09
9143 0.40 21754 0.0686 1491 73127 7631 8253 11.148 12057 225 2.08
143 0.60 21700 0.0757 1643 72946 7672 8142 11158 11840 223 2.05
9143 .80 22908 0.OR13 1861 77008 7696 7962 11191 11577 221 2.02
10667 0.20 19130 0.0601 1149 81120 7535 8422 11174 12489 226 2.12
T08T6T-7 r9 U.TT3 22T 75866 - 7572 -834 F 156 ---2-24- 25 -2. 1-
luood ; o I s U 149 1v340 (5177-767T F6T_ TTTIl -T2 -2T;
1-T1-t3--8 - ---. 606 9U R8 0541 7462 838 1113 1276 225 2.i5
- ivi U.04U -F O7--5T'1520- 
- --
c- 
-i- T -b8 1118O 1239 2--2.15
---- T T6t.JU i ,vT739T . 5TT7455- " 755Tr- -TTf3 - 2 T -- 2--2. 7 14T
1z1'91 U.Ru 14o0 UU.U08 1194 BOOU5 1t92 8059 11161 11849 £21 2,0 d
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J It)-lUS 1URMR)AN NGIME Ebi E ORM E
IIAU MUULL AIM0MUb leR I Pt-CLNT RAM RECOVERY
NU BLE,-U U POWEW EMF Ar rlO-.
STANDARD DAY + 0DEG K TAMB
-mAXTimum coNTh U S -ATTN1 --- -
AL fN P3ji 312 -3P72 2 T.22 -PZ -412 P3P2 TDT2 -P7P2 T2 tPW2
- 0- 0 5 1.48 6.9 1.70 12.87 2.23 1.49 1.16 147 2.47 1.46
40 3.46 148 6.04 1.69 -12.4 2.21 1.-45 1.15 1.41 2.41 1.41
- 4 6 -.1-~~S0.6O 3.3 1.46 5.71 1.66 11.68 2.16 1.39 1.14 1.32 2.32 1.34
0 0.80 3.09 1.42 5.23 1.61 10.57 2.09 131 112 .1 121 2.22 1.25
l52J 0U.2 4. 0 1.58 7.47 1.81 15.64 2.39 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.63 1.59
1523 0.40 4.15 1.57 7.31 1.80 15.20 2.36 1.57 1.J9 1.58 2.57 1.54
1523 0.60 3.96 1.54 6.89 1.76 14.22 2.30 1.51 1.17 1.49 2.48 1.47
1523 5 0.80 3.021 6.2 1.70 1276 2.22 1.43 11b -1.3-- 2.17 1.3
3047 U 20 4.35 1.61 7.8 1.85 16.49 2.45 1.66 1.21 1-6' 2.7L 1.64
3047 0.40 4.33 1.60 7.70 1.83 16.10 2.42 1.62 1.20 1.65 2.65 1.60
U- 47 U.6 4.21 1.58 7.3;8 1.80 15.29 2.36 1.56 1.1 l57 2.56 1.53
J3047 0.BU 3.89 1.53 6.73 1.75 13.84 2.28 1.48 1.17 1.45 2.44 1.44
4571 0U20 4.43 1.63 8.06 1.88 17.14 2.50 1.70 1.22 1.74 2.81 1.68
4571 0.40 444 1.63 7.99 1.87 16.65 2.4/ 1.66 1.21 1.10 2.74 1.64
4571 0.6 4.39 1.61 7.77 1.84 16.21 2.42 1.61 1.20 1.64 2.64 1.59
4571 0.~ 4.14 1.57 7.22 1.79 14.93 2.34 1.53 1.18 1.53 2.52 1.50
6095 0.40 4.41 1.64 8.06 1.90 17.19 2.53 1.69 1.22 1.74 2.85 1.66
6095 0.60 4.47 1.63 8.02 1.87 16.89 2.48 1.65 1.21 1.70 2.74 1,63
6095 0.80 4.37 1.60 7.68 1.83 15.97 2.41 1. 9 1.19 1.61 2.61 1,56
7619 0.20 4.25 1.66 8.04 1.93 17.50 2.60 1.75 1.24 1.80 3,04 17 3
iZ 7619 0.40 4.31 1.66 8.04 1,92 17.36 2,58 1,72 .I 1 1 2.06 1.70
7619 0.60 4.38 1.65 8.01 1.90 17.08 2.53 1.68 1.2Z 1.072 2_B5 1.66
io 7619 0.80 4.43 1.63 7.91 1.86 16.61 2.46 1.63 1.21 1.67 2.71 1.61
S9143 0U.20 4.18 1.68 8.04 1.96 17.71 2.67 1.78 1.25 1.62 3.16 1.75
9143 0.40 4.23 1.68 8.03 1.95 1755 2.64 1.75 1.24 1.79 3.08 1,73
43 0.0 4.7T29 1.6 8.00 1.92 If'-7 7 2.58 1.71 1.23 1.75 2.97 1.69
-- mr.,35 - - f 870 282 1.64
10667 0.20 4.12 1.71 8.07 2.00 17.96 2.74 1.80 1.26 1.85 3.30 1.78
10667 0.40 4.15 1.70 8.04 1.6 817.78 2.70 1.18 1.25 1.82 3.22 1.75
TD6T 0.'O;6-- 4.20-- 1i.6a .--"T 6 17.4 25 1.74 1.2 1.78 3.10 1.72
10667 0.80 4.26 1.66 7.92 1.92 17.07 2.57 1.70 1.23 1.73 2.94 1.67
12191 0.20 4.05 1.71 7.97 2.01 17.79 2.75 1.80 1.26 1.84 3.33 1.77
12191 0.40 4.07 1.70 7.94 1.99 17.60 2.71 1.77 1.25 I.81 3.25 1.74
191 0.60 -4.12 1.68 7.8 .96- 7.- -. 6o I.- 1.24 1.77 3.13 1.71
-- 1 2 9 4.17 1.66 7.79 1.92 16*8 5Z 1.69 1.23 1.72 2.97 1.66
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT-D--I0Q TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERPFOPRANCE
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PFRAI Ar WMI IN- TAIRCRA 'I
--- M ..JTOMD-ie TUBFtO.fAN ENGiEE tcATED I! NrV R~M..NC
NO MLF.mu OR POW.ER. A- ~CT1fII..
S I ADAM tD A T* AMB
AT ... . r pe 3T9 p._. T- - P. 'C. -. P T PVP2 T- 10 P' T ,T " vn
i-g0C 0.00 4.42 t. . .88 2. 1.71 . . .
-----j 0E). CBe 4.31 1 .6e 7.16 1 M64 1i5 6. '- - 6---T-. 2 II • 9 1----64
10000 0.0 4.12 1.57 7.3t. 1.21 15.4.., .i119 1.63 2.62 1 .58
-- 1O0! .20 0.9- 1.05 7. 1 1.,7 14.68 2.55 .5? 1.i9 1.56 2.T3 , I.5
19929 0.9200..; ±-.I 6.56 !.?4 3.7 2 e 1.1 1,54 .!J2 2.3 n 1-112002 0C0 3.4 t-. 8 6.16 1,7 i 4 221 46
ICOOG. E0.0 E0 3.26 .45 5-76 1-ti----t200 2!.20 i..46 .± "--, 2. 49; ,.A-
.;(0 0 
.401----54 -_-C" 6.0. - * t&  -1-. 8 2Ti -
i.. .. 0- C*----. 52 i ; 4.A 1 -9-±-* "-0 - 3-1--19- - -. 3--- 2.36 1.34 -
t10202 20 0- -090-+P.6r.9 4. 97 .99 -.0 t1 92.22 *.1.3-0 T4.1 - , -i,-S-A1 ---tr5------r- T ±i 2 tii-
0 GQ .00 2.26 1.99O- .0" 127 ii 9 1 -e0 1.- -4 2 4 -
02 0 0 2 .08 t.26 B... 1.44- 7,.02 t7 23 .' ±-  0 2.2 1.21-
tQ1020 0.00 _.92 ±-24 3.17 140 6. 1 im i.?0 i.013 15 2. ' .it
12000 0.20 .43 I.o r 8.06, i, 1 v7 !5 e. 0 i 14.22 14 .di l1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . *1 1 0 . 7 0 1 . 0 4 i * . 4 * 4 ti 4 i0 6 c. 0k i 0c +
t0200 0.00 .. 12 ±.87 7.43 !V66 p I. 3 4.59 .. 2 9-) 1.6 2 4. 09 1 *5
0o0 E 26 4.00 !.95 7.0 i.1 14. 3 -2.35 1 .o Z I 9 l. t x*01 15D4
10000 0.20 n 0.7 i.5 o l 1.o i-3.o Z .v 1.5j I.1/ 1 .bd 2.bz l.U
1O 0.? 1.1J i1.4 0.21 1. i 13.yu z.co leW F.1b .8Tf 2.47 1.4b
1 O CO 0 .29 ** *0 . 32 . . .0 12.0 2.21c l 140 I.1= 1.I 0 e4 14.4-
t . ' -0.C-1 ' 1 L- -4- L.J n 4 4 . l l1 .414 14.J d.J .36
100lU0 u U.u 2 1.39 .0 2 l'6U .U*38 2.10 138 1.13 1.32 2.35 1.34
,2 UO u . U2.01 1.J0 4.0bJ 1.96 9.53 20- 1.34 1.12 1.28 2.31 1.30
4--1 Yu u-.- 2.5u 1.34 4*29 1*42 8.76 2 -- .30 1.11 1.24 227 1.27
Lo .iou u. u 2.Jl 1 .3u 3.93 1-49 7.97 1.94 1.27 1.10 1*21 2.24 1.23
SOuu 0.u .ij 4.*2l 3 .58b 1.45 7.19 1.89 1.23 1.09 1-17 2.21 1.20
Louo 0.40U is6 1.?4 J.;b 1.41 6.47 1.83 1.20 1.08 1.14 2.19 1.17
1*----4--1-- 4v49 -4.45 - 7-.60-- 9 - --t187 -1- r*5 2 e- t i6 t- 1 TO 2.74 Ti$e
1o000 0.40 4.29 1.59 7.60 1.*3 1587 2o41 1.60 1.20 1.63 2.62 1.58
f10000- 40 --- o-r06 -1iS56 -- 7.14 T.79 f4i83--.35 1.55 1.18 1-55 2.54 1.52
1-0000- 0i40 -3.90 1.54- 6.84 1.76 f4.21" 2.32 1.52 1.17 1.51 2.50 1.49
-- 1000 0.40- 3.6-- t.51 -.45- -. 73 13.36 2.27 1.49 T.t6 1.46 2.45 1r45-
------1000 0-- 00 91 -48 ....- 04 ---- 1.89 I49-- 222 I--1i95 - 1.15 1 i4 -240 I ._l-
---- 'et9-)-- -r-- 3.22 1.4.:, 8. '2 .65 i i -- T'r-" -1" -- 1-
-- 1-00- -0--40-- -32 --- - --- - 4- qt9--- ~-07  2it12 -- l -- T37 I 13 43 2.32 -- i33-"
- 1 0000 -0--40 -2 .8- -T.3 - -- 487 T.558 9.97 -7207 'i33- - IZ .26 -T7. - Ti9.
--- 10000 -0.4-2-6 1.36 4 49 1.55 9.15 2.0f 1.30- 1.11 1*22 2i2- Ti25
1-000 "0.40- -2.4.-- ~i3 -- 4.15- -t. 4 - -.. 97 1-.26 10 IO 1.8 E.2(T- T 2
.1-4000 2 T30- -- 
-8- i. -- 8---- 0T-5 .-Z3 T-09 1.14 -Z. 6 TI -
-- -000 -.- 6-- 4-39o -561-- 7i77 1 16.21-~24-1I -FI 20- I 5-6 4 - 59-
a-- 0- 6- - --- - 3- -r.79-- I ; 97 -- 2 3I --- o54- TTI 54 .I 1 - 5----
S10000-- 0. 0 3-.88 -1j 6.--7 5 3 1175 13.8- 2-.29 14--1-T7 1- 4 7 5 -1i4 --
.7 -0000 -, -- i-T9--V1.49a) 6 .T2 -- T--T -12.8~ 2.23 r.-4--I- 1 5T39 "23- ;-139
1-000 -0 .6-- 3i-38 i t47 3--SY-Ti T .97 2 5T  - Fr;4 -114-T-3 20 - 3 .---
0- 00 -060 - -3;TO T -- 5 ; T.6- 1 l-45 10i 5 -32 1 123 2. T2
00 20,0 3,. - -76- s75 -; 2.15 T -12 1 3.-1 27 2.19 1.23
- I -10000----80- 43- s.26- . ... 62- 10.65 2; 1 -. - T4 21 1 ; 1 1 25
- -Ob o-00 ;--3- T7--- s- i.79 . 9;4- 2;6 .T-1;2 r. Tf 1 6 2 12 .
000---- 7-8033 - I7-- f. 8 - --- --- 7--  T 21 2T 'Y"" -T- -733 .39- - 7 -136
. . ENGLISH UNITS -
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8B-100 TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 100 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY TAMB
ALT MN FNTOT TSFC WF FNSAM Nl NIC2 N2 _N2C WAT2 BPR
4571 0.00 49313 0.0507 2501 87320 7700 8131 11159 11783 225 1.98
4571 0.00 46374 0.0492 2279 82115 7480 7898 10939 11551 221 1.97
4571 0.00 43763 0.0480 2102 77492 7246 7651 10783 11386 216 1.98
4571 0.00 40718 0.u471 1917 72100 7000 7391 10634 11229 210 2.01
4571 0.00 38274 0.0465 1779 67773 6812 7193 10526 11114 205 2.06
4571 0.00 35631 0.0459 1634 63092 6595 6964 10409 10991 198 2.13
4571 0.00 33019 0.0454 1499 58468 6389 6746 10284 10859_192 2.19 _
4571 0.00 30422 0.0450 1370 53870 6179 6525 10151 7 1 18 185 2.25..
4571 0.00 27882 0.0446 1244 49372 5944 6276 10008 10567 17 2 32__
4571 0.00 2!377 0.0443 1125 44036 5700 6019 9857 _ L0408 169 2.9_ ___
4571 0.00 22947 0.0443 1015 40633 5464 5770 9695 10237 161 2.45
4571 0.00 20575 0.0444 914 36434 5219 5511 9515 10047 153 2.53
4571 0.00 18177 0.0450 817 32i86 4959 5237 9314 9834 144 2.62
4T1 0.00 157810 .0460 726 27944 4672 4934 9108 9618 135 2.70
4571 0.00 13638 0.0474 646 24150 4389 4635 8874 9370 125 2.77
4571 0.20 42533 0.0599 2546 75315 7706 8104 11165 11743 224 1.98
.4571 0.20 39610 0.0585 2318 70138 7489 7876 10946 11513 220 1.97
4571 0.20 37061 0.0576 2134 65624 7249 7624 10791 11350 21__ 6 9 __
4571 0.20 34825 0.0571 1968 61665 7062 7427 10676 11229 211 2.01
4571 0.20 32603 0.066 1846 57732 6881 7237 10570 116 ._2 Qj . __
4571 0.20 30136 0.063 1697 c3;63 6659 7003_1 7 1453 4 2~.~__ L .
4571 0.20 27671 0.0563 1558 48998 6453 6787 IDa31_3 __!L_ 3_ .
4571 0.20 25255 0.0564 1423 44720 6245 6168 10202 107P9 i17 P.26
4571 0.20 ?2933 0.0-65 1294 -fA,0 607 632o9 I 10 8L-S5a 8_ 20 4-
4571 0.20 20692 0 O66 117__ 36 Q .-5TTE 6. ...9.13 ?1---- - ---
4571 0. 20 1850 0 L_ __32717 .S5._ 5 _24..- 9 5 --L25 4-165- 2.A----
4571 0.20 16449 0. S 99_919__97 5571 ... l Zi073_I .- LS- .l7 -
0 4571 0.20 14357 Q_.0594 85 422 -0 93- _-9,S7L() - -2JA9 2 -a
1 4571 0.20 12280 0.0 18 758 21749 1SP 01. .. __7 __. 4 .2.. .
.4571 0.20,_ 10395 O049 . 74 _9140Z.. 40 4716 8960 9423 132 2.87.
4571 0.40 38018 u.0691 083 68735 7738 8043 11181 11622 223 1.98
4571 0.40 35692 0.0681 2432 63202 7492 7788 10970 11403 219 1.98
4571 0.40 32922 U.u676 2226 58295 7244 7530 1017 112i44 214 2.
4571 0.40 30429 0.0675 2052 53881 7u45_ 7323 10693 11114 210 2Q5
4571 0.40 28138 0.0673 164 498c 6 _41 7111 1C7o 1099o 20_ .. 13
4571 0.40 25706 0.0678 1742 4519 6645 6907 1046 10876 2O0 2 20
4571 0.40 23292 0.0684 1593 41244 0436 6689 10344 1075 194 . 7
4571 0.40 20960 0.,691 1448 37114 6209 6454 10205 10607 186 .37
4571 0.40 18721 0.070.3 1316 33149 599T 6231 10466 1046j _1 . _5
4571 0.40 16588 0.0718 IlI 29373 5766 59 3 972 10313 175 2. 4
4571 0.40 14571 0.0735 1071 25802 5517 5735 9761 10146 167 2.6b
4571 0.40 12190 0.0754 9o 22648 5 o 545j 9SO 9968 1 0 74
4571 0.40 11055 0.0781 863 19576 0043 5241 9400 9771 154 2.87
4571 0.60 37749 0.0772 2912 66843 7726 7880 11217 11440 221 1.98
4571 0.60 33827 0.0770 2605 59898 7434 7582 11012 11230 216 2.00
4571 0.60 30426 0.0774 2354 53976 7174 7317 10851 11066 210 2.07
4571 0.60 28738 0.0777 2233 50887 7052 7192 10774 10987 208 .11
4571 0.60 26267 0.0784 2060 46512 6872 7008 10650 10871 204 2.19
4571 0.60 23712 0.0795 1885 41087 6662 6794 10541 10750 198 2.27
4571 0.60 21220 0.0811 1721 37575 6461 6589 10421 10626 194 ,37 _
4571 0.60 18868 0.0832 1570 33411 6269 6394 10289 10493 188 2.45
4571 0.60 16613 0.0959 1426 29417 6068 6188 10153 10355 183 2.55
4571 0.60 14388 0.0894 1286 26478 5834 5960 10007 10205 177 2.67
4571 0.60 12340 0.0941 1161 21851 5620 5732 9662 10058 171 2.77
4571 0.80 38090 0.0840 3199 67448 7619 7575 11272 112n7 p1 -CO
4571 0.80 32918 0.0848 2790 58289 7280 7238 11052 10088 209 2.10
4571 0.80 4.09 1.56 7.11 1.78 14.66 2.33 1.52 1.18 1.51 2,50 l. 8
4571 0.80 28960 0.0661 2493 51280 7024 6984 10889 10825 203 2.20
4571 0.80 26675 0.0875 2333 47235 6879 6839 10794 10731 200 2,27
4571 0.80 23726 0.0898 2130 42013 6676 6638 10672 inl11 195 2.36
4571 0.80 20975 0.0927 1944 37141 6492 6454 10552 10491 191 2.45
4571 0.80 18287 0.0068 1770 32381 6304 6268 10419 10359 186 2.54
z 4571 0.80 15824 0.1014 1605 28020 6107 6072 10282 10222 182 2.65




PRAT ANDN IITNEY AIR CRPFT
__T8D-oj TUOGFAN EGGINE E ISM.TAED A a,0Ce
ICAO MODELATMOSPHEE 100 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR DOWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY TAMO
ALT MN P3P2 T3T2 P3.2P2 T3.212 P4P2 T4T2 PDP2 TDT2 P7P2 T7T2 P8MP2.
4571 0.00 4.'3 1.65 s.23 1.91 1773 . 7 , 1.24 1 1.. * 9 1.73.
4571 0.00 4. 41 1.63 8.03 1.R8 17.09 <.'5 1.70 1.22 1.74 *QO 1.68
4 4571 0.UO _2 1.6U 777 1.5_ 16 .42 .4 1. 6 l.1 1.609 2.71 1.64
4571 0.__ 4.14 1.58 .. 7 1..__ .l4_ 1._5 _0 _61 1. 0 1.63 2.63 1_.53
4571 0.o0 3.95 1.5 7.- 1. 7 1.74 L.3_ 1 ._ J .- ) 1 1 .sa °_L7 .5
4571 0.00 3.70 1.51 6,9 v 1 13.-0 230 1.54 1. o l.,
4571 .00 3.48 1.8 6.1 1.70 _1 . _2.26 1. 1.1 1.47 2.46 1.47
71 O.___ . _ 16 12_.06 _2.2 6 .1 1 4 1.3
4571 O 0 .. 3.05 1.4 3 1.6 11i.lo 2 1 1.42 1.14 .1. 0 --1 39
4571_ o.O 2._83 1 .3 4_.96 1 102 2.19 1.3c 1.13 1 ., 1 l
4571 0.00 2.64 1.36 4. 1. -. 4 A.0 1.. . 1...2-) 2 3 1.31
4571 0.00 2.46 1.33 4.2 1. 67 1_ 99 1.31 1.L 126 - 2.29 ......
4 1 .u v 2.z8 -1.. _ 5. i.o T. 1 .4 _.2 i L .10_ 1. 1.2 '
14571 0.7J 2*0, 7 3 51 1.44 i.0 1.O 1.24 19 1.10 .23 .21
4571 1.93 _ I.4 .1 1.40 6.50 1 1.l1 1.06 1.1o _.21 1.18
4571 U.2 4.43_ 1.6 8.21 1._91 1.b4 2.50_ 1._1 1,.23 1.79 2.9c 1.72
4571 0.2o 4.42- 1.63 8. 1 1. a6 17. 17 .iO* la -
4571 9.2s 4.52 1.6U 7.74 1 4 16.31 2.44 _1.64 l.20 1.67 -2.69 1._..
4571 o0.2 4.19 1.4B 7.6 182 1 5.4 2.40 1.61 l.O0 1.63 2.62 1.58
4571 0.20 4.01 1.516 7 1ii 1.7 14 7 2.3 1.,_7 1.1- 1 . 3 .~,7 1.55
4571 0.20 3.75 1.o 6 o 6 1.7J 1-.,J 2.31 1.53 1.11 1.i2 2.32 1.5
4571 _ 0..O 3.53 1.49 1.71 13.0.0 I 2.o 1.0 1i16 1.47 24/.. 1.46
S571 .. i.,20 34. _... ;.6_ 1.6 1 I C,6.. .i12 _3ls l. 4, .4 ...L42
4571 0.20. 3.10 1.43. .45 164 11.31 2.15 1.42 1.14 1.37 2.39 1.3l
4571 0.20 2.8 140 .c- 1.60 10.44 2.11 1.J6 1.13 1.33 2.33 1.34
.4571 0.20 2.69 L.37 .4.o, 1.50 ~.O0 2.00 1.s4 1.1i 1.2L . i2.31 30
4571 0.40 2..l_ 19 4 . 1 1.33 .6dl . 0 1.31 1.11 1L.2 .27 .1.2i
4571 0._20 2.32 1.31 3.3 1.. .01 139 1. 7 110I 1.71 2.24 .,24
4571 0.20 2.14 1.24 3.3' 1.45 7.3 1.69 1.24 .1.09 1.17. .
1.4571 *1.  1 *t 1.41 6 .6J 1.20 1.03 114 2.1. 1.17
4 571 .. 40 _,47 1.65 8.16 1.0O 17.39 2.bJ 1.70 1.22 1. 1 _2.84, 1.69
4571 .4 4.8'3 1.62 7.93 1.86 16.69 2.47 1.65 1.21 1.49 2.71 1.63
4571 0.40 4.-,l_.6s 7.62 1.3 15.92 2.42 1.60 1.20 1.63 2.62 1.58
4571 0.40 4.13 1*.37 i.,- . l. u 1-.1 _.5 . 1._ _. 1 1.. .
4071 __ .40 3* .I .1.5' 6.o7 _1.76 14.27 2.32 1.53 1._17 1.b1 2.50 1.49.
4571 .4
- 
3.0,9 1. 6.40 . 1. / 1. * .2 1.2d 4 1.16 . .46 _24 1.4.,
4571 ._4 3.46 1_.4l 6.6 1.6.,_ 12.)o 2.23 1.45 1. 15 l4 24,.0 l.41
4571 0.4, 3.4 1.45 0.04 1.60 11.65 2.lb 1.41 1.14 1.35 2.36 1. 7
457_1 , 4 3.04 1.42 .5 . 1.62 1I-83 2.13 1.37 1.13 1.31 2.32 1.33
.571 0.43 20_3 1.36 4.51 1.55 .2 2.j 1.3., 1.l 1.2 2.24 1. 5
4571 .. 4 2__ .6 1 4 1 1.51 4 1 1. 7 1 1 L . ..
4 71 .4o 2.29 1.3 3.6 4 o 3I _ U 1, 35 123 _1. 1.14 2.18 1.19
4571 0.60 4.48 1 .63 8.o3 1.8~ 16a.0 .2_ i.6 1. 1* .7- . i_64
4571 0.60 4.36 1.6_ 7. 1 _160O 2.4 2 1.59 1.19 1.62_ 26 .61.5.
457 1 0.60 4.15 1.7 /. 1 .0 -1 _ 2, 1. 1 8 1.54 _ 53 1 _5_1
____4571 0 .60 4.03 - -_..-,)-- . . .4571 060 4.03 1.71. 1.,7 1.91 2.49 1.48
4571 0.60 3.39 1.47 .006 1.7_ 3 2 _ .40. 1.,6 1.4, 243 1. 444571 0.60 3.650 1.36 4.47 1.b .01 2.01 1.44 1.10 1.91 2.15 1 .
4571 0.60 3.679 1247203 2.24 43 0 1.15 1 .3 _.3
" 
1A39
4571 0.80 3.46 1.44 - 5. 1.68 112. f 2.20 1.36 1.13 1.33 2. 3 1.31
4571 0., 3.02 1.40 1.01 1.61 11.4 2.110 1..J 1.12 1.27 2.27 1 0
4571 080 311 3 5.2 1.6 .170 21 1.2931 1.11 1.19 2.12 1.
4571 .80 2965 1.436 4.4, 1. 5 '. 9 2.01 1.27 l_ _10 .14 2 5 1.2 .
4571 0.6b 4.L7 1.3 7.*0 1.83 1 2 ~1 2 1.19 1.61 2.61 1.56
571 . . . 2. 1.. .l 1.43 1 UNITS
4571 .842 3.67 3 1.72 12., 2.24 1.43 .11 21 0 1.39
4571 0.80 3.46 1.45 5*4" 1.68 12 13 2 1.3 9 1.14 1.33 2.32 1.34
4571 .,6 3.L8 1.4s s.bl 1.63 11.42 2.15 1_3i 1.'' 1.27 2.27 _
4571 0.53 3.11 1.43 5.28 1.62 10.70 2.11 1.31 1.13 1.22, 7.2
4571 3.80 2.94 1.4 4.3.- 12.83j j ~ 1 L,7 1 12 1(6..1 4lb 2L.
4571; ~.-. 2.73 7 .5 o 4.oO 10 3L 2.03 1.24 1.11 1.12_ 2.1 1.1
SI UNITS
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIt I-LNm 1 AF
ICAO MODEL T^nGu'ECE 2 nC PERCENT PA"! PECVEY--
N0 9LEED OP POWER EXTOACT- - ---+ON
TA #C A,4D 0 A.¥ 2--T-- --
alT M FhTOT TFC z WIv F A M P! 1 ?. "---N-- -C-2Cd WA2e? T72--t
-- ie , 4- -t 0925 e.4p2 - t-R4 6742 -7698 i 093e) I 1 4 R 7- --- V!
t-- ±--
8
"0.0S-- 903 0 -? 41 463- 1 61-- f<- 8---t3 4-7-0- -
1- 0 .0: t13 227 A6s0i3 7.00 -- - t -&4 17 226± irp 6 -l.I--
157Q 9.0 G 0640 496 I9222 "-36 0 ,1 7 fP9 ! 0926 !. 4.32 .06! r P: O 8-iO 9c. 88 -e . - ,04 . r,191, 9 6aff o-) le- 0 42! . t 5-,-4 6
15000 0.00 7'2a . 0 14 339 09 74 10264 1059 4 2. i
1--- - 0.09 639 0. O4 8020 121 O 79 320 91 i - 7t-
1, 000 0.00 _05 u b38 4iC 5e70 6P074- -- 995 10428 371 2.-3
15000 0.00 9158 e. 2239 q Ti 3 5 "6 770 9695 10237 355 --.
150e0 0.0 4625 9.4,: 22i 9 9 52b Go 9 1 9-11 , t 0041 3 2.95
-- o 1000 0.00 4r9 Ic 1001 --7l .4400? 0 0 ' ---- .9V d- --
-.1500 9.0 7 0.345 1 1001 62020 W,6572 E)-4 6  1--- i b -  -U8 -27--
1 000 .00 .3066 0. 0,5 14240 0123 439q .635 9874 9!3 27-
15000 0.20 561 0.57 5619 106351 7700 8004 1110 1162 495 1.98
1-00 p0.03 8924 O.074 050 14207 7409 77,0 i09706 , 1103 46 4 7 t
15000 O.00 0331 0.506 4705 14075 7249 7024 1091 1 350 47 1 .0
1-000 0.20 78240 0.560 432---l 1 63 7002 7427- 10676 11229- -463 2.8
!3P .PG0 7?02 o 0.- 407, , o78 681 7237 10570 i i i M 4756 -. 06-
15000 0.20 6774- 0.50 3742 1 i 6 649 700 10453 10994 4543 2.i3
I -000 O20 °20 8.E5"? e8435 1310 6455 6787 10513 10u67 429 2.9
.5000 O24 _57& Os.3 310-729 644 6f69 i0304 10752 "28 26-7
Ie.UO O;' 0 4. 04 T- 2 691 63 TOU6 10580 -398 2.34
2 I- UO 7,U 45b1 O705 2253 8237 5777 -6754 9915 10942 381 2.41
1500IU 0.a 3201 0l2:1 231 5A 557-- 5243 9752 10258 364 2.49
S.5000 f0- 296 .-7 0 - 6540 5 5 1 3 9~t' 10077 337- 2.57
1 5000 27 57 1~2 (150 V50-F 78p 0 bY70 - Je9 f.68
E )-000 0.2 270! O .0 . o nun 1512 '11 4 r5: -Uiu -hO 77 7277
15000 0.40 8726 0.678 5916 1 452 7738 8043 11181 11622 493 1.98
----- 00- -0.40 8024- o6, _-.6- - I,28 -aI -749P 7.7--, to09 -o- -11403 .e-a 1 ."
-15000 0.40 7401 0.663 4909 11 40 7244 7530 10817 11244 473 2.00
I-1400 0.4--.-- 68r40- 0,662 -4526 1211 7045 7323 106O0 11114 443 2.05
- 15000 0.40 6325 0.6-60 4177 11201 6841 7111 105-79 10T96 453 2.13
-1 000 0.4-0 47-7 0. 6o6 340 1 0 31 6459 6007 10463 -10 746 441 2.40
-000- . 40-- 534,-'- 0.671 3542 - 0272- 6436 6689 10344 10752 428 2.27
- ---- 0---Oe-- -4~-71---- -f59- .- -- --- 5-e-- 6-94 5-0 1 0~- 22- 1-
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6095 ,.65 23975 -. v78 1870 52120 6978 7215 10643 11006 206 2.11
609, 0.65 21081 v.&70 1 .7 66 679 703U 10b29 106,37 204 .1
6095 0.65 19778 0.0801 16ib 42096 6611 6836 10413 113 10767 200 2.26
6095 0.65 1706do vu817 1444 jd'.'1 967 6014 102 3 10642 1 ,4 2.36
6095 0.65 15687 o0.041 131C 34103 6217 6428 10169 10910 - 190 2.45
6095 0.65 13612 0.0870 121,i 30026 6030 6235 1C036' 10376 185 _2.4
6095 0.65 1197 Q., 07 IL,6 26038 5815 6012 9897 10233 179 2.66
6095 0.65 10233 .0960 91 22246 5609 5799 9757 10089 174 2.76
6095 0.0 01 0.0 7 7 c 12,4- 09940 7e67 763 1 4 TiO5 11202 21 ' L.0i
6095 0.65 26042 U.0775 2017 54614 7156 7309 10I'4 11119 212 2,04
609" 0.65 23 2 0078 lb9 21 5 697 7213 10643 11004o 206 2.11
6095 0.65 21090 0,07 8 1721 47606 6800 7031 10530 10888 204 .1iB
6095 s.65 19773 0.0R01 1o64 42064 6613 6-37 10414. 10767 200 2.?6
6095 0.65 17674 .0I17 144 6397 661 10292 10641__ 194 .5L
6095 0.6-i 15701 0.044L 1390 34131 6221 6433 lO10R 1514~ I .?
6095 0.69 13609 0.0R70 1 3012u0 63 623 10032 10376 16 2 . 4
6095 0.70 301486 0.0 787 2374 t~5 4_r 9 l~. C 76 9 Q 1 1 3- 21 i .
6095 0.70 27340 00791 2163 59434 -720 15 1084 11080 213 2.0
6095 0.70 24o52 u.0798 1967 5"3- 702 729 L10704 1o992 208 2.11
6095 0.70 22 00 0.00QR7 1616 4Q413 6e646 7037 1 04 nsRH 20 2.1R
6095 0I7 2068 I.0L839 17Y44082 6708 L04 817 20 O.26
6095 0.70 1668 0. L6a31 3 160 663 10431 .1(064D-5Q. 1-95 2-.6-.-
6090 7 6.7 603 UU86 139. 344i23.& v65463 128 -1-0514. 194- -2-.44--
-0995 -75 4I59 0sz.092 6 31 6149 6263 19-- 48 2013710376 6 2.93 -
6095 0.76 3018 0.0409 24Z2 66203 747 7613 11012 11242 216 2.00
6095 0.7 27198 .0809 26199 9912 7206 73561 10854 1100 211 2.06
6095 0.76 24739 -. 08I4 207 59406 772 7223 10767 10992 206 2.11
6095 0.75 20966 . .0439 17 99 5 4I 6708 6846 105360 1075 200 2.26
6095 0.7- 1866 0.08u 61 1607 4082 6509 6645 10418 10635 195 2.36
6095 0.76 160 3 0.0gaE 1 +4t 35943 o331 6463 10298 10512 191 2,44
.. 0.- 1S 4469- i4 .092;- 1i3h7 31432 6144 6277 10167 10379 186 2.53
6095 -0.5 30224 0.0821 2442 69703 7417 75 11025 11178 214 2.01
6005 0.-0 27020 0.028 2236 58974 7163 72063 10663 11014 2099 2.0
6095 0. 0 24137 0.0052 2024 _ 4872 6937 7033 1071 106oR7 204 2.1 1
6095 .0 2 178 0.064 1 61 47q0 675_ 6R49 10604 10791 .200 2.6
6005 0.50 14408 .P0R77 17u1 4?1 I 655q 66 0 104 R 10610 I06 2 36
.6005 0. 17169 00918 1#4 30039 6431 647681036_ 10504 191 2_.44
6096 0.66 30204 C,.08386_2932 6-65 _ 37367 7419 A5 37 - 10, 212-2.04 -
6395 0.85 2666 0.0846 ?272 ,8367 7114_ 7161 __10673 10q43-27_2. 1_3
6096 0.6 5 26230 0.c852 21j50 484 69947039 10793 gO8L _ Q6* 2.16
6096s 0.85 O22 78 0.0467 199 l 4 4 3L 907 6891 Q 7A.- I ?-00 P 6
6095 0.89 20302 0.0884 1804 44135 6609 662 , 0629 _ iQ6,253fr_
6095 0.89 17968 0.0418 I "D 1'039 6431 47ZLA0436.. 10604132A..4
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3TJRC~-~ _TTo- j ORSFAN. NINE s I MAT FOPERI-0A A
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 1ju PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
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STANDARD DAY TAMb
ALT MN P3P2 T3T2 P3.2P2 T3.2T2 P4-2 T4T2 PDP2 TDT2 P7P2 T7T2 P6MM2
6095 0.6 4.4 6 7 . 1.6 16.si 2.46 1.63 1.20 1.66 2.68 1.61
6095 0.65 4.36 1.60 7.6 1.8 4 1 -.9. 4.32 1.9 1.1 9 16 1 2.61 1.56
6095 0.65 4.22 1 .503 7. U 1.7 160 .34 . i 1 17 6 2.55 1.52
6095 0.65 34.05 1.56 7.06 1.-, 14-9 2.425 14. 1.17 1.39 2.49 1.39
6095 0.65 3.02 1.47 0.u? 1.7b 13. a.30. 1.46 
1
.17 1. 4 2.43 1.44
6095 0.65 3.54 1.oO =.o 1.72 1. 1. 1 2.8 1.31
6095 0.65 3.07 1.4L Z- 1.62_ 10.u4 .o 1..jd 1.13 1*63 2.23 1.27
6095 0.65 2.71 1.37 4.o i. .i i.07 i 1. . 1.4 .1 1.19
6095 0.65 4.33 1.60 .0i2 ,33- -. 8b 2.41 1.58 1.19 1.60 2.59 1_
6U93 U.Q5 4.L3 1.-,6 7.40 1.81 15.35 2.3 1 .55 1.1, 1.6 32 1-52
60. U.obi 4.O.. I. . .7..uo . 7 14.3 Z.34 I .3 1.17 1. ! I ..
609n 0.65 3.0 1.53 6.7y 1.75 13.81 2.30 1.40 1.17 1.45 2.43 1.44-
6090 0.65 Q I .. 6.o2 1.72 12.99 2.25 1.44 1.16 1.30 2.3 1.29
6093 0.65 3.42 1.4' 5.91 1.68 12.12 2.20 1.40 1.14 1.33 2.33 1.35
6095 0.65 3.25 1.42 o.' !.O5 11.- .1- 11 8 .1 .co .. £ lI.
36095 0.65 .07 1.4, ,tz. l1_. 6 u _. L.1- 1.32 1.13 1.23 2,23 127
6095 0.70 4.42 1.62 7.84 1.8 11.36- 244 1.61 1. 0 1.04 2.6b 1.59
695 uo7u 4,,7 1*b5 7.49 1.8c 1s.o4 a.s3 1 .6 119.L 7 _2 1.53.
6093 0. '0 4.06 1.56 7.07 i 1.7b 1.IO__ _. 1 . i.LZ ... L* _ aL _ 1..4
6095 0. 0 3.07 1. J 0.71 1 75 13.82 t.3_ La4.6 .- 1. i _-
S60 .70 3 * . . i.l. 4. _. 01 .4 1 L.. LA l3b 1 . 2.o.. 1.39.
6095 0.70 3.4_ 1.40 .... o oo 1.i- ... 1..40 .1.15.. L33 2.33 -1.3-b
6095 .70 3.27 I .4 . .. L .11 .44 Zlu 1.36 1.14 1 -8 2.27 1.30
' 6095 0.70 3.09 1.43 5.26 1.6. 1 ! 6 
- 1.3c 1.13 1 23 2.i2 1.26
6695 0.7n 4. 9 1.61 ., 1.14 1.10 L.43 1.+ .119 1.6_ 2.62 1,57
6u9 -5 0.7, 45 19- 1.6 7 1.2 1I" - 2.37 1.o4 1.18 1.55 2.53 1.51
09 7 6 7-3, 1. . -1. 1-.o0 - 4 -,.1 1 .1 1.-0 . 1.46
6095 0.75 30 1. o., 1. I.0 e. 31 1.47 1.15 1043 .43 1.!4
6093 0.o >7 .3 3 1 .l7 . .c- 1.4 1.Io 1. 1.35
6095 0.75 3.46 1.4d _.o _1.6, 1.0 2..1 1.o, 1.13 1 ,3 _.JL 1.34
6095 0.75 3.28 1.4o r.O- 1.66 11 .. o_._ 1. -_ 1.1 _ 1.I7 . 7 1.33
6095 0.75 3.12 1.43 5. 1.63_ lu./O '.- 1.i 3 1.13 1.22 2.22 1.26
- 6095 0.83 4.1- 1....7 7. . 1.1 .i, 2.0 1.02 1.18 1.2 c.,o 1.3_49
6095 0.80 3.29 1.45 5.0o 1.6 11 lI 2.1 1.-3 1.14 1.27 2.27 1,30
6095 0.85 4. 1.5 73.59 1.1,-T 1 2.30 1.55 1.18 1.562 2.55C 1.
6095 0.5 4.01 1.5 6.96 1.77 14.33 3.3_ 1.00 1.17 1.4d _.47 1.46
6095 0.85 3.88 1.53 6.72 1.75 13.81 2.29 1.47 1.16 1.45 2.43 1.43
6095 0.65 3.o8 1.51 O.35 1.7 13.02 2.25 1.43 1.16 1.39 2.37 1.39
6095 0.85 3.47 1.48 5.7 1.6 13.21 2.20 13 .39 1.15 1.33 2.32 1.
6095 0.85 3.30 1.45 5.4 1.66 11.4, 2.16 1.35 1.14 1.27 2.27 1.30
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-2b9-o 50 7it - 7 UTT T 3 5 7T7646.T 4 272 T64 7- 6 1 0904 422 2 . 4 -
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HRAli ANU WHiINLY ALRCRAFT
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AI-lCAFT
J09D-o
o  
URBOFAN ENGINE Ebi IMAFET Pr- OPM NCE
ICAO OD61EL AT,,.SIOHEQL l1o E0rC:.i AA. ,,CVEPY
NO BLEE 0o POWF EXTRACTION
OTANUAPU DAY TAM
ALT iN FNTOT TSFC w1 3-NSAM NI NIC2 N2 N2C2 WAT2 B0
7619 0.65 26I93 iv 76 19c-9 6--23 753 77 1046 11 i)503 I 222 2.00
7619 0.66 24128 0.175b loo 04"o. 3 7363 77 6 107,2 1139 216 .00
7619 0.6 22L24 u.o7b9 o100o O 7 7ol 1005luo7 11 4o 215 .ov
7619 0.65 20 7 1 0.0760 17 99735 b909 7313 10bI6 11139 21i 2.06
7619 0.65 19089 6-0766 1402 51370I 6H21 71Q 1644-7 11Ooa 267 .,12
. 7. 6 0.65 17426 .. 077 149 4 , q95 6647 7014 10324 1000oo 203 2-.2
7619 U.65 15746 0.U788 124 42773 6 4 bu 6816 lu17 1781 199 2.2r
7619 0.65 14101 U.OP04 1133 37040 6257 6603 16009 10656 194 2. 7
7610 0.65 125 7 u.3P02 1038 37765 600 6426 0979 1 052 190 4,a
7619 0.65 11055 0.0857 -947 29750 5904 6230 - 049 10393 184 2.,5
7619 0.7 2651 0._773 202j 7064,5 7549 7916 1095a 11492 21 1.99.
7619 0.70. 2428) 0,.771 1873 6.266 7346 7704 21080 11334 217 2.00
7619 0.70._ P3000 U.077 1776 61021 7217 79,9 10720 11242 215 2.02
7619 0.70 21420 0.0776 1663 57660 7050 7393 10617 111314 212 2.05
7610 0.70 10737 U.072 1.44 .111" 6879 7214 I050 11020 205 2.11
7619 0,70 18010 o00702 1429 444 7 6704 70'0 1C,3o 10001 204 2.10
7619 0.70 16242 6.Op07 1'10 43711. 6518 6836 10 79 107C7 200 2.27
7619 O.70 1 4515 6.925 1199 2n006 632 636 11 1 1065 1 9 2.36
7619 0 .7 12804 v nu 1o99 4 70 614 6 6446 10 o 1CPR 106 7.4a
7619 U.70 11339 0.088 V 999 30515 9596 62 9 912 103D rat .544
7610 0.79 2b682 uv787 2,91 7136 7n40 7856 10971 11420 220 1.98
761, v.75 24,7 .voJ7 1-4 o56i1 i.J. 7oJo 10o21 I1174 L16 2.00
7019 .75 e2289C9 .u790 17o1 %9902 71 i' 74Jo 10680 11127 212 2. 59
7619 0.7 26533 .076 1635 55256 bO)93 722n 10571 11013 2U .3 11
7619 u.75 1872a u .v80 15u9 5J4u1 6761 7v44 1 4q9 1907 ?25 2.1
7619 0.75 16o387 -UP21 13o 4 5444 6573 6850 10142 10775 20 2. 6
7619 07 1- 15060 , .0863 106l0 4S,9 0 633 6651 13024 10652 19b .36
7619 0.75 1335P_2 ..a8u69. LbL. .9 3 .6211 6471 11ou6 10529 191 2.4
7610 0.79 11700 J0o0000 1i56 31 47 6u34 6297 9979 10397 186 2P.3
7619 0.90 26930 0.0801 2100 12496 -7 102 7/9 10985 1 1 66 219 1.09
-7610 0.0 24667 -uLO801 1,76 66383 7300 768 10824 11210 215 2.01
7619' '.O) 23260 0,.080,4 1871 62619 716i 7l419 10748 11121 213 2.04
7610 0.90 2140-- U.UJ(0 1736 7724 6ca0 7236 1060 1100 F 200 2.10
7610 u*0 .10o G,.CiP 163 -275 691 7064 102-7 10002 25 2.17
7619 Udu . 1i / .08-33 147-3 4- 72 b.i5 66,5 10410 10771 201 2.L6
761 O.H 157'4 .0 45 1i47 495716 6441 6664 !U2o 1064R 196 9. 5
7619 0.o0 1394I7 0.u6o0 1 -33 26 6494 10173 10 26 192 f2.a4
7619 0.0 11oi7 c1.' 21 11 316768 60o6 6-07 1(4j 3 104 187 .0 2
7619 d.05 2713/ .lb 2o- 2 21. 3 l9: , 90 11001 11300 218 1.09
7619 .0.8n 24073 .0810 21o o6399 i -0 7464 1bo46 11111 21, .0.7
7611 0 .:. 2 2 2 O9 1.0  4 0 6 117 ,".) 723U 10707 l0o0- 200 2.10
7610 0.60 27430 o.o 6 3? 17 0 400 O 0060 oI 16690 108 94 2o9 7.19
7619 _ 0.o-6 1056 0846 1561 406,6 661 _n06 104 , 10 64 201 .2o
-- 7619 0.05 1646/_ u.0867 1.o/ 4431-) .04o5 661 1061 10640 1io d.-3b
7619 0.5 14. 7 0.08 I .',O5 3 2, 63l. 68 1024Q2 10520 19 <.4
761-<, 0..5 27137_ .0810 221 7/30n28 7494 7608 11001 11300 -218 1.99
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-115 TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHEPE 100 PERCEN T RAi4 RECOVERY
NO BLEED OP POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY TAMS
ALT MN P3P2 T3T2 P3.2P2 T3.2T2 P4P2 T4T2 PDP2 TDT2 P7P2 T7T2 P8MP2
7619 0.65 4.43 1.64 8.03 1.89 17.02 2.52 1.67 1.22 1.71 2.79 1.65
7619 0.65 4.40 1.62 7.85 1.87 16.49 2.47 1.6Z 1.20 1.65 2.69 1.60
7619 0.65 4.30 1.60 7.59 1.84 15.83 2.42 i.Sa 1.19 1.60 2.61 1.55
7619 0.65 4.16 1.58 7.31 1.81 15.19 2.39 1.55 1.18 1.55 2.55 1.52
7619 0.65 3.99 1.56 6.99 1.78 14.47 2.35 1.51 1.17 1.50 2.49 1.47
7619 0.65 J.80 1.53 6.62 1.75 13.63 2.30 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.44 1.43
7619 0.65 3.60 1.50 6.25 1.72 12.07 2.26 1.43 1.15 1.38 2.38 1.39
7619 0.65 3.39 1.47 5.86 1.68 12.04 2.21 1.39 1.14 1.33 2.33 1.35
7619 0.65 3.22 1.45 5.54 1.65 11.34 2.17 1.36 1.13 1.25 2*28 1.30
7619 0.65 3.05 i.42 5.21 1.62 IU.61 2.12 1.32 1413 1.23 2.23 1.26
7619 U.70 4.45 1.64 d.01 1.86 16.91 2.50 1.66 1.21 1.69 2.76 1.63
7619 0.70 4.09 1.67 7.00 1.86 16.32 2.45 1.61 1.20 1.64 2.66 1.59
7619 0.70 4.32 1.60 7.63 1.54 13.59 2.42 1.58 1.19 1.60 2.61 1.56
7619 0.70 4.19 1.5. 7.36 1.81 lb.27 2.39 1.5 1.18 1.55 2.55 1.52
7619 0.70 4.03 1.56 7.03 1.78 14.54 2.35 1.51 1.17 1.50 2.40 1.48
7619 0.70 3.03 1.53 6.67 1.75 13.70 2.30 1.47 1.16 1.44 2.43 1.43
7619 0.70 3.63 1.50 6.30 1.72 12.5w 2.66 1.43 1.16 1.36 2.3d 1.39
7619 0.70 3.43 1.48 5.92 1.69 12.15 2.21 1.39 1.14 1.33 2.33 1,34
7619 0.70 3.25 1.45 5.56 1.66 11.40 2.17 1.35 1.14 1.28 2.26 1.30
7619 0.70 3.08 1.43 5.26 1.63 10.69 2.13 1.32 1.13 1.22 2.22 1,26
7619 0.75 4.46 1.63 7.98 1.87 16.79 2.48 1.64 1,21 1.68 2,72 1.6P
7619 0.75 4.38 1.61 7.74 1.85 16.14 2.44 1.60 1.20 1.2 2.6 I.7
7619 0.75 4.22 1.59 7.40 1.41 1i5.34 2.39 1.n- 1.14 1.44 .4 1 42
7619 075 4.05 1,56 7.07 1.79 14.60 2. 1. i 1.17 1.- 4>. :l _
1 7619 0.75 3 .6 1.E3 6.71 1.75 13. I 2.-n 1.47 1.14 1.44 2 43I/
7619 0.75 3.66 1.51 6.33 1.7p 13.01 2.24 1.41 1.1 1 0 2.3 1-30
7619 0.75 3.46 1.48 5.96 1.,9 12.21 2.21 1,39 1.15 1.33 2.33 1.14
9 7619 0.75 3.28 1.45 5.63 1,66 11.49 2.1/ 1.- 1.14 1.27 2.27 -1-n
B 7619 0.75 3.12 1.43 5.31 1.6
3  
10,78 2.13 1.31 l.3__ 1.22 2.22 1.
7619 0.80 4.46 1.63 7.94 1.87 16.63 2.46 1.63 1.20 1.66 2.68 1.61
7619 0.80 4.35 1.60 7.66 1.84 1o.91 2.42 1.5 b  1.19 1.60 2.59 1.56
7619 0.80 4.25 1.59 7.43 1.81 15.40 2.39 1.55 1.18 1.56 2.54 1.52
7619 0.80 4.08 _1.5 7.10 1.79 14.66 2.34 1.51 1.17 1.50 2.49 1.44
7619 0.80 3.49 1.54 6.74 1.75 13.8 2.30 1.4. 1.17 1.4 5 2.4j 1.44
7619 0.80 _3 69 1.51 6.37 1.72 13.08 2.26 1.44 .16 1.39 2.,38 1.39
7619 0.80 3.48 1.48 5.99 1.69_ 12.27 2.21 1.39 1.15 1.33 2.32 1.35
7619 0.80 3.31 1.46 5.60 1.66 11.5j 2.1 1.35 1.14 1.2 247 1,._0
7619 0.00 3.13 1.43 5.33 1.63 10.81 2.13 1.31 _ .13 1.22 2.22 1.26
7619 0.5 4.43 1.62 7.84 1.85 16.34 2. 44 1.61 1.20 1.4 2.66 1.5
7619 0.85 4.28 1.59 7.50 1. 2 15.54 2.39 1.56 1.19 1_57 2.56 1.53
7619 0.85 4.07 1.56 7.09 1.7 14.63 2.34 . 1.17 1.50 2.4 1.4
7619 0.85 -- 3.89 1.54 6.7 17 13.'--- 2.30 1.47 1.17 145 243 1.44
7619 0. 5 3.9 1.1 6.37 1.72 13.05 L.ds 1.43 1.16 1.19 2.37 1.9
- 76 03- 3 1. -- 1 9 69. 1.2 2. 13 1.15 1.33 . 2.--32 1.34
7619 0.85 3.31 1.46 5.66 1.66 11.54 2.17 1.35 1.14 1.27 2.27 1.30
7619 0.- 443 1.62 7.64 1.85 16.36 2.44 1.01 1.20 1.64 2.65 1.59
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HR A I A N t) WI l I N T - X T. ..W..- -. . .
.. .. .f8.. - - ~O ~lN ENG N ESTZMATED PERFORMANCE
_C-AO O t-fOSP1-ME- TOUOPERCENT RAlRECOVERY-
NO- ~L 0 POWER -EXTRACTITNON
'TANDAPV DArYTAMB
. ...  . r . . . .... at I A -eN NiO . S. . i. .I e .-R
250 0.8- 63- 1 8",75--0 4 , - 1l45 1 45 - ---- 15 - 45 - q---2 -
-- 2560--0 5 -O6---5f-- -  2 -o --- 4023- -497-- 363 -4 769~- 10192 1 138- 482 2. O
--250r0---- -- 9 -6 0. 4- Tt -1344 2-76 7556 -1-05 T1i I4 47 4 2 2-
----- 800 --- 65- --- 4 -7--- ---- 4~r-6--t-64-r--6-----3h --- 55---i t 1-39- - -86 - i~-
-- .e- Q-5 - ."6-- - ---- -- -F;U- -3,. - - - ef±---- 5 - t 9---- - -tOw - - -- s--- 0--
--2 -5- 0.6--9r 6---TO- 297--- 0-517 -- 1-rO - T713334- 1090- 4--9 2.
---2-0--- -0 65----53---773 -- 735-q956- -6460 -- 6816 -- 1ort7--- -10781 -39 -
- -5000 -0-.6-6---3tO 8-O-5t8--24-8 - 73T 625 6503 1009603-- t66 4 8 237--
--- 5000ee-- e6-)---50-- --  ------ - 7590 6090- -64-26- -9-97 10529- 4 -1-4 45-
.-.--- 250~8-----6----*-- ~o85- s-- fEt---6-58- 5904 -623- -9847- 10393-- W--2.55-
- 0 -- - 70------8i -8-- 7 --- "-447 --- -88T -- 74 7q1 2 ~"095 - -T 2 8--48- .7 -
--.- 2s - -i-7o-- - -,460 f~ e o 3 ~T94 -734 - 770-4 10808- I 1334 4~RT--T200 -
--- 900-01-O- - 3920 i2C--72 - 7-568 -- 0720 1-7z2 -475 --. 02-
-----5086&--0 70 -- 8 i7- &6 1-38 2-2-750--732J- T61 7- TT"34- 4-7- ..
--- 250-j--0-.-0--- - 3 447 -9 167-- 40 -1--T4 679 214- 4TO0S 1O20 459 2- 1T
-0 -- s-.. '-5- 3 1OS-6 704---3 -" I 039'5 -TO9D I- TV--
000 --O-7t --- 36-51- 0791 288 -- -91826--- 65 8 6B36 -1 027; 10779 - 441- 2.27 - -
'2500 0.-070-- 3263 --88T0- z26 878Y 6328--6636 10160 10655 430 2.36
25000 0-r7- -- 28 833 2415 -7801 6146 6446 10039 10528 420 2.45
25000- .70 2549- -Oi86_5 2204 6860 5968 6259- 9912 10395 409 2.54
.-- 2-5r0-;75i. 077"2- •-l3 ~TF-0g2 -75T0-T06 T0o971 iTa-70 8- 1 .iq--
.. 2 5000 -0.75- 55OT-- 0.77-l 243 14404 7329 7636
' 
10821 11274 478 2.00
25000 - 0.7f5 - 510 0.7 --388r 13484 7107 7405 10680 1i127 468 2.05
-- 50 075 - 16 1 3--- ~0- 5 12422 6935 7225 --- 057 11013 460 2.11
---25 - ..75 -2-f--7 328 110 ---676---1 7044 10459 10897 5 i 2.1 8
ou---075-- 37 --D 805 3057- 0I 6575 -- 6850- 1i 03-42- 10775 442 2.?26
- --o W75-" .. 385-- 2 B2-6-797 TTT -635383 - i5 10224 10652---- 432 2.36
--25000 1-J75 3001 -0*852 2559 8078 621f 6471 10106 10529 422 2.44
:--5000 0.75 f2630 0.887 2333 7078 6034 6287 9979 10397 411 2.53
-26-8k6- 6 -- 6 & ~ 5 44-* - 67 -6856 -6 I . 9
--- 5 0- ) 0.0 -5n45 - 0.786 4358 -- 1423 '7305-- 7558 T0834- TT-- 475 9.01
- 25 8 j5 T 5675.1-89 4T225 T4077 71 57~74-S T07 T 2.04-
-25000- -. 0-8- - 4 ----- -38 -- 2977 6993- 7235 6 10639f 1 r7008 6r-7T -. 10
20-4 0.80 5 0.- 03 ---TI S -68 1- 7 O T4TrOE -T0 -92- 4D2 7---
S o.a C8-, 5.4 t 8 s 9 -29 9 1-- 0 1 "t T1291- 6 4S I 4 33 C 53
-- 6e-O- -0i80- 3-35 ---- 0866 -715 --- 8437 62665 6484 10173 10526- -423 -. 42
--2-50eG-- 8--0 ---- 99- O-903- 24-73 -- 773 - 6086- 6597- 0045 Ti30 2.--
2-5eO0- --- 0 .8- 010 0 03---46-t-i- 4- -- 729----6-96-t- -- T662--"----
-2s60-0 .- I - 0.8 S46 - 445a -14927-7- ?459 1846 -1T-t -4t7-03-
29990 0.89 5922 0., 8 4. -56 -. t* 7859 '126 10,01 iuv 461 f.IU
2 5-- 0.45 94 --& (3 P- 126---6865--- ---- T -T5BB - 08 - 457----
0 0 .8 7 - 0.830 1442 11 T8 -- -- r U68-6--T-O -  1OU64 Rd ,
-2lv - * 3 5-I () a a 8  7  9 0 t)B 31 - m8 5u 8 v86T024205Z -6542 T 2749a6
-- 5000 O" 6I00u .n8U1 4004 -TFT (494 7695 11001 11300 481 1.09
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PHAaF AND 0 WHI-NL5Y AIRCEHAit
2SCOC 0.00L -- v 43  i. 6 4  8.00 188 -. 2 Zo- io 6 2-i t-- --- --
-250 00C0 E,.6)  I 05- 5- .62 7.- -1- --- 5---- 789-- -
20S O 065 4.36 6 7-5- - 58 1. LE) 1 . 1
25000 0. 1 .1 l.* * 1 1.1.8 1.55 i5 1 ir5 ,5
2 C,8 e 6 9 .9 9 - 1 1i. 11 1 .5 0 P . - l ei. , 7
50 8O .65 9 .68 1 . i 91. 4 2.5 le-o -1., 1. 3
- 0 2.6. e. u 2 - . f -- 8 - -
p5ea 0 .65 3,G5 ! -42. 5.2t li,2* 10*D c*-2 i5 c-To Il3 b-
S56tj 1 0.7e 4,3.9 L6L- 7 0 E) 56 Lo,52- e.45 i, i, 2 -1 . ,4 e 2.6b--.S-2 )O .70 43. 1.60 7.o3 1.84 15.9 z* 42 o50 1.i9 160 i-2.6 1.526--
2500 .70 4.0g t 9 1 7,.5 1.R 1 b.27 .o,) .5o5 i.i5 .55 2. 05 15 Z
5 U Ueem 4.Ue)5 si, 7,05 i t3 2.o / 1 14I4 .35 1*51 1.1I 1 50) *4V 1.4
c 
0
5 0.-' Muu1u01 1-S 6.1 1 1. l0 C .3J 1.4 1.10 1*'45 d.4 1.4J
25000 0.70 .6:1 f23 0.2 1'.UI c312 1.24 1*.12 1.3  .3 1.39
2500 0. 0 '*.41 b ?1b. Ic..4 211 1 9 l 1 1.533 2.55 1.34
e 0 .: 03 8 *1 5 5.26 1.65 1-Ut9 f. 13 1.2 ? ,:f e I2 .oZ6
27530r ab b 5 -. 0dr 1s6 3 t1 , 787 16,79 2-46 1 , t54 1.21 1 .00 2 . 1 1 OL
U.000 0 4. U5 1.06 7.U 1.79 14.60 2.35 1.51 1.17 1.50 2.40 1.48
S40000 0.10 3.0 1.53 6.71 1.75 13.5 2.30 1.47 1.16 1.45 2.43 1.44
ae00 0 (0r75 .66 1501 4.3 1.7z 132.01 2.26 1.43 1.16 1.39 2.38 1.39
2,0000 .0 .4 0 0e 4B t. 1. 9 1Z. 1 2.21 1.39 1.15 1.33 2.33 1.34
o7 2oe 0a7'? 34 1-40 5.6 1.6 I .49 2.17 1.35 I14 1.27 2.27 1.30
e 86 7 EI. 1 .3 . 1 63 TO 8 -- T -3T - - - --3- 1-2=6
250OU 0.80 4.35 1.60 7.66 1.84 15.91 2.42 1.58 1.19 1.60 2.5P 1.26
-"250 -- t u cE5 -1.-59 -7.43 1.81 15.40 2.39 1.55 1.18 1.56 2.54 152
- 25 C000 0.8-0 A " O - -I..5" . 7. 1 - . -r? t9.66 -  2.34 1 51- 1.17 1.50 2.49 l4B
-590l -80 -- 3.789 -- 1454 6.74 1.75 13.88 2.30 1.48 17r 1.45 2.43 1.44
sa 3.69 . 6.1 - -- ~- 13-. "0 ".5 -t-i4- 1. r6 t -- 39 -2.3 1-
250E.8 9.-48 1 .48 5.919 .69- 1 Zv2T t 09 T T5 -- 3j 35
... --- C4- S -8-- " - -1 -- 5.33-- 1.-5- r . - - - 1.31- 1.13- 1.22 2 - --7- "
2500~v 07SS 33 r.48 ~bS 1543 241- 7 35 T14 *.6M -. 7 6, 12-- 5e& O O " 5---4 v -- I--- -7,--- -I 5"5 -- o-6 5-4- 2.4i- 1-R-61 29 -1- S -- 2. 6- --- 53-
-- 55058  -64 E)-0 a .il .-1 t- 1- T 4-.=9---2-s784 1-r.5 2 -55 ri 39
- - --, ,-- -- O -- '8 -- 7,0- i- - r 3 i3u T. _ --"I ---I-,- --- -- 1 1.....
- -B -. 89--1 5"- - 6-o74- ---. 75 137 - 230 1.4T- -1.1T 1i45 2-.43 -T.44
- -- O --- 85----3-- 1---I- 6.37-- ;72- I3 -, 2-I43- -- 16- F.32--1- -  1.39
-- 25aeo -3.4 T 48 5;99 1.59 1-2.2 52. 1391 1 h 1.33 232TT o3o
2 3001. 
-3 3 7;76 1-756- 1 .l. 2i 7- -&35 -1,14 - f27 ~127-- 11~0--
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-100 TU8ROFAN NGINE ESTIMATEO PtfEROPMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHEPE 100O PECiioT 
-2Aii ECOVE Y
NO BLEED O POWEP EXTPACTICN
STANDARID DAY TAMB
ALT FN FNTOT TSFC WF FNSAM N1 N1C2 N2 N2C2 WAT2 EPR
9143 0.65 20469 0.0746 1526 68809 7371 7945 10758 11595 220 2.03
9143 0.65 19398 0.0745 1444 65208 7236 7799 10645 11473 218 2.03
9143 0.65 18417 0.0744 1370 61012 7105 7658 10556 11377 216 2.049143 0.65 17 94 0.0747 1291 58136 6959 7501 10453 11267 213 2.06
9143 0.65 16113 0.0750 1208 54164 6800 7330 10351 11157 209 2.10
9143 0.65 14t29 0.0757 1122 49848 6637 7154 10239 11036 206 2.16
9143 0.65 13546 0.0767 1038 45535 6468 6971 10129 10917 202 2.24
9143 0.65 12260 0.0781 957 41215 6292 6781 10017 10796 197 2.31
9143 0,65 11017 0.0798 879 37037 6104 6580 9903 10673 192 2.409143 0.65 920 0.0823 808 33 012 5944 6406 9783 10544 18 2.47
9143 0.70 22063 0.0765 1687 74167 7526 8062 10926 11704 222 2.03
9143 0.70 20072 0.0760 1571 69491 7367 7891 10768 11534 220 2.02
9143 0.70 20069 0.075 1523 67464 7201 7 8 10 10707 11460 218 2.02
9143 0.70 19023 0.0760 1445 63948 7160 7670 10611 11366 216 2.03
9143 0.70 17884 0.0762 1362 60118 7015 7514 10513 11262 213 2,05
9143 0.70 16653 0.0766 1274 55980 6855 7343 10411 1_52 _21020___
9143 0.70 15325 0.0772 1183 51516 6692 7168 10303 1 imA 206 2.
9143 0.70 13976 0.0783 109- 46983 6622 6986 10187 _12 2 .0 3
9143 0.70 12627 0.0799 1009 42447 6343 6795 10075 10792 _198L 31
9143 0.70' 11321 0.0820 9_ 38057 6171 6611 993 _06_72_. 9 L4 2 39
9143 0.70 10087 0.0844 851 _33791- 59_96 6 4 2  43 LA 4 .
9143 0.75 22406 0.0778 17427 75318 7529 aQ13 10934 11619 P22 2.np
91143__ 0.75-o 2092 0 7L 7-16_19 _ 32L7359 13Q _. 0L79_ 1 -- 219 L.02
9143 0.7. 5 _1960 0.07_74 1_29__ 6A 7212 _76_ .1675. LLa6DO_-n ....
9143
_ 
0.75 18b90 ,o776 1442 62.92 .7311 525.1 .O7 l256 ai23; £-5 .
9143 0.75 1730 0 1.349~ _9AL-35Aq__ L0424 _ .2LLA_.0 20 .---
9143 0.75 15929 0.0787 1 L3 53548 6748 7181 103 113L 20_ Zl__ L_
0143 0.75 14534 0.077 11S 48 86A79 
_ 2Q __ __ 6_7 2L 2 91 2 _
9143 0.75 1:3116 e.J814 101b 44092 6399 6010 10138 10789_ 19_ 2.3Q9143 0.75 11736 O.0835 69O 39451 6223 6622 10024 10668 194 2.38
S -9143 0.75 10430 0.0963 Q00 35062 6j60 6449 9900 10-45 190 2.46
9143 3.8u 22197 .0_,790 1801 76634 7533 7961 .. 0944 11566 221 _ 2.0_ 1
0o143 0.60 21201 U.07R 1660 71269 7344 7761 1073 1_ 0 _h 218 _0_
9143 0.80 20618) 0.0788 1 624 6?9 7276 7689 10742 1135 217 2.02
9143 .80 1_94_08 G.0Q79 1'31_ 6 5;4 7130 753.5 10645 1.1250 -2124 . 04
4-3 0.80 18090 .0792 1432 60 11 6970 7 66 10544 11143 211 2.08
. 9143 0 .8 1644 .0 799 1330 o9?4 6805 7192 1043 1 11024 207 2.14
1.. 143 0.__80 520 .05 1230 51122 6638 7012 10321 Jo10007 203 2 21
9143 U 80 13714 0826 1132 4,101 6467 6824_ 10205 1078 199 2.2
9143 0.60 12263 0.0848 1039 41223 6280 6637 10090 10664 195 -.38
9143 0.80 10881 0.0876 953 36h79 6117 6460 9974 10541 190 2.4
S14i3 0.85 2320- 0.0803 1864 7007 7525. 7806 10057 11496 220 2.01
9143 0.85 21476 " 0.0802 1721 72194 7325 7685 10806 _338 212__0__
0143 0.85 20327 0.0802 1631 69 30 7190 7544 10715 11243 214 2.03
9143 0.85 18951 O0.0805 1525 63705 7028 7374 1061 .L 1 3_431 _L .
0143 0. 8 5 17478 0.0811 1417 58755 6863 7201 1050 91_ I102 Q_207 21
9143 0.85 15966 0.0820 1309 53672 6693 7022 1039 10__l902 2Q 2 J......
9143 0.85 14429 0.0835 124 4804 6512 6832 102.75__ 1070o 19 2..20
9143 0.65 12t596 0,.0857 11Ub 43347 6334 6646 10158 10658 195 2. 7




PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8[)-00 TU OrFAN ENGINE LSTIMATED PEFOOMANCE
ICAO MODEL AT8iOSPHEE 100 PEkCENT -AM~ 4ECOVERY
SNO BLEED OR DOWER EXTRACTION
STANDAD DAY TAMB
ALT N P3P2 TT2 3. TT3.2T2P 4T2 PDP2 T0T2_ P7P2 T7T2 PaMo2
914J3 .65 4..,3 1.64 7.oo 1.89 16.7o 2., 1.06 1.21 1.69 28i 1.64
9143 0.65 4.30 1,63 7.76 1.87 16.40 2.49 1. 6 1.21 1.65 2.74 1.609143 0.65 4 05 1.61 7.61 1..8 16o.u 2.40 1. 6 .20 1.0* 1-,7
9143 0.65 4.17 1.4 7.41 1.63 11.01 2.43 1.7 1.14 1ib7 2 61 1.5.4
9143 065 4.05 1.58 -7 .4 1.51 1 6 23 1--.53- 1.18 1.53 2.55 1.50
9143 0.65 3. 1.5 6.O 1.76 1i417 2.35 1.50 1.17 1.66 2.30 1.46144 .78 .
9143 0.65 3.70 1.52 6.4_ , 1.75 13.41 2.30 1.46 1.16 1.2. 44 q 1.4,
9143 0.65 3.52 150 6._13 1.7 12.66 P_2.6 1-a _1.-_5 1.37 23.3 1.38
9143 0.65 3.33 1.47 b .77 1.6d 11.67 2.21 1.j9 1.14 1.32 2.34 1.34
9143 0.- -.-B -.45- 5.7 1.65 11.22 2.17 1.35 1.13 1.27 2.25_ 130
9143 0.70 4.35 1.65 8.o 1.91 17.1- 2.. 1 .0 - 1. 2.55 1T.66
9143 0.70 4.34 1.64 7.86 1.79' 16.67 2.6 
_ 
1.65 1.21 1.68 2.78 1.62
9143 0.7 4.,3 _1 .63 .__79 1.87 16.45 2.49 1.63 1.21 1.66 2.74 1.,60
9143 0.70 4.8S 1.61 7.64 1.86 16.16_ 2.46 1._60 1.20 162 2.67_ 1.57
9143 _ 0.70 4.2 1.67 7j4.5 1.83 1.357 2.43 1.57 1.19 -1.58 -2. 6L1_.I _
9143 0.70 4.07 1.55 7.18 1.81 14.4_ 2.39 1 ,.3 1.18 1.53 2_-55_ 1..0
9143 0 ...7 3.9 .1 55 6 .86_ _Lj J - .9 . . . L L_.l 8. 2.49_L ,..
9143 0 _.70 3.73 .5- 6. 1.5 . 2,30 -46- 1A.6 1 42-1,4 24 4 - .A..
9143 0.70 3j54 1.5 6. .. 1.72 1.771 2.26 1.42_ 1.15 1.37 2.39 1,.2
9143 _90.70 3.36 1 ,47. 5. .2.22 -. 1.30 1.14 1.31 2.33. 1.33
S9143 0_.7 __3_.20 L45 5 .V .1 11,27 217 _L35 1.i3. 1.57 2.28. 1.29
- 9143 U0.- S 4,Jd 1*0 */ 1. 6 6.1 2*4b 1.60 1.20 1*63 2. 1_41 7 .5b
9143 _0.75_ 4.35 _163 .7.b3. 1.88 1653 .2.49 1.63 1.21 1.66 2.74 1.61
S9143 0.75.34_._62 7,6. 1.86 16.11. 2.46 1.60 1.20- 16.b 2.67 1 .o
.. 913 .7 - -4~_ .60 7._5 L.84 15*62- .2-43. 1.57- 1.19- 1.58 -- 2.61 54
91.43 .87 .___ Ol5..580 .. 2L .... 81 ..1.00-- 23.. 1 5 *---..1... 1.53 -.2 - .1.0 --
9143 __Q05 3_ L _156 6.9 . .2 4.29 . 2.35 1.50 1 17. -4*48 2. 4 --- 46----.
9143 .,75 3.6 1.3 .6.... _13 3.4 -.5. 13 __L . -Li.._1- 1.- - ..- 2-. , -- 1-. .2
S9143 0.75 3.57 1.50 6.2 1.72_ 12.77 2.26 1.42 1.15 1.37 21.,3 1.38
S9143 0.75 3_ 3 1.48 o,6 1.69 12,.3 2.22 1.3 1.14. 1.31 2.33 1.33
9143 0.75 3.23 1.4o 25 1.66 11.33 2 .17 1 3 1l.1 1.L6 2.25 .1.29
9143 0.8 4.o9 1.64 7.-6 i1.89__ 16.0 . .6b_ I.El 1.730 2.80 1.64.
-9-- --473 1--862 7.76 1.47 16.37 2.47 1.62 1.20 1 .65 2.7 1.6u
9-1430 UE0 4.JaZ 1 6 0 7-T- I 1.d- 1. 6 .1 2.42 160 120 1.53 .67 1.5L
9143 0.80 4.12 1.56 7.25 1.81 I1D.0Y 2.39 1.b4 1.18 _..4 2.5 1.51
9143 0680 3.6 1.56 6.93 7 1.35 235 1.50 117 1.48 2.4 1.6
9143 0.80 3.78 1.53 6.54 1.75 13.60 2.30 1.46 1.16 !1.43 2.4- 1.46
9-i" O.0 3.59 1.50 o.23 1.7Z i.33 2.25 1.42 i.15 1.37 2.38 1.38
9143 0.80 34 1.48 50 1.6- 17.0 22,z 1-3 i.14 1.32 L2.33 1.33
9143 0.80 3.25 1.45 5.56 1.66 11.39 2.17 1.35 1.13 1.26 2.27 1.29
9143 0.85 4.40 1.64 793 1.88 16.77 2.50 1.65 1.21 168 276 1.63
9143 0.85 4.34 1.62 7.72 1.86 16.16 2.45 1. 2 16063 ,_666 15
9143 0.85 4.27 1.60 7.55 1.8 4 15.74 2.42 1.57 1.19 .9 2.61 1. 9
9143 0.85 4.15 1.58 7.28 1.81 15.12 2.39 i,54 1 8 o 94 55 _L.
9143 0.85 3.99 1.56 6.97 1.78 14.4 l_.2,35 1 , Lo 5 _ .. 4.__A92A3___ 1
9143 0.85 3.80 1.53 6.62 1.75 13.66 2.30 1.46 1_ _ 1_6 -1 _4- A. __3I
9143 0.65 3.61 1.50 6.26 1.72 12.88 2.26 1.42 1.15 1.37 238 3
9143 0.85 3.43 1.48 5.42 1.69 12.13 232 I 3__83 .l 13'2 2.2
9143 n.80 7 1.42 3 I.o 11.4 2.17 1.36 1.14 1.26 2.27 I.pq
SI UNITS
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dToe tuo Tu553FAN E-ON ESTIMATED PR-ZFp '4RM'CeF
1GAe MODEL ATMOSPHEPE-1CC PE5CENT RAM3 RECOVERY
5TA.3cPr.< DAY TAsc
30303 9.65 469!~ 0.731 335 t5468 737 ?949 05 1373 59
300a '--( C., 30 a O.712---tI f 50 6 6" 1.01 1yr 0o'-5 1l r 1 2c rI , .2.6
96886 8.65 3622 8.759 266 1, :?6 ~ 6's-no 1958 t ,111 5 2 2
33333 8.6 * 333 74 R0l 110 665 -t 16-971- 1-o- 2--9 1 r 5 2.. c p'v-
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----84-6-'5 e3 E) 6 d .rc 85t''T7 7 521 19c p, I 1 1 4 Q-67 4TTG270T-
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IPHaI ANU WH I INtY AIF P(RAt- I
-- 
-778tV0F ANET9FAr FNGtNE- fStIMATED- P... ...E..ANCE
CA00 PERC ETNqT AM-RE CDJE9Y
----- 0BLEDTO DRPOWER-EXTPACTTN .
mlq a le /P- Oc P 17 1 9 Ll
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5- 0 - 10 4.oi ---s o-6- --- ---- r-- --- -5-- --  5 6 1-T. 9 IO5- 1 . 2 6 7 [- 4
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JTSD-109 TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 100 PERCENT RAi1 RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDAPD DAY TAMB
ALT MN FNTOT TSFC WF FNSAM N1 NIC2 N2 N2C2 WAT2 BPP
10667 0.65 18123 0.0742 1345 76850 7478 8240 10904 12016 224 2.08
10667 0.69 17093 0.0737 1259 72482 7343 8091 10733 11828 222 2.07
10667 0.65 16423 0.0734 1204 69643 7257 7996 10627 11711 220 2.06
10667 0.65 15759 0.0732 1153 66824 7152 7881 10531 11605 219 2.06
10667 0.65 15016 0.0732 1099 63676 7038 7755 10435 11499 216 2.06
10667 0.65 14231 0.0733 1043 60346 6909 7614 10339 11393 214 2.07
10667 0.65 13371 0.0736 984 56700 6762 7451 10241 11285 211 2.09
10667 0.65 12436 0.0741 921 52734 6615 7290 10136 11170 208 2.14
10667 0.65 11462 0.0748 857 48607 6457 7115 10030 11053 204 2.20
10667 0.65 10455 0.0761 795 44336 6291 6932 9922 10973 200 2.27
10667 0.65 9465 0.0776 734 40136 6113 6737 9813 10813 196 2.35
10667 0.65 8514 0.0796 677 36106 5945 6551 9701 10690 191 2.42
10667 0.65 7589 0.0823 624 32182 5784 6373 9581 10558 187 2.50
10667 0.70 18381 0.0755 1388 77044 7486 8199 10907 11945 224 2.07
10667 0.70 17302 0.0750 1299 73369 7351 8050 10709 11761 221 2.06
1U667 0.70 16951 0.0749 1269 71883 7306 8001 10687 11704 220 2.06
10667 0.70 16273 0.0747 1214 69004 7207 7892 10591 11599 219 2.06
10667 0.70 15526 0.0746 1158 65838 7088 7763 10495 11493 217 2.06
10667 0.70 14705 0.0748 1099 62356 6961 7624 10398 11388 214 2.06
10667 0.70 13812 0.0751 1037 58571 6819 7468 10302 11282 211 2.09
10667 0.70 12845 0.0756 971 54470 6668 7303 10197 11167 _208 2.I
10667 0.70 11830 0.0764 904 50166 6513 7133 10090 110i0 205 P.1o
10667 0.70 10793 0.0777 838 45769 6347 6951 9O inop1 pot 2 ,
10667 0.70 9764 0.0793 774 4 1404 6174 6761 9870 1nA I.97_ 2..34-
10667 0.70 8769 0,0815 714 37186 6015 87 .. 7LL1 n 92 2._41
2 10667 0.70 7814 ,O 41 657 33136 R4.? ~398 &_ l94 -La nZo
1I667 0.75 18676 0.0768 1434 79197 7494 8153 10911 11871 223 2.06
- 10667 0.75 17554 0.0764 1340 74439 7358 8005 10746 11691 221 ,2.05
10667 0.75 1 6890 00761 1285 71624 7260 789 10693 11590 219 2.05
10667 0.75 16111 0.0760 1224 698320 7144 7773 10557 11486 217 2,05.
10667 0.75 15269 0.0761 1161 64749 7016 7633 10462 11382 219 2.06
10667 0.7 14353 0.0764 1095 60863 6873 7477 10364 11276 212 2.08
10667 0.75 13349 0.0769 1026 56607 6722 7314 10260 11163 209 2.12
10667 0.75 12294 0.0778 956 52132 6567 7145 10152 11045 205 2.18
10667 0.79 11210 0.0700 885 47036 6400 6963 10042 10929 201 2.26
_ 10667 0.75_ 10124 .0808 817 42933 6227 6775 9931 10809. 197 2.33
10667 0.75 9084 0.0831 754 38520 6067 6601 9822 10686 193 2.41
10667 0.75. 8089 0.0859 695 34301 5909 6429 9707 10561 189 248
10667 0.80 19018 0.0781 1405 80644 7501 8104 10914 ,J7DE_3 2.D5
10667 0.80 17869__ 0.0776 1386 7773 73R 799 1077 .11623 2?9_2.05
10_667 0.80 16800 0.0_773 1299 71241 7200 7779 10624 11479 217 2.05
10667 0.80 15923 0.0774 1232 67523 7071 7641 10528 11375 215 2.05
- 0667- 0.80 14970-0.0776-1162 63481 6929 7487 10430 11270 212 2 08
- 106g-7- 0.80 13934 - 0.781 1088 5 68 67777 7322 10326 1117 209 2.12
10667 0.80 12846 0.0789 1012 54474 6621 71 4 10220 13043 205 2.18
10667 0.80 11713 0.001 _ 9__49670 645 6975 10107 10020 202 2.25
10667 0.80 10577 0.0919 866 494I1 6281 6786 c99 . 0 10900198 2.33
10667 0.80 9484 0.0842 798 40217 6121 6613 9886 10682 193 2.40
10667 0.80 8426 0.0872 735 35731 5961 6441 9772 10559 189 2.48
10667 0.8 19399 0--075 1540- 86262 7507 803 10923 11717 222 2.09
10667 0.85 18189 0.0789 1434 77131 7349 7883 10765 11547 _219 2._04
10667 0.85 1755_8_ 0-.0788 1383 7445
-
3 7259 7 787 10694 11471 218. 2_.04_
10667 0.85 16656 _0.0788 1311 70628 7129 7648 10598 .11368' 215 2.05
10667 -0.8 15674 0.0789 1236 6646 6986 7494 10500 11263 212 2.07-
10667 0.85 14604 0792 1157 61928 6833 7329 0Q396 1_115F 209 2. 11
10667 0.85 13469 0 1076 5711 9...615_11 10289 _1_3L6 _ _7.
10667 0.85_ 12299 0.QA 1 97 521i56 6509 ..692 10176 109L6 202 .24
10667 0_.85 11120 0.028 920 421 4 633.35. 6796 .10064 10795 198. 2.32
.10.. 6679__ 0.85 9969 0.08_51 848 _..4272 6175 662.4 9953_ 1066 194 2_ 4
10667 0.85 8856 0.0881 779 37557 6014 6451 9840_ 1555 .190 2.4_7
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-IOQ TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 100 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY TAMB
ALT MN P3P2 T3T2 P3.2P2 T3.2T2 P4P2 T4T2 PDP2 TOT2 P7P2 T7T2 P8MP2
10667 0.65 4.24 1.68 8.01 1.95 17.45 2.63 1.73 1.24 1.77 3.05 1.71
10667 0.65 4.24 1.66 7.89 1.92 17.03 2.58 1.69 1.23 1.72 2.94 1.67
10667 0.65 4.24 1.65 7.81 1.91 16.75 2.55 1.67 1.22 1.69 2.87 1.64
10667 0.65 4.23 1.64 7.72 1.89 16.47 2.52 1.64 1.21 1-67 2.80 1.62
10667 0.65 4.20 1.62 7.61 1.87 16.14 2.50 1.61 1.20 1.63 2.74 1.59
10667 0.65 4.15 1.61 7.46 1.85 15.73 2.46 1.58 1.20 1.60 2.68 1.56
10667 0.65 4.07 1.59 7.25 1.83 1b.22 2.43 1.55 1.19 1.56 2.62 1.52
10667 0.65 3.95 1.57 6.99 1.80 14.61 2.39 1.52 1.18 1.51 2.56 1.49
10667 0.65 ,3.78 1.55 6.68 1.77 13.91 2.35 1.49 1.17 1.46 2.50 1445
10667 0.65 3.61 1.52 6.34 1.74 13.18 2.30 1.45 1.16 1.40 2.45 1.41
-- - ---- 1.4 1.1
10667 0.65 3.43 1.49 6.00 1.71 12.43 2.26 1.41 1.15 1.35 2.39 1.36
10667 0.65 3.26 1.47 5.68 1.68 11.73 2.22 1.38 1.14 1.30 2.34 1.33
10667 0.65 3.12 1.44 5.38 1.65 11.05 2.17 1.34 1.13 1.26 2.29 I.29
10667 0.70 4.25 1.67 7.99 1.94 17.35 2.61 1.72 1.23 1.76 3.01 1.69
10667 0.70 4.25 1.65 7.87 1.91 16.93 2.57 1.68 1.22 1.71 2.90 l#66
10667 0.70 4.25 1.65 7.83 1.90 16.79 2.55 1.67 1.22 1.70 2.87 1,64
10667 0.70 4.25 1.64 7.75 1.89 16.51 2.52 1.64 1.21 1.67 2.RO I.aP
10667 0.70 4.22 1.62 7.64 1.87 16.17 2.49 161 1.20 1.64 2.74 1.59
10667 0.70 4.17 1.61 7.49 1.85 15.78 2.46 1.59 1.20 1.60 2.68 .
10667 0.70 4.09 1.59 7.29 1.83 15.28 2.43 1.55 1.19 1.56_21_ 1z52
10667 0.70 3.97 1.57 7.03 1.81 14.67 _239 1.52 L.A5i~51__2.56 1.4l
10667 0.70 3.81 1.55 6.72 1.7
B  
13.98 2.35 1.40 1.17- 1.46 2.50 1.45
10667 0.70 3.64 1.52 6.39 1.75 13,25 2.30 1.45 1.16 1.41 2.44 .a41
_ -0667 0.0 3.47 1.0 6.05 1 .7 2522~ _iA1 -4. 135 -- 43-.6
27.. c7 Q.7-.1 3--331 -,--47 5345 -- I3-A -1
1 I§ 7~Z_ _ _ . a_ 15_--.5- - _ .6. I * i14 . .. I -.-_ I3___---1..- . , -4 -
10667 0.75 4.27 1.66 7.98 1.3 17.24 2.60 1.71 1.23 1.74 *j9_7 ___68
10667 0.75 4.27 1.65 7.85 1.o0 16.82 2.55 1.67 1.22 1.70 2.86 1.64
10667 0.75 4.26 1.64 7.77 1.89 16.55 2.52 1.64 1.21 1.67 2.80 1.62
10667 0.75 4.24 1.63 7.66 1.87 16.22 2.49__ 1.6_A _ _q 4_1 l
10667 0.75 4.19 1.61 7.52 1.85 15.82 _2.46-- 1.59 1.20 -1.-60-- 2.67 1 5__
10667 0.75 4.11 1.59 7.32 1.83 15.33 2.43 1.56 1.19 1.56 2.61 1.53
10667 0.75 3.99 1.57 7.06 1.81 14.72 2.39 1.52 1.18 1.51 2.55 1.'49
1C667 0.75 3.84 1.55 6.75 1.78 14.04 2.35 1.49 1.17 1.46 2.50 1.45
10667 0.75 3.67 1.52 6.42 1.75 13.30 2.30 1.45 1.16 1.41 2.44 1.41
10667 0.75 3.49 1.50 6.08 1.72 12.57 2_.26 1.41 1.15 1.35 2_3? 13,6
10667 0.75 3.33 1.47 5.78 1.69 11.89 2.22 1.37 1.4 1.30 _33 .3
10667 0.75 3.19 1.45 5.48 1.66 11.23 2.18 1.34 1.13 1.25.28 128
10667 0.80 4.29 1.66 7.96 1.92 17.13 2.58 1.69 1,23. 1.73 2.93 1.67
10667 0.80 4.29 1.64 7.83 1.90 16.70 2.53 1.66 1.21 1.68 2.82 L6_
10667 0.80 4.26 1.63 7.69 1.87 16.26 2.49 1.62 1.20 1.64 2.74_ 59_
10667 0.80 4.21 1.61 7,54 1.85 15.87 2.46 1.59 1.20 1.60 2.67 156
1C667 0.80 4.14 1.60 7.35 1.83 15.38 2.43 1.56 1.19 1.56 2.61 1.53
10667 0.80 4.01 1.58 7.09 1.81 14.77 2.39 1.52 1.18 1.51 2.55 1.49
10667 0.80 3.86 1.55 6.76 1.78 14.09 2.35 1.49 1.17 1.46 2,50 1.45
10667 0.80 3.69 1.53 6.45 1.75 13.35 2.30 1.45 1.16 1.41 2,44 1l41
10667 0.80 3.51 1.50 6.11 1.72 12.62 2.26 1.41 1.15 1.35 2.39 1.37
10667 0.80 3.35 1.48 5.80 1.69 11.93 2.22 1.37 1.14 1.30 2.33 1,32
10667 0.80 3.20 1.45 5.51 1.66 11.27 2.18 1.34 1.13 1.25 2.26 1.28
10667 0.85 4.31 1.65 7.94 1.91 17.01 2.56 1.68 1.22 1.72 2.89 1.66
10667 0.85 4.30 1.64 7.81 1.89 16.57 2.51 1.64 1.21 1.67 2.78 1.62
10667 0.85 4.28 1.63 7.72 1.87 16.31 2.49 1.62 1.20 1.65 2.74 1.60
10667 0.85 4.23 1.61 7.57 1%?" 15-91 2.4- 1.59 i.uO 1.01 2.67 1.56
1U667 0.85 4.16 1.60 7.37 1.83 15.42. 2.43 1.56 1.19 1.57 2.61 1.53
10667 0.85 4.03 1.58 7.11 1.81" 14.82 2.39 1.52 1.18 1.52 2.55 1.49
10667 0.85 3.88 1.55 6.81 1.78 14.13 2.35 1.49 1.17 1.47 2.40 1.45
10667 0.85 3.71 1.53 6.47 1.75 13.39 2.30 1.45 1.16 1.41 2.44 1.41
10667 0.85 3.53 1.50 6.14 1.72 12.66 2.26 1.41 1.15 1.36 2.38 1.37
12 10667 0.85 3.37 1.48 5.83 1.69 11.97 2.22 1.38 1.14 1.30 2.33 1.32
I1667 0.85 3.22 1.46 5.53 1.66 11.31 2.18 1.34 1.13 1.25 2.27 1.28
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-lO TURBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE 100 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
---- - ~ -~~-PERC E -_ PE--
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
____ ______STANDARD DAY TAMB
ALT MN FNTOT TSFC WF FNSAM NI N1C2 N2 N2C2 WAT2 BPR
12191 0.65 14079 0.0746 1050 76071 7405 8201 10907 12079 223 2.11
12191 0.65 13286 0.0741 984 71788 7275 8057 10734 11887 220 2.10
12191 0.65 13032 0.0740 964 70414 7235 8012 10682 11829 220 2.10
12191 0.65 12532 0.0739 925 67714 7145 7913 10584 11721 218 2.09
12191 0.65 11989 0.0738 885 64781 7038 7795 10486 11613 216 2.09
12191 0.65 11401 0.0740 843 61604 6920 7663 10390 11506 214 2.10
12191 0.65 10757 0.0743 799 58119 6785 7513 10291 11397 211 2.11
12191 0.65 10070 0.0747 752 54407 6642 7356 10191 11286 208 2.15
12191 0.65 9345 0.0754 .704 50494 6496 7194 10088 11171 205 2.20
12191 0.65 8563 0.0767 656 46268 6333 7014 9977 11049 201 2.27
12191 0.65 7803 0.0782 610 42163 6172 6835 9872 10932 197 2.34
12191 0.65 7061 0.OB00 565 38154 5994 6638 9762 10811 193 2.42
12191 0.65 6351 0.0826 524 34317 5848 6476 9650 10686 189 2.49
12191 0.65 5665 0.0856 464 30611 5682 6293 9527 10551 184 2.57
12191 0.70 14271 0.0759 1083 77109 7416 8162 1099 12005 222 2.10
12191 0.70 13439 0.0755 1014 72614 7285 8018 10737 11817 220 2.09
12191 0.70 12949 0.0753 974 69966 7199 792317 100__8 117 _217_ 2 09
12191 0.70 12397 __0.072 932 66082 _700_ 7.8 05 l_.5 JI06__21_.2 09__
12191 0.70 117788 0.0739 .8_763.69_ 6976 __78 10448 . 185.0 _ _214 2.109
12191 0.70_ 1122 0.0757_ 841. 60092 6844 7533 IQ35 11392__ 2. _2,11.
12191 0.70 _10406O__0761_ 79._ .5622_ 6697 ._7370. L0Q251. 1.1282 .209_.2..1..
312191 070 .6 0.076 741 _21.3__5. .72D__ 6 _J.. 0f0 - 202 2.2-
_.. 2 7191. _.0.  _ 8 -0_4 0.0.798.. 64_ 43479 _.6225. _6852 9929. 10928 198. 2,3-3
1219.1 .0.0 _77215-_.. C.0.1O8_ .. _5 9315 .6063. _6673 9822 .1081-0 -194 2.4
a12 IlL. ..7.0....A. 513 R..lSA 3.2S -.. 6504.971. 10 -. OQ as
__.2191 _-..70 8.... 3..00875.. 509.. 31465 .. 574. 6323 9589-. 10554 .5.._2, 8
12191. 0.75 14D07 0.0771 1119 78385 7425 2 11 9_ 10911 1. 1 21 .0
12191 0.75 13655 0.0767 1046 73778 7293 7974 10743 11746 219 2.09
12191 0.75 12867 0.0766 95 69521 7150 7817 10608 11599 217 2.08
12191 0.75 1224677 0.0766 938 66166. 703 7697 105. 114. 215 _.0-
12191 0.75 11577 0.0768 888 62550 6895 7539 10412 11385 212 ..10
12191 0.75 10828 0.0773 837 58504 6754 7385 10313 11276 209 2.3_
12191 0.75 10039 0.0781 783 54242 6609 7226 10209 11162 206 2.19
12191 0.75 9216 0.0792 730 49797 6451 7054 10100 11043 202 2.25
12191 0.75 8369 0.0810 677 45222 6286 6873 9992 10925 198 2.32
12191 0.75 7552 0.0831 627 40807 6119 6690 9882 10805 194 2.40
12191 0.75 6775 0.058 581 36608 5967 6525 9773 10686 190 2.47
12191 0.75 6018 0.0894 537 32516 5812 6355 9655 10557 186 2.54
12191 0.80 14775 0.0784 1158 79831 7434 8073 10915 11852 221 2.09
12191 0.80 13884 0.0779 1081 75015 7292 7918 10751 11674 219 2.08
12191 0.80 13416 0.0778 1044 72489 7206 7825 10674 11590 217 2.08
12191 0.80 12778 0.0778 994 60039 7088 7697 10577 11485 215 2.08
12191 0.80 12078 0.0780 942 65262 6957 7554 10479 11379 212 2.10
12191 0.80 11349 0.0783 888 61321 6816 7401 10386 11278 209 2.13
12191 0.80 10506 0.0791 830 56767 666 7240 10276 11158 206 2.18
12191 0.80 9652 0.0801 773 52152 6511 7070 10167_1010 203 2.24
12191 0.80 8771 0.0818 717 47091 634? 6886 1004 Y9196 1-99 2.3
12191 0.80 7909 0.0840 664 42734 6178 6709 9947--! 1982 _
12191 0.80 7088 0.0868 614 38296 6024 6541 9838 10683 191 2.46
12191 0.80 6283 0.0904 568 33947 5867 6370 9721 10555 187 2.54
12191 0.85 15082 0.0796 1200 81488 7443 8023 10920 I1772 220 ?.OR
12191 0.85 14132 0.0792 1119 76357 7286 7854 .. 70 11599 218 2.08
12191 0.85 13362 0.0792 1058 72197 7149 7707 10646 11476 215 2 .0_8
12191 0.85 12646 0.07931002 68330 7019 7566 10549 11372 213 2.09
12191 0.85 11865 0.0796 943 64106 6873 7410 10450 11265 210 3Lj .
12191 0.85 11019 0.0801 882 59537 6724 7248 10344 11151 207 2.17
12191 0.85 10144 0.0810 822 54808 6570 7083 10237 036 203 223
12191 0.85 9232 0.0825 762 49883 6402 6902 10126 10916 199 2.31
12 12191 0.85 8332 0.0846 705 45019 6235 6721 10014 10796 195 2.38
' 12191 0.85 7470 0.0873 651 40360 6080 6554 9904 10676 191 2.45
1o 12191 0.85 6621 0.0909 601 35778 5923 6385 9789 10553 187 2.53
SI UNITS
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
JT8D-109 TURBOFAN ENGINF ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ICAO MODEL ATMOSPHERE lOu PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
NO BLEED OR POWER EXTRACTION
STANDARD DAY TAMb
ALT MN P3P2 T3T2 P3.2P2 T3.2T2 p4p2 T4T2 PDP2 TOT2 P7P2 T7T2 P8MP2
12191 0.65 4.15 1.68 7.89 1.95 17.24 2.65 1.72 1.24 1.76 3.08 1.70
12191 0.65 4.15 1.66 7..77 1.93 16.82 2.60 1.68 1.22 1.71 2.97 1.66
12191 0.65 4.14 1.65 7.73 1.92 16.69 2.58 1.67 1.22 1.70 2.94 1.65
12191 0.65 4.14 1.64 7.65 1.90 16.43 2.55 1.65 1.21 1.67 2.87 1.62
12191 0.65 4.12 1.63 7.55 1.89 16.12 2.52 1.62 1.21 1.64 2.81 1.6U
12191 0.65 4.08 1.62 7.42 1.87 15.7b 2.49 1.59 1.20 1.61 2.74 1.57
12191 0.65 4.02 1.60 7.24 1.85 15.31 2.46 1.56 1.19 1.57 2.68 1.53
12191 0.65 3.92 1.58 7.01 1.82 14.76 2.42 1.53 1.18 1.52 2.62 1.50
12191 0.65 3.78 1.56 6.74 1.80 14.13 2*38 1.50 1.17 1.48 2.57 1.46
12191 0.65 3.62 1.53 6.41 1.76 13.40 2.34 1.46 1.17 1.42 2.51 1a2__
12191 0.65 3.45 1.51 6.10 1.73 12.71 2.29 1.43 1.16 1-37 2.46 1.38
12191 0.65 3.28 1.48 5.76 1.70 ii.96 2.25 1.34 1.15 1.33 2.41 1.34
12191 0.65 3.14 1.46 b.49 1.67 11.36 2-21 1.36 1.14 1.28 2.35 1.31
12101 0.65 3.00 1.44 5.20 1.65 10.70 2.17 1.32' 1.13 1.23 2.30 1.27
12191 0.70 4.16 1.67 7.87 1.94 17.13 2.63 1.71 1.23 1.74 3.04 1.68
12191 0.70 4.16 1.65 7.75 1.92 16.71 2.58 1.67 1.22 1.70 2.93 1,65
12191 0.70 4.16 1.64 7.67 1.90 16.46 2.55 1,6 121 1,67 '.87 1.
12191 0.70 4.14 1.63 7.57 1.89 16.10 2.58 1.62 1.21 1.04 2,81 1.0Q
12191 0.70 4.10 1.62 7.45 1.87 1.00O 2.49 1.00 1. O 1.61 2.74 1.57
12191 0.70 .4.04 1.60 7.28 1.85 15.37 2.46 1.57 1.19 1-57 2.68 1.53
12191 0.70 3.94 1.58 7.ub 1.82 14.81 2.42 1.53 1.18 1.53 2.62 1.-0
12191 0.70 3.51 1.56 6.77 1.80 14.18 2.38 1.50 1.18 1.48 P.56 1.a4
12191 0.70 3.64 1.54 6.45 1.77 13.48 234 1.46 1.17 1,43 P2.1 1.
12191 0.70 3.48 1.51 6.13 1.74 12.7/ 2P30 1.41 1.16 1.3 2.4 ' le
12191 0.70 3.32 1.49 5.83 1.71 1.0 P.P 1.39 1.15 1.3' 2 3 1a
,2 12191 0.70 3.18 1.46 5.54 1 2 1145 .21 1.3 i 1 .14_L .s 2. - 1I
11 12191 0.70 3.03 1.44 5.25 1.65 10.79 P,17 1.32 1.13 -L_ 2 1 .7
12191 0.75 4.17 1.67 7.b4 1.03 17.02 2.61 1.70 1.23 1.73 3.00 1.67
12191 0.75 4.17 1.65 7.72 1.9Q1 16.60 2.56 1.66 1.22 1.69 2.00 l-64_
1219i 0.75 4.16 1.63 7.6 1.89 16.20 2.82 1.63 1.21 1.64 2.81 1.6v
12191 015 4_.12 1.62 7.47 1.87 1.. 84 2.49_ 1.60 1.20 1.61 -2.74 1.57
12101 0 .7 4.06 1.60 7.30 1.85 15.40 2.46 1.57 1.19 1.57 2.68 l.54
12191 075 3.97 1.59 7.08 1.83 14.8 2.42 1. 4 1.1b ;15 2.612 1.5U
12191 075 3.54 1.56 -6.1 1.80 14.25 2.38 -1.50 1.1_ 1.4 2.56 1.46
12191 0.75 3.68 1.54 6.50 1.77 13.56 234 1.47 1.17 1.43 2.50 1 .4
12191 0.75 3.51 1.51 6.1 1.74 12.85 2.30U 1.43 1.16 1.36 2.45_n_ 1.38
12191 0.75 3.35 1.49 b.d6 1.71 12.16 2.25 1.39 1.15 1.33 2.40 1.34
12191 0.75 3.21 1.4 5.55d 168 11.52 221 1.36 114 1.28 2.36 . i3
12191 _0.75 307 1.45 b.3U 1.65 _10.69 2.17 1,32 1.13 ! 223 2-,9c_ 1.26
12191 0.0 419 1.66 7.82 1.92 1690 29 1.9 3
12191 0.80 4.18 1.64 7.7u 1.90 16.45 2.54 1.65 1.21 1.67 2.86 1 ,6
12191 0.80 4.17 1.63 7.6 1.89 16.24 2.52 1.63 1.2L 1. 65 2.81 1L .
12191 0.8 0 4.14 1.62 7.50 1.7 15.-8 2.49 1.60 1.20 1.61 2.74 5
12191 0.80 4.05 1.61 7.33 1.85 15.46 2.46 1.7 i 19 1.58 2.6d5 1.i _4
12191 0.80 3.99 1.59 7.13 1.83 14.96 2.4 1.4 1.19 153 2_.62 1.51
12191 0.80 3.56 1.57 6.85 1.80 14.32 2.35 1.50 1.1 14 4 2.o 1.47
12191 0.80 3.71 1.54 6.54 1.77 13.63 2.34 1.47 1.17 143 59___3
12191 0.80 3.54 1.52 6.21 1.74 12.91 2.30. 1_.43- 1l1.6 .38_ 245 ._1-3_9
12191 0.80 3.38 1.49 5.91 1.71 12.22 2.25 1.39 1.15 1.33 2 39 4 
12191 0.80 3.23 1.47 5.62 1.68 11.58 2.21 1.36 1.14 1.28 2.34 1.30
12191 0.80 3.09 1.4b 5.33 1.65 10.94 2.17 1.32 1.13 1.23 2.2 1.27
12191 0.85 4.20 1.65 7.79 1.91 16. 77 2.57 1.68_ 122 1.70 2_92 ? 5 ._
12191 0.85 4.19 1.64 7.66 1.85 14.32 : , ..
I119 U.55 4.16 1.62 7.52 _ 1.87 15.93 2.49 1.60 1.20 1.62 2 ,74 1 7 ..
12191 0.85 4.10 1.61 7.36 1.85 1. 51 2.45 _1.57 1.19 1.58 -2,68 1.54
12191 0.85 4.01 1.59 7.15 1.B3 14 9..9 2.42 1 ,_54 _ 1.A -51
12191 O.B5 3.8 l57 6.88 , 1_437 3 M 4 2.5 1.4
12191 0.85 _3*73 1.54 6.58 1.77 1369 22.34 L.47_ -, 17 _1.44 2._50_ _ 1.-3 -.
. 919_ 0 685 3.86 1.52 6.25 1.7_4 _ 12-.98__ 2.30 1 . 4 3 1.16- 1.38 __2.45 1_39_
12191 0.85 3.40 1.49 5.94 1.71 12.28 2.25 1.40 1.15 1 33 2.39 1_35_
12191 0.85 3.26 1.47 5.65 1.68 11.63 2.21 1.36 1.14 1.28 2.34 1 .31
' 12191 0.85 3.11 1.45 5.37 1.66 11.00 2.17 1.32 1.13 1.23 2.28 1.27
.SI UNITS .- -.
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VTrT0WfTEY 2TPZPA T
Tj1800o TtBOFAN ENGINE ESTIMATED PEPFORMANCE
- TCA-- 0 40 OtftcAMOSFP5E TOOPERCENT rAM- RECOVERY
NO BLEED 00 POUWE EXTPACTION
-STADARD DAY TAMB.--
--- t--4-e-t00.- VN6-- 1--1- afi1 -T1 2 71--- I2I--0---L-W-A - --
.... 0 -v. --i l 5---( 7.3- ZTT T7T l74i- -BOT 10VOT 07f 9--2 t3I-
----- 0000 -O - -- 0-727 -- 2171 -16 138 7275- 8057 10734 I1887 486-- 2 -
-40000 0.65 ---- 929 -- 0726 217 5F~ 8 722- 8012 10682 1189 485 '2.107
S------000 -- 0.65- -217 -0.74- 2040 152 -- 7145 7913- 84  r1721 481 2;-09
-- 0---o80o ---6 ---- a --u-.59 -7- 7177 -OA-8R - TT6 1-7 a77--'-2. 0 O -
--- 4 0009-- 0 - 65 -2 i - -- 5--S- T Fr- 6 20- 7663 TO3c0 1- 76 472 2-.TC--
-- -0000 o6- -i-6 ----- 24-1-8 - o-t72 -- T-T 1705-6- 6-785 - -TST-T5O2 ~ T3-T '--66- 2.-T-rT--
-- 40-0.63 -2263 0.733-1659 - 123- 6642 7356 -fOIPrTof 6 -4-60 2. 15
6 400"- 10 0 45O T5 49 7104 1 0088 11171 452 - ?.2Pic
--. o000--7 4- 2---- 7 --4 1"~401 6333- -70I I -977 I 1049 -444- 2.27-
----- 4-00-0-- -6- ---- -75- 6-7- 4--8f 3-  -47- - 3691 82 9 872-7059z2 -43 2-3 3
-- -0000--- -- 587--O-85- -124 6 8577 5994 -66-38 9762 -0811 425- 2.42;--
---4- -- 6-6- -1-427 .- 0--- t56 7714 5848 6476 9650 T10686 41-6 2.49
- -4-00 -0-i65- --- 273---0.683q- -168 -688r -562 - 6293 -9527 10551 407 2257 -
4-- -)o &. 32 0n -o0-74e4- 2 88 9 --T-r7 34 7416 5-62 104-9 12005 490 -2.10
S-4000- 0.70 -3or7-- 00 R 3 I32l"- 7285-- 8018 073 -1817 485 -200
40000 0.70- 2911 0.73 --<?48 1 729 719? 7923 10642 11713 482 2.09
40000 0.70 2787 0.737 0- C 1m08 7091 7805 10549 11606 478 2.09
40000 0.70 2650 0.730 1957 1411R 6976 7678 10448 11=00 473 2.00
40000 -C.70 2500 -0.742 1855 13509 6844 7533 10351 11392 467 2.11
-40000 0.-i70 -233 0746 -17-6 12640 -6697- 7370 10251 11282 461 2.14
.- 4000-- 0.-70- 2-- 9 -0.79z--1635 - 1717 556 9 -7T08 10146--11166 453 2.20 -
40000 0.70 1988 0.746 192' 10746 6301 7034 1003- 11047 445 2.26
40000 0.70 1809 0.782 1415 0774 622 6852 0929 10928 437 2.33
4-000 0.70 1635 0.802 -312 83R 6063 6673 9822 10810 428 2.41
40000 0.70 1469 0.828 1216 7041 5909 6504 9711 10688 419 2.48
-- 0000 0.70 1309 0,88. 1123 70-71 5749 6323 9589 10554 409 2.96
-- 40094 28--.a- &---- -38- -7.- -67 - 176 1 7429 8t19 01 1 " TT'30 497 2.T-
40000 0.75 3069 0.752 2308 16t86 7293 7974 10743 11746 484 2.08
.. 4280 P -. _ 892-05T 71-T - T62- -711D _7R 17 10608-11 9 -47-- 2.0 -
-- 4a0l0 -0--2- - -7-3 -- 7r- 70-8 - 14R74 70-30 78T -109511 114 2 474 2.09
- 4000-f?-6" --477,- -- 8 60-5-77 - - 1 406 r 6 ?957 73 0 T2 1 0 43 2"T
----400-- -- 75- 44- 0r76 17- 45 1 92 754 - 9- -- 0 1 --t-- 462-- -1 4
- 40000 0-,7 - 207 -0.777- -160 T171-84 641 704- 01-00 1104- -447- 2.2---
-- 40000-- -5.-- 188- -- O-r74--493 1166--628- 6673 - 9992 - 2--43- 5--
-- 4000- -075 -- 169-7 0.81-5- 184 9173 -6119 -16690 9882 70805 429 -2.40
--- 4-000----75 . I5-3-.O-f -26 -- 829 -59-67--525 - 9773 -106 6 40-- t-
.. "---75---2--t- r tO 70- -8- -2- 8- -- -7-- t -57i05747
-- -C--s O 3 .7--- 25- 3 - T7~64--7434 -T 73 - I-1 ----T85- I7 7 48 2 -ZO0
-- 4000- .8-0- -- - rv7 - 77" - r 13896 7282 - 781T9-1-075- r974 74BC 72.00--- .f-T -O -751- 2307 T5785 70 792" 977190547878 - -'
- 406-00-08 2872 A7:753 - T8 T-0-R 08 7657 1U577 1F4894774 2.0
4- 7 T57Oi 75-2 17267 os 0954 2u47/9 11:3( wb9 il
25-1-r--9- c--88o I5- O. 1o i-7-3 n 1aa5 ul 081 ,Fi T0 Ti,<- 42 c.13
--- 000e-- 0----23- -O 7 - 831 -T67 - --- 68-8--- 36 72T0- TO76 1115B 455- 2-I-8
-- 40 0 0---O80 --- 2159 85 3T70- 1720 65TT 7070 TOT87T T40- 52 -t.
-- 0 --- 8 r --- 9- 6',- - 57- . 86 -1-057 -TO9 r J- - -- ,....
-4--e60------------8--0-t75 ----- 25-4- ?t83T0743 024 - -- 08-TT----- 4 ,-82 --
-4-000- oa, t4u 1 .Cst tIi 70-M1 5-8J 6e70 1T97i 11055 412 ?
oKo *8-4 .8 ,_ I 0 7 7 246 7d 17.T 0T-7-705-Tf 4 -- lO-U46u9 -----
W4OCI fC' 7-mC R* 73 1 37 1 F'l1 1,908197- I 1 4 rd88 80 .
- -- ---. , 2-04 0.r7 2 302 14 i C 10 1I T1O6F 4( C 7T -
-- -- 0 10mu 2. b (- I0 , I i--t) t)e o 1 5- - 4t --58 4 .- -I -
0.0-n-fr5 ,7 84 1 103 II l I 1L -014 lU1 1 9 44 1 c .
*0 f
0
*C i" , U.CCC 1001 Io o60o 0555 9U4 10,5 422-7 4-
#u-e u8 l oo U.0C IC U5 9 oJo 99 10iUDJ 41j c.nJ
ENGLISH UNITS
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PPIA .A WM I INF-( MINL UPAt I
,JIT8D--. alTLU ENGINE C 'STIMATE -r U-HrU MNt -
ECA0 r MGML ATMOSPirH C I e FE C C-NT , AE.ve
NU MLt -D U9 POWER EX(!AICIION
SS ANDAIU DA
ALT Il1N 5F2! T ,T -p.,s-c I,2 .T 11 eI C pU -c tlU H (I PMP
40090 0.6 4.1- 1 .6 7.89 1.95 i72 Z.65 1.72 .2 fI t . . .u Ti u
4E\ee f).65 o..q .1- - 7 -77 1J y i 6.832- ---Z. --0 
--- i -. 6E0000 0.69 4 14 1 6 ,.75 i 6-'5 I7;2 j.(0 d.'I 1j b
g400 E0 0.4' 410 .4 7.00 i.c-0 .. c .a 1c . c6 l.6 U .px a-b
.- C. . -r a i07f-i 1. 4,i e
4009 0.6 4- 1.62 7.- 1.d 7 1.7- 2.49 .0 t.20 1.61 2. . i .o,
40000 0.6O 14.02 1.0t 7l24 -- 1 2.1 b
40000 0. 39 1. i 6 2.44 1* I I H I DT1 Z .Otb i .3T
2 ; u.r 3.4 6 i . 1. 12.3 2.20 1.3 ll 1.3 24 13 1.3
e*G * E. . 54 1.63 11.45 2.2 1.6 1.14 1.2! 2.39 1.304.,9 f)0. 3.C,8 1.44 -. 20 1. 5 10 .7 2.I7 1 5.32 3 fj 2 1 2L --
40e58 5,. O e5 -!M I ., * 0 !11*. f *C 1.1J 7 . 'e 1. e r. 93 1.6"
40000 0. 7 4.17 i.5 I7. 1. 16. .r' 1.6. I.2I 1.6J 2.97 1.62
4 -' 0 0 i63 1.9 16.2 2.92 1.6 1o2 1.4 ~.01 1.60
S O -, O 1f.2 I.4 1.97 12 'HU 2.4 1.6 1.2 T 1.*61 2.74 1.57
4 u00o 0 0 n+ " 1.6.0- .fn I.5 1.4 - .4b 1.97 1.19 1.7 2.68 1.534
c
0 0 Oj7 ! J- 1 m !.v I7 W 14.31 2*4 1.4 1.18 1t93 2.62 1.90
-o .0. s0 ,.og 1 *l I uo , i 10* ..'D0 1 R 1 1.4-R 5-7 6 1.a6-
4uu0000 . .04 1 t4 6. 1-r.7 13.48 2.34 1.46 1.17 1.43 2.51 1.42 -
12 4u 0.U I .fu j.4t 1 .1 6.13 1.74 12.77 2.30 1.43 1.16 1.38 2.45 1.38
,, uuu u 0 3.32 1.4 5.83 1.71 12.09 2.25 1.39 13.15 1.33 2.40 1 .4
q U000uu U. u ~3.18 1.4 5*4 1.68 11.45 2.21 1.36 1.14 1.28 2.39 1.30
9 U 5 -0. 3j.u 1.44 5.3 1.6lT r 10.79 P2 17 1.32 1-.1 1.23 P.20 1.27 -
4 Geo -f -l . f? 2v94 V 3- -- I ei , -t- riO T10 .2 1s7 1.00 1 . F
40000 0.79- 4.17 1.65 7.72 1.91 16.60 2.56 1.66 1.22 1.69 2.90 1.64
-4 O0 E-- 7 4-.6- i 63 7-- 60 -1. 9 6.20 2.52 .63 1.21 1.64 2.81 1.60-
40000 0?7' 4.2 1.62 7.47 1P7 15.14 2.49- 1.60 1.20 1.61 2.74 1.57
-400-- 0 0 75 -- 6--1i 60 7i -1.1 5 1r.40 2. 46- 1 .57 1.T 1.57 2.68 1.54
- eef - -o 7 - 3r.-9-49, -R--T.- T 1R3 - 2T I- 42 -1 4- T.I4 1.18 -. 13 ?.62 1 .O
e T . -gr.y- 96- -1. 72;97 7.34 T477 4- t 1 T 2.5T 9 -
.--- l--r07 '.-3ri--- ----T6-i---- .- ---I -.- 712- o 2. "-. 3T 7 1- -Ti-Z-3 717 -
... 40000 31,- -.- 1 .-Z1 7 48-3 6 1,-i1- P.P9 1i ;1 ,32 T- "a -14, - I T--3 3 .4 ;0 1. -4
-- 40-000 -0.75 .-2T--- t 9t -- 7 1.68 15; 2.9 .36 T.'T4 TI - 2.34- 1i30-
-4 eO 7O-O6- 5--3i- 4-- -3- . r.F 10. 89- 2 T7 1 .32-- 1 13 -1r.23-- 2.2 --1-26
.4 0P0-- 0.87- . - 6 . T.F- B.9 -.6 9 'T6 --- 23 " " I 72- .~76--T;66.
-- 0--- 9 035-3i-5~r--ld-rfr---5i5 774 ; 93i3O -45 431 i2~-T6.Z65 -1.-2139Y--5,3SO.et.-f7-- O? ' -T. -Z 70 .. T; 
- 
-7-90 - .. T; -6D I 2 ,6- I 72--
-t t ) "- - - -- 7- =- -T.6- 77-- - i T 7p-- 4- T -T; --3 .- 3 -2 ; ..
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ESTIMATED GROUND TEST NOISE FOR
JT8D-109 (HARDWALL)
Corrected Corrected High Frequency
Total Noise Fan Noise Core Noise
Page No. Page No. Page No.
727 - 200
Takeoff 304.8m 167 168
(1000 ft)
Approach 112.8 m 178 179 183
(370 ft)
737 - 200
Takeoff 304.8 m 167 168
(1000 ft)
Approach 112.8 m 184 185 189
(370 ft)
DC-9-32
Takeoff 304.8 m 167 168
(1000 ft)




ESTIMATED GROUND TEST NOISE FOR
JT8D-109 (AS SHIPPED)
Non-Mixed
Corrected Corrected Total Primary Fan Jet
Total Noise Fan Noise Jet Noise Noise Noise
Page No. Page No. Page No. Page No. Page No.
727 -200
Takeoff 304.8 m 190 !91 169 170 171
(1000 ft)
Approach 112.8 m 194 195 180 181 182
(370 ft)
737 - 200
Takeoff 304.8 m 190 191 169 170 171
(1000 ft)
Approach 112.8 m 196 197 186 187 188
(370 ft)
DC-9-32
Takeoff 304.8 m 190 191 169 170 171
(1000 ft)
Approach 112'.8 m 192 193 174 175 176
(370 ft)
60.8 m (200 ft) Sideline Part-Power Operating Line
Corrected
Total Noise
60.8 m (200 ft)
Page No.
Takeoff 198
Intermediate No. 1 199
Intermediate No. 2 200
Intermediate No. 3 201
Incrii diate No. 4 202
Approach 203
166
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC T/O
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 73778.N (16586.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 31151.N (7003.LB) FAN THRUST = 42627.N (9583.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 68.5KG/S(151 .LB/SEC) FAN FLOW 
= 139.KG/S(307.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 454.5M/S (1491. FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 306.M/S(1004.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 7444.RPM TIP SPEED = 487.1M/S(1598.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.672
CORRECIED TOTAL NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 304.8M(1000.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10,0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95,0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130,0 135.0 190.0 150.0
50 53.6 63.8 69.2 73.2 76.3 78,4 80.3 82,2 84.0 84.7 85.6 86.5 85.6 88.3 868.8 89.2 89.4 89.1 85.9 50
1 63 54.9 65.1 70.6 74.5 77.5 79.6 81.6 83.5 85.3 86.0 86.9 87.8 87.0 89.7 90.2 90.7 90.9 90.6 87.4 63 1
/ 80 55,9 66.0 71.5 75.4 786. 80.5 82.S 84.4 86.2 86.9 87.8 88.7 88.0 90.7 91.3 91.8 92.1 91.8 88.6 80 /
3 100 56.6 66.7 72.3 76.1 79.1 81.2 83.2 85.0 86.9 87.6 88.5 89.5 88.8 91.S 92.2 92.7 93.0 92.7 89,5 100 3
?12 57.1 67.2 72.7 76.5 79.6 81*7 83.6 85.5 87.3 88.0 88.9 89.9 89.3 92.0 92.8 93.3 93.7 93.3 90.2 125
0 160 57.1 67.2 72,7 76.S 79,5 81.6 83.6 85.4 87.3 88.0 88.9 89.9 89.3 92.1 92.8 93.3 93.7 93,. 90.3 160 0
C 200 56,9 67.0 72.5 76.3 79.3 81.4 83,q 85.2 87.0 87.7 88.7 89.7 89.1 91.9 92.6 93.1 93.6 93.3 90.1 200 C
7 250 56.2 66.3 71.8 75.5 78,6 80.6 82.6 84.4 86.3 C7.0 87.9 89.0 88.4 91.1 91.9 92.9 92.8 92.5 89.4 250 T
A 315 55.1 65.1 70.7 74.4 77.1 79.5 81.5 83.3 85.1 85.8 86.8 87.8 87.2 90.0 90.8 91.3 91.7 9(.4 88.2 315 A
v 400 54,3 64.2 69.7 73.5 76.5 78.7 80.6 82,3 84, 84.7 85.7 86.7 86.1 88.8 89.6 90.1 90.6 90.3 87.1 400 V
f 500 53.1 63.0 68.5 72.3 75.4 77.6 79.q 81.1 82*8 63.5 84.4 85.4 84.8 87.5 86.3 88.8 89.2 88.9 85.7 500 E
630 51.7 61.6 67.1 70.9 74.1 76.3 78.1 79.8 81.3 82.0 82.8 83.8 83.3 85.8 86.6 87.1 87.5 87.2 84.0 630
C 800 50,2 60.2 65.8 69.7 72.9 75.3 76,9 78.5 79.8 80.5 81.2 82.2 81,7 81.1 84.9 85.3 85.7 85,9 82.2 800 C
E 1000 48,6 59,0 64.6 68,6 7210 74.5 76,1 77.5 78,6 79,3 79,9 80.7 80,3 82,5 83.2 83,5 84.0 83.6 80.4 1000 E
N 1250 46,8 57,7 63.5 67.7 71,3 74,0 75,' 76,7 77,' 78,1 78,6 79,3 78,9 80,8 81.4 81.6 82.0 81.6 78.4 1250 N
T 1600 44.5 56.3 62.6 66.3 70,5 74.8 76,2 77,1 76.6 77.0 77.3 77.8 77,4 78.8 79,1 79,1 79,4 78.9 75,8 1600 T
E 2000 q1.2 54.1 60.4 64.5 68.9 71.6 72,9 73.6 74.6 76,5 76.5 76,8 76.5 77.2 77.3 76.9 77.1 76.5 75.3 2000 E
R 2500 37.7 51.2 58.5 62.6 66.3 68.8 70.1 71.0 71.9 76.1 75.9 76.0 75.8 75.9 75.6 74.7 74.6 73.7 70.6 2500 R
3150 34.3 50.1 58.8 63.9 66.8 69.8 71.1 72.5 74.1 79.0 78.8 78.7 78.1 77.4 76.7 73.8 72.6 70,9 67.8 31S0
F 4000 30,3 46.1 5 5 t9 61,9 65.1 6.8, 70.2 71,8 80.4 85,2 85,4 85.6 83,9 83.9 82.3 77,6 75.7 70.2 67.3 4000 F
R 5000 27.5 41.5 51.5 57.5 61.6 64.8 65,5 67.0 69.1 73.7 73.7 7'.1 73,7 73.2 71,5 68.3 67.7 64.8 61e5 5000 R
E 6300 22.6 36.0 '471 54.2 58,3 61,5 63,4 65.7 68,1 72.6 73.3 73.7 73,5 72.8 71,8 66,1 63.9 60.3 56.9 6300 E
Q 8000 16,5 28.1 40.2 48.5 53.9 57.7 59.9 62.3 70.5 74.5 75.3 76.2 75,4 75,1 74.3 69.0 6514 57,4 52.7 8000 Q
10000 4.7 19.2 30,5 40,8 47.5 52.1 58.0 58,7 61,9 67,3 66.7 66,8 65.4 64.9 62.7 56,8 53.6 47.1 42,9 10000
OYVEALL 6f66 76,7 .82.0 .v.0. 89t , 91. 9313 95 ) 96,9 97,8 98.6 99,6 98,9 10.5 102.1 102,5 102.9 102,6 99,4
PNDB 69,7 80,9 87,3 91.9 95.3 98,0 99,7 101.2 105.1 108.0 108,4 109.0 107.9 109.0 108.7 107.5 107.7 107,0 103,7
BLADE PASSING FREQ, - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 20, CENIER FREQ. 4000
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC . T/O
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 73778.N (16586.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34 PRIMARY THRUST = 31151.N (7003.LB) FAN THRUST = 42627.N (9583.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW - 68.5KG/S(151.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 139.KG/S(307.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 I) PRIMARY VJ = 454.5M/S (1491. FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 306.M/S(1004.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 7444.RPM TIP SPEED = 487.1M/S(1598.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.451 T2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.672
CORRECTED FAN NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 304.8M(1000.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
IC10 20.0 30.C '40. 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105o0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 
150.0
s50 31.2 44.7 48.5 5C.B 53.5 55.5 56,2 56.5 57.0 62.2 61.9 61.8 
61.8 60.9 59.9 57,2 55.8 50.2 50.2 50
I 63 39.2 45.7 49.5 51.8 54.5 56.S 57:2 57.5 58.0 63.2 62.9 62.8 
62.8 61.9 60,9 58.2 56.8 51.2 51.2 63 1
/ PO 40.2 46.7 50.5 52.8 55.5 57.5 58.2 58.5 59.0 64.2 63.9 63.8 63.8 
62.9 61.9 59.2 57.8 52.2 52.2 a8 -7
3 100 4016 47., 51.3 53.7 56.4 58.4 59.1 59.4 59.9 65.1 64.8 64.7 64.7 63.8 62.8 
60.0 58.6 53.0 53.0 100 3
175 It1.6 4 .4 52.3 54.7 57.4 59.4 60.1 60.4 60.9 66.1 65.8 65.7 65,7 
64,8 63,8 610 59,6 54.0 54.0 125
0 160 4. .1 53.2 55.5 58.3 603.3 61.0 61.3 61.9 67.0 66.7 66.7 66.6 65,7 
64,7 61.9 60.5 54.9 54.8 160 0
C 20 43.C 501.1 5".2 56.5 59.3 61.3 62.0 62.3 62.9 68.0 67.7 67.7 67.6 66.7 65.7 62.9 61.5 
55.9 55,8 200 C
T 250 43.5 50.9 55.0 57.4 60.2 62.2 62,9 63.2 63.8 69.0 68.6 68.6 68,5 
67,6 66.6 63,8 62.4 56.8 56,6 250 .T
A 315 4 374 51.3 55.6 58.1 61.0 63.C 63.7 64.1 64.6 69.8 69.5 69.4 69.4 68.4 
67.4 64,6 63.j 576 57. -3T
V 400 45.6 53.5 58.3 62.2 65.8 68.6 69.6 70.5 69.9 70.7 70.4 70.3 70.3 69.3 
68.3 65,5 64.0 58.3 58.0 400 V
E 500 4i,5 53.9 58.9 62.9 66.6 69.4 70.8 71.3 70.7 71.5 71.2 71,1 71,1 701, 
69.1 66.2 64.8 59.1 58.7 500 E
630 45.4 54,4 59,5 63.6 67.4 70,2 71,2 72.1 71.5 72.4 72.0 72.0 71,9 70.9 69.9 
67.0 65o5 59,8 59,3 630
C Boo 44.7 54.6 60.0 64.2 68.0 70.9 71 9 72.9 72.3 73.1 72.8 72.7 72.6 
71.6 70.6 67.7 66.1 60.q 59,8 800 c
E 1000 43.5 54.4 60.2 64.6 68.6 71.5 72f6 73.5 72.9 73.8 73,4 73.3 73,3 72.2 
71.2 68,2 66,6 60,8 60,0 1000 E
N 1250 42.2 54.3 60,5 65.1 69.1 72.1 73,2 79.2 73.6 74.4 74,1 74.0 73.9 72.9 71.8 68,7 
671 6122 6. T--I 0-W
T 1
6 00 4C,7 54.1 60.8 64.5 69.2 74.0 75,3 75.9 74.5 79,8 74,5 74.4 74.3 73.2 
72,1 68.9 67,2 61.3 60.0 1600 T
E 2000 35.7 52.1 58,7 63.0 67.2 70.7 71,9 72.2 72.8 75.2 74.9 74.7 7496 73.5 72.4 
69,1 67,3 61,3 59,7 2000 E
R 2500 29.9 49,2 57.2 61.5 65,3 68.0 69,1 69.6 70.2 75.4 75.0 74,9 74,7 73.6 72.4 69,0 
67,1 60,9 58,8 2500 R
3150 26.0 49.0 58.3 63.5 66.4 69.5 70,7 72.1 73.7 78.8 78.6 78.4 77.8 76,8 75.7 71,4 68.3 62.4 
599 3150
F 400 17,7 44,8 55,4 61.6 64,8 68.0 70,0 71.5 80.4 85.2 85.3 85.6 83,8 83,8 82,2 77,2 75.1 
67,7 65,0 '4000 F





E 6300 .0 33.3 46.5 53.9 58.1 61.4 63,3 65.5 68.0 72.6 73.2 73.6 73.4 
72.7 71.6 65.2 61,9 53.6 49.5 6300 E
Q 800c .0 22.7 39.5 48.3 53.7 57.6 S9.8 62,2 70,5 74.4 75,3 76,2 75,4 75.1 
74.3 68,8 65,1 5,3 49,6 8000
10000 ,0 6.9 2 9.2 40.5 47.4 52.0 57,9 58.6 61-.9 67.3 
66.7 66.8 65,3 64.8 62.6 S6,5 52.9 42,2 34,7 10000
OVERALL 5501 646 70,4 74.5 7Z8.3 8 1.6 8.12 3,.5 85,13 88.7 88,6- 88,8 87,9 
87,3 860 81,8 79,8 73,3 71,7
PNDo 60.3 73,8 81,6 86.5 90,0 93.1 
9
4,q 905, 99,9 104.1 104.1 104.3 103,2 102,8 013 96,9 94,8 ;7,7 8S5S
BLADE PASSING FREQ. - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 20, cENTER FREQ. 4000
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC T/O
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 73778.N (16586.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF IST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 31151.N (7003.LB) FAN THRUST = 42627.N (9583.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 68.5KG/S(151.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 139.KG/S(307.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 454.5M/S (1491. FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 306.M/S(1004.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 7444.RPM TIP SPEED = 487.1M/S(1598.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.672
NON-MIXED TOTAL JET NOISE
THIS MATRIX REFLECTS THE V-a JEt LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 304.BM(1000.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10,I) 20.0 30.0 40.0 501.0 600 70.0 80.0 90.0 95,0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 53.5 63.7 69.2 73.2 76.2 78.3 80.3 82.2 84.0 84.7 85.6 86.5 85.6 88.3 88.8 89.2 89,4 89.1 85.9 50
1 63 54*8 65.0 70.5 74.5 77.5 79.6 81.6 83.5 85.3 86.0 86.9 87.8 87.0 89.7 90.2 90,6 90.9 90.6 87.4 63 1
/ 80 55.8 0.*9 71.5 75.4 78.9 80*. 82,5 84.3 86.2 86.8 87.8 88.7 88.0 90.7 91.3 91,8 92.1 91.8 88.6 80 /
3 100 56.5 66.7 72.2 76.1 79.1 81*2 83.2 85.0 86.9 87.5 88.5 89.5 88.8 91.5 92.2 92.7 93.0 92.7 89.5 100 3
125 57,0 67.1 72.7 76,5 79,5 81.6 83.6 85.5 87.3 88.0 88.9 89,9 89.3 92.0 92.8 93.2 93.6 93.3 90.2 125
0 160 S7.0 67.1 72.7 76.5 79.5 81.6 83.6 15.4 87.3 87.9 88,9 89.9 89,3 92.1 92.8 93.3 93.7 93.4 90,2 160 0
C 200 56.8 66.9 72.5 76.2 79.3 81.3 83.3 S.2 87.0 87.7 88.6 89.7 89,1 91.8 92.6 93.1 93.6 93,3 90,1 200 C
T 250 56,0 66.1 71.7 75.5 78.5 60.6 82.6 *4 86.3 86,9 87,9 88,9 88,3 91,1 91.9 92.4 92.8 92.5 89.3 250 T
A 315 5411 64.9 70.5 74.3 77.3 79.4 81.% F3.2 85.1 85.7 86.7 87.7 87,2 89,9 90.8 91.2 91.7 91.4 88.2 315 A
V 
4 0u 53.7 63. 69.4 73.1 76.2 7b2 80.2 82.1 83,.9 84.6 85.5 86,6 86.0 88.8 89,6 90.1 90*6 90.3 87,1 . 400 V
E 500 52.3 62.4 6R.0 71.8 74.8 76.9 78,9 FO.7 82.5 83.2 84.1 85.2 84,6 87., 88,2 88,7 89,2 88.9 85*7 500 E
630 50.6 60.7 66.3 70.0 73,0 75.1 77.1 78.9 80,8 81,4 82.4 83.5 82,9 85,7 86,5 87,0 87.5 87.2 84.0 630
C 800 18,7 58.9 64.4 68.2 71.2 73.3 75.3 77,1 79.0 79,6 80.6 81.7 81.1 83.9 84.7 85,2 85.7 854. 82,2 800 C
E 1000 47.0 57.1 62.7 66.4 69.4 71.5 73,5 75.3 77.2 77,8 78,8 7V,9 79,3 82,1 82,9 83,4 83.9 83.6 80.4 1000 E
N 1250 44.9 55.0 60.6 64.3 67.3 69.4 71,4 73.2 75.1 75.7 76.7 77.8 77.2 80,0 80.9 81.3 81.8 81,5 78,3 1250 N
T 1600 42.2 52.3 57.9 61.7 64.0 66.8 68,8 70.6 72.' 73.1 74,0 75.1 79,6 77,3 78,2 78,7 79,1 78.8 75,6 
1600 T
E 2000 39,7 49.8 55.4 59.2 62.2 6413 66,7 68.1 69.9 70.6 71.5 72.6 72.0 74,8 75,7 76,2 76.6 76,3 73.1 2000 E
R 2500 36.9 47.0 52.6 56.3 59.3 61.4 63,q 65.2 67,1 67.7 68.7 69.8 69,2 72.0 72.8 73.3 73.8 73,5 70.3 2500 R
3150 33,6 43.7 49.3 53.0 56.1 58.) 60.1 62.0 63,8 64,5 65,4 66.5 65.9 68,7 69,6 70.1 70.5 70,2 67,0 3150
F 400 30.1 40.2 45,8 49.5 52,6 54.6 56.6 58,5 60.3 61,0 61.9 63.0 62,4 65.2 66,1 66,6 67*0 66.7 63.5 4000 F
R 5000 27,. 37.6 43.1 46,9 49.9 52.0 54,O 55,8 57,7 58.3 59.3 60.4 59,8 62.6 63,4 63,.9 64,4 69.1 60,9 5000 R
E 6300 22.6 32.7 38.3 42.1 45.1 97,2 49,2 51.0 52.9 53.5 54,5 55.5 55,0 57.8 58,6 59.1 59,6 59,3 56,1 6300 E
Q 8000 16.5 26.6 32.2 35.9 38.9 41.0 
4
3.0 44.8 46.7 47.3 48,3 49,4 48,8 51.6 52.4 52,9 53.4 53.1 49.9 8000 0
10000 14,7 18.9 24.5 28.2 33.2 33*3 35.3 37.1 39.0 39,6 40.6 41.7 41,1 43,9 44,7 45.2 45s7 45. 42.2 10000
OVERALL 66,3 76,4 82.0 85.8 88.8 90*9 92.9 94.7 96.6 97.2 98,2 99,2 98,5 101,3 102,0 102.5 102.9 102,6 99.4
PNDB 68.9 79.6 85.4 89.4 97.5 94.7 96.7 98.6 100.5 101.2 102.1 103.2 102,6 105.4 106.2 106.6 107.1 106.8 103,6
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC T/O
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 73778.N (16586.LB) ALTITUDE = 
0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES 
= 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 31151.N (7003.LB) FAN THRUST = 42627.N (9583.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100 PRIMARY FLOW = 68.5KG/S(151.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 139.KG/S(307.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 454.5M/S (1491. FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 306.M/S(1004.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 F T2) CORRECTED N1 = 7444.RPM TIP SPEED = 487.1M/S(1598.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3 45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED 
= 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.672
PRIMARY JEI NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 304.8M(1000.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES Fl
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60*0.00.0 P0. 90.0 95.0 100,0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 
1'0,0 150,0
ri L .'11 6U.5 66.1 69.8 72.8 74.9 76,9 78.7 80.6 8102 82.2 8303 82.8 85o6 
86.' 86,9 87. 87,1 8309 so
I 63 S2 3 62.4 66.0 71.7 7q.7 7b.8 78.A 80.6 R205 83.1 81.I 
85,2 8q.7 87.5 88.4 88.9 89.6 89,1 859 63
/ fi0 5,,n 64.0 69.6 73.4 76.6 78.5 80,5 P2.3 84.1 84.8 85.7 
86o9 86.3 89,1 90,0 90,5 91.0 90.7 87.5 80 /
3 lo" 5502 66.3 70.9 76.6 77.6 79.7 81.7 83.5 854 f,6.0 87.0 
88.1 87.6 90.4 91.2 91,7 92.2 91*9 88,7 l0o 3
1,s .,h.1 b1.l 71.7 7S.5 7115 60.6 82,6 96.6 86.2 86.9 87.8 89.0 
88.4 91,2 92.1 92,6 93*1 92,8 89.6 125
0 160 5..3 66.4 72.0 75.7 76.7 80,8 82.8 86.6 86.5 87.1 
88.1 89.2 88,7 91.S 92.3 92.8 93.3 93o0 89,8 160 0
C ZoO S6.2 bb.3 71.9 75.6 7 P.6 60.7 82,7 A .5 86 .4 87.0 88.0 
89.1 88.5 91.3 92.2 92.7 93.2 92.9 89.7 200 C
T 2s0 S5.5 6!.6 71.Z 76.9 77.9 800 82.0 63.8 85.,7 R6.3 
87.3 88.4 8679 90.7 91.6 92,1 92.6 92.3 89.1 2S0 1
A 315 54.q 66.5 70.1 73.8 7608 7.Y9 80,9 62.7 86.6 85.2 
86,2 87,3 86,8 89.6 90,5 91.0 91 5 91,2 88,0 315 A
V 4fOn F303 63.4 69.0 72.7 75.7 77.8 79.8 61.6 83.5 86.1 85.1 
86,2 85.7 88,5 89.3 89,8 90.3 90o0 86,8 600 V
E 50n 1.
9  62.0 67.6 71.3 74.3 76o6 78 .,4 8D.2 82.1 82.7 83.7 86.8 814.3 
87.1 88.0 88.5 89.0 88.7 855 500 E
630 5o.2 O.3 65.9 69.7 72.7 74.7 76.7 78,5 8004 81.0 82,0 
83.1 82.6 85,q 86.3 86,8 87,3 87.0 83,8 630
c 6fn 48.4 € 85 6 .1 67.8 70.E 72.9 74,9 76.7 78.6 79.2 
80.2 81.3 80.8 83,6 86.5 85,0 85.5 85,2 82.0 800 C
E 1001n ,607 !,6.8 62.6 66.1 69.1 71.W 73,2 75.0 76o9 77.5 78,5 
79.6 79.0 81,B8 82.7 83.2 83,7 83.4 80 2 1000 E
N I 2r 44.6 ".7 6C,3 66.0 67.0 69,1 71.1 72.9 76.8 75.4 
76.6 77.5 77,0 79.8 80,7 01,2 81.7 81.6 78,2 1250 N
T 16( 41.'9 52.0 57. 61.3 66.3 66.4 68,4 70.2 72.1 72.7 73.7 
74,8 7q.3 77.1 78.0 78.5 79.0 78,7 75,5 1600 T
E 20n0 39.4 '49.5 66.1 688 61.e 63.9 65.9 ,7.7 69.6 70,2 71.2 
72.3 71,8 7,4.6 75,4 75,9 76, 
7 6
.1 72,9 2000 £
R 6nn 36.5 '46.6 S2.2 55.9 50. 61.0 63.0 64.8 66,7 
67.3 68.3 69.6 68.9 71o7 72.6 73.1 73.6 73.3 70,1 2500 R
31S0 33,3 63.6 69.0 52.7 55.7 S7.8 59.8 61.6 63.5 64.1 65,1 
66,2 65,7 68.5 69.'4 69,9 70,6 70.1 66,9 3150
F 4On 29.8 39.9 65.5 49.2 52.2 54.3 56,3 58.1 60.0 60.6 61.6 
62.7 62,2 65,0 65.
9  
66,4 66,9 66.6 63,. 4000 F
R 61100r 27.7 37.2 42.8 46.6 49.6 kI.7 53,7 55. 57.3 58.0 58.9 60.1 5905 
62.3 63.2 63,7 66,2 63.9 60,7 5000 R
E 63jn0 72. 32.6 3A.0 'i.8 16.8 '6.9 64,9 50.7 52.5 53.2 54.1 55.3 
54,7 57.5 58, 58,9 59,6 59,.1 5,9 6300 E
Q o0fl I,,2 76.3 31.9 35.6 3P,6 14.7 427 46,5 46.6 47,0 48.0 491 48.5 
51,3 52,2 52,7 53,2 52.9 49,7 8000 4
10UnI0 4,S (.6 2qZ 27.9 330.9 33.0 30 ,. 36.8 38.7 39.3 40.3 .41.4 
40o
9  
63,7 44,5 S5,0 45.S 45,2 42,0 10000
OVEIIALL 65.3 76.4 81.0 86.7 87.7 89,8 91.8 93,6 95.5 
96.1 97.1 98.2 97.7 100,5 1014 101.9 102.6 102.1 9819
PNLB t.)'4 79.0 66.8 8E.7 91.8 94.C 96,0 97.8 99,8 100,4 101o4 
102,5 102,0 104.8 105,7 106,2 106,7 106,4 103,2
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC T/b
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 73778.N (16586.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 31151.N (7003.LB) FAN THRUST = 42627.N (9583.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 68.5KG/S(151.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 139.KG/S(307.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 454.SM/S (1491. FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 306.M/S(1004.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 7444.RPM TIP SPEED = 487.1M/S(1598.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.672
FAN JET NOISE
THIS MtTRIX REFLE(1S THE V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 304.8M(1000.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
I,0. 20.0 30.0 40.0 E0.1 6.0 C 70,0 POO 9 0.G 9S. 100.0 105.0 110,0 115,0 120,0 130.0 135.0 19100 150.0
50 50.5 .'U.9 66.3 70.5 73.6 75.7 77,6 79.6 81.3 82.1 82.9 83.6 82.4 81.9 81.9 85.2 89.9 84.6 81.5 SO
I 63 51.2 61), 67.0 71.2 719.3 76.9 78,3 80.3 82.0 82,8 83,6 89,3 83.1 85.,6 85,6 85.9 85.6 85,3 82.2 63 1
/ 80 51.1 61.4 66.9 71.1 74.2 76.3 78.2 E80 2 81.9 82.7 83.5 89.2 83,0 85,5 8515 85.8 85.5 85.2 82.1 80 /
3 100 1n.7 61.1 66.5 70.7 73.6 75.9 77.8 79.8 81.5 82,3 83.1 83.8 82.6 85.1 85.1 85. 85.1 89.8 81.7 100 3
125 49,9 60.3 65.7 69.9 73.0 75.1 77.0 79.0 80.7 81,5 82.3 83.0 81,8 84.3 819.3 84.6 84.3 89.0 80.9 125
0 160 48. 5v.2 69.6 68.8 71.9 790 75.9 77.9 79.6 P0.9 81.2 81.9 80,7 83.2 83.2 83.5 83.2 82.9 7918 160 0
C 200 97,7 58.1 63.5 67.7 70.8 72.9 74,8 76,8 78.5 79,3 80,1 80.8 79,6 82.1 82.1 82,5 82.2 81.9 78.8 200 C
T 250 96.3 ' 56.7 62.1 66.3 69.9 71. 73,q 75.5 77.1 77.9 78.8 79.5 78,2 80.8 80.8 81.1 80.8 80.5 77.9 250 T
A 315 4.5 5 .9 60.3 69.5 67.6 69,7 71.6 73.6 75.3 76.1 76,9 77.6 76.4 78.9 78.9 79.2 78.9 78.6 75.5 315 A
V 900 93,.1 53.5 58.9 63.1 66.2 68,3 70.2 72.2 73.9 74,7 75.5 76.2 75.0 77,5 77.5 77.8 77.6 77.2 79.1 400 V
E So00 414 61.8 57.2 61.' 69.5 66.6 68, 5  70.5 72.2 73.0 73,8 74.5 73,3 75,8 75.8 76.1 75.9 75.6 72.5 500 E
630 39,3 49.7 55.1 59.3 62.4 69.5 66,4 68.4 70.1 70.9 71.7 72.4 71,2 73.7 73.7 79.0 73.7 73.4 70,3 630
C 800 37.3 47.7 53.1 57.3 60.4 62 .5 6,. 66,4 68,1 68.9 69.7 70,9 69,2 71.7 71.7 72,0 71.7 71.9 68,3 800 C
E 1000 3.,0 9.4 50,8 55.0 58,1 60.2 62.1 64.1 65.8 66.6 67,9 68.1 66,9 69.4 69,9 69,7 69.5 69.2 66,1 1000 E
N 1250 32.8 43.2 48.6 52.8 5S5.9 58.0 59,9 61,9 63,6 64.9 65.2 65.9 69,7 67.2 67.2 67.5 i67.3 67.0 63,9 1250 N
T 1600 30.3 q0,7 46.1 50.3 531 55.5 57,4 59,4 61.1 61,9 62.7 63,94 62,2 64,7 69,7 65,0 64.7 691, 61.3 1600 T
E 2000 26,1 38.5 43,9 48.1 51.2 53*3 5.2 57.2 58.9 59.7 60.5 61.2 60.0 62.5 62.5 62.8 62,6 62.2 59.1 2080 E
R 2500 25,3 35,7 -41tl 45.3 qSkt .Q50*A 52,z 54.9 5691 56,9 57.7 58.9 57,2 59,7 59,7 60,0 59.7 59, 56,3 2500 _R
3150 21.6 32.0 37.19 1.6 49.7 96.8 98,7 50,7 52.4 53.2 59.0 59.7 53,5 56.0 56,0 56,3 56.0 55.7 52,6 3150
F q000 18.2 28.6 39.0 38.2 41,3 43.9 95.3 97,9 49.0 49.8 50.7 51,4 50.1 52,7 52.7 53,0 52.7 52.9 99,3 4000 F
R 5000 15.5 25.9 31.3 35.5 38,6 90.7 92.6 99.6 46*3 47,1 47,9 48.6 97,q 49.9 49.9 50.2 99.9 99.6 96.5 5000 R
E 6300 10.5 20.9 26,3 30.5 33,6 35.7 37,6 39,6 91,3 42.1 42.9 93.6 42,4 49,9 94.9 45S2 9449 19,6 9,5 6300 E
Q 8000 4.8 15.2 20.6 29,8 27.9 30f0 31,9 33.9 35.6 36.9 37.2 37.9 36,7 39,2 39.2 39,5 39.2 38.9 35.8 8000 Q
1000 .... 2 12 .7 It6 9 L_L 1_r_- 26,t__2_7,7 28,5 29,3 30, ?2,8 31.+3 3 .. 36, t*_.. 310 _27, j9 oo00
OVERALL 59,3 69.7 75.1 79,3 82,4 84.5 86,9 88,4 90,1 90,9 91,7 929. 91,2 93,7 93,7 99,0 93,7 9349 90,3
PNOB 58*1 69.5 75.3 79.9 83.3 85,6 87,6 89.7 91,5 92,3 93,1 93.9 92.6 95,2 95.2 95.5 95,2 99,9 91,7
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC DC-9 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32321.N(7266 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST 
= 10854.N(2440.LB) FAN THRUST = 21467.N(4826.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.KGIS(228.LBISEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 270.M/S(887.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.M/S(681.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4 59 FT21 CORRECTED NI = 5261.RPM TIPSPEED 
= 344.1M/S(1129.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321h12(3.45 FT2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.303
CORRECTED TOTAL NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8 M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K (77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115,0 120.0 130.0 135.0 L40.0 150,0
50 51.8 61.1 66.3 70.2 73.2 75.5 77,3 79,1 80.6 81.5 82,2 82.9 82.5 83,9 83,6 82.8 81.9 81.0 77,8 SO
1 63 52,6 61.9 67.0 70.9 73.9 76.2 7890 79,8 81.3 82.2 82.9 83.6 83,2 89,6 84.3 83,7 82o8 82.0 78.8 
63 1
/ 80 53.1 62.1 67.2 71.1 74.1 76.9 78,2 80.0 '81.5 82.3 83,0 83.7 83,2 894.7 8.4,5 83.9 83.1 82.3 79.1 v - /
3 100 53.3 62.1 67.1 70.9 73.9 76.3 78.1 79.8 81.3 82.1 82.8 83,4 83.0 84.5 84.3 83.7 83.0 82.2 79.0 100 3
125 53,7 62.2 67.0 70.8 73.8 76.2 78,0 79.6 81.0 81.8 82.9 83.1 82.6 89.1 83.9 83,4 82.7 81.9 78,8 125
0 160 53,8 61.9 66.5 70.2 73.2 75.7 77,5 78.9 80.2 81.0 81.6 82.2 81.,7 83,3 83.0 82.5 81.8 81,0 77.9 160 0
C 200 54.3 61.9 66.3 69.8 72,8 75.4 77, 78.3 79,5 80.3 80.8 81.4 80,9 82.3 82.1 81,6 80,9 80.1 
77.0 200 C
T 250 54,7 62.0 66.2 69.5 72,5 75.3 76,9 77,9 78.9 79.6 80,0 80.6 80,0 81,5 81,2 80.6 79.9 79.1 76.0 250 T
A 315 55,0 62.2 66.2 69.4 72.3 75.3 76,q 77.6 78.2 78.9 79,2 79.7 79.1 80,4 80.1 79.5 78.7 77.8 79,7 -31-S 
A
V '00 55,6 62. 66.9 69.4 72.9 7515 770 77.4 77.7 78.4 78B9 78.8 78,2 79,3 71,8 78,1 77.3 76.2 73.2 400 V
E 500 56.1 63.2 66.9 69,8 72,8 76.1 77.5 77,6 77,7 78,3 78.2 78,4 77.8 78,7 78.1 77,1 76,2 75.0 72,0 500 E
630 56,7 63.3 67.5 70.3 73.3 76,7 78,1 78.1 78.0 78,5 78,1 78,2 77,6 78.2 77.5 76.3 75.2 73.6 70.8 630
C 800 56.3 63.7 68.5 71.7 75.0 77.S 78,7 79.1 78.7 78.8 78.3 78.3 77,6 78.0 77.0 75,5 74.1 72.0 69,5 
800 C
E 1000 56.5 64.2 69.2 72.5 75.7 78.3 79 I 79,9 79.4 79,4 78.8 78.7 78,0 78.2 77,1 75,2 73.6 70,8 68,5 1000 E
N 1250 56,7 64.0 69.9 73.2 76.5 79.1 B0 80.7 80.2 80,2 79,5 79.3 78,6 78.7 77.4 75.2 73.4 69, 1-7, 22 5N
T 1600 57.1 66.01 70.8 73.3 77.7 82.3 83.1 83.2 82.0 80,9 80.2 80.0 79,3 79.2 77,8 75,5 73.4 69.1 67.9 1600 T
E 2000 56.6 66.3 70.6 73.8 77.0 80.6 82.1 81.8 81.3 81.7 81,0 80.8 80,0 79,9 78,5 76.0 73,8 68.8 
67.3 2000 E
R 2500 54.0 65.2 70.6 73.5 76.5 79*2 80.3 80.4 80.2 80.8 80.8 80.7 80.6 79.9 78,6 75,7 7309 671,7 67,3 2500 R
3150 56,8 69,. 75,0 79.1 80.7 83.8 83,0 89.2 92.3 92.6 92.6 93.1 92,2 91,5 91,2 87,4 85.5 78.0 77,5 1s
F 4000 51.4 65,.; 71,6 75.6 77.2 79,5 GO 8 1.3 83.3 83.5 83.5 84,0 83.0 82.4 82,1 78,7 7701 69,5 668, 4000 F
R 5000 48,8 63.1) 70,2 74.0 76.6 78,6 781 78.9 80.9 81.1 81.2 8149 8, 4 8'. 74- 7- .9 l ,IS-- e6 65,3 5000 R
E 6300 49.1 66.11 72.3 76.9 78,6 795. 79 8 80.6 88.1 87.8 89.0 90.4 89,9 89.6 90.7 85.0 81.9 73.2 72,7 6300 E
Q 8000 38.9 60.;! 68. 73,7 76,9 78.0 78,9 79.8 81,2 80,7 81.3 82.0 81,6 81.2 81,3 -77.1 75 66,0 I9 000 Q
10000 27,3 59,() 64,7 71.3 7q,7 76,8 82,) 80.5 88.0 89,1 88,1 868, 86,9 87,3 86,0 80,6 77,6 691 678 10000
OVERALL 68o.3 77.0 83.0 86.80 895 98s8 93 93.p 97,2 97,6 97.7 98,3 97,6 97.8 97,6 95.0 93*6 915S 887
PND I9,- 1- 9T,1-10 '03,3 106T 26.0 067,3 T20-i if-.3il2#4e 12.8 112 i0.9 ti-t 7  2- 106
0
5 100o9 99,
BLADE PASSING FRE. - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 19. cENTER FREQo 3150
JTBD-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC DC-9 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32321.N(7266 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 10854.N2440.LB) FAN THRUST = 21467.N(4826.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.KG/S(228.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 270.M/S(887.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.M/S(681.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED NI = 5261.RPM TIP SPEED = 344.1M/S(1129.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.303
CORRECTED FAN NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8 M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K (77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 90 0 50.0 60.0 70,0 80.D 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
So q7.5 53.5 56.7 59.2 62.1 65.6 66.9 66.6 66.0 66.4 65,7 65,5 64,7 64.7 63.2 60.8 58,5 52.6 52.4 50
1 63 8,S S9.S 57.7 60.2 63.1 66.6 67,9 67.6 67.0 67.4 66.7 66.5 65,7 65.7 64.2 61.8 59.5 53.6 53.4 63 1
/ 80 49.5 55.5 58.7 61.2 6q.1 67.6 68,9 68.6 68.0 68,4 67.7 67.5 66.7 66.7 65.2 62.8 60.5 59,6 59.4 80 /
3 100 50 3 56.4 59.6 62.2 65.1 68.6 69,9 69.5 69.0 69.4 68.7 68.9 67 7 67.6 66.2 63.7 61.5 55.6 55.3 100 3
125 51.3 57.4 60.6 63.2 66.1 69.6 70.9 70.5 70.0 70.4 69.17 69.4 68,7 68,6 67.2 69,7 62.5 56.6 56.3 125
0 160 52.1 58.3 61.6 64.1 67.1 70.5 
7 1.8 71.5 71.0 71., 70.6 70.4 69,7 69.6 68.2 65.7 63.5 57.5 57,2 160 0
C 200 53.1 S9.3 62.6 65.1 68.1 71.5 72,8 72.5 72.0 72.4 71.6 71.s. 70,7 70.6 69.2 66.7 64.5 58.5 58,2 200 C
T 250 53,9 60.2 63.5 66.1 69,Q 72.5 73,8  73.5 
7
3.0 73.9 72.6 72.4 71.7 71.6 70.1 67,7 65 0 59,.5 59.2 250 T
A 315 5'.
S  
61.0 64.94 67.0 70.0 73.5 74,8 7 .S5 73.9 74.3 73.6 73.3 72.6 72.5 71.1 68,6 66.3 60,4 60,1 31S A
Vy 00 55.3 61.9 65.3 68.0 70.9 74.9 75,7 75,4 74.9 75.3 74.5 74.3 73,6 73,5 72.0 69.6 67.3 61.1 61.0 400 V
E 500 55.9 62,8 66.2 68.9 71.9 75.4 76,7 76.4 75.8 76.3 75.5 75.3 74.5 74.5 73.0 70.5 68.2 62.3 61.9 500 E
630 56.5 63.6 67*1 69.8 72.8 76.3 77.6 77.3 76.8 77.2 76.5 76.2 75.5 75.9 73.9 71.4 69.2 63.2 62,8 630
C 800 56.3 63.5 68.3 71.5 79.7 77.3 
7 8
,q 78.8 78.2 78.1 77.4 77.2 76,9 76.3 74.9 72.3 70.0 69.1 63.6 800 C
E 1000 56.5 64.1 69,1 72.3 75,6 78.2 79,3 79.7 79.1 79.1 78,3 78.1 77,3 77.2 75.,7 73,2 70.9 64.9 69.4 1000 _E
N 1250 56,7 6947 69,8 73.2 76,5 79.1 80.2 80.6 80.0 80.0 79.2 79,0 78,2 78.1 76.6 74.1 71,7 65,.7 65.1 1250 N
T 1600 57,1 66.0 70.8 73.2 77.7 82.2 83,1 83.1 81.9 80.8 80.0 79.8 79,1 78.9 77.9 71,8 72.5 66.4 65.7 1600 T
E 2000 56,6 66.2 70.6 73.7 77.0 80.6 82.0 81.8 81.3 81,7 80.9 80,6 79,9 79,8 78.2 75,6 73.2 67.1 66.3 2000 E
R 2500 S4,0 65.2 70,6 73.5 76.5 79.2 80.3 804. 80.2 80.8 80.7 80.7 80.5 79,8 78,4 75,5 73.0 66,3 66,6 2500 R
3150 56.8 69.1 75.0 79.1 80,7 83.8 83,8 89,2 92.3 92.5 92.6 93.1 92,2 
9
1.5 91,2 87,4 85.5 77.9 77,5 3150
F 4000 51.4 65,S 71.6 75.6 77.2 79.5 80,0 81.2 83,3 83.5 83,5 89.0 83,0 82,9 82.1 78,6 77.1 69.2 68.2 4000 F
R 5000 48,8 63.8 70.2 74.0 76.6 78.6 78.1 78.9 80,9 81.1 81.2 81.8 81,4 80.9 79,7 79,8 73.2 65.1 658, 5000 R
E 6300 49.1 66.8 72.3 76.9 78,6 79.5 79,8 80.6 88,1 87.8 89,0 90.4 89,9 89.6 90.7 85,0 81.4 73.2 72.7 6300 E
I 80100 38,8 60.2 68.4 73.7 76,0 78,0 78,9 79.8 81.2 80.7 81.3 82.0 81.6 81.2 81.3 77.1 75.1 6600 6919 8000 Q
10000 27.0 54.0 69.7 71.3 79,7 76.8 82,1 80.5 88.0 89.1 88,1 88.1 86.9 87.3 86.0 80,6 77,6 69.0 67,8 10000
OVERALL 67t
7 
77, 82.2 8659 8866 91.9 92, 92.5 96,3 96,6 06.5 97.0 96,3 95.9 95,7 91,3 89.0 81.4 80.9
PND8 79,5 91.0 96,6 100.4 102.7 105.6 106.2 106.5 111.3 111. 111.9 111.7 111.0 110.5 109,9 106.2 109.1 96.7 96,2
BLADE PASSING FREQ. - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 19, CENTER FREQ. 3150
JTBD-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC DC-9 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTALTHRUST = 32321.N(7266LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF ISTSTAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 10854.N(2440.LB) FAN THRUST = 21467.N(4826.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.KG/S(228.LB/SEC)
41FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M:49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 270.M/S(887.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.M/S(681.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5261.RPM TIP SPEED = 344.1M/S(1129.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.3211A2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.303
NON-MIXED TOTAL JET NOISE
THIS MATRIX REFLECTS THE V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8 M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K (77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 1l0.0 115.0 1200.0 130.0 135.0 110.0 150.0
5s 41S.8 60.3 65.6 69.9 72,9 75.0 76.9 78.9 80.5 81.3 82.1 82.8 82,5 83.8 836 82.8 81.9 81.0 77.8 50
1 63 50.5 61.0 66.4 70.5 73.5 75.7 77,6 19.6 81.2 82.0 82.8 83.5 83.1 89.5 84.3 83,6 82.8 82.0 78,8 63 1
/ R0 SC.6 61,0 66.5 70.6 73.6 75.8 77,7 79.6 81.2 82.1 82.8 83.5 83,1 84.6 84,4 83.9 83.1 82.3 7901 80 /
3 100 50.3 60.8 66.2 70.3 73.3 75,5 77,. 79.4 81.0 81.8 82.6 83.3 82.8 849.4 84.2 83.7 82*9 82.2 79,0 100 3
125 q9*9 60,4 65.8 69.9 72.9 75.1 
7 7
.0 79.0 80.6 81.5 82.2 82.9 82.4 84.0 83.8 83.4 82.7 81.9 78.7 325
0 160 49.0 59.4 64.9 69.0 72.0 74.2 76,( 78.1 79.7 80.5 83.3 82.0 81,5 83.1 82.9 82.4 81.8 81.0 77.9 160 0
C 2n0 47.9 58,4 63.9 68.0 71.0 73.1 7500 77.0 78.6 79.5 80.2 80.9 80,4 82.0 B6.9 81.5 80.8 80.1 76_9 200 1
T 250 46.9 57.3 62.8 66.9 69.9 72.1 74.0 76.0 77.6 78,4 79.2 79.9 79,3 81.0 80,8 800.4 797 79.0 759 250 T
A 315 45,6 56,0 61.5 65.6 68.6 70.7 72,7 74.6 76.2 77.1 77,8 78.5 78,0 79,7 79.5 79.1 78.4 77.7 74,6 315 A
y 900 43,9 59,,3 59,8 63.9 66.9 69.1 71.0 73.0 74.6 75,4 76.2 76.9 76,3 78.0 77.8 77.9 76.8 76.1 72.9 400 V
E 500 42.5 52,9 58.4 62.5 65.5 67.7 69.6 71.6 73.2 74.0 79.8 75.5 79,9 76.6 76.4 76.1 75.4 7q.7 71.6 500 E
630 40.9 S1,.4 56.8 60.9 63.9 66.1 68,0 70.0 71.6 72.5 73,2 73.9 73,4 75, 74,9 7416 73.9 73.2 70.1 630
C 800 39,0 49,5 54.9 59.0 62.0 6492 66,l 68.1 69.7 70.6 71.3 72.0 71.5 73.1 73.0 72,6 72.0 1-.3 681 800- C
E 1000 37.3 47,7 53.2 57.3 60.3 62.5 6494 66.4 68.0 68.9 69,6 70,3 69,7 71,4 71.3 70,9 70.3 69,6 66,4 1000 E
N 1250 35.4 45.9 51.4 55. 58.5 60.6 62,S 69.5 66.1 67,.0 67,.7 68.4 67,9 69.6 69.4 69.0 68,4 67.7 64.5 1250 N
T 1600 33.4 43,9 49,3 53.4 56.4 58.6 60.5 62.5 64.1 65.0 65,7 66,4 65,9 67.5 67.4 67.0 66.4 65.7 6295 1600 T
E 2000 31,5 42.0 47.5 51.6 54,6 56.7 58.6 60.6 62.2 63.1 63.8 64.5 64,0 65,7 65.5 65.2 64.5 63,8 60.7 2000 E
R 2500 29.9 40.3 45.8 49.9 52,9 55,1 57,0 59.0 60.6 61.4 62.2 62,9 62,3 64.0 63,8 63.5 62,8 62.1 59,0 2500 A
3150 27,9 38.3 43.8 47.9 50.9 S3.L 55,0 57.0 58,6 59,5 60.2 60,9 60.3 62,0 61.9 61.5 60.9 60.;2 -STe T-'-3-5O-
F 4000 25.3 35.8 41.3 45.3 9483 50.5 52,4 59.4 56.0 56,9 57.6 58.3 57,8 59,5 59.3 59.0 58.3 57.6 5q45 4000 F
R 500S 23,6 34,0 39,5 43.6 46.6 48.8 50,7 52.7 54.3 55.1 55.9 56.6 56,0 57.7 57.5 57,2 56.5 55.8 52.7 5000 A
E 6300 21,4 31.8 37.3 41.4 44,4 9466 48,5 50.9 52.0 52.9 53,6 5S.3 53,8 55.5 55.3 55.0 54.3 53.6 50.5 6300 E
Q 8000 184 28.8 34.3 38,q 0414 '43.5 45,5 47.9 49.0 49.9 50.6 5133 50.8 52.5 52.3 52.0 51.3 50.6 47,I5 8660-
10000 15.5 25.9 31.4 35.5 38.5 40,7 q2,6 44.6 46.2 47.0 47,8 48.5 47,9 49.6 49,5 49,1 48.5 47.8 44,6 10000
OVERALL 59.2 69.7 75,1 79.2 82.2 84.4 86,3 88.3 89.9 90.7 91.5 92.2 91,7 93.3 93.1 92,5 915e 91.0 8709
PNO8 60.0 71.1 77.1 81.5 84.7 87.1 89 , 91.2 92.8 93.7 94.5 95,2 94.7 96.3 96.2 95.7 95S0 94.3 910
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC DC-9 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32321.N(7266 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 10854.N(2440.LB) FAN THRUST = 21467.N(4826.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.KG/S(228.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 270.M/S(887.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.M/S(681.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59FT2) CORRECTED NI = 5261.RPM TIPSPEED = 344.1M/S(1129.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.303
PRIMARY JET NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8 M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K (77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40G0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90,0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 446 4 56.8 62.3 66.4 69.4 71.6 73.5 75.5 77.1 77.9 78.7 79.4 78.7 80.5 80.9 80.3 79,7 79.1 75.9 50
1 63 47,8 58.3 63.7 67.8 70.8 73.0 74,9 76.9 78.5 79.9 80.1 80.8 80.2 82.0 81.9 81.7 81.2 80.5 77. 63 1
/ 80 48,5 58.9 64.4 68.5 71.5 73.7 75.6 77.6 79.2 80.1 80.8 81.5 80,8 82.7 82.6 82,4 81.9 81.2 78.1 80 /
3 100 48.6 59.0 6 e.5 68.6 71.6 73.8 75,7 77.7 79.3 80,2 80.9 81.6 80.9 82.8 82.7 82,5 81.9 81.3 78,2 100 3
125 48,5 58.9 64.4 68.5 71.5 73.7 75.6 77.6 79.2 80.1 80.8 81.5 80,8 82.7 82.5 82.4 81.8 81.2 78.1 125
0 160 47.7 58.1 63.6 67.7 70*7 72.9 74,6 76.8 78. 79.2 80.0 80.7 80.0 81.8 81.7 81.5 81.0 80.4 77,2 160 0
C 200 96.8 57.2 62,7 66.8 69.8 72.0 73.9 759 77.5 78,4 79.1 79.8 79.1 81,0 80.9 80,7 80.1 79,S 76,4 200 C
T 250 45.8 56.2 61.7 65.8 68.8 71.0 72,9 74.9 76,5 77.4 78.1 78.8 78.1 80.0 79,9 79,7 79.1 78,5 75.4 250 T
A 315 44.5 54.9 60.4 64.5 67,5 69.7 71,6 73.6 75.2, 76,1 76.8 77.5 76.8 78,7 78,6 78,4 77.8 77.2 74.1 318 A
V 400 42, 9 53.3 58.8 62.9 65.9 68.1 70,0 72.0 73.6 79.5 7S.2 75.9 75.2 77,1 77.0 76,8 76.2 75.6 72.5 400 V
E $00 41.6 52.0 57.5 61.6 64.6 66.8 68,7 70.7 72.3 73.1 73.9 74.6 73.9 75.7 75,6 75,5 74.9 74,3 71.1 500 E
630 40.1 50.5 56.0 60.1 63.1 65.3 67.2 69.2 70.8 71.7 72.4 73.1 72.9 79,3 74.2 74.0 73.4 72.8 69,7 630
C 800 38.2 48.6 5- 58.2 61,2 63.4 65*3 67.3 68,9 69,8 70.5 71.2 70.5 72,9 72.2 72,1 71.5 7009 67,8 800 C
E 100 0  36.5 46,9 52.3 56.4 59.4 61.6 63,s 65.5 67.1 68.0 68.7 69.4 68.8 70.6 70.5 70,3 69.8 69.2 66.0 1000 E
N 1250 34,5 44.9 50,4 54.5 57.5 59.7 61.6 63.6 65.2 66.1 66.8 67.5 66.9 68.7 68.6 68,4 67,9 67,2 64,1 1250 N
T 1600 32.5 42.9 48.4 52.5 55.5 57.7 59.6 61.6 63.2 64.1 64.8 65,5 64,8 66.7 66.6 66,4 65.8 65,2 62.1- 1600 T
E 2000 30. 7 41.1 46.6 50.7 53.7 55.9 57.8 59.8 61.4 62.3 63.0 63.7 63.0 64.9 64.8 69,6 64,0 63.4 60,3 2000 E
R 2500 29.0 39.4 94.9 49.0 52.0 54.2 56 1 S8.2 59.7 60.6 61.3 62.0 61., 63,2 63.1 62.9 62.4 61.7 58,6 2500 R
3150 27,1 37,5 q2,9 47.0 50,0 52.2 51. 56.1 57.7 58,6 59,3 60.0 59,4 61,2 61.1 60,9 60.4 59.8 56,6 315
F 4000 24.5 34.9 40.4 44,5 47.5 49.7 51,6 53.6 55.2 56,1 56.8 S7.5 56,8 58.7 58.5 58.4 s7.8 57.2 54.1 4000 F
R 5000 22,7 33.1 38,6 42.7 45,7 .479 4198 51.8 53.4 54.3 55.0 55.7 55.0 56,9 56,8 S6,6 56.0 55.4 52t3 5000 R
E 6300 20,5 30.9 36,4 40.5 43.5 45.7 47,6 99.6 51.2 S2.1 52,8 53.5 52.8 54.7 54,6 54,4 S38 53.2 50,1 6300 E
g 8000 17,5 27.9 33.4 37,5 40.5 42,7 14.6 46.6 48.2 '9,I 99.8 50.5 49,8 51.7 51,6 51,4 50.8 50.2 47,1 8000 Q
10000 14.7 25,1 30.5 34.6 37,6 39.8 41,7 93.7 45,3 46,2 46.9 97.6 47.0 48.8 48,7 48,5 48.0 47.3 9442 10000
OVERALL 57,4 67.8 73.3 77.4 80.4 82.6 8 5 86,5 88.1 89.0 89.7 90.4 89,8 91.6 91.5 91.3 90.8 90.1 87.0
PNDB 58,8 70,0 75.8 80.2 83.4 85.8 87,8 89.9 91.6 92,5 93.2 93.9 93.3 95.2 95,0 94.9 94.3 93,6 90,4
tit
JTBD-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC DC-9 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = ". TOTAL THRUST = 32321.N(7266 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLAC ES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 10854.N(2440.LB) FAN THRUST = 21467.N(4826.L8)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.KG/S(228.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.251(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 270.M/S(887.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.M/S(681.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(d.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5261.RPM TIP SPEED = 344.1M/S(1129.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321 V12(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.303
FAN JET NOISE
tHIS MATRIX REFLECTS 7HL V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8 M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K (77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
IC.C ;2.0 130.0 '4C.C 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95,0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 190.0 150,0
o5P 7.2 5;7.8 163.i 67.3 70.3 72. 74,4 76.3 77.9 78.7 79,5 80.2 80.1 81.0 80.7 79.3 77.9 76.6 73.2 50
1 63 47.1 57,7 63.1 67.2 70.2 72.3 74.2 76.2 77.8 78.6 19., 80.1 80.0 80.9 80.6 79,1 77.8 76.5 73e0 63 3
/ BO 46.3 56.9 6 2 .3 66.4 69.4 71.5 73.5 75.4 77.0 77.8 78.6 79.3 79,2 80.1 79.8 78.4 77.0 75.7 72,3 80 /
3 100 45.4 56.0 61*. 65.5 68.5 70.6 72.6 74.5 76.1 76.9 77.7 78.9 78,3 79,3 78.9 77.5 76.1 74.8 71.9 100 3
125 9*4 55,0 60.4 64.5 67.5 69.6 71.6 73.5 75.1 75.9 76.7 77,9 77,4 78.3 77.9 76.5 7S.2 73.9 70.1 125
0 160 43.1 53.7 59.L 63.2 66.2 68.3 70,3 72.2 73.8 79.6 75.4 76.1 76.0 76.9 76.6 75.2 73.8 72.5 69.1 160 0
C 200 q1.6 52.2 67.6 61,7 64.7 66.8 68,8 70,7 72.3 73.1 73.9 74.6 79,5 75.9 75.1 73,7 72.3 71.0 67.6 20 -C
1 250 0.C3 50.9 56,3 60.4 63.4 65.5 67.4 69.9 71.0 71,8 72.6 73.3 73.2 74.1 73.8 72,9 71,0 69,7 66,2 250 T
A 315 38,8 49,. 59.8 58.9 61,9 69,0 66,0 67,9 69.5 70.3 71,1 71.8 71,8 72.7 72.3 70.9 69,5 68.2 64.8 315 A
V 400 37.0 47.6 53.0 57.1 60.1 62,2 69.1 66.1 67,7 68.5 69.3 70,0 69,9 70.8 70.5 69.0 67,7 66,9 62,9 400 V
E S 0 35,3 45.9 51.3 55.9 58.9 60.5 62,9 69., 66.0 66,8 67.6 68.3 68,2 69.1 68.8 67,4 66.0 69.7 61,2 500 E
630 33.3 43.9 149.3 53.4 56.9 58.5 60.5 62.4 64.0 69.8 65.6 66.3 66.3 67.2 66,8 65,4 69*1 62.8 59,3 630
C 800 31.5 42.1 47.5 51.6 5 4.6 56.7 58.6 60.6 62.2 63.,0 63,8 69.5 64,4 65,3 65,0 63.5 62.2 60.9 579 800 C
E 1000 29,7 40.3 45.7 99.8 52.8 59.9 56 9 58.8 60.9 61,2 62,0 62.7 62.7 63.6 63.2 61,8 60.4 59.1 55.7 1000 E
N 1250 28.2 38.8 q4.2 98.3 51.3 53.4 55,4 57.3 58.9 59.7 60.5 61.2 61, 62.1 61.7 60,3 58,9 57.6 59,2 1250 N
T 1600 26.3 36.9 q423 46.9 99.4 51.5 53,q 55,9 57.0 57,8 58.6 59.3 59,2 60,1 59,8 58.3 57.0 55.7 52,2 1600 T
E 7000 2' 1 319,7 90.1 941.2 47.2 '49.3 51.2 53.2 5.8 55,6 56.q 57.1 57,0 57.9 57,6 56.1 59.8 53,5 50,0 2000 E
R 7500 22.3 32.9 38,3 42.49 95.9 475 99,9 51.9 53.0 53.8 S5,6 55.3 55,2 56.1 5S58 59.3 53,0 51,7 48.2 2500 R
3150 20.' 31.0 36,9 40.5 43.5 95.6 47.5 49.5 51.1 5S,9 52,7 53.4 53,3 54.2 53,9 52,q S i- 9 .8 463 3150
F 4000 17.9 28.5 33.9 38.0 4.10 43,1 9So.0 470 98.6 99, 50.2 50.9 50,8 51.7 51.4 50,O 48,6 97.3 93.8 4000 F
R 5000 16.1 26,7 32.1 36.2 39.2 41.3 43.3 95.2 46.8 47,6 98.9 49.1 49,0 49,9 49,6 48,2 46,8 q5,5 92.0 o000 R
E 6300 13,9 294, 29.9 34.0 37.0 39.1 41'0 93.0 419,6 45.9 96,2 46.9 46,8 47,7 17,9 95,9 49.6 43,3 398 6300 E
0 8000 10,8 21 ,4 26.8 30.9 33.9 36,0 38,0 39.9 41,S 4923 43,1 93.8 43,8 49,7 44,3 42,9 41,6 90O3 36,8 8000 0
10000 7.9 18,S 23.9 28,0 31.0 33,1 35,1 37,0 38.6 39.9 90,2 90.9 40,8 91,8 4,9 40*0 38.6 37,3 339 10000
OVERALL 54.4 65,0 70.1 749S 77,S5 79.6 81,6 83.5 85,1 85.9 86.7 87.9 87.3 88.3 87.9 86,5 85.1 83.8 80e4
PNDB 52.0 64,,9 70,2 74.6 77,9 80.2 82.3 84.4 86.1 87.0 87.9 88,6 88,6 89.5 89.2 87.7 86.2 84.8 8|10
JT8D-109 DC-9APPROACH
HIGH FREQUENCY CORE ENGINE NOISE - DISTANCE = 112.8M (370.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80:0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 50
1 63 63 1
80 80 /
3 100 100 3
125 125
0 160 160 0
C 200 200 C
T 250 250 T
A 315 315 A
V 400 400 V
E 500 500 E
630 630
C 800 800 C
E 1000 1000 E
N 1250 1250 N
T 1600 1600 T
E 2000 38.4 41.8 43.3 45.2 46.4 46.6 45.4 43.2 39.0 36.6 34.1 2000 E
R 2500 44.7 48.1 49.6 51.5 52.7 52.2 52.4 49.5 45.1 47.8 40.2 2500 R
3150 50.9 54.2 55.8 57.7 58.9 58.6 57.8 55.6 51.2 48.7 46.1 3150
F 4000 57.0 60.3 61.9 63.8 64.9 65.0 63.8 61.6 57.1 54.6 51.4 4000 F
R 5000 62.8 66.2 67.8 69.6 70.8 70.9 69.6 67.4 62.8 60.3 57.5 5000 R
E 6300 69.2 72.6 74.2 76.0 77.2 77.2 75.9 73.6 69.0 66.3 63.4 6300 E
Q 8000 71.4 74.8 76.3 78.2 79.3 79.3 78.0 75.6 70.7 67.9 64.8 8000 0
10000 67.1 70,6 77.1 73.9 75.0 74.9 73.5 71.1 65.9 62.8 59.4 10000
OO JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 727 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1 TOTAL THRUST = 36942.N (8305 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 12833.N(2885.LB) FAN THRUST = 24109.N (5420 LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 43.5 KGIS(96.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 109.KG/S(240.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25MI49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 294.7M/S(967.FT/SEC) FAN V3 = 221.6M/S(727.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4 59 FT2) CORRECTED Ni = 5564.RPM TIP SPEED = 363.9M/S(1194,FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.3212(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.345
CORRECTED TOTAL NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.C 20., 30.0 40.0 50,0 60.0 70,0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105,0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 190.0 150.0
50 53.0 62.7 67.9 71.9 74.9 77.0 78,9 80.8 82,. 83.2 83.9 8 .6 89,2 85.7 85.5 85.0 89.2 83.5 80.3 50
1 63 53.7 63.3 68,5 72.4 75.5 77.6 79,5 81.3 82.9 83.7 84.5 85.2 8 .,6 86.3 8-6.1 85.7 85.0 84.4 82,2 03 1
/ RO 5'I.2 63.7 68.9 72.8 75,8 77.9 79,8 81.7 83.2 84.0 8.8 85.5 89,8 86.6 86,5 86.2 85.5 84.9 
81,8 80-7
3 100 5H.5 63.8 68.9 72.8 75.8 77.9 79,8 81.6 83.2 84.0 84,7 85U. 84,7 86.5 86.4 86.2 85.6 85.0 81.9 100 3
125 5~.7 63.7 68.7 72.6 75.6 77.7 79.5 81.3 82.8 83.7 84.q 85.1 84,3 86.2 86.1 85.9 85.3 89.8 81.7 125
0 160 51,7 63.4 68.9 72.1 75.1 77.2 79.0 PO*7 82.2 83.0 83.7 84.9 83.6 85.5 85.4 85.2 89.7 84.1 81.0 
160 0




50 55.2 63.2 67.8 71.1 79.1 76.2 77,8 79.3 80.6 81.3 82.0 82.6 81.9 83.6 83.5 83.3 82,8 
82.2 79.1 250 7
A 315 55.5 63.2 67.8 70.8 73.8 75.9 77,9 78.7 79.8 80.5 81.1 81,7 81,.0 82.6 82.4 82.2 81.6 81.0 78. - 3 5 A
V 400 5S.9 63.5 67,9 70.7 73.6 75.8 77,1 78.2 78.9 79.7 80.1 80.7 80.0 8.9 811.2 80.8 80.2 79.5 76.5 400 V
E 500 5o.3 63.9 68.2 70.9 73.7 76.0 77.1 78.0 78.9 79.1 79.5 79.9 79.4 80.9 80.1 79.5 7809 78,1 75.1 500 I
630 58*1 65.2 69,9 73.g 76.8 79.9 80,7 81.k 80.8 79.0 79,2 79.5 79.1 79.8 79.3 78,5 77,8 76.68 739 630
C 
8 00 58.4 65.7 70.6 79.1 77.5 80.2 821, 82.1 81.3 79,1 79.1 79.4 79.1 79,3 78*6 77.5 76,S 75,2 7295 800 
C
E 1000 5 -A 66.3 71.2 79.8 78.3 81.0 82*2 682.$ 2.0 79.9 79. 79.S5 79,3 79.2 78.9 76.7 75,6 73,6 71,3 
1000 E
N 1250 59.7 67.7 72.3 79.8 79.2 89.0 85.0 .852 83.6 80.0 79.9 80.0 79.9 79,4 7 ~5 76.5 7s5. 72-;4 -- 7-i-0*V"
T 2600 58.6 67. , 71,7 79.8 78.2 81.8 83.1 83.1 82.5 80,7 80.5 80.6 80.5 79.8 7818 76.4 74.7 
71,1 69.6 1600 T
E 2000 56.7 66.11 71.6 79.6 77.6 80*0 1;1 81.3 80.8 81.9 81.3 81.3 81.2 80.q 79.3 76.7 7q.8 70.4 69,3 2000 E
R 2500 60.0 70.11 76.1 80.0 81.5 84.2 84,7 85.4 87.6 88.0 87.8 88.0 87.3 86.7 86.2 82.2 79,3 73.8 
7394 2500 R
3150 57.1 69,6 75,9 79.4 81.1 83.8 84,9 85.1 93.5 93,6 93.8 94.2 93,2 92.7 92.2 88.1 86,2 19.1 78.7 31J0
F 4000 50.2 69.3 70.6 74.3 76.8 79.1 
7
8'7 79,6 81.9 82.0 82.0 82.6 82,2 81.7 80.3 75.9 79.7 67,7 671 94000 
r
R 5000 52,7 67.11 72.8 77.0 78.7 79.8 80$ 81,9 89,2 89,) 85.1 86,2 85,9 85,7 86.3 8i07 77.5 7-L-- 69,7 5000
E 6300 16.1 63.1 70.2 74.0 76.3 77.8 78,9 80.2 87.9 87.3 88.0 88,9 88.5 88.3 88.9 84.9 82.4 73.8 73,0 6300 E
Q 8000 37,4 58.1 66.7 71.8 79.8 76,7 82.0 80,9 899 86.0 85.1 85,2 89.1 84.5 83,3 78.4 75.9 67,8 67.2 8000 q
10000 26.6 52. 62.7 68.2 71.9 73.9 77; 78. 85,9 86.6 86,5 86,2 86,2 85.5 89e 79,6 78.0 69,6 66.5 10000
OVERALL 49.8 7
9
.:1 _84,5 .. S . 8 _9 3 _9 9. ! 98*5 98.6 989 99,9 98,7 99.1 98,8 96,8 955.8 94.2 9109
PN0D )1.9 92. 98.0 10.8 104.2 106.7 187,0 .I* 1135 -35 113,7 14 ,2 123 , 1 1. 3 I ii-2 009,6207,9 203.0 101,6
BLADE PASSING FRE,. - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 19, CENTER FREQ. 3150
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 727 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 36942.N (8305 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 12833.N(2885.LB) FAN THRUST = 24109.N (5420 LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 43.5 KG/S(96.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 109.KG/S(240.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 294.7M/S(967.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 221.6M/S(727.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5564.RPM TIP SPEED = 363.9M/S(1194.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.345
CORRECTED FAN NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.BM(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)




0.0 30. 0 40.0 50.0 600 70 0 .0 90.0 9D.O 95.0 10C.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
SO q7.6 54.0 57.9 60.0 62.7 64.9 65.9 66.1 65,.5 66.1 65.9 65.9 65,9 65.0 63.9 61.2 59.1 53.0 53.8 50
1 63 '41.6 55.0 58.9 61.0 63.7 65.9 66,9 67.1 66.5 67,1 66.9 66.9 66,9 66.0 64.9 62.2 60.1 59.0 54.8 63 1
/ 80 49.6 S6.n 59.9 62.0 64.7 66.9 67.9 68.1 67.5 68.1 67.9 67.9 67,9 67,0 65.9 63.2 61.1 55.0 .55.8 80 ./
3 100 50.4 56.9 60. 63.0 65.7 67.9 68.9 69.0 68.5 69.0 68,9 68.9 68.9 68.0 66.9 69.1 62.1 56.0 56.7 1003
125 51.
4 57.9 61.8 64.0 66.7 68.9 69.9 70.0 69.5 70.0 69.9 69.9 69,9 69.0 67.9 65.1 63.1 57.0 57.7 125
0 160 52.2 58.8 62.7 691.9 67.7 69.9 70,9 71.0 70.5 71.0 70.9 70.9 70.8 70.0 68.9 66,1 64.0 58.0 58.7 160 0
C 200 53.2 59.8 63.7 65.9 68.7 70.9 71.9 72.0 71.5 72.0 71.9 71.9 71.8 71.0 69.9 67.1 65.0 59.0 59.7 200 C
T 250 5 .. 60.7 6'117 66,9 69e6 71.8 72.8 73.Q 72.4 73,0 72.8 72,8 7 2.8 72.0 70,8 68,1 66.0 59.9 6096 25s07
A 315 64.6 61.6 65.6 67.8 70.6 72.8 73,8 73.9 73,4 74.0 73.8 73.8 73.8 72.9 71.8 69.0 66.9 60.8 61,5 315 A
V 400 S.r.'. 67.5 66.5 68.7 71.5 73.8 79,8 74.9 749, 74.99 74.8 74.8 79,7 73.9 72.7 70.0 67.9 61.8 6299 400 v
E 500 56.0 63.3 67. 69.7 72.5 74.7 75.7 75.9 75.3 75.9 75.7 75.7 
7
5.7 74.8 73.7 70.9 68.8 62.7 63.3 500 .E
630 57.9 64.8 69.5 73.0 76.1 79.1 80,3 80,8 79,8 76.8 76.7 76.7 76,6 75,8 791,6 7,.8 69.7 63.6 6492 630
C 800 58.3 65.6 70.4 73.8 77.3 800 81,.2 81.7 80.7 77,8 77.6 77.6 77,6 76.7 75,6 72.7 70.6 64.5 650 800 C.
E 1000 5,.5 66,2 71.1 74.7 78t2 60.9 R821 82,6 81.6 78.7 78,5 78 7878,5 77,6 76.4 73.6 71.5 65,3 65.8 1000 E
N 1250 59.7 67.6 72.3 74.7 79.2 83.9 814,9 o85. 83.5 79.6 79.9 79.9 79,4 78.S 77.3 74.5 72.3 66.1 66.5 1250 N
T 1600 5.,5 67.5 71.7 74,8 78.1 81.7 83,1 83.0 82.4 80.4 80.3 80.2 80,2 79.3 78,1 75.2 73.1 66.9 67.1 1600 T
E 200(1 56.7 66.8 71.8 74.5 77.6 79.9 81.0 81.3 80.7 81,3 81.1 81.1 81.0 80.1 78.9 76.0 73.8 67.6 6797 2000 E
R 2500 60.0 70.8 76.1 80.0 81.5 84.2 84,7 85,4 87.6 87.9 87.8 87.9 87,3 86.7 86.1 82.1 79 . 73.1 731 2500 .R
315 57.41 69.6 75.9 79.4 B8l. 83.8 849, 85.1 93.5 93.6 93.8 9'.2 93.2 92.7 92.2 88,1 86.2 79.0 78.6 3150
.F 4000 50,2 64.3 70.6 74.3 76.8 79.0 78,6 79.6 81.8 81.9 82.0 82.6 82.2 81.7 80.3 75.7 74.6 66.6 665 4900 F
R 5000 52.6 67.8 72.8 77.0 78.7 79.8 80.3 8194 84.2 89.1 85.1 86.2 85,9 85,7 86.3 80,6 77.5 69.8 69.5 5000 R
E 6300 46,1 63.4 70.2 74.0 76.2 77.8 78.9 80.2 87.9 87.3 88.0 88.9 88.5 88,3 88.4 89,4 82.4 73.7 7390 6300 E
Q 8000 37.3 58.6 66.7 71.8 74.8 76.7 82.0 80,9 84.9 86.0 85.1 85.2 89,1 8'1.5 83,3 78,4 75.8 67.6 6793 8000 Q
10000 26.0 52.2 62.7 68,2 71,9 73.9 77,8 78.1 85.9 86.6 86.5 86.2 86.2 85. 8.14 79,6 78.0 69.6 6695 10000
AVEEAirL 6F..1 78,5 8316 87_t1 .f7 9_k 9t.S 93,9 97,5 97,3 97,4 97.8 97,2 96,7 96,2 92,1 89,9 82.7 82.3
PNDB 81 ! 91.9 97.9 101t l 103.4 106.0 106.9 107.4 112.5 112.9 112.5 112.9 112.2 111.6 11.0 107.0 105.0 97.9 97.6
BLADE PASSING FREQ. - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 19, CENTER FREQ. 3150
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 727 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTALTHRUST = 36942.N (I305 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 12833.N(2885.LB) FAN THRUST = 24109.N (5420 LB
00 FAN STATOR SPACING = 10). PRIMARY FLOW = 43.5 KG/S(96.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 109.KG/S(240.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 294.7M/S(967.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 221.6M/SI727.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5564.RPM TIPSPEED = 363.9M/S(1194.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(:1.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.345
NON-MIXED TOTAL JET NOISE
THIS MATRIX REFLECTS THE V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES Fl
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN OEIREES
10.0 20.C 30.0 0.0 50.0 00 O 70, 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135,0 140,0 150,0
so I5.6 62.1 67,5 71.6 74.6 76.7 78,7 80.6 82.3 83.1 83.9 84.6 84.0 85.6 85.5 85.0 
84.2 83.5 80,3 50
I £3 5,.1 62.6 6 .0, 72.1 75.2 71.3 79,7 e812 82., 83.6 8944 85.1 84,5 86.2 86.1 
85.7 85*0 84,4 81*2 63 1
/ Pen 2., 62.9 68,37 7. 75.4 7.6 79,5 81.5 83.1 83,9 84.7 85.4 84,8 86.6 
86.4 86.1 85s5 84.9 81t8 80 /
3 100 2.3 62.7 68.2 72.3 75.3 77.5 79,4 81.4 83.0 83,8 84.6 85.3 84,6 86,5 86,4 86.2 85,6 85.0 
81,9 l00 3
175 51.9 62.4 67.8 71.9 75,0 77.1 79,0 81.0 82.6 83.5 84.2 84.9 84,2 86.1 86.0 
85,9 85.3 84,8 81,6 125
0 160 !L.I) 61.6 67.0 71.2 74.2 76.3 78.3 80.2 81.9 82.7 83.5 84s2 83,4 85,4 85.3 
85.2 84.6 84.1 81.0 160 0
C 200 1(.2 60.6 66.0 70.2 73.2 75.4 77.3 79,3 80.9 81,7 82.5 83.2 82,4 84.4 84,3 
84.2 83.7 83,2 80,1 200 C
T 20 fy.l 59,5 64.9 69.1 77.1 7*.3 76,2 78.2 79.8 80.7 81.4 821t 81.3 83.3 
8 ,12 83.2 82,7 82.2 79.1 250 7
A 315 q7.9 58.3 63.7 67.9 70,9 73.1 75.f 77.0 78.6 79,9 80,2 80,9 80.1 82.1 82.0 82.0 
81,81 81.0 77,9 315 A
V 400 46.3 56.8 62.2 66.3 69.4 71,5 73,4 75.4 77.1 77,9 78:7 79.4 78.5 80,6 80,5 804, 80.0 79,5 
7603 400 V
E 500 q4,. 55.2 60.6 64.8 67.8 70*0 71,9 73,9 75.5 76,3 77.1 77.8 77,0 79,0 78,9 
78,9 78,4 77,9 7148 500 E
630 43.3 53.8 59.2 63.3 66.4 66.5 70,4 72.4 74,1 74.9 75.7 76.4 75,5 77,6 77.5 
77,5 77.0 76.6 73,4 630
C b0C Il,.
, 
52.0 57.4 61.0 64.6 66.7 68,6 70,6 72,3 73,1 73.9 74.6 73,7 75,8 75,7 75,7 75.2 74.8 71,? 
800 C
E 1000 39,7 5C1.1 55.6 59,7 62.8 64q,9 66,8 68,8 70,4 71,3 72,0 72.7 71.9 740 73,9 73,9 73.4 72.9 69,8 1000 £
N 1250 3h b. 4.4 13.8 58.0 61,G 63.1 65.1 67.0 68,7 69,5 70.3 71,0 70.1 72.2 72,1 72,1 
71,7 71.2 68,1 1250 N
T 1600 3!,9 46.3 51.8 55.9 59.0 61.1 63,0 65 0 66.7 67.5 68.3 69.0 68,1 
70,2 70.1 70,1 69,6 69,1 66,0 1600 T
E 200 ! 34,( 4.4 49.,9 S4.0 57,1 59.2 61.1 63.1 6 ,4.7 65.6 66,3 67,0 66.2 68,3 68.2 68,2 67.7 67,2 64,1 2000 E
R 251o 32.2 42.6 48.0 52,2 55.2 57.4 59,3 61.3 62,9 63,8 64,5 65.2 64,4 66.4 66,4 66,4 
65.9 65,4 62.3 2500 R
315s 30.1 40.8 4'6.2 50s, 53.4 55.6 57,5 59.5 61.1 61,9 62,7 63,4 62.5 64.6 64,5 64,5 
64,1 63.6 60,( 3150
F 4001 28,! 38,4 43.8 8.0 51 0 53.2 55,1 57.1 58,7 59.5 60.3 61.0 60,1 62.2 62,2 62,1 61*7 61.2 
580.1 000 'F
R SCOC 759 36.3 41.7 45.9 48.9 S1.1 S3.0 S5.0 56,6 57.9 58.2 58,9 a8,1 60.1 60,1 60,0 59*6 59,1 56,0 
5000 R
E 6300 23,f 34.2 39.6 43.8 46.9 q9.0 50,9 2.9 594.5 55,4 56.1 56.8 56,0 58.1 
58.0 58,0 57.5 57,0 53.9 6300 E
Q Son 21,0 31.4 36.8 41.0 4q.0 46,1 48,1 50,0 51,7 52.5 53.3 54,0 53.1 55,2 55.1 55,1 54.7 54.2 51,1 8000 
Q
10,00 17.8 26.2 33.7 37.8 41,9 43,0 44,9 46.9 48,6 49.4 50.2 50,9 50,0 52.1 52,0 52,0 51,5 51.0 47.9 10000
OVERALL 61,? 71.6 77.1 81.2 84 2 86.4 88,3 90.3 91.9 92.7 93.5 94,2 93.5 95.4 95,3 951o 
94.5 93.9 90*8
P,,D 6.2o 73,7 79.4 83.9 87.2 89,4 91.4 93.5 95,2 96,0 96,8 97.5 96.7 98,8 98,7 98,6 98.1 97.5 94,3
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 727 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1, TOTAL THRUST = 36942.N (8305 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 12833.N(2885.LB) FAN THRUST = 24109.N (5420 LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 43.5 KG/S(96.LB/SECI FAN FLOW = 109.KG/S(240.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 294.7M/S(967.FT/SEC) FANVJ = 221.6M/S(727.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5564.RPM TIP SPEED = 363.9M/S(1194.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.345
PRIMARY JET NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 90.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 10C.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 47,7, 58.1 63.5 67.7 7C,7 72.9 74.8 76.8 78.9 79.3 80.0 80.7 79,7 82.0 82.0 82.1 81.8 81.4 78.3 50
1 63 '9.0 59.9 64.9 69.0 72.1 79.2 76.1 78.1 79.8 80,6 81.9 82.1 81.1 83.4 83.3 83.5 83.1 82,7 79.6 63 1
/ 80 50.0 60.4 65.9 70.0 73.1 75.2 77.1 79,1 80.8 81.6 82.9 83.1 82,1 849,9 89.3 84.5 84.1 83,7 80.6 80 /
3 100 50* 60,8 66.2 70.4 73.5 75.6 77.5 79,5 81.2 82.0 82.8 83.5 82.4 89,7 89.7 849.9 84.5 84, 81.0 100 3
125 50.3 60.7 66.1 70.3 73.9 75.5 77,4 79.9 81.1 81.9 82.7 83.9 82.3 84.6 84.6 89,8 84,. 84.0 80,9 125
0 160 49,7 60.1 65,6 69.7 72.8 7499 76.8 78.8 80.5 81.3 82.1 82.8 81.8 84.1 84.0 89.2 83.8 83.4 80.3 160 0
C 200 9P,9 59,3 6,7 68,9 72,0 74.1 76.0 78.0 79.7 80,5 81.3 82.0 80,9 83.2 83.2 83,4 83.0 82.6 79.5 200 C
T 250 48,0 56,4 63.8 68.0 71.0 73.2 75, 77.1 78.7 79.6 80.3 81.0 80.0 82.3 82.3 82,4 82.1 81,7 78.6 250 T
A 315 46,8 57.2 62.6 66.8 69,8 72.0 73,9 75.9 77.5 78,. 79.1 79,8 78,8 81.1 81.1 81.2 80.9 80.5 77,4 315 A
V 400 45.3 55.7 61.1 65.3 68.3 70,5 
7
2,q 74.4 76.0 76,9 17.6 78.3 77.3 79.6 79,6 79,7 79.9 79,0 75,9 400 V
E 500 43,6 54.2 59.6 63.8 66.9 69.0 70.9 72,9 74.6 75.9 76.2 76.9 75.8 78.1 78.1 78,3 77.9 77,5 74.9 500 E
630 42. 52.68 58,3 62.9 65.5 67,6 69,5 71.5 73.2 74.0 79.8 75.5 79.5 76.8 76,7 76.9 76.5 76.1 73,0 630
C 800 40.7 51,1 56,5 60.7 63.7 65.9 67,8 69,8 71,9 72,3 73.0 73.7 72,7 75.0 75,0 75.1 74.8 74.4 71.3 800 C
E 1000 38.8 49.2 54.7 58,8 61,9 64,0 65,9 67.9 69.6 70,4 p1.2 71.9 70,9 73.2 73.1 73.3 72.9 72.5 69.9 1000 E
N 1250 37,1 47.5 52.9 57.1 60.1 62.3 64.2 66.2 67.8 68,7 69,' 70.1 69,1 71.9 71.4 71.5 71,2 70.8 67,7 1250 N
T 1600 35.0 45.4 50,8 55.0 58.0 60.2 62.1 64,1 65.7 66.6 67.3 68.0 67.0 69.3 69,3 69,4 69,1 68.7 65,6 1600 T
E 2000 33.1 43,5 48,9 53,. 56.2 58.3 60.2 62.2 63.9 64.7 65.5 66.2 65,1 67,4 67,4 67,6 67.2 66.8 63,7 2000 E
R 2600 31.3 41.7 47.2 51.3 54.9 56.5 58,q 60.4 62.1 62.9 63,7 64.9 63,9 65,7 65,6 65,8 6549 65.0 61,9 2500 R
3150 Z9.5 39,9 9453 495 SZ, 6 59.7 56,6 58.6 60.3 61.1 61,9 62.6 61,5 63,8 63.8 64,0 63,6 63.2 60.1 3150
F 4000 27,1 37.5 42.9 97.1 50.2 52,3 54,2 56.2 57.9 58.7 59,5 60.2 59,1 61.9 61.4 61.6 61.2 60,8 57.7 9000 F
R 5000 25,0 35,4 40,8 95,0 48.1 50.2 52.1 54.1 55.8 56,6 57,4 58,1 57,0 59.3 59.3 59,5 59.1 58,7 55,6 5000 R
E 6300 22.9 33.3 38.8 42.9 46.0 4981 50 , 52.0 53.7 51,5 55.3 56.0 55,0 57,3 57.2 57.9 57.0 56.6 53.5 6300 E
Q 8000 20.1 .30,5 35,9 10,1 43,2 9453 497,2 492 50.9 51,7 52,S 53.2 52.1 54.4 549, 59,6 54s2 53o8 50*7 8000 9
10000 16.9 27.3 32,8 36.9 4900 4921 49,4 96.0 47.7 48.S 49.3 50.0 99.0 S1.3 51.2 51,4 .51.0 50.6 47.5 10000
OVERALL 59,3 69.7 75,1 79,3 82.3 84,5 8694 88.9 90.0 90,9 91.6 92.3 91,3 93,6 93,6 93,7 934 93.0 89,9
PNo8 61,3 72,4 78,1 82.5 85,8 88.1 90,1 92.2 93,9 94,7 95 5 96.2 95.2 97.5 97.5 97.7 97.3 96.9 93.7
00
JT8D-109SEA LEVEL STATIC 727 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
- NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 36942.N (8305 LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
00 NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADE!; = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 12833.N(2885.LB) FAN THRUST = 24109.N (5420 LB)
tFAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 43.5 KG/S(96.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 109.KG/S(240.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(43.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 294.7M/S(967.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 221.6M/S1727.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5564.RPM TIP SPEED = 363.9M/S(1194.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M(3.45 FT2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.345
FAN JET NOISE
THIS MATRIX REFLECTS THE V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.c 30.0 40,0 5C,0 60.0 70,0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140,0 150.0
50 '19.3 59.8 65.2 69.3 72.3 74.' 76,4 78.3 79.9 80.7 81.5 82.2 82.1 83.2 82.9 81.8 80.6 79.5 76.1 50
1 63 49.2 59.7 65.1 69.2 72.2 74.3 76,3 78.2 79.8 80.6 81.9 82.1 80.9 83.1 82,.8 81.7 80.5 79.4 76.0 63 1
/ j 4e.6 59.2 64,5 68.6 71.6 73.8 75,7 77,7 79.3 80.1 80.9 81,6 81.4 82S5 82.,2 81,1 79.9 78.8 75,4 80 /
3 o100 7.7 58.3 63.7 67.8 70C.8 72.9 74,9 76.8 78.9 79.2 80.0 80.7 80,5 81.6 81,4 80,2 79.0 77.9 7946 100 3
125 96.8 57.4 62.7 66.8 69.8 72.0 73,9 75.9 77.5 78.3 79.1 79.8 79.6 80.7 80.4 79,3 78o. 77.0 73e6 125
0 160 4565 56.1 61.5 65.6 68.6 70.7 72,7 79 6 76.2 77.0 77.8 78.5 783 79,5 79,2 78.0 76.8 75.7 72.4 160 0
C 200 '4 ,1l 59.7 60.1 69.2 67.2 69.3 71,3 73.2 79.8 75.6 76.4 77.1 76.9 78.0 77.8 76,6 75.4 74,3 71te0 200 C
T 250 7,.7 53.2 58.6 62.7 65.7 67.8 69,8 71.7 73.3 79.1 79.9 75,6 75,5 76.6 76,3 75.2 74.0 72.9 69.5 250 T
A 315 41,3 51.9 57.3 61.4 6 4.9 66.5 68,5 70.4 72,0 72.8 73.6 74.3 74.1 75.2 75.0 73.8 72.6 71,5 6802 315 A
V 400 39.6 50.1 55.5 59.6 62.6 69.7 66,7 68.6 70.2 71.0 71.8 72.5 72.4 73.5 73,2 72.1 70,9 69,8 66.94 00 V
E 5n0 37.8 48.9 53.7 57.8 60.8 63.0 64.9 66.9 68.5 69.3 70.1 70.8 70,6 71.7 71.9 70,3 69.L 68.0 64.6 500 E
630 36.0 46.5 51.9 56.0 59.0 61.1 63,1 65.0 66.6 67,9 68.2 168.9 68,8 69,9 69,6 68,5 67,3 66.2 62.8 630
C 800 361.0 '49.6 SO.0 59*1 57.1 5 92 61.2 63.1 69,7 65.5 66.3 67.0 66.8 68.0 67.7 66.6 65.9 6q.2 60,9 800 C
E 1000 32.3 42r8 9h.2 52.3 55.3 57.4 59, 61.3 62.9 63.7 6q.5 65.2 65.0 66,2 65,9 69,8 63.6 62.5 59,1 t000 E
N 1250J 31.7 -1.2 46.6 50.7 53.7 55.8 57,p 59,7 61.3 62.1 62.9 63.6 63,5 6,4.6 6 ,3 63.2 62.0 60.9 57,5 1250 N
T 1600 2b.
i  
39.49 4.8 48.9 51.9 5 q. 56.0 57.9 59,5 60.3 61, 61.8 61.6 62,8 62.5 61.3 60,1 59,0 55.7 1600 T
E 2000 21.E 37.3 42.7 96.8 49.8 51.9 53,9 55,8 57.4 58.2 59.0 59.7 59.5 60.7 60.9 59.3 58.1 57.0. 53,6 2000 E
R 750n0 29.7 35.3 4P0.6 09.7 97.7 49.9 51,8 53.8 55.4 56.2 57.0 57.7 57,5 58.6 5804 57.2 56.0 59.9 51,6 2500 R
315 22.9 33.5 38.8 42.9 95.9 481 50,0 52.0 53.6 59,9 S5.2 55.9 S5,7 6.8 56.6 55,4 59.2 53.1 99.8- -j0-
F 40100 20C. 31.1 36.5 90.6 u3.6 45.7 47,7 49,6 51,2 52.0 52.8 53.5 53,3 64.5 54,2 53.1 51.9 50.7 4704 4000 F
R S000 18.5 29.1 34.5 38.6 91.6 43.7 95,7 '47.6 4992 50.0 50.8 51.5 51.3 52.5 52.2 51.0 49.9 48.7 45e9 5000 R
E 6300 16.9 27.0 32,9 36.5 39.5 41.6 93,6 95.5 97,1 97.9 98.7 49.4 49,2 50,3 50.1 48,9 97.7 96,6 43.3 6300 E
S oo8000 13.5 24.1 29.5 33.6 36.6 38.7 40,7 92.6 94.2 45.0 95.8 46.5 46,3 97.4 97.2 46.0 44.8 93.7 90*4 8000 0
10000 10,4 20.9 26.3 30,9 33.9 35.5 37,5 39.9 41.0 1,.8 42.6 43.3 '432 44.3 99,0 42,9 41.7 40.6 37.2 10000
OVERALL 56,7 67.3 72,6 76.7 79.7 81.9 83,8 85,8 87,9 88.2 89.0 89.7 89.5 90,6 90,3 89.2 88,0 86.9 83#5
PNDB 55.1 67,1 77.8 77.2 80.5 P828 85.0 87.1 88.8 89.6 90.5 91.2 91.0 92.2 91.9 90.7 89.5 88.3 84,6
JTSD-109 727 APPROACH
HIGH FREQUENCY CORE ENGINE NOISE - DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 50
1 63 63 1
/ 80 80
3 100 100 3
125 125
O 160 160 0
C 200 200 C
T 250 250 T
A 315 315 A
V 400 400 V
E 500 500 E
630 630
C 800 800 C
E 1000 1000 E
N 1250 1250 N
T 1600 1600 T
E 2000 2000 E
R 2500 38.6 42.0 43.5 45.4 46.6 46.7 45.5 43.4 39.0 36.7 34.1 2500 R
3150 44.8 48.1 49.7 51.6 52.8 52.5 51.7 49.5 45.1 42.6 40.0 3150
F 4000 50.9 .54.2 55.8 57.7 58.8 58.9 57.7 55.5 51.0 48.5 52.7 4000 F
R 5000 57.2 60.6 62.2 64.0 65.2 65.3 64.0 61.8 57.2 54.7 51.9 5000 R
E 6300 62.6 86.0 67.6 69.4 70.6 70.6 69.3 67.0 62.4 59.7 56.8 6300 E
Q 8000 68.8 72.2 73.7 75.6 76.7 76.7 75.4 73.0 68.1 65.3 62.2 8000 0
10000 70.5 74.0 76.5 77.3 78.4 78.3 76.8 74.5 69.3 66.2 62.8 10000
00
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 737 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST 
= 32743.N(7361.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 11027.N(2479.LB) FAN THRUST = 21716.N(4882.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.9KG/S(229.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(19.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 272.5M/S(894.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.BM/S(685.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5290.RPM TIP SPEED = 346.3M/S(1136.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321IV2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.306
CORRECTED TOTAL NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.3 30.0 40.0 50.0 60*0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135,0 140.0 150,0
50 51.9 61.3 66.4 70.4 73, 75.6 77,5 79.3 80.8 81.6 82.3 83.0 82.7 84.0 83:.8 83.0 82.1 81.3 78.0 SO
1 63 52,7 62,0 67,1 71.0 74.0 76.3 78.2 80.0 81.5 82.3 83.0 83.7 83.3 84.7 84.5 83.8 83.0 82.2 79.0 63 1
/ 80 53,2 62.2 67.3 71.2 74.2 76.5 78,q 80.1 81.6 82.4 83.1 83.8 83.4 84,9 841.6 84.1 83.3 82.5 79.4 80 /
3 100 53,4 62,3 67.2 71.) 74.1 76.5 78,3 80.0 81.4 82,3 82.9 83.6 83.1 84.6 84.4 83.9 83.2 82.5 79.3 100 3
125 53.8 62.3 67.1 70.9 73.9 76,3 78.1 79.8 81.1 82.0 82.6 83.3 82.8 84.3 81.1 83.7 83.0 82.2 79.0 125
0 160 53.9 62.0 66,7 70.4 73,4 75.9 77.6 79,1 80.4 81.2 81.8 82.4 81.9 83,4 83.2 82.8 82.1 81.3 78.2 160 0
C 200 54.4 62.11 66,9 69.9 72.9 75.6 77'3 78,5 79.7 80.5 81.0 81.6 81.0 82.5 82.3 81.9 81.2 80.9 77.3 
200 C
T 250 59.8 62., 66o3 69,7 72i4 75 5 77j, 78, I 79.0 79,8 80,2 80.8 80.2 81.6 81,4 80.9 80,2 79,4 76.,3 250 T
A 315 55,1 62.3 66.3 69.5 72.5 75.5 77, 77.7 78.4 79.1 79.9 79.9 79.3 80.6 
8
0,3 79.7 79.0 78.1 75.0 315 A
V 400 55.7 62.;' 66,5 69.5 72.5 75.7 77,1 77.5 77.9 78.5 78.6 79.0 78.3 79.5 79,0 78.3 77.5 76.5 73.5 
400 V
E 500 56.2 63.2 66.9 69.9 72.9 76.2 77,6 77.8 77.8 78.4 78.3 78.5 77.9 78,8 78.2 77.4 76.4 75,3 72.3 500 E
630 56.7 63,1) 67,6 70.4 73,0 76.8 78.2 78.2 78.1 78.6 78,3 78.4 77,7 7814 77.6 76.5 75S4 73,9 71el 630
C 800 56.4 63.1 68.6 71.9 75.1 77,7 78,9 79.3 7689 78.9 78.q 78.4 77.7 78.1 77.2 75.7 74.4 72.3 69.7 800 C
[ 1000 56,6 64.3 69.3 72.6 75.9 78.5_ 79.6 80.1 79,5 79.5 78,9 78.8 78,1 78.3 77.2 75.3 73.8 71,1 68.8 1000 E
N 1250 S6.8 64.5 70.0 73.4- 76.7 79.3 80. 80.9 80.3 80.3 79.6 79.9 78.7 78.8 77.S 75,3 73.5 70.1 68.1 1250 N
T 1600 57.2 66.1 70,9 73.4 77,8 82.4 83 3 83,4 82.1 81,0 80.3 80.1 79.3 79.3 77.9 75,6 73.5 69.3 67.6 1600 T
E 2000 56.7 66.2 70.7 73.8 77.1 80.7 82.2 81. 1.9 81.4 81.8 81.0 80.8 80.1 80.0 78.5 76.0 73.9 69.0 67,5 2000 .
R 2500 54.0 65.2 70,6 73.5 7695 79*2 80,3 80.4 80.2 80.8 80.7 80.7 80.6 79.8 78.5 75,7 73,4 67,8 67.9 2500 R
3150 56,8 69.2 75.0 79.1 60.8 83.8 83:9 84.2 92.4 92.6 92.7 93.2 92.3 91.6 91.2 87.q 85.5 78.1 77,6 3150
F 900 5oS. 65,6 7 . 7__.7 .773 79.6 8OSj e1.4 83,5 83,6 83,6 84,2 83,2 82,6 82,2 78.8 77.2 69,7 68.5 4000 F
R 5000 48.7 63.7 70.2 73,9 76,5 78.6 78,1 78.9 81.0 81.1 81.2 81.9 81.4 80,9 79.7 74.9 73.3 65.7 65.4 5000 R
E 6300 48.9 66.7 72,2 76,8 7896 79.5 7998 80.6 88.1 87.9 89.0 90,q 89,9 89.6 90.7 84,9 81.4 73.2 72,7 6300 E
Q 8000 38.8 60.2 68.3 73.6 76,14 78.0 78,9 79.8 81.3 80,7 81.3 82.1 81,7 81.3 81.4 77.2 75.2 66.2 65,0 8000 Q
10000 27.2 54,0 64,7 71.3 79,7 76.8 82,1 80.6 88.0 89.1 88.1 88.1 87,0 87.4 86.1 80.6 77.7 69.2 67.9 10000
O7LeaLL *a3 , 1--a. ._._L . _. L5rLi_ _i*L .1 irl 97.3 97,7 97,8 98.3 97.6 97,9 97.7 91I1 9 3..# .9 __
PNDS 79.6 91.5 97,1 101.0 10304 106.2 106,0 187.41 112.2 112,4 112.5 112,9 112.2 112.0 111.5 108.3 106.6 101.1 99,6
BLADE PASSING FREQ. INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 19, CENTER FREQ. 3150
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 737 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32743.N(7361.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 11027.N(2479.LB) FAN THRUST = 21716.N(4882.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.9KG/S(229.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 272.5M/S(894.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.8M/S(685.FT/SEC)
DUCTAREA = 0.426M2(4.59FT2) CORRECTEDN1 = 5290.RPM TIPSPEED = 346.3M/S(1136.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.306
CORRECTED FAN NOISE
SIDELINE CISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20,0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 190.0 150.0
50 47,6 53.6 56.7 59.3 62.2 65*7 67.0 66.7 66.1 66.5 65.7 65,5 64,8 64.7 63.3 60.8 58.6 52.7 52.5 50
1 63 49.6 59.6 57.7 60.3 63.2 66*7 68 0 67.7 67.1 67.5 66.7 66.5 65.8 65.7 6,.3 61.8 59.6 53.7 53,5 63 I
/ 80 49.6 55.6 58.7 61.3 6q.2 67.7 69,0 68.7 68.1 68.5 67.7 67.5 66.8 66.7 65.3 62.8 60.6 547 S4.-5 S -T-
3 100 SC.4 56.5 59.7 62.3 65#2 68.7 70.0 69.7 69.1 69.5 68.7 68.5 67,8 67,7 66,2 63.8 61:6 55.7 55.4 100 3
125 514 57.5 60.7 63.3 66,2 69.7 7110 70.7 70.1 70.5 69.7 69.5 68,8 68,7 67.2 64.8 62.6 56.7 56.4 125
0 160 52.2 58,4 61.6 64.2 67.2 70.6 71,9 71.6 71.1 71.5 70.7 70.5 69,8 69,7 68.2 65.7 63.5 57.6 57.3 160 0
C 200 53.2 59.4 62.6 65.2 68.2 71.6 72.9 72.6 72.1 72.5 71.7 71.5 70.8 70.7 69.2 66.7 69o5 86.6 58.3 200 C
T 250 54,0 60.3 63.6 66.2 69.1 72.6 73,9 73.6 73.0 73,4 72.7 72.5 71,7 71.6 70.2 67,7 65.5 59.6 59,3 250 T
A 315 54,6 61l1 69 . 67 1 'n. 73-6 -749 7 ,6 74.0 74,9 73.6 73.9 72.7 72,6 71.1 68.6 66.4 -0.5 -602 -31-i
y 900 55,4 62.0 65,4 68,0 71,0 74.5 75,9 75.6 75.0 75.4 79.6 7494 73,7 73,6 72,1 69.6 67.4 61.5 61,1 900 V
E 500 56,0 62.8 66.3 69.0 72,0 75s5 76; 76.5 75.9 76.3 75,6 75.3 74,6 74.5 73.0 70.5 68.3 62.4 62.0 800 e
630 56.6 63,6 67,1 69,9 7209 76*4 77,g 77,5 7649 77.3 76.5 76.3 75.6 75.5 74.0 71.5 69,2 63.3 62.9 630
C 800 56.9 63.6 68.4 71.6 79.9 77.5 78.6 79.0 78,3 78.2 77.4 77.2 76.5 76,4 74.9 72,4 70.1 64e2 63,7 800 C
E 10o00o 566 64.2 69.2 72.5 .758 784- 79,1 79,9 79,2 79,1 78,9 78.1 77,4 77.3 75.8 73,2 71.0 65,0 6494 1000 E
N 1250 56,8 64.8 69,9 -733 76.6 79.2 80 80 80.1 80.0 79.3 79.0 78.3 78.2 76;, 141l 71,8 65,8 65,2 1250 N
T 1600 57.2 66.1 70.9 73.3 77,8 82.4 83,2 83.3 82.0 80.9 80,1 79.9 79,1 79,0 77,5 79,9 72.5 66,5 65,8 1600 T
E 2000 56.6 66.3 70,7 73.8 77.1 80,7 82,1 81.9 81.3 81.7 81.0 80.7 80.0 79,8 78.3 75,6 73.3 67,2 6604 2000 E
R 2500 54,0 65,2 70,6 73,4 76,5 79,2 80,3 80e4 80.2 80.8 80.7 80.7 80,5 79.7 78.9 755 73,0 66.3 66,6 2500 R
3150 56,8 69.2 75.0 79.1 80.7 83.8 83,9 89.2 92.9 92.6 92.7 93.1 92,3 91.6 91,2 87.9 85.5 78.0 77t6 3150
F 4000 51.5 65.6 71,7 75.7 77.3 79.6 80,1 81.1 83.5 83.6 83.6 8'.1 83,2 82.5 82,2 78,7 77.2 69,4 68,3 4000 F
R 5000 48.7 63.7 70.2 73.9 76,5 78.6 78, 78.9 81.0 81.1 812 i1,9 81.4 80.9 79,7 741 -i .12 -65o1 5000 R
E 6300 48.9 66.7 72.2 76.8 78,6 79.5 
7
9,8 80.6 88.1 87.9 89.0 90.4 89.9 89,6 90.6 8499 8104 73.2 727 6300 E
0 8000 38.8 60.2 68.3 73.6 76.4 78,0 78.9 79.8 81.3 80,7 81.3 82.1 81.7 81.3 81.9 77.2 75.1 66.1 64.9 8110-0
10000 26.9 54.0 6496 71.3 74.7 76.8 82.1 80.6 88.0 89.1 88.1 88.1 87,0 87.4 86.1 80,6 77.7 69,1 67,9 10000
OVERALL 67,8 77,( 82.3 -81].._ 06 99 9._L. 92I7 96.4 96.6 96,6 97,1 96.3 96.0 95.7 9194 89.0 81.5 81.0
PNDS 79,6 91.1 96.6 100.4 102.7 105.6 -06,3 I 1 Ill. 11.511. 8 0 UT . 10 106 ~ il- -T
00 BLADE PASSING FNLQ. - INPUT ENGINE OCTAVE 19, CENTER FREQ. 3150
CA
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 737 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
00
CN NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32743.N(7361.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 11027.N(2479.L8) FAN THRUST = 21716.N(4882.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4AKGS(89.LB/SECI FAN FLOW = 103.9KG/S(229.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(45.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 272.5M/S(894.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.8M/S(685.FT/SEC)
DUCTAREA = 0.426M2(4.5E FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5290.RPM TIP SPEED = 346.3M/S(1136.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M23.45 FT2) IND.AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.306
NON-MIXED TOTAL JET NOISE
THIS MATRIX REFLECTS THE V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10o. 20.(l 30.0 40.0 50.0 ,O.0 70,0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 5C.C 60.! 65.9 70.0 73.0 75.2 77.1 79.1 80.7 81.5 82.3 83.0 82.6 84.0 83.7 83.0 82.1 81.3 78.0 50
1 63 5(,6 61.1 66,6 70,7 73.7 75.8 77,8 79.7 81.3 82.2 82.9 83.6 83.2 84.7 84.5 83.8 83.0 82.2 79.0 63 I
/ 68 50.7 61.; 66.7 70.8 73.8 75.9 77,8 79.8 81,9 82.3 83,0 83.7 83.3 84.8 84.6 84,1 83.3 82.5 79.4 80 /
3 100 50,
r  
60.5 66.9 70.5 73.5 75.7 77,6 79.6 81.2 82.0 82.8 83.5 83.0 84.6 84.4 83.9 83.2 82,. 79.3 100 3
125 50.1 60.1 66.0 70.1 73.1 75*3 77.2 79.2 80.8 81.7 82.4 83.1 82,6 84.2 84.0 83.6 82,9 82.2 79.0 125
0 160 49,2 59,6 65,1 69.2 72,2 74.4 76.3 78.3 79.9 80.7 81.5 82.2 81.6 83.3 83.1 82.7 82.0 81.3 78.2 160 0
C 200 48.1 58,6 64.1 68.2 71.2 1733 75.2 77.2 78.8 79.7 80.4 81,1 80.6 82.2 82.1 81.7 81.1 80.q 77.2 200 C
T 250 47,1 57.5 63.0 67.1 70.1 72.3 74,2 76.2 77.8 78,6 79.9 8 0.1 79,5 81.2 81,0 80.7 80.0 79,3 76.2 250 T
A 315 45.8 56.2 61.7 65.8 68.8 71.0 72,9 79.9 76.5 77.3 78.1 78.8 78,2 79,9 79.7 79.4 78.7 78.0 74.9 315 A
V 900 44'l 59 5 60,0 6..) 67.1 69,3 71.2 73.2 7'.8 75,7 76.4 77.1 76,5 78.2 78.1 77.7 77.1 76.4 73.3 400 V
E 500 42.7 53.1 58.6 62.7 65.7 67.9 69,8 71.8 73.4 74.3 75.0 75.7 75.1 76.8 76.7 76.3 75.7 75,0 71.9 500 E
630 41.1 51.6 57.1 61.2 6'.2 66.3 68s 3  70.2 71.8 72.7 73.4 74,1 73,6 75,3 75.1 7.,8 74,2 73.5 70.' 630
C 800 39.2 4'9.7 55.2 59.3 62.3 64.4 66,4 68.3 69.9 70.8 71.5 72.2 71,7 73.4 73,2 72,9 72.3 71.6 68.5 800 C
E 1000 37.5 47.9 53.q 57.5 60.5 62.7 64.6 66,6 68.2 69.1 69.8 70.5 69,9 71.6 71.5 71.2 70.6 69.9 66,7 1000 E
N 1250 35.7 46.1 51.6 55.7 58,7 60.9 62.8 64.8 66.4 67.2 68.0 68.7 68.1 69,8 69.6 69.3 68.7 68,0 6q99 1250 N
T 1600 33.6 4*,1 49.6 53.7 56.7 58.8 60.8 62.7 64.3 65.2 65.9 66.6 66,1 67.8 67.6 67.3 66,7 66.0 62,8 1600 T
E 2000 31.8 42.2 47.7 51.8 54,8 57,0 58,9 60.9 62,5 63.3 64.1 6,.8 69,2 65,9 65,7 65,4 64,8 64. 61.0 2000 ER 2500 3,L SO._5 46.0 SO_ __ 53_1 55,3 57,S 59,2 60.8 61.6 62,. 63.1 62,5 2 . 64 1 63,7 63.1 62. 59.3 2100 R
3150 28.1 38.6 44.0 48,1 51s1 53.3 5502 57,2 58,8 59,7 60.4 6 1.1 60,5 62.3 62,1 61,8 61.2 605 57.4 3150
F 4000 25,6 36,0 41,5 4596 48.6 508 52.7 5q.7 56.3 57.1 57.9 58.6 58,0 59,7 59,6 59.2 58.6 57.9 54,8 oo000
R 5000 23.8 3'.2 39,7 43.8 46.8 49.0 50;9 52,9 54.5 55.3 56.1 56.8 56.2 57.9 57,8 57,. 56,8 56,1 53.0 5000 R
E 6300 21.6 32,0 37,5 4i.6 14,6 46.8 48.7 50,7 52,3 53.1 53e9 54.6 5q.0 55,7 55,6 55,2 54.6 53.9 50o8 6300 E
Q 8000 18.6 29.0 34.5 38.6 41.6 43.8 95;7 '7.7 99.3 50.2 50,9 51,6 5 1.0 52.7 52,6 52,3 51.6 51,0 47,8 8000 .0
nLa- 3 1 , 6 _tha _M - 1 40.9 & 14 .6,. 37.3L 41 1td 49 ALI 4?rt 39s? 449.. L e (141 0000 _
OVERALL 59'4 69,8 75,3 79,4 82.' 84.6 8615 88.5 90,1 90 9 91,7 929q 91.9 93.4 93,3 92,8 92,1 91.3 88l1
PNOD 60.2 71.5 77,3 81.7 8q.9 87,3 89,3 91.9 93,0 93.9 94.7 950. 9.9 96.6 96.4 96.0 95.3 94.6 91.3
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 737 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32743.N(7361.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADE' = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 11027.N(2479.LB) FAN THRUST = 21716.N(4882.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.9KG/S(229.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 272.5M/S(894.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.8M/S(685.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5290.RPM TIP SPEED = 346.3M/S(1136.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M:(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.306
PRIMARY JET NOISE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 90.0 50.0 60.* 70.0 80,0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115,0 120.0 130.0 135.0 190.0 150.0
50 46.5 56.9 62.9 66.5 69.5 71.7 73.6 75.6 77.2 78.1 78,8 79.5 78,8 80.7 80.6 80.4 79,9 79.3 76.2 50
1 63 q7,9 68.3 63.8 67.9 70.9 73.* 75,0 77.0 78.6 79.5 80.2 80.9 80.2 82.1 82.0 81.9 81.9 80.7 77.6 63"1
/ 80 48.6 59.1 64.5 68.6 71.6 73.8 75,7 77.7 79.3 80.2 80.9 81.6 81.0 82.8 82.7 82.6 82,1 81.4 78.3 80 /
3 100 48.8 59.2 64.6 68.7 71.7 73.9 75,8 77.8 79.9 80.3 810. 81.7 81,1 82.9 82.8 82,7 82.2 81.6 78.4 100 3
175 48.6 59.0 69.5 68.6 71.6 73.8 75.7 77.7 79.3 80.2 80.9 81.6 80.9 82.8 82.7 82.6 82.1 81.4 78.3 125
0 160 97.8 58.3 63.7 67.8 70.8 73*0 74,9 76.9 78.5 79.4 80.1 80.8 80.2 82.0 81.9 81,8 81.3 80.6 77.5 160 0
C 200 '7,0 57.4 62.9 67.0 70.0 72.2 74,1 76.'1 77,7 78.6 79.3 80.0 79,3 81.2 81,1 80,9 80.4 79.8 76.7 200 C
T 250 6,.0 56.4 61.9 66.0 69.0 71.2 73.1 75.1 76.7 77.6 78.3 79.0 78.3 80.2 80.1 79.9 79,4 78.8 75.7 250 T
A 315 44.7 55.1 60.6 6.07 67.7 69,9 71,8 73.8 75.9 76.3 77.0 77.7 77.0 78.9 78.8 78,7 78.1 77.5 74.4 315 A
V 900 43.) 53.5 59.0 63.1 66.1 68.3 70.2 72.2 73,8 79.7 75.4 76.1 75,9 77.3 77,2 77.0 76.5 75.9 72.8 400 V
E 500 9j1. 52.2 57.7 61.8 69'8 67.0 68,9 70.9 72.5 73.3 7'4.1 74.8 7q,1 75.9 75,8 75,7 75.2 74.6 71,5 500 E
630 40.3 50.7 56.2 60C 3 63.3 65.5 67.4 69.4 71.0 71.9 72.6 73.3 72..6 79,5 7144 79.3 73.7 
7
3.1 70*0 630
S 00oo 38.4 98.8 54.3 58,4 61.4 63.6 65,5 67.5 69.1 70.0 70.7 71.4 70.7 72.6 72,5 72.4 71.8 71,2 68.1 800 C
E 1000 36,7 97.1 52.6 56.7 59.7 61.9 63,8 65.8 67.4 68,3 69.0 69.7 69.0 70.9 70.8 70,6 70.1 69.5 66,4 100 -
N 1250 34.8 45.2 50.6 59.7 57,7 59.9 61,8 63.8 65.9 66.,3 67.0 67,7 67,1 68.9 618,8 68,7 68.2 67,6 64,5 1250 .N
T 1600 32.7 43.1 48.6 52.7 55.7 57.9 59,8 61.8 63.9 64.3 65.0 656.7 65.0 66.9 66.8 66.7 66,1 65.5 62.4 1600 T
E 2000 30.9 41.3 N6.8 50.9 53.9 56.1 58, 60.0 61.6 62.5 63.2 63.9 63.2 65.1 65.0 64,8 69.3 63,7 60.6 2000 9
R 2500 29,2 39.6 95,1 99.2 52.2 59.9 56,3 58,3 59.9 60.8 61.5 62.2 61.5 63,4 63,3 63.2 62,7 62.0 58,9 2500 I
3150 27.3 37.7 43,.2 97.3 50.3 52.5 54,4 56,4 58.0 58.9 59,6 60.3 59,6 61,5 61,9 61.2 60.7 60,1 57,0 3150
F 4000 24,7 35. 40.6 41.7 47.7 49.9 51,8 53,8 55.4 56.3 57.0 57.7 57,0 58.9 58.8 56.8 58,1 %7-5 5944 000 F
R 5000 22.9 33,3 38.8 92.9 4S,9 48.1 50,0 52.0 53.6 54.5 55.2 55,9 55.2 57.1 57.0 56,9 56.3 55.7 52.6 5000 R
E 6300 20.7 31.. 36.6 40.7 43,7 45,9 47,g8 9.8 51.9 52.3 53.0 53.7 53.0 54,9 541.8 59.7 54,1 53,5 50.4 6300 E
Q 8000 17,7 28.,, 33.6 377 40.7 N2,9 44,8 96,8 q8.9 49.3 50.0 50.7 50,0 51.9 51.8 51,7 51.2 50.5 47.4 8000 Q
10000 J14,9 25.3 30.7 39.8 37.8 90.0 91,9 43.9 95.5 46,94 97,1 47.8 97,2 49.0 48,9 48.8 48.3 q7,7 44.5 10000
OVERALL 57,6 68.01 73.5 77.6 80.6 82.8 84,7 86.7 88.3 89,2 89.9 90.6 89,9 91.8 91.7 91.5 91.0 V0.4 87,3
PNDB 59,0 70-2 76.0 80,9 83.6 86.0 88,0 90,1 91,8 92.7 93.9 94.1 93,4 95,4 95,3 95., 94.6 93,9 90,7
00
JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC 737 APP
INPUT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
00
00 NO. OF FAN STAGES = 1. TOTAL THRUST = 32743.N(7361.LB) ALTITUDE = 0.
NO. OF 1ST STAGE BLADES = 34. PRIMARY THRUST = 11027.N(2479.LB) FAN THRUST = 21716.N(4882.LB)
FAN STATOR SPACING = 100. PRIMARY FLOW = 40.4KG/S(89.LB/SEC) FAN FLOW = 103.9KG/S(229.LB/SEC)
FAN DIAMETER = 1.25M(49.20 IN) PRIMARY VJ = 272.5M/S(894.FT/SEC) FAN VJ = 208.8M/S(685.FT/SEC)
DUCT AREA = 0.426M2(4.59 FT2) CORRECTED N1 = 5290.RPM TIPSPEED = 346.3M/S(1136.FT/SEC)
PRIMARY AREA = 0.321M2(3.45 FT2) IND. AIRSPEED = 0. FAN PRESS. RATIO = 1.306
FAN JET NOISE
THIS MATRIX REFLECTS THE V-8 JET LINE
SIDELINE DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
SPL IN DB ON THE GROUND WITH AIR ATTENUATION AT 297 DEGREES K(77 DEGREES F)
AND 70 PERCENT HUMIDITY
ANGLE IN DEGREES
I0.0 20.0 30.0 4C.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95,0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120,0 130.0 135.0 190.0 150.0
50 '74.4 56.0 63,9 67.5 70,5 72.6 74.6 76,S 78.1 78.9 79.7 80,4 80.3 81.2 80.
9 .  
79.5 78.2 76.9 73,4 50
I 63 47.3 57.9 63.3 67.4 7C.q 72.5 79,4 76.4 78.0 78,8 79.6 80.3 80 2 81.1 80.8 79,9 78.0 76.8 73.3 63 1
/ AO 46.5 57.1 62.5 66.6 69.6 71.7 73.7 75.6 77.2 78.0 78.8 79.5 79.4 80,q 80.0 78.6 77.3 76.0 72.6 80 /
3 100 q5.6 56.2 61.6 65.7 68.7 70.8 72,8 79.7 76.3 77.1 77,9- 78.6 78,5 79.5 79.1 77,7 76.4 75,1 71.7 100 3
175 4,6 55.2 60.7 6".7 67.7 69.9 71,8 73.7 75.3 76,1 76.9 77.6 77,6 78.5 78.2 76.8 75.9 74.2 70.7 125
0 160 93,3 53.9 59.3 63.9 66.4 68.5 70,5 72.4 74.0 79,8 75.6 76.3 76,2 77.2 76.8 75.9 79.1 72,8 69.4 160 0
C 200 91*8 52.4 57.8 61.9 64.9 67.0 69,0 70.9 72.5 73.3 74.1 74.8 7q,7 75,7 75,3 79.0 72.6 71.3 67,9 200 C
T 750 40.5 51.1 56.5 60.6 63.6 65.7 67,7 69.6 71.2 72.0 72,8 73.5 73.4 74,4 749,0 72.6 71.3 70.0 66.6 250 T
A 315 39,1 99.7 55.1 59.2 62.2 64.3 66.2 68.2 69.8 70.6 71.4 72.1 72.0 72.9 72.6 71.2 69.8 68,6 65.1 315 A
V "00 37.2 97.6 53.2 57.3 60.3 62.4 64,4 66.3 67.9 68.7 69.5 70.2 70.1 71.1 70.7 69.3 68.0 66.7 63.3 400 V
E 500 35,5 46.1 51.5 55.6 58.6 60.7 62.7 64.6 66.2 67.0 67.8 68.5 68,4 69.4 69.0 67,6 66.3 65.0 61.6 500 E
630 33.6 494.2 9,6 53.7 56.7 58,8 60.8 62.7 64.3 65.1 65.9 66.6 66.5 67.4 67.1 65.7 69.4 63.1 59.6 630
C 800 31.7 92.3 l7.7 51.8 54.8 56.9 58,9 60.8 62,4 63.2 64.0 69.7 69,6 65.6 65.2 63.8 62.5 61.2 57,8 800 C
E 1000 30.0 40.6 46.0 50.1 53,1 55.2 57.1 59.1 60.7 61.5 62.3 63.0 62.9 63.8 63.5 62,1 60.7 59.5 56.0 1000 E
N 1210 28. 39.0 '44.4 48,5 51.5 53.6 55.'6 57.5 59.1 59.9 60.7 61.4 61.4 62.3 62.0 60.6 59.2 57.9 54.5 1250 N
T 1600 26,5 37.1 42.5 46.6 49,6 51.7 53.7 55.6 57.2 58.0 58.8 59.5 59.4 60.4 60.0 58,6 57.3 56.0 52.6 
1600 T
E 2000 24,3 39.9 40.3 94,49 7.9 99.5 51,s 53.4 55.0 55,8 56,6 57.3 57,2 58,2 57,8 56.9 55.1 53.8 50.9 2000 E
R 2500 22,5 33.1 38.5 42.6 95,6 47.7 49,7 51,6 53,Z 54,0 54,8 55,5 55,9 56,4 56.0 54,6 53.3 82.0 48.6 2500 R
3150 20,6 31.2 36.6 90.7 43,7 45.8 47,6 49.7 51.3 52.1 52.9 53.6 53.5 54,.5 54,1 52.7 51.4 50.1 4967 3150
F 4000 b16, 28.7 34,1 38.2 41,2 43.3 45,3 47.2 48.8 49,6 50.4 51.1 51.1 52.0 51,6 50,3 48.9 97.6 q4.2 4000 F
R 5000 16,3 26.9 32,3 36,9 39.9 4,15 3,.5 45.4 47.0 47.8 N8.6 49,3 49,2 50.2 49,8 q8.9 47.3 45.8 42,4 5000 R
[ 6300 14.1 24.7 30.1 34.2 37.2 39.3 41,3 43.2 9448 95.6 46,4 47.1 47,0 48.0 47,6 46.2 44.9 43,6 40.2 6300 E
Q 8000 11.1 21.7 27.1 31.2 34.2 36.3 383 40.2 41,8 92,6 43,9 49, 4 9,0 44.9 44.6 43,2 41.9 40,6 37.1 8000 Q
10000 8,I 18.7 24.2 28.2 31.2 33.4 35,3 37.2 38.8 39.6 0,9 411p 91,) 42.0 4,7. 40,3 38.9 37.7 34,2 10000
OVERALL 54,6 65,2 70,6 79.7 77.7 79.8 81.8 83.7 85.3 86.1 86.9 87.6 87.5 88.5 88.1 86.7 854 84.1 80*7
PNDB 52.3 64.6 70.5 74.9 78.1 80.4 82,6 84.6 8689 87.3 88.1 88.9 88.8 89.8 89.4 88,0 86.5 85.1 81.3
JT80-109 737 APPROACH
HIGH FREQUENCY CORE ENGINE NOISE - DISTANCE = 112.8M(370.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 50
1 63 63 1
I 80 80 /
3 100 100 3
125 125
O 160 160 0
C 200 200 C
T 250 250 T
A 315 315 A
V 400 400 V
E 500 500 E
630 630
C 800 800 C
E 1000 1000 E
N 1250 1250 N
T 1600 1600 T
E 2000 38.4 41.8 43.3 45.2 46.4 46.6 45.4 43.2 39.0 36.6 34.1 2000 E
R 2500 44.7 48.1 49.6 51.5 52.7 52.2 52.4 49.5 45.1 47.8 40.2 2500 R
3150 50.9 54.2 55.8 57.7 58.9 58.6 57.8 55.6 51.2 48.7 46.1 3150
F 4000 57.0 60.3 61.9 63.8 64.9 65.0 63.8 61.6 57.1 54.6 51.4 4000 F
R 5000 62.8 66.2 67.8 69.6 70.8 70.9 69.6 67.4 62.8 60.3 57.5 5000 R
E 6300 69.2 72.6 74.2 76.0 77.2 77.2 75.9 73.6 69.0 66.3 63.4 6300 E
0 8000 71.4 74.8 76.3 78.2 79.3 79.3 78.0 75.6 70.7 67.9 64.8 8000 O
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC T/O CORRECTED FAN NOISE
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 304.8M(1000.FT)
ANGLE IN UEGRLLS
10.0 2U.U 30.0 491.0 b00 . 0.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 ll.0 120.0 130.0 1350 
190.0 150.0
&0 38.0 41. 98.9 50f.7 53.9 55.3 56.0 56.3 56'6 61.7 6.961 61.3 61.3 60.1 59.9 56.8 55.4 19.8 
49.8 50
3 63 39.0 4b.0 49.3 51.6 59.3 56.2 56.9 57.3 57;6 62.7 62.4 62.3 62.3 
6
1.4 60.4 57.8 56.4 50.8 50.8 63 1
/ 8 '0.0 '46.- !0.3 52.6 85.3 57.2 57.9 58.2 58;. 63.6 63.2 63.1 63.1 62.2 *1.2 58.7 57.3 
51.7 51.7 80 /
3- IeO--o o - .2 51.1 53i49 6.1 58.0 58.8 59.1 59V3 64.5 .4.1 69.0 64.0 63.1 62.1 59.5 58*2 b2.5 52.5 
100 3
125 'li9 u.Z2 52.1 59.9 7.1 59.0 b9.7 60.0 60.2 65.3 65.0 64.9 6498 63.9 63.0 60.4 59.1 53.9 53* 125
0 16U 41.8 '4.' 52.8 55.1 57.9 59.7 60., 60.9 61.0 66.1 68.7 65.6 16.6 69.6 63.7 o1.2 59.8 54.2 591 160 0
C 200 420 '9.i- 53.7 56*1 58.8 60.6 6t.4 61.8 h1l8 66.9 66.5 660 66.9 66.5 69S 62.0 60.7 55.1 55.0 200 C
T 250 43.1 5U.3 59.5 56.8 59.5 61.9 62.2 62.5 62:4 67.9 67.0 66.9 66.8 65.9 65.0 
62.6 61.2 55.6 55.6 250 T
A 315 12.9 50.8 55.0 57.9 60.1 62.0 62.h 63.1 62.7 67.8 67.3 67.2 67.1 66.2 65.3 63.0 61.6 56.0 55.9 315 A
V 900 95.1 52.6 57.5 61.3 9.7 67.4 6R89 69.9 6776 68.3 67.9 67.7 67.6 66.7 65.9 63.6 62.2 56.6 
56.5 900 V
E 500 44.8 5J. 58.0 61.7 a5.2 67.9 69.0 69.7 67.6 68.2 67.7 67.5 67.9 66. 65.7 63.5 62.2 56.6 566. 500 E
630 94.5 5J.9 58.9 62.2 6r.6 68.9 69.5 70.2 67.6 68.1 67.6 67.3 67.3 66.3 65.6 63.6 62.3 56.7 56.5 630
C 800 43.7 53.- 58.6 62.5 65.9 68.7 69.8 70.) 66-'8 67.3 66.6 66.3 66.3 
65.3 69.7 62.9 61.7 66.2 6.9 800 C
E I000 '2.3 53.U 58.6 62.6 66.1 69.0 70.2 69.8 65;5 651 66.0 69.6 69.6 63.6 63.1 61.7 60.6 
55.1 954. 1000 E
N 1250 't110 56.9 58.8 63.0 66.6 69.9 70.7 69.) 63.6 63.6 o2.7 62.2 62.1 61.1 60.8 60.0 
589 53.6 83.2 1250 N
r It60 -39~ -52.~ 59? 62.5 66.8 71.S 72.9 68.9 60.6 59.7 58.5 57.9 57.8 56.8 
56.8 56.6 55.7 50.5 5001 1600 T
E 2000 3q.6 50.9 57.3 61.3 65.1 68.5 e69. 64.6 5717 59.0 57.7 57.1 56.9 55.9 55.9 
65.9 55.0 99.7 49.0 2000 E
R 2500 29.0 9u.3 56.0 60.1 63.7 66.1 66.9 62.0 55.1 59.1 57.8 57.1 57.0 56.9 55.9 55.7 54.7 49.3 98.2 
2500 R
3150 2.- b. - 7 j.- 63-- h5.0 6H.1 68o6 66.1 61t9 66.1 -65.1 69.5 63.9 63.0 62.9 61.0 58.7 53.9 51.6 3150
F 4000 17.1 '4,d 59.7 60.7 i3.7 66.8 68.3 66.9 71.2 75.3 79.9 79.9 73.1 73.1 
72.2 69.2 67.6 60.7 58.5 o000 F
R 5000 8.3 3d.7 50.2 56.3 60.4 63.7 63.9 63.2 61.8 66.0 66.6 65.7 65.3 64.6 63.2 60.2 59.2 
51.2 98.2 5000 R
E 6360- -jo--3koy 6 9 40 -3.3 57.3 60.6 62.3 62.8 6267 66.9 67.2 67.9 67.2 66.5 65.9 60.5 57.5 
49.6 95.9 6300 E
Q 8000 .0 22.3 39.0 q7.7 53.1 57.0 59.0 60.1 66;. 70.1 70.7 71.9 70.6 7,.3 69.9 65.2 61.7 52.2 96.7 8000 Q
10000 .0 6.6 28.9 4f.1 96.9 51.6 57.9 57.2 590 69.1 63.4 63.3 61.9 6). 599 53.9 50.9 39.9 32.6 10000
PNDB 59.3 72.b 80.6 85.3 88.5 91.6 92.5 91.2 91.8 95.3 9N.9 94.8 93.7 93.3 92.5 
69.7 88*1 81.9 79.7
DELTA

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC PART POWER LINE CORRECTED FAN NOISE
DC9 APPROACH
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 112.8M(370.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGRELS
IC.O 20.0 30.0 40.0 5t.L 60.0 70.0 60.0 90;0 95.0 100.U 105.0 110.0 1]5l . 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
50 47.9 53.9 56.5 59.1 61.9 65.4 66.7 66.4 65.6 65.9 65.2 69.9 64.2 64.2 62.7 60.3 58.1 52.2 52.1 50
i. 63 48.4 59.9 57.5 60.1 62.9 66.3 67.6 67.9 66.6 66.9 66.2 65.9 65.2 65.2 63.7 61.3 59.1 53.2 53.1 63 1
/ 80 49.4 £5.4 5n.5 61.0 63.8 67.3 68. 68.3 67.9 67.8 67.0 66.7 66.0 66.0 69.5 62.2 60.0 59.1 54.0 80 /
3 100 O0.2 56.3 59.9 61.9 64.7 68.2 69*5 69.3 68.4 68.7 68.0 67.7 66.9 66.9 65.5 b3.1 610o 55.1 54.9 100 3
125 51.1 57.2 60,3 62.9 65.7 69.1 70.5 70.2 69;3 69.6 68.8 68.5 67.8 67.8 66.3 4.U 61*9 56.0 55.8 125
0 160 51.9 5h.1 61,2 63.8 66.5 70.0 71.3 71.1 70;1 70.4 69.7 69,3 68.6 68.6 67.2 69.9 62.7 56.8 56.6 160 0
C 200 52,8 59,. 62,2 69.7 67.4 70.9 72.2 72.0 71;0 71.2 70.5 70.2 69.9 69.9 68.0 65.7 63.6 57.7 57.5 200 C
T 250 53.6 59. 63.0 65.5 68.3 71.7 73.1 72.8 71;5 71.8 71.0 70.7 69.9 69.9 68.5 66.4 64.2 58.4 58*Z 250 T
A 315 5q.) 6U.b 63.8 66.3 6V.0 72.5 73.9 73.5 72.1 72.3 71.5 71.1 70.9 70,.3 69.0 66.9 64.8 58.9 58*8 315 A
V 400 59. 61,3 6496 67.1 69.8 73.2 74.6 74.9 7217 72.9 72.1 71.7 71.0 70,9 69.6 67.6 65.5 59.6 59.5 900 V
E 500 5 .'2 62.0 65.3 67.8 70.5 73.9 75.3 79.9 72.8 72.9 72.0 71.6 70.9 70,8 69.6 67.7 65.7 59.9 59*7 500 E
630 55.7 62.6 65.9 68.9 71.1 74.5 75.9 75.4 72;9 72.9 72.0 71.6 70.6 70.6 69.6 67.9 65.9 60.2 60*0 630
C 800 55.2 62.3 66.9 69.8 72.7 75.1 76.3 76.1 72,8 72,.3 71.3 70.8 70.0 70.0 68.9 07.5 65.6 59.9 59.8 800 C
E 1000 55.2 62,.8 7.9 70.3 73.3 75.7 76.9 76.0 71;7 71.0 69.9 69.9 68.6 68.6 67.6 66.6 6948 59.2 59.2 1000 E
N 1250 55.* 6b3. 68.1 71.1 79.0 76.5 77.7 75.6 7010 69.1 67.8 67.2 66.9 66.4 65.7 65.2 63.5 58.1 58.1 1250 N
T 1600 55.9 69.7 69i2 71.2 75.3 79.7 80.6 76.1 67;9 65.7 69.1 63.3 62,o 62.5 62.1 o2.4 61.0 55.7 55.9 1600 T
E 2000 55.5 65.1 69.2 72.0 79.9 78.4 79.4 79.2 66.3 65.4 63.8 63.0 62.2 62.1 61.8 62.3 60.8 55.6 55.7 2000 E
R 2500 13.1 6 .,2 69.5 72.0 79.8 77.1 77.6 72.8 65.1 64.5 63.5 63.0 62.8 62.0 61.9 62.2 60.6 59.7 56.0 2500 R
3150 56.0 6H,3 74.1 77.9 79.4 82.3 bl.b 78.2 80.6 79.6 79.2 79.2 78.3 77.6 78.3 77.0 75.7 68.9 69.1 3150
F 9000 50.8 69.6 70.9 74.6 76.1 76.3 78.9 76.6 74;3 73.6 73.0 73.3 72.3 71.7 72.1 0U.6 69.5 62.3 61.7 9000 F
R 5000 98.3 63.2 69.5 73.2 75.7 77.7 76.9 75,9 79.0 73.5 73.2 73.7 73.2 72.7 72.0 68.6 67.9 59.8 60.1 5000 R
E 6300 4n8-j7 66h, 71.8 76.3 77.9 76.7 78,9 78.11 82;9 82.2 62.9 89.2 63,6 83.4 89.9 bb.3 77.1 69.2 69.0 6300 E
g 8000 38.5 59.9 67.9 73.2 75.8 77.4 78.2 77.7 77;1 76.2 76.6 77.3 76. 76.5 76.8 73.5 )1.7 62.9 62.0 8000 Q
10000 26.7 5J.7 69.4 70.9 79.3 76.3 bl.6 79.0 85.1 86.0U 6 .7 84.7 83.5 83.9 82.9 78.0 75.2 66.8 65.7 10000
PNDB 78.8 90.3 95.7 99.3 1(1.3 109.1 1094. 101.9 102;2 101.7 101.6 102.2 101.6 101.9 101.9 9e.5 963 89.9 89.5
DELTA
































































































































































































































































































































































































JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC PART POWER LINE CORRECTED FAN NOISE
727 APPROACH
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 112.8M(370.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.U 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 1500
s5 -"F- 5;-- 5-7--5 9.- -f6-2 -64.7 -65.7 -65.9-- 6-51 65.6 65.4 65.' 65.4 64.6 -63.4 60.7 58.7 52.7 5365 50
I 63 48,5 54,9 58.7 60.8 63.5 65.6 66.6 66.9 66 1 66.6 66.4 66.4 66.4 65.6 64.4 61.7 59.7 53.7 54.5 63 1
/ 80 99.5 55.9 59.7 61.7 64.4 66.6 67.6 67.8 66:9 67.5 67.2 67.2 67.2 66.4 65.2 62.6 60.6 54.6 55.4 80 /
3 --- t-- - &r- -ee,8 -- Ft t- & 65.3 67.5 68.5 68.8 67T9 68-.4 68.2 68.2 68.1 67.3 66.2 63.5 61.6 55.6 56.3 100 3
125 51.2 57.1 6b.5 63.6 66.3 68.4 69.5 69.7 68.8 69.3 69.0 69.0 69.0 68.2 67.0 64.4 62.5 56.5 57.2 2S
0 160 S2.0 58.e 62.4 64.5 67.1 69.3 70.3 70.6 69;6 70.1 69.9 69.8 69.8 69.0 67.9 6,.3 63.3 57,3 58.0 160 0
C 2" -52. ' 9S f 9., 6-3.4 65.4 68.0 70.2 71i 71.5 70-5 70.9 70.7 70.7 70.6 69.8 68.7 66.1 64.2 58.2 58.9 200 C
T 250 53.7 6U.3 64.2 66.2 68.9 71.0 72.1 72.3 71.0 71.5 71.2 71.2 71.1 70.3 69.2 66.8 64.8 58.9 59.6 250 T
A 315 54.2 61.0 65.0 67.0 69.6 71.8 72.9 73.0 71.6 72.0 71.7 71.6 71.6 70.7 69.7 67.3 65.4 59.4 60.2 315 A
V- 3 -5t - 1 -- 0- ---- 8-.67.8--704 72.5 73.6 -73-1- 72.2 72.6 72.3 72.2 72.2 71.3 70.3 68.0 66.1 60.1 60.9 400 v
E 500 55.3 62,6 66.5 68.5 71.1 73.2 /4.3 74.4 72.3 72.6 72.2 72.1 12.1 71.2 70.3 68.1 66.3 60.4 61.1 500 E
630 57.0 63.8 68.3 71.5 74.7 77.3 78.5 78.8 75;9 72.6 72.2 72.1 12.0 71.2 70.3 68.3 66.5 60.7 61.q 630
C -6--6-.2--T- 6-r9 -72.1 -- 75.2 .- 7.8- -79.jt 9, 75s4 72.0 7-t *b 71.3 71.2 70.4 69.6 61.9 66.2. 60. 61.2 .- 00 C
E 1000 57.2 64.0 69.4 72.6 75.8 78.4 79.7 78.9 74.3 70.7 7o.1 69.9 69.8 69.0 68.3 67.0 65.4 59.7 60.6 1000 E
N 1250 58.9 66,2 70.5 72.6 76.7 81.3 82.. 80.1 73i5 68.8 68.0 67.7 67.6 66.8 66.4 65.6 64.1 58.6 59.5 1250 N
7- 710-- 5.~r i4 -7r-6a- 1 -- 2.#R -I75.8 79.2 80.6 75S9  68.4 65.4 61.3 63.8 63.8 62.9 62.8 62.8 61.6 56.2 5763 1600 T
E 2000 55.6 o.6 70.4 72.7 75.5 77.7 78.4 73.7 65;8 65.1 o4.0 63.5 63.4 62.5 62.5 62.7 61.4 56.1 57.1 2000 E
R 2500 59.1 6Y,Y 75.0 78.5 79.8 82.4 82.0 77.8 72;6 71.6 70.6 70.2 69.6 69.0 69.6 68.8 66.7 61.5 62.5 2500 R
- 3-- S ? -68o- 7,49 -T8.2 --71.7 82.4 - Z-3 79.1 8198 80.9 80.4 80.4 79.3 78.8 79.3 77.7 76. 70.0 7.0.3 3150
F 4000 49.6 63.o 69.9 73.3 75.7 77.8 77.1 75.0 72;7 72.1 71.6 71.9 11. 70.9 70.3 67.7 67.0 59.6 60.1 4000 F
R 5000 52.1 6/.3 72.1 76.2 77.8 78.8 79.1 77.9 77;3 76.5 77.1 78.1 77.7 77.5 78.6 14.5 71.7 64.4 64.6 5000 R
t---- o--+ .--- 6-D9. 9 -- 3.-4- h5--- 77.0- 7%r0- 77.5 2.6 81.6 82.0 82*8 82.3 62.! 82.7 79. 78.1 69.7 69.-3 6300 -E
Q 8000 37.0 582 66.2 71.3 74.2 76.2 81.3 78.8 80.8 81.6 80.4 80.49 9.3 79.7 78.8 74.8 72.5 64o5 64.2 8000:0
16000 25.7 51,.9 62.4 67.8 71.4 73.4 77.3 76.5 83i' 83.5 83.2 82.8 82.8 82.1 81.3 77.0 75.5 67.3 64.4 10000
PNDB 80.3 91.1 96.4 99.9 102.0 104.5 1U5.0 102.7 103.1 102.3 101.9 102.1 101.7 101 3 101. 98.7 97.1 90.5 90.8
DELTA







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JT8D-109 SEA LEVEL STATIC PART POWER LINE CORRECTED FAN NOISE
737 APPROACH
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 112.8M(370.FT)
ANGLE IN DLGRELS
10.0 ZJ.i 30.0 40.0 50.9 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 95.0 100U.O 105.0 110.0 IlL.0 120.0 1O.U 135.0 130.0 150.0
SO 47.4 5J.
4 
-56.6 57.1 62.0 65.5 6A.8 66.5 65.7 66.0 65.2 66.0 64.3 64.2 62*8 60.4 68.2 52.3 52.2 50
3 63 '18. 54.4 57.6 6'.1 63.0 66.4 67.7 h7.5 66.7 67.U 06.2 66.0 66.3 65.2 63.8 
61J. 59.2 53.3 53.2 63 I
/ 80 49.4 Sb.'4 58.6 1.0 63.9 67.4 68.7 68.4 67.5 67.9 67.0 66.8 66.1 66*0 64*6 62.3 60.1 59.2 54 1 80 /
3 100 IOU 0.2 56.3 59.5 61.9 6h,'. 68.3 69.b , 9.9 685 68. 68.0 67.8 67.0 66.9 66.6 63.2 b61.1 55.2 5e0 100 3
125 1.1 5/7. 60.4 62.9 b5.H 69.2 70.6 70.3 69.4 69.1 6b8. 68.6 67.9 67.8 66.4 64.1 62.0 56.1 55.9 125
0 160 51.9 5U.1 61.3 63.8 66.6 70.1 71.4 71.2 70.2 70.5 69.7 69.9 8.7 68.6 67.3 65.0 62o8 56.9 567 
160 0
C 200 52.8 59.U 62.3 64.7 67.5 71.0 72.3 72.1 7111 71.3 70.5 70.3 69.5 6v.9 68.1 65.8 63.7 57.8 
57.6 200 C
T 250 53.6 59.b 63.1 65.5 68.q 71.8 73.2 72.9 71'.6 71.9 71.0 70.8 70.0 69.9 68.6 66.6 69.3 58.5 58*3 
250 1
A 315 5S.1 6U.5 63.9 66.3 69.1 72.6 74L. 73.6 72.2 72.4 71.5 71.2 70.6 70.3 69.1 67.0 64.9 59.0 58.9 315 A
V 400 5.8 6I.d 64.7 67t 69.9 73.3 74.7 74.b 72.: 73.0 72.1 71.6 71.1 70.9 69.7 67.7 65.6 59.7 59.6 
900 V
E 500 55.2 Z.U S65.4 67.8 70.6 74.0 75.1, 75.0 72.9 73.0 72.*0 71.7 71.0 70.8 69.7 67.8 65.8 
60.0 59*8 500 E
630 5*7 6Z.6 66.0 68.4 71.2 74.6 76.0 75.5 73.C 73.0 72.C0 71.7 70.9 70.8 69.7 68.0 66.0 60.3 60*I 
630
C 800 S5.3 bLZ-. 67.0 69.9 72.8 75.2 76.5 76.3 72'9 72.4 71.3 7U.9 70.1 70.0 69.0 67,6 
65.7 60.0 59.9 800 C
E 100u 55.3 62.9 67.5 70.4 73.4 75.8 7 7.1 76.2 7116b 71.1 69.9 69.5 68.7 68.6 67.7 66.7 64.9 59.3 69.3 1000 E
N 1250 bb.5 6J.t 68.2 71.2 74.1 76.6 77.9 75.8 70.1 69.2 67.8 67.3 66.5 66.9 65.8 65.3 63.6 58.2 
58.2 1250 N
-T t60-- 56T.0 6,b 69.3 71.3 75.4 -79.9 80.7 76.3 68.0 65.8 6.1 63.4 62.7 62.6 62.2 62.5 61. 55.8 
56.0 1600 T
E 2000 55.5 65.1 19.3 72.0 75.0 76.5.5 75 74.3 66;1 65.5 63.8 63.1 62.3 62.1 61.9 62.4 60.9 55.7 55.8 
2000 E
R 2500 53,0 6'tZ 69.5 72.0 74,8 77.3 77.6 72.8 65.1 64. 63.6 63.0 62.8 62.0 61.9 621 
60.6 54.8 56.0 2500 R
-150 Sht 66-. ~ 4.1 77.9 79.I 82.3 81.b 78.2 8017 79,9 79.3 79,3 78.5 .77.7 78. 77.0 75.8 69.0 69.2 3150
F 4000 5U.9 69,V 70.9 74.7 76.2 78.4 78.6 76.8 7 .9 73.8 73.2 73.5 72.4 71.8 72.2 70.7 69.6 62.4 61.9 5000 F
R 5000 +8.2 6J.2 69.5 73.2 75.6 77.7 76.9 75.4 74;C 73.6 73.2 73.7 73.2 72.7 72.0 
68.6 67.5 59.8 60.1 5000 R
tE 6300- 5-- 6-i;3- 71.7 76i2- 77,8 78.7 78.9 78.0 82%9 82.2 83.0 68.2 83.7 83. 85.9 80.3 77l1 69.2 69*0 
6300 E
Q 8000 38.5 59.b 67.
9  
73.1 75.8 77.4 78.2 77.7 77.2 76.3 76.7 77.3 76.9 76.6 76.9 73.6 71.8 63.0 62.1 8000 Q
10000 26.7 63,6 64.3 70.8 74.2 76.2 81.6 79.1 85;1 86.0 6.1.8 89.7 83.5 83.9 82.9 78.1 75.2 66.9 65.8 10000
PNDS 78.8 -9U.3 95.7 99.3 101.
4  
104.2 104.5 101.9 102.2 101.7 0.7 102.2 101.6 101.5 101.9 98.5 96.4 89.5 69.5
DELTA
PNL .8 ,. .9 1.1 1.f 1 J. 1 8 4.6 9.2 9.8 9.8 9.6 9.5 9.2 3.1 7.7 7.8 7.3 6.7
-\1
00
JTD-125 SEA LEVEL STATIC T7/
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 60.8M (200. FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10C,G 2C.C SC , 4CC 5-.C 61.C 70C. 8C.C 9C.- S5.2 1CC0 10C5.0 1IC*C 115.C 120.1 13100 135,0 140.0 150.0
50 67.7 77.5 83,3 67.3 SC.4 ?Z.5 94.4 56.3 9E.1 58.6 99.7 ICC.6 99.7 102.3 102.8 1I3.3 i23.5 1C3.1 100.1 50
-- 3 9.C 73.,2 34.7 88.6 91.6 , 3.8 95.7 97,E 99.94 10.1 101.C 101.9 1C1.1 103.7 104.3 104.8 105.0 104.6 101.6 6 1
/ 80 700.C 8.1 85, 689.5 52.5 94.7 9E,. 58.5 1CC.3 1CI.C IC1.-C 1128 102.1 104.7 105.4 1C5.9 06.2 1C5.8 102.7 80 I
---3- 100 70.8 80.9 86.5 90.3 i3.3 95.5 97.4 99.3 111.1 101o.8 .107 103.7 103,C 105.7 106.4 106.9 107.2 106.9 103.7 100 3
125 71.3 81.4 87.C 9C5. 3.8 95.9 97.9 99.7 101,5 102.2 103.2 104.1 10C35 106.Z 106.9 137.5 107.9 107.5 104.3 129
SI 1,CC 1.- . 87;- 90.8 93.9 6, 98.2 99,8 1Ca1.E I . IC 1 .? 1179.2 IC3. 10E.3 IC.71 tc7. -- IUB 1 TOT7TCt S- 5 0-
C ZOO 11.3 81.2 86.9 9C.G '3.6 95.7 97.7 99.5 101.3 132.Z 13.1 104. 103.4 106.1 106.9 147.5 101.9 107.5 104.4 200 0
- ~t50- 70.7 80. 6,~ 5.C 93.2 95.1 97.1 98.9 11C.7 1014 12 ?. 1C3.4 102.8 105.5 106.3 16,.8 107.2 IC7. 103,8 Z5 -T..
A 315 69.9 79.8 85.3 89.1 52.0 94.1 96.1 57.9 99.8 1.0.4 1C'1.4 1C2.4 101.9 104.6 105.4 1C5.9 106.3 105.1 102.8 315 A
- 90.. 0 O 59.3 79.0 84.4 88.2 91.2 93.3 95.3 97.0 93.8 99.4 100.4 1Cl.4 100.9 103.6 104.4 104.9 105.3 105.1 101.8 400 V
L 500 68.7 78.C 03,4 67.1 L .2 92.94 4.2 SC.9 97.7 58.3 99.2 1CC.3 99.7 C12.4 103.2 103.7 104.2 103.9 100.7 500 E
---- --- 7-6-- --- 9 ---- z- -r;eC 1 7. 1 9 1 92,9 99.6 5E.2 96.9 7.7 98.8 98.2 1-00.9 101o-;8-; i ~~Z"7 TZ 2-- -- 3
C 800 67.2 75.9 81,2 6 48 7.8 93.1 51.9 93.4 94.6 5.4 49.3 9573 96 8 9595 10.3 101C8 101.2 101.9 97.7 800 C
--- O1800 66.6- 75.3 80.4 84.0 7,.0 85,.3 91.0 92.2 93.5 94.0 94.9 96.0 95.5 98.2 98.9 99.4 99-9 99.6 96.4 1000 E
N 1250 66.6 74, 7 79.7 o3.3 86.3 8o.7 90.3 90.9 91.8 92.4 93.3 94,4 93.8 96.5 97.3 97.8 98.3 98.0 94.7 1250 N
-- T--60-G- 6,.5 75.0 797- -62 5 65.9 69.t 91. 89.7 6c.9 5c2.5 E4.4 92.4 91.9 94.6 95.4 95.9 96 - -9.1 9gZ9 1600 --
E 2000 65.9 74.4 78.b 81.6 4,.7 81.4 88.4 87.4 88.2 88.8 89.7 9C.8 9. 92.9 93.7 94.2 94-6 94.4 91.2 2000 E
----- f-9 -t4 .8 -i3- 78-.4 61? t. b. 8 .9 8 .5 85.7 86.5 87.2 66.1 8.1 88.6 91.2 9?.; -. 5-- Tt TZ. .A*L -2Wd- -
3150 66.6 76.2 81.1 64.1 85.7 88.1 88.4 86.9 86. 88.0 88.1 88,.7 88,1 90.1 90o8 91.2 91.5 90.9 87.9 3150 .
-f----tri3 -- 66.3 76.1 -e1i 1 E4 . 4 8t. . 8.2 8..i e1.5 5.7 .915.6 94,1 9.8 94.5 93*2 929 90. 4 88. 1 4000 f
R 5000 62.2 73.1 78.2 61.4 o3.8 86.0 85.9 85.5 85.1 88.1 88.1 88.6 88,4 89,2 99.2 a89.0 89.2 88.0 85.1 5000 R
S---t9-3 - 6 1 . 4 73. 7 81,3 63.2 85.2 06.1 86.4 6f.5 90.2 C.7 -1.? 51.2 91.2 91.3 86.9 s8-2Z ,.- -f.g5 ...--
Q 800 57.8 71.3 77.. L .4 62,.9 84.9 8GC 86.6 92.4 96.1 96.8 97.8 97.3 97.5 07.8 95.1 93.2 87.3 86.0 8000 Q
1P1 2. 5 12 --- 68-.- -? -- 1 - - -v--1- e--e- 5-S B-.1 87 .5 E - 5 94. - 94.-1 -- 94--- A .- i --- -- --- e ----9 --1---
PND3 52.0 10i. 9 107.1i 1i0. 113.3 115.2 116.6 116.8 118.9 121.1 121.4 122.1 121.3 123.- 123.4 123-3 123.E 123.0 119.9
0b0009-9*0 IF g 9-*19-4 U& -t o *16 V'Z& VZ6 C#6 0st6 SC6 4,69 g8L0 e $,eVe L9~9 8S 0000e
0~I89R6--th- 99 6---t *96- 9 1 -9*S6 1 '6-- I 6-+b#6S--s
3 00C9 zVfe hoe8 0498 5L@ 9*69 6*69 006 *06 S'49 t'60 149e t1 0*99 6498 I've V19 91LL 61ZI zlig 009 3
bi 0005 CeZ9--058 969 -C.19 19 Clio e99 OLO L"9 g99 t'NG V698 9'58 O8S9 9't VIS t*9L -0CL t-Z9 OOOS it
A cr10, h.99 0'99 0'16 6'16 I't& h't V68 St6 N" O'h 9't6 9'L9 069 0'99 e8 Z,,8 6*09 O09j V99 000h 4
.0OSI 6*hg 6*Lg S'99 hg 1'99 9*Ls 0*9e ,99 198 Z198 zthe 1199 'e 9eZ8 SeS 6'C8 6'08 t'9L 599 051£
b oOSZ C'99 S69 6'69 006 0'69 V88 O'SO ~99 S9 8,h8 8t8e 9,t 9-Se C*Sq V~ce 9,00 0UL sct G99 O~ u 3 GOO 6;Lg--- I' t--V! 6 Z 'Z6 -S'06 -006 Clio 0*99 0Lg Z'99 S*Sg-- 
S569--LOe-i -L99--0£860 --6'LZ--it -CZ-959 OOOZ~ 3
1 0091 9068 0.96 CPt6 t,6 hI6 016 0168 9169 slog 618 bisL '99 C'06 0'69 119 9'19 09L f£*TL V19 0091
N OSZ1 9.16 olh6 1:56 6.6VI6~C 06 06 9*06 969 [68 1P68 6.89 *8P9 O9hL 99 .90f
1 0001 l,.96 S*96 896 5*16 0 16 C*S6 9.6 S.96 CZ6 S't6 0*16 C'06 C*68 9*%8 59 h*Z 0.9Z 8.91 059 000! 3
5 008 L*h6 8.96 Z'96 0'66 C*L6 L'96 t'46~ VN L*6 6'Z6 CZ6 E'16 666 C'98 1P98 0.8 E'61 VI*L 0*99 008 2
0C9 1P96 C166 9166 Clool 096 0'96 5.96 Z'96 P5S6 CP.9 LE6 $h*Z6 9'06 P*68 6*98 V9.9 P09 04L h-99 OC9
g 60 -zL---00 1not Z*001 9*66 6'96 016 096 9'96 1*56L -O-P0-09 0-59--V1 QS 896-99-005 3
A o01 616 t'Z01 I*.90I 0101 S'01 8*001 t'96 6*96 8*t6 0'16 CP96 1.96 0.96 V16 0.68 0*98 19 0*9Z VL9 00*, A-
y SIC 6666 VVOI h*COI0 0.90! S.901 6 ' 0 1 Z66 0'001 6*96 0*96 VL6 S'96 Z*96 I *16 09 L'99 6'Z0 S.91 0L9 S IC V
i OSz 6.901 P1f.1 C#401 6,6flt S-C01 6.tOI Z001 0-101 6*66 0*66 Z-86 S-96 L.96 1.96 Z06 I'19 8.98 C'9L S.9 0Sz I
Oc L4~ 101 8.90! Z050! 94haI P*,0l 91C0! 01101 9,10t 0001 9166 1P66 CIL6 SIS6 S.9& S*6 9*99 9'18 0-61 1-69 OOZ
0 09? 6st01 O'S01 41S~t 0.9t14~.01 &'C0l tp10t 1.9OI0 *101 1*001 C166 9'L6 8*56 8.k 9'16 8989 8*hg C*61 I,.9 09! 0
--- st- e6rt0.90 ,,*eor NIOT 1of S~*,oI ot4, lo II 10 11101 zloo 5,66 ---1'L 6 6*S6 ----6 C6-66166-998 6 * 8 46 h-* 6 9 SZI
C 00! hI10 1 9*h0! 0.90! 4*,0I V*,0! 9'C0! I '10! 6 '10 1 600! 00t Z'66 P146 9*S6 L'E6 9 '16 9'998 19 P1 6 PI*6 9 00! C
t 09 S*00t S'COI 6.90! L-COI ZCol 190! ZIOOl I t 0.10!*D Z'65 ,'06 /'96 8'h6 6'Z6 9106 9.98 899 VeL C199 09
t C9 h166 5.90! 6.901 1.90! CIZOI 9*101 4166 V001 C'66 08.6 9'L6 6*S6 P1,4 1.94 0'06 0'LO 0.99 S.91 h*L? C9
0S -0*86 11O!010lo 1t O t01 lPOOl 1086 0'66 t*S6 PL6 S'96 9'66 6.96 606 9'99 89 9019 C09L Z99 0S
-S33893 NJ 31DNV




JTBD-10 SEA LEVEL STATIC PART POWER LIN.
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 60.8M(200.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 2LC.1 3C , 4 C.C 50,C E0C,C 7C.C 80 90.rf 55.0 1CC.C 
105.0 110.0 115.C 120.0 13 -0 135 0 14 00 150.0
50 63.7 73.0 19." .:.2 o.3 88.4 ?0.3 92.3 53.6 59.8 55.5 
96.3 95 .5 07.8 s9.. 58.3 98.1 97.6 94.5 50
----- 6T. 7.. -. 4 .8 2 8r.-3 8 . 4 I1. 93.2 94.8 e5.7 6.5 97.3 96.5 98.8 99.1 95.5 99.3 98.8 95- 8 63 -
/ 83 65.4 7J.? ao0. 84.9 o.3.0 93.1 92. 93.9 95.5 96.4 97.2 98.0 
97.2 99.6 99.9 100.q 100.2 99.8 96.7 80 /
Ir06 --6.O 75. 81 .q 85.4 68. 5 SD.E 9Z.5 ?4.4 96.C 9E6. 7.7 
8. r 97.6 100.1 100.4 101.1 1.0 0ICC.S 97.4 OD ..
125 66.2 7 .9 al.
F  85.6 c8.8 90.7 32.6 94.6 96. 97.1 97.9 98.7 97.8 100.3 100.6 
ICI.4 101.3 100.9 97.7 125
-- 6 - -T096.t -I5.7 ;~t --- t4 -a-. ;- 5 tC; ti . 44. 92°.E t.T 
S_.6- 9E; 4 "97.5- -tI.- IO f- 1-.r f fm
- 0 I Tamtf --- 5 Ism-- u
C 20 65.8 75. 1 30.a 64.8 . .9 89.9 91.9 93.7 95.2 96.2 
97.C 97.9 96.9 99.6 99.9 13.6 100.6 100.2 97.0 ZOO C
- -- 65. 3- ..' 0 C. 64.C 87.1 89.1 9C.9 92.95 ,4 95.4 96.1 -S7.0 S9.C 98.7 9.0 995.8 
9.E 9 9 -96- 
-  I T
- -
A 315 64.8 73.7 7 9. 83.1 38.2 88.- 90.0 91.9 97.4 94.4 
95.1 96.1 95.0 97.7 98.0 98.7 98.6 98.4 95.1 315 A
- -n0 65.4 73.; 78.E 62.8 8 8C 8.1 8.9 1.5 92.5 53.3 54.C 
54.? 93.9 E.5 96.9 91.5 97.5 97-2 94.0 00 V
E 500 65.3 73.1 78.2 aZ.1 a5.3 87.5 89.1 90.6 91.3 91.9 92.7 
93.5 92.6 95.2 95.6 96.2 96.2 95.8 92.7 500 E
is ---.-.5 -5- - B' 85-3 88-oq 8 9.I -90.6 9T. '---' 
7-;.-1 T91.I -- 93-r -0 - f .0-4.rP - -Pt 1
; J r T -
. I -S
-3
C 800 65.5 72.3 77,5 81.2 64.3 66.7 68.1 89.1 86.7 89.2 8.95 
90,7 89.7 92.3 92.7 9-.3 93.3 93.0 89-8 800 C
-- tO- 65 .,----?2, 77.- 81. . 814 3 86.7 8a.0 88.4 87.3 67.7 88.4 
89.3 88.2 90.7 9.11 91.B 91,; -t.5 88.2 100 E-
N 1250 66.1 73.3 77.6 81.4 84.5 87.C 8.2 87.5 85.6 85.9 
66.5 87.4 86.5 88.9 e9.3 90.0 90.0 89.6 86.5 1250 N
----
6-- 7.? 74-5 -7-8.9 81.4 15.1 89.? 90.4 87.2 87.7 84.0 84.7 85.5 84.5 
87.f 87.5 88.2 88.2-- .8 88 146 0LTT.
E 2000 66.1 74.? 78.1 8C5. a4.0 Bb.9 87.4 84.1 61.b 82.4 83.0 83.9 
82.9 85,4 85.8 86.5 86.4 86.1 83.0 2000 E
R --5 -- -65-; -- 73,-9- 8- 3
-
- C.8 t3.5- 9Si5 85.b- 8?.3 8.1 81.1 81.6 82.83 81.3 -t8 3.'I- 1uT,*v-9 
IIT J f- - 8"--
-
3150 66.4 76.- 6C 7 63.7 65.3 27.6 87.8 85.4 82.4 83.7 E3.4 
83.5 82.8 83.8 F4.2 84.4 83.9 83.1 80.3 3150
---- r13
- 
-66.1 6. 3 -13d. 84.2 US.? 87.8 88.9 87.3 91.4 92.9 92.6 92.6 91.1 
91.4 91-0 89.3 88.5 - 40 83.5 00O r-
R 5000 62.0 72. 78 61.1 83.4 85.1 65.3 84.4 83.2 84.P 84.C 
84.9 84.6 84.7 84.0 83.2 82°9 80.3 78.0 5000 R
--630 -11 TZ.;3 77- T 81.1 E63.0 84.8 85.6 85.9 85.7 6T.3 87.8 88.? 
88.1 88;0o 9 64.5 29- 6 7 .'S7 E64-l5- t-
9 8000 51.4 71. 2 76.9 80.3 6i.7 84.7 85.8 86.3 92.3 93.4 
94.2 95.1 94.7 94.9 95.0 92.2 90.1 83.1 82.4 8000 G
eee-f--5-±-- lrf.31 -e -.-. 69.5
- 
--
4. 8 -.3 88.-b 87. 8i 3- 91 -t-. -"4-6 1"0-D- -9&9 -- * m--6---5 -- f-Tt6-..
PNo3 33.1 100.2 1 5.3 10C6. 1.i.1 113.3 114.5 114.0 115.7 116.9 117.. 
117.5 11b.5 117.8 117.8 117-3 l. 9 115.5 112.6
jTBC-1CS SEA LEVEL STATIC PART POWER LIN-
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 60.8M(200.FT)
ANGLE IN OEGREES
10.Z 20.0 30. 40C.C 5C.J 6C.C - 7C.C 80.0 90.0 95.0 100.0 1C5.0 110.0 115.0 120-0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
5C 62.4 72. 2 77.3 d1.9 85.0 87.1 89.0 91.0 92.5 93.4 94.- 94.9 94.1 06.3 96.4 96.5 96.2 95.7 92.6 50
1 63 63.3 72.9 78, b2.7 o5.8 67.9 89.8 91.8 93.3 94.2 95.1 95.8 94.9 97.2 97.3 97.5 97.3 S6.8 93.7 63 -.
/ 83 64.0 73. 79.4 13.5 86.6 88.6 90.5 92.5 94.C 95.0 95.8 96.5 95.6 98.0 98.1 98.5 98.3 97.8 94.7 80 /
3 10C 64.4 73.7 79 6 83. 8 6.9 BB. C 9.8 92.8 54.3 95.3 56.1 96.9 95.8 98.2 98.4--98.9 9B.8 9B-3 5 -i. 1-0
125 64.5 73. 8 79.7 83.8 86.9 89.0 9C.8 92.8 94.3 95.3 96.1 96.9 95.8 98.3 98.5 99.0 98.9 98.5 95.3 125
-- T-16-6 .-- 73. T ---- 5 - 6---T. . - ~.-9 3.s -q 95 .F 6;5-95-.q4 -9 7.9 - -- ';t- 7 T 8
C 200 64.1 73.0 78.9 62.9 86.0 88.1 89.8 91.8 93.3 94.2 95.1 95.8 94.7 97.3 07.6 98.1 98.0 97.6 94.4 200 C
T 25C 63.7 7Z.3 78,1 62.C 65.1 87.2 89.C 90.9 92.4 93.4 94.1 95.0 93.7 96.4 96.7 97. 2  97.1 
9
6-7-. 3S - S0T --
A 315 63.5 71.2 77.4 ol.2 S4.3 86.4 88.1 90.0 91.3 92.3 93.2 94.0 92.8 95.4 95.6 96.1 96.0 95.7 92.5 315 A
4V 00 64.5 72.1 77.3 81.2 84.5 86.7 88.3 89.9 9C.G 91.2 9?.0 92.7 91.6 94.1 94.4 94.9 -948 91;5 STT0-
-  U  - -
0 500 64.E 71.5 76 8 8C.7 83.9 86.2 87.7 89.2 89.5 69.8 9F.6 01.4 90.2 92.7 93.0 93.5 93.4 93.0 89.9 500 E
-- 2---3 -r i -- C 'T&!.- 7- 8- 8 ; E 3 88 .c a-8 -3 -. 3 1-8;,I--a-8 1W9 t19. 9 1.E-4 08. b3 U
800 65.1 72.1 76 7 80.3 e6.5 85 9 87.3 88.r 87.1 67.2 87.9 88.6 7T.5 89.9 90.1 PC.6 90.6 90.2 67.0 800 C
1000 -65.4 72-4 76:. 8 .t u 3.6 36.0 87.4 87.5 85.7 85.6 86.3 87.0 85.9 88.3 88.5 89.0 890 88 .5 85.4 10O-
N 1250 65.9 73. 77.4 6i.5 648.1 86.5 87.E 86.8 84.C 83.9 84'..5 85.3 84.1 86.5 86.8 87.3 87.2. 86.9 83.7 125D N
T-. 65 - 74;3 -78. i-. 84 7 89.C 90. 86.6 81.9 81.9 82.6 83.2 82.1 84.6 84.9 85.4 85*7-84*9 8 * -  -
L 2COC 66.C 74.0 77,8 80.6 b-.7 66.7 87.2 83.4 BC.1 80.! 8C.9 81.6 BC.5 82.5 83.3 83.8 83.7 83.2 80.1 2000 E
U -IoEf8TT. 1.5 -78.3 n-.- 79.-5 80 .l 732 81.4 T 2 -- *
315C 66.4 75.9 8C.7 63.7 o5.2 87.5 87.7 85.1 81.7 82.4 82.1 82.0 81.3 62.0 82.3 82.2 81.6 80.4 77-8 3150
F--WCOD 0 6.C 75;9 - -- 84-t,1 8-.t -87-.8 88i-6 87.2 91.3 S2.0 91. r91.7 9C0. -0.4 90.C 88. 7 2 .2 6.2 Z OO- .
R 5000 61.8 72 7 77.8 81.C 3.4 85.5 85.3 84.3 8'.G 83.7 83.4 83.8 83.5 83.5 8R26 81.4 81.2 77.8 75.8 5000 R
-E-- 3C0. 6I.1, -7.-7 7.7 -81.t 1-829 t.8 - 8.8 85 85.9 85.6 86.3 86.8 87.2 87.2 86.9 86.8 83 .- 81 5--7 7,Z -- 5 --63 -
-
0 8000 56.1 69.9 75.6 82.i 12.7 84.5 85.7 86.3 92.3 92.4 93.2 54.2 93.7 93.9 94. 91.3 89.2 81.8 81.3 8000 0
rLOu; 93 9 -9i 14 2 T1-.5 1184.0 1.3.3 115.0 15 11 : .1 - -- 16.3-117-5..- 11.54; -- 3 1 5 5-1-.a - ----- o t .- uuuu
PNDB 93.3 93. 7 1 4.7 IC8.2 11G.5 112.8 114.0 113.3 115.0 115.7 115.9 116.3 115.1 116.4 116.3 115.5 115.0 113.1 110.6
JTBD-1C~ SEA LEVEL STATIC PART POWER LINL
ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 60.8M(200.FT)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
10.0 20.0 30.L 4G.0 51.0 60.0 70.2 80.0 90.0 95.0 100IO 105.0 110.0 115.0 120.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 150.0
5C 61.2 711 716.4 8d.4 03.4 85.6 87.5 89.4 91.0 91.8 92.7 93.4 92.6 94.6 94.6 94.5 94.1 93.4 91E.4 50
-1 63 IT . 7r.7 TS . t -iU .c84.0 86.2 88.1 90.0 91.7 92.4 93.3 93.9 93.2 95.3 05 .2 95*2 - 94*9 9 43 -9 . 1. 3S -1
/ 80 62.6 72. 4 77.7 81.7 84.8 86.9 88.8 90.8 92.4 93.1 94.0 94.6 93.8 96.0 96.0 96.1 95.9 95.3 92.2 80 f
3~ --- 6Z.-6 72.5 77'6 81.9 q.9q 87.' 8E.8 50.9 92.5 93.2 94.1 Si.7 93.8 9E.1 -9.1 S6.4 96.Z- 956- 2.5 -0D -
125 b3.C 72,4 77.7 81.6 d4.7 86.8 88.7 90.7 92.2 93.0 93.9 94.5 93.5 95.9 95.9 96.2 96.1 95.5 92.4 125
u tt3 1b Z - -i;5 849 - 8 st .0 * 3-- 7 -11% mt- --t .. 1 .3 -tr 5- ,-IVw- ? -9-r3- b~z St. r IbLJ 0
C 200 62.9 71. 7 76.8 bG.7 o3.7 85.8 87.6 89.5 91.1 91.8 92.7 93.3 92.3 94.6 94.7 95.1 94.9 94.4 91.3 200 C
T 5--0--d. f;-- - 3----- - 83.0 --85-.f 86.8 88. 7 9 9. 90.9 91,7-SO.3 91.3 93.6 93. 6 aE0 7--5 - . ur-T-
A 315 64.1 71.7 76.5 b8.4 83.7 Bb.C 87.5 89.1 89.7 89.9 90.7 91.4 90.3 92.6 92.7 93.1 93.0 92.5 89.4 315 A
7-v 4=;- 5- -Tir;7- 76.4 80.2 B-.4 85. - 87-.1 88.6 88.8 88.8 89.5 90.2 89.1 91.4 91.5 51.B 917 - -r;2 .a -- TO---
E 500C 6.8 71.8 76 3 bO.C b3.2 85.7 87.C 68.2 87.7 87.4 88.1 88.7 87.7 89.9 89.9 90* 2  90.2 89*6 86.5 500 E
a 15. - --. 8 .I . 6 -6B -. ;8-5 -5 86;6- 8. B -TFT TYTV . 73 38- T ---
C 80C 65.7 72.5 76.8 62.4 83.5 Bb.1 87.2 87.9 85.9 85.C 85.5 86.1 85.1 87.2 87.1 67.5 87.4 86-8 83-8 800 C
1-- G~7-6 .C C7. 80.8 8 .9 -96.5 87.6 87;5 844.5 - 83. 83.9 84.4 83.4 e5.4 85.4 85e~8 B-s. 8 .1 -8Z 1 IoM r --C
N 1250 67.9 74.3 78,5 E6.9 b4.5 88.7 9C.0 88.1 83.3 81.7 82.? 82.7 61.7 83.7 83.8 84.2 84.1 83.5 80.4 1250 N
-- 6-39 6-3---3--9- -767. ,-4-.-- 33 -- 6-. - 87.1- 83.4 79.8 79.4 80.0 8Q.5 745 81 7 -t 1-2f 8 --* -1 -*--- 85- -10t--
E 2000 65.5 73.6 77 9 60.3 82.8 84.7 65.1 81.3 77.6 78.1 78.5 79.1 78.1 80.1 80.2 80.6 80.5 79. 76.9 2000 E
R 2588 61. ----- K;- - -1" -#5- 4 -- 8 - 8-T l - -0 3 o16 -749 ! - ff4f- - 7 -.0 --? t."r 7e iq -71-v--9 -  ,8 ;.4 25(,e
3150 67.6 76.4 E1,C E4.1 C5.5 871.6 88.4 85.8 88.7 88.3 87.8 87.8 86.3 86.7 86.4 85.2 84-5 8C.3 798 3150
--- ro---.--r .1 - 77--te 3.2- 85.4 81-.9 83.2 81.0 8t.I 8-C. 8L.7 80.4 8 .S ?9.9 9. - 9.0 7.- O4;0~ 0-T
R 5000 63.4 73.7 78.1 81.2 82.9 84.8 85.5 85.1 84.0 83.8 84.1 84.4 84.5 84.3 84.3 81.2 79.6 75.4 74.3 5000 R
_ 63U- T.T--TZ.; TT;E 87 8 ;.8 84;8 857 85.8 91.2 .4 9I.1 92. 0 1.6 95 9*77.1 ;T 4- n;79-80. 0
0 8000 55.4 69.3 75.5 79.0 61.4 83.3 87.6 86.6 88.3 89.0 88.4 88.7 87.8 88.0 817.0 84.4 83.0 75. 9  75.8 8000 9
t uuuv .~-~ i ~ ; ,---;- -. -8 .-t 2 -t6--G-; - - - "8 -- ! -; 5 .-- -t ----- ab a 0. 7 M- . -* T4 "L ' L
PNDO 90.7 99.8 10C.5 107.8 109.9 112.2 113.3 112.3 113.6 113.3 113.8 114.4 113.7 114.7 114.8 113 6 112.8 110.1 108.0
JT80-U1S SEA LEVEL STATIC ApP
TOTAL ATTENUATED MATRIX - ALT = 60.8M(200.FT)
ANGLE IN 3EGRECS
13.0 20. 30.0 4C.C 5J. 0 O.C 70.3 8,.0 90.3 35.0 100.2 105.0 110.0 115.C 120.0 130.0 135.C 140.0 150.0
50 5a.4 63.1 73.3 77.? 63.2 82.4 84.3 86.1 a7.7 88.5 89.3 89.9 89.5 91.1 90.9 90.4 89-6 89.0 85.8 50
-- 1- 3 59. -686. 738 77.8 0C.9 82.9 84.8 86.7 88.3 89.c 69.8 90.6 89.9 91.1 91.5 9j. 90;4 B89-B 866 3T
/ 80 59.6 .69.C 74.2 18.1 o1.1 83.3 85.1 8a.0 88.6 85.4 90.1 90.9 90.2 92.0 91.9 91.5 90.9 90.4 87.2 80 /
T-3- U 59. 69.1 -74 Z 78.? i.2 83.3 85.1 87.0 88.5 89.4 95.2 9z.8 90.0 91.9 91.8 9S.6 91;0 -90 -87 - 11-
125 63.1 69,1 74;.1 7.9 83.9 83.0 84.9 86.7 88.? 89.0 89.3 90.4 9s.7 91.6 91,5 91.3 90.7 90.2 87.0 125
U Ib -TT.2 -- 8- - T-- T- 7 -T5 CC.4 -- 2 .5 84.3 86.1 87.5 86. ES.T 89.7 89.C 90.9 ?*B 9F.99 85 B- 6
C 200 60.3 6d.6 73.3 76.9 79.8 81.9 83.6 85.3 86.7 87.5 88.2 83.8 88.1 90.C 89.8 89.1 89.2 88.6 85.5 Z00 C
---- -2 60.6 &- 68.5 73 1 76.3 73.2 81.4 83.1 84.6 85.8 86.! 87.2 87.9 87.1 89.0 88.9 88 87 88.2 87,*6 4*5 250 -T
A 315 60.9 68.5 72.9 76.0 73.8 80.3 82.5 83.9 84.8 85.6 86.3 86.8 86.1 87.9 87.7 87.6 87.1 86.5 83.4 315 A
-- 4- t-- 61.4 18. 7 12.3 15.7 d .4 80.5 82.0 83.2 83.8 84.5 85.0 8S.6 849.9 86.6 86.4 18.1 8 37 5.0 - 0..1.. V--
E 50C 61.9 69.0 73 1 75,6 78.3 80.4 81.8 82.7 82.7 63.4 83.8 64.4 83.7 85.2 85.0 84.8 84,2 83.6 80.5 500 E
bJu ba-.. '-TUTr; T33--4;--.T; -"7- 7 85.2-- 83.6 82 5827.9 .-- , 87 . - 8 T"* -1 -. 9 8 U a.- 93. -0
C 800 64.0 70.6 75.- 76.1 61.2 83.8 65.1 85.2 82.7 81.2 81.5 81.0 81.3 82.5 82.4 82.1 81.4 80.6 77.7 800 C
C-- I0 S-. 71.2 75 C 78 7 81.7 84.3 85.6 85.C 81.5 79.8 79.9 80.3 79.7 80.9 80.7 80.5 19.8 78. 9  76.1 1000 E
N 1250 65.9 72.7 76.7 18.7 ,2.7 87.1 86.2 86.C BC.5 78.0 79.1 78.5 77.9 79.2 79.0 78.9 78.2 77.2 74.5 1250 N
-- 5-5 -- Zg5 ---76.5 7;o- Z1.9 85-2 86.6 82.1 76".6 75.5 75.7 76.1 75.5 -77;0 76.-8 -768 -- F Z T -75-W- ---T~ Z.6 60
E 2000 64.5 72.7 77,Z 7 91 81.7 83.8 84.5 80.1 74.3 74.4 74.5 74.8 74.2 75.5 75.4 75.5 74.8 73.7 71.1 20011 E
ItR 2_500 fi.d t-f- -~ -. 1- i- -2-.-}- -- B8.Z- -84-.0- -1.2 .78--it- 7fp- Y 6.9-77 ,2-L o ?-.-6---T---- - -- 4 . tZ500 K
3150 67.9 77.1 1,8 65.1 8866.4 88.5 88.7 85.5 88.2 87.3 86.8 B6.9 85.8 85.4 85.9 84.5 83,4 77.8 78.1 3150
SqC 6-Z.- TTT.7 T7 6 .T 82.7 84-7 81.8 81.7 79.5 79. 786 7. .9 78.5 78.3 77.8 75.8 75.;3 - 7 7 -9 --4o100 - -
R 5000 65.9 76.9 3C.4 63.8 85.C 85.8 86.0 84.7 84.1 83.4 84.0 85.0 84.7 84.5 85.7 81.9 79.4 73.1 73.4 5000 R
- 75-f ?3;8-- 8 8 81 ,7 t ,3 84.6 85.3 84.7 89.8 88.8 89.3 9C.1 89.7 89.6 90.2 87.S 8E6 -7*Z 8 5- 30
0 8000 57.0 71.C 76.7 80.6 2a.8 84.4 89.3 86.7 88.7 89.5 88.3 88.4 87.4 87.6 87.1 83-5 81.5 74.1 74.7 8000 0
-- I.r0r uu 51.0 7.4 ?-rV --7 ~d-;% -- -- e.t- %- .I--- -f--r. -7 -! -t t -  7- -1t- 1 9~- 1 a 7 -t-1E-T 7b' 101b 0
PNOB 90.4 99.7 1-4.3 107.6 109.5 111.6 112.5 110.7 111.6 111.2 111.3 111.9 111.4 111.9 112.1 110.4 109.3 105.7 104.2
O
A/A* Ratio of actual area to critical area (where local Mach No. is 1.0)
Ajd Duct jet area
Aje Primary jet area
a Location along chord line of maximum camber (1)
BPR Bypass ratio, formed by the ratio of duct airflow to. primary engine
airflow: BPR = WAF/WAE
C 1  Inlet velocity absolute
C2  Exit velocity absolute
C.G. Center of gravity
ACu Tangential velocity change
c Chord (1)
D, D-F Diffusion factor,
V1 r 2 V62 - rl VO1
for rotor = 1 - - +
V' 1  (r 1 + r2 ) V' 1 a
V 3  Ir 2 V0 2 - r3 V 0 3for stator = 1 - +
V 2  (r 2 + r3 ) V2 a
DN (Ref. bearings) Diam (mm) x RPM
dB Decibels
EFF-AD Adiabatic efficiency
Fnd, FND Net duct thrust
Fne, FNE Net engine thrust jI acdig e blank
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Fnt, FNTOT Net total thrust
FN SAM Net total thrust corrected to ambient conditions by division by delta
ambient: FN SAM = FN/Samb
FEGV Fan exit guide vane
AHHPT Work extracted from high pressure turbine
AHLPT Work extracted from low pressure turbine
ID Inner diameter
IGV Inlet guide vane
J Joule
kg Kilogram
LPC Low pressure compressor
LPT Low pressure turbine
M, Mn Mach No.
MCA Multi circular arc
m Meter
N Newton
N1  Low rotor speed RPM
NIC2 Low rotor shaft speed in revolutions per minute corrected to engine
station 2 by division by /0T2: N1C2 = N 1/ 0T2
N2  High rotor speed RPM
N2C2 ighi rtuior shaft speed in revolutions per minute corrected to engine




Po Total or stagnation pressure
Pt2, 2.4, etc. Total pressure at station 2, 2.4, etc.
Ps/Pt Static pressure/total pressure
P3P2 Low compressor total pressure ratio formed by the ratio of the ab-
solute total pressure at engine station 3 to the absolute total pressure
at engine station 2: P3P2 = PT3/PT2
P3.2P2 8th stage total pressure ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute total
pressure at engine station 3.2 (8th stage) to the absolute total.pressure
at engine station 2: P3.2P2 = PT3.2/PT2.
P4P2 Overall total pressure compression ratio formed by the ratio of the
absolute total pressure at engine station 4 to the absolute total pres-
sure at engine station 2: P4P2 = PT4/PT2
PDP2 Fan duct total pressure ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute total
pressure at engine duct station 8D to the absolute total pressure at
engine station 2: PDP2 = PT8D/PT2
P7P2 Engine pressure ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute total pres-
sure at engine station 7 (low turbine exit) to the absolute total pres-
sure at engine station 2: P7P2 = PT7/PT2
P8MP2 Mixed engine pressure ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute total
mixed pressure at engine station 8 to the absolute total pressure at
engine station 2 (the mixed pressure is obtained from the conservation
of momentum equation and individual total pressures of duct and en-
gine streams at the mixing station): P8MP2 = PT8M/PT2
AP/q Loading parameter = (Pexit - Pinlet) / ( /2 P V2 )inlet
psi Pounds per square inch
R-1.5, 2 Rotor 1.5 stage, 2 stage
Ri Radial load
RLE Leading edge airfoil radius( 1 )
RTE Trailing edge airfoil radius( 1 )
S-1.5, 2 Stator 1.5 stage, 2 stage
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SLS Sea level static
SLTO Sea level take-off
T Total temperature
t Blade maximum thickness( 1 )
TSFC Thrust specific fuel consumption
Tt 2 , 2.4, etc. Total temperature at station 2, 2.4, etc.
T3T2 Low compressor total temperature ratio formed by the ratio of the
absolute total temperature at engine station 3 to the absolute total
temperature at engine station 2: T3T2 = TT3/TT2
T3.2T2 8th stage total temperature ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute
total temperature at engine station 3.2 (8th stage) to the absolute
total temperature at engine station 2: T3.2T2 = TT3.2 /TT2
T4T2 Overall total temperature ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute
total temperature at engine station 4 to the total absolute tempera-
ture at engine station 2: T4T2 = TT4/TT2
TDT2 Fan duct total temperature ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute
total temperature at engine duct station 8D to the absolute total tem-
perature at engine station 2: TDT2 = TT8D/TT2
T7T2 Exhaust gas temperature ratio formed by the ratio of the absolute
total temperature at engine station 7 (low turbine exit) to the abso-
lute total temperature at engine station 2: T7T2 = TT7/TT2
U Rotor speed
Utip  Rotor tip speed
V Air velocity
W,,, W, ,, WAE Eneine core airflow
Wat, WAT Total airflow
Wad, WAD Duct airflow
WAT2 Total airflow corrected to engine station two by multiplication by
JWT2 and divided by ST2: WAT2 = WAT/-fT-2/ST2
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WF Engine fuel flow
x/b Ratio of position on an airfoil to total airfoil length




P2 - P3Stators =
(7/2) p2 M2
ach Angle between airfoil chord line and tangential plane
Absolute air angle [cot- 1 (Vm/Vo)], degrees
3* Metal angle between tangent to mean camber line and through flow
direction, degrees ( 1)
P1 Inlet relative gas angle
92 Exit relative gas angle
7 Gas constant - ratio of specific heats
6 Ambient total pressure/standard atmospheric pressure
e Design conical surface angle measured from compressor centerline,
positive if apex is upstream of airfoil, degrees
Adiabatic efficiency
0* Airfoil metal turning angle, degrees( 2 )
P Density
U Solidity( 1 )
7/b Gap/chord
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Total pressure loss coefficient:
-Y
P'1 (TTTl) l p
Rotors =
P'1 - p
P2 - P3Stators -
P2 - P2
Blade camber angle ( 1)






1 Station into rotor
2 Station out of rotor or into stator
3 Station out of stator
Superscripts
Relative to rotor
* Blade metal (angle)
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Pressure Correction Factor
ST2: Station 2 pressure correction factor DELTA-TT2
PT2
ST2 - PT2 = Absolute total pressure at engine
station 2 in psia
Samb: Ambient pressure correction factor DELTA-Ambient
Pamb
Samb = - Pamb = Absolute total ambient pressure
14.697 in psia
NOTE: The factor 14.697 is the absolute total ambient pressure
in PSIA at sea level standard day
Temperature Correction Factors
0T2, B/T2: Station 2 temperature correction factor THETA/T2 and the square
root of THETA/T2
TT2
OT2 - TT2 = Absolute total temperature of engine
518.7 station 2 in 0 R
Oamb, / Oamb Ambient temperature correction factor THETA - ambient and the square
root of THETA - ambient
Tamb
Oamb - Tamb = Absolute total ambient temperature
518.7 in "R
NOTE: The factor 518.7 is the absolute total ambient temperature
at sea level standard day in OR
Notes:
(1) Rotor 1 geometry is on flow surface. Geometry of other rotors is on manufacturing
plane.
(2) In general, Greek letters are used to indicate angles. Those not followed by an asterisk
refer to gas angles, whereas those followed by an asterisk refer to angles of metal surfaces.
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